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SYSTEMS - SOLUTIONS
If you have a problem that can be solved by a computer-we have a systems solution.

• Two central processors with maximum RAM capacities of 56K and 384 K bytes

• Three types of disk drives with capacities of 175K, 1.2M and 16M bytes

• Two dot matrix printers with 80 and 132 line capacity

• A Selectric typewriter interface and a daisy wheel printer

Match these to your exact need, add one or more of our intelligent terminals and put together
a system from one source with guaranteed compatibility in both software and hardware.

Southwest Technical Products systems give you unmatched power, speed and versatility. They
are packaged in custom designed woodgrain finished cabinets. Factory service and support on
the entire system and local service is available in many cities.

SOUTHWEST TECHNICAL PRODUCTS CORPORATION
219 W. RHAPSODY
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS 78216 (512) 344-0241
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Youcan do surprising things
when you have 64 kilobytes of fast RAM

. . . . .'

4 MHz FAST-AND EXPANDABLE
Here's 64 kilobytes of memory on

one RAM card. Yes, we mean 512K
bits of read/write memory on this
single card.

And, yes, we mean it's fast. With
150-nanosecond chip access times
~ so the card can operate in fast
Z-80 systems with no wait states,
Repeat, no wait states.

EXPANDABLE ON TWO LEVELS
Not only does the new Model

64KZ give you a large, fast RAM
but if is expandable on two levels.

First, through our Cromemco Bank
Select feature, you can expand to
512 kilobytes in eight 64K banks.

Or, with our Extended Bank Select
feature, you can expand memory
space to as much as 16 megabytes.

This expandability we call your
obsolescence insurance.

The legend on the card's heat sink
is an easy reference for address and
bank selection.

OD one card
BENCHMARK IT

Obviously, the speed and memory
capacity of this new card give you a
lot of power.

You can see that for yourself in
our new 7-station Multi-User Com-
puter System which uses these Model
64KZ cards. This S100-bus system
outperforms the speed of many if
not most timesharing systems of up
to 10 times the Cromemco price.

And yet where some of these much
more expensive and cumbersome
systems clearly slow to a snail's pace
when timesharing, the Cromemco
system using Bank Select switching
runs surprisingly fast.

For high reliability all Cromemco memory
cards are burned in at the factory in these

temperature-controlled ovens,

SEE IT NOW
See the new Model 64KZ at your

computer dealer now. Study the lit-
erature on it. See how for only $1785
you can get around that ever-present
barrier of memory that's too little
and too slow.

Cromemco Multi-User System
shown with 7 stations

CrOIllBnaeo
i n cor p 0 r ale d
280 BERNARDO AVE., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94040 • (415) 964-7400
Tomorrow's computers now
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Tinker, Tailor, Soldier, Sailor ...
Doctor, Lawyer ... the Chieftain's here.

No matter whether you're a serious
hobbyist or a serious businessman, the
Chieftain 6800 microcomputer with ca-
pabilities that surpass the Z-80 is made
for you.

Smoke Signal's quality-packed
Chieftain I features two 5.25-inch mim-
floppy drives and Chieftain II fea-
tures two 8-inch floppy drives.

Both microcomputers
provide 32K static memory,
two serial I/O ports, a 2
MHz processor board, a2K
RAM monitor, a nine-slot
motherboard with built-
in baud rate generator
and gold connectors for
high reliability. The
Chieftain's stylish leath-
er-grained cabinet houses
the above with its own
cooling fan and regulated
power supply.

Every Chieftain is complete with
system software and is totally burned-in
as well as tested to further insure high
reliability.

And it's expandable to 64K memory
with up to 2 megabytes floppy disk
storage.

So see your nearest Smoke Signal
dealer, he'll be glad to show you how to

get your wampum's worth. Systems
start at $2,595.

o Send information on vour Chieftain
microcomputer
o Send name of nearest dealer
Name~ _

Address _

Company --;- __ -,- _
City _

State/Zip _

• SIDIB SIGNIL
~ BRDIDCASTING
~1336 Via Colinas, Westlake Villag-e.
California 91361. (21~) 889-93'40

Dealer inquiries invited.
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Hail to the Chieftain
Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336 Via Colinas. Westlake Village, CA 91361, (213) 889-9340
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HARDWARE FOR TRS-80®
OPertec Disc Drives FD-200 .. _.. _ $375.00 ea.

These are 40·track Drives that are completely comparable
with the TRS-80®and Radio Shack Drives. 3.0 DOS
included. Will allow Turning Diskette over and Write on
other side.

016K Upgrade Kit _ $ 99.95
0779 Centronics TRACTOR FEED Printer $1100.00

Same as Radio Shacks Complete with Cable.
Shipped Freight COD.

0701 Centronics TRACTOR FEED
Bidirectional Printer __ .. _. _... _.... _. . .. $1549.95
2Y2 times as fast as the Radio Shack 779 Printer, has full
size 132 Char. Carriage Sell tone. Complete with Cable
plug in and use. Shipped Freight COD.

0200 ns 16K Dynamic Memory Clips for Keyboard or Exsan-
sion Interface. Lifetime Guarantee, complete. _. $11 .00
Lifetime Guarantee. Complete with Instructions and
Jumper Blocks.

OTRS-80® -Level II - 4k _ _. _ $540.00
OTRS-80®-Levelll -16k wll0 Key Keypad $900.00

OExpansion Interface .. _ _ $275.00oRS-232-C Interface . _ _.. $ 89.00

OMonitor No.3 _.. _. -. _. _. _.. _ _. m$ 39.95
Complete Machine Language Monitor for TRS-S<t-features'
Find, EDIT, Relocate, Symbolic Dump to Tape, ete:

OTrash DATA'BASE Management System .. _..... S 89.95
A complete all around DBMS for business or home.
Information can be stored in any fashion. Comes on Disk
with Documentation.

OPLCEND , .• " _.. __ , $ 15.95
Will Patch ASCII files of Basic Programs or text or
DATA FILES so that they may be loaded into the Disk
Version of the Electric Pencil for Editing purposes
comes on Cassette that will automatically create a Disk
file of PCLEND.

OMAKE TAPE AND MAKE DISK
for Cassette Dealers _ ..... _. __ . _. _. . . . . . .. $ 69.95
These are two programs that will allow you to take any
type of Program from Disk and store it on tape for
mailing purposes. When the user receives the program in
the mail on cassette, it is loaded into the computer which
will automatically make a Disk file of the program.

OCP/M & C BASIC for the TRS-80®
CP/M Includes: MOYCPM,STAT, PIP, Dump, DDT, ASM
(8080), ED, plus 6 user manuals.
CPIM __ $150.00
C Baslc-Z Includes: XREF2, CBAS2, and manuals.
C BASIC 2 __ __ $ 99.95

OG2LEVEL III BASIC forTRS-80~ ... _ Special $39.95
OTELCOM - Telecommunications for the TRS-80.~. $ 29.95

Telecommunications for the TRS-8~lIows one TRS-80®
to communicate with another through the RS-232-C
over the phone line.

ORDER NOW AND SAVE
Just list the items you want

and mail this convenient coupon,

~ Orders recelved by, 6:00 p.m, shipped
~ next day on Master Charge, Visa,

Certified Check or Money Order.

•
Persona1 Checks require 14 days to
cle~r. No C.O.D. Collect calls not

accepted. All Hardware warranted for 90 days
except Radio Shaak equipment which is warrant-
ed through Radio Shack, All Software is sold
••AS IS" with no suarantee. Prices subject to
change without nottce,

"

HANDLING CHARGE $1.50
TE.NN_ RES. ADO 6% SALES TAX TOTAL Exp. Date,---,,----,,--

Send Check:or Money Order payable to -

SOFTWARE • P.O. Box 60097 • Nashville, TN 37206
Ouan, Unit Price TotalDescription

UTOMATED
OMPUTER

OFTWARE SERVICE
(615) 244-2798

Division of

~ [JlJrnlllJiflr UJlJllet INC_

625 Main Street. Nashville, TN 37206
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TOHAYDEN
FOR YOUR
LANGUAGE
NEEDS ...

New! APL:An Introduction (peelle)
This workbook/textbook offers a
problem-solving approach to
learning computer programming
in APL. #5122-0, $8S0

COBOL WITH STYLE: r-ro-
grammlng Proverbs (Chmura &
Ledgard) Covers structured
COBOL programming, and how
to use the top-down approach with
COBOL. #5781-4, $6.95

Neu» FORTRAN WITH STYLE:
Programming Proverbs (t.edgard
& Chmura) Programming style
guide that conforms to the new
FORTRAN 77. #5682-6, $G95

Neu.n Z·80 AND 8080 ASSEMBLY
LANGUAGE PROGRAMMING
(Spracklen) An extensive introduc-
tory look at assembly language
programming for the 8080 and Z-80
processors. #5167-0, $7.95

THE FIRST BOOKOF KIM
(Butterfield, Ockers and Rehnke)
A thorough beginner's guide to
writing KIM programs and to
getting the most from a KIM- I
system. #5119-0, $9.95

New! BASIC FROM THE GROUND
UP (Simon) Explores computers
and the BASIC language in C)
simple direct way, without relying
on a heavy mathematical hack-
ground. #57()()-1, $8D5

Available at your
local computer

store!
rTl Hayden Book
L¥JCompany, Inc.

50 Essex Street,
Rochelle park, NJ07662

Editorial David H. Ahl

Reinventing theWheel
recommendations virtually identical
to those from this conference (1979).

Delving deeper, I was struck that
the references of many authors
included mainly their own previous
papers or those of the same organi-
zation or conference. Unfortunately,
the educational computing field has
been and is highly fragmented.
Maybe the National Conference in
Iowa this June will help, but given
past trends, I'm not wildly optimistic.

In this third case, reinventing the
wheel benefits practically no one, but
worse, it means that progress is made
much more slowly than it should be.
Indeed, the criticism of some people
that software and courseware is
lagging behind hardware develop-
ments is quite valid. This is certainly
one contributing factor.

4. One of the many hats Iwear is a
proposal reviewer for the National
Science Foundation. Funding pro-
posals are, of course, reviewed
without knowing who was the
originator. And it's a good thing!

I reviewed two proposals last week
(asking for mega bucks!) which, for
all intents and purposes, were carbon
copies of projects completed in the
late 1960's. In slightly different ways,
both proposals put forth the idea that
computer literacy should be taught in
high school. Pardon my sarcasm if I
say, "How nove!!"

Yet from talking to scores of math
teachers at the recent national NCTM
Conference, it is apparent that, for all
its virtue, computer literacy is not
being taught to most students.

Should we reinvent the wheel yet
again and prove that computer
literacy is a "good thing"? Or can we
simply get on with it?

In looking this over, I realize that
I'm probably just as guilty as everyone
else in reinventing the wheel. Back in
1972, I wrote an editorial for EDU
called, "What's Wrong with the Little
Red Schoolhouse" (reprinted in Best
of Creative - Vol. 1) and I'm saying the
same things now as I did then. Hope-
fully, If people agree with these
notions and act on their knowledge, I
won't have to write this again in seven
years. Or is that an impossible
dream? D

CREATIVE COMPUTINGCIRCLE 152 ON READER SERVICE CARD

I never cease to be amazed at the
way people insist on reinventing the
wheel. Four recent incidents really
pushed the point home; let me share
them with you.

1. At the Trenton Computer Fes-
tival, a teacher from Ocean Township
HS, John Best, gave me a nice set of
computer graphics. He related that he
had translated Mike Zorn's Super-
Rose programs (in Basic for the PET,
Creative, April 1979) into Fortran and
produced the graphics. Ironically,
although Mike Zorn wrote Super-Rose
from scratch, it bears a more-than-
passing resemblance to Lissajous
(Creative, Sep/Oct 1977) which we
printed in Basic for the first time, it
having originally been written in
Fortran!

In this instance, probably every-
body involved benefitted from this re-
invention of the wheel - or at least
each one got some good experience
writing or translating a program.

2. "Can you see any redeeming
virtue in publishing this?" "No, said
the little red hen." "Aaugh; not
another one!" These were some of our
editor's comments on just one day's
worth of games submitted to Creative
Computing containing yet another
Blackjack, Star Trek, and Tic Tac Toe.

I was leafing through the book,
"The Way to Play" (available from
Creative Book Service - advt.) which
contains the rules for several hundred
card, board, and indoor games. I
would guess that fewer than 5% have
been programmed, yet budding pro-
grammers always seem to home in on
the same over done group.

In this case, probably the pro-
grammers benefit from writing an
overdone game, but no one else does
because there's no new contribution
to the published body of software.

3. I was looking over the huge 3-
volume set of papers from the recent
ADCIS conference. While there were
some excellent papers, many of them
were strikingly similar to papers the
year before and the year before, etc. In
fact, I dug out the Proceedings from
the second CCUC Conference (1971)

"nd found many conclusions and

6
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Friends And Fellow
Computer Enthusiasts
In the recent tornado which wreaked

unholy havoc on our city, many of us in
the Wichita Valley TRS-80 Users Group
lost our computers, our tape and disk
library of software, and our library of
computer books and periodicals. Evenour
club's own library of software and publi-
cations was destroyed.

We all have plans to replace our
personal computers and software, but at
this time I am particularly interested in
trying to help our club replace its loss.
Any club, publisher, software producer,
or individual who wishes to do so, may
contribute non-cash items, such as soft-
ware, back issues of computer publica-
tions, and books on computers.

Wichita Valley TRS-80 Users Group,
P.O. Box 439t ,Wichita Falls, Texas 76308

Mayjune Mishaps
In Random Ramblings (May, page 24),

we neglected to say that Cardinal is a
distributor of Omar which is made by
Tryom, Inc. Sorry.

And, Lee Felsenstein would like the
following points to be made about the
Majic Wand (June, page 60): "Bob did not
say that cathode ray tubes would never
have been developed if LEOs were avail-
able for mechanical scan TV... (And,) the
current state of the Majic Wand is that it is
the size of a ball point pen with an 8085
based pocket calculator size terminal."
The way to contact Bob Freedman is by
calling him, (617)683-4659.===============~==

BROOK'S LAW:
.Adding manpower to a late software
project makes it later.©Creative Computing

1fu... "Irs" ••• 1(..... 1fu... "Irs... 1fu •• ¥ .. v. .. "..•.•.•..
screen individuals In high security
areas, to do law enforcement
checks quickly, and to identify
credit card holders, to name just a
few of the possible uses.

ComputerlD
Professor Leon Harmon of

Case Western Reserve University
has been developing a rntcsocorn-
puter process that will be able to
identify faces. HIs research began
with the identification of standard
facial features, i.e., chin, fore-
head, nose. A POP11/45 classified
a face by analysis of the angles and
distances between features. There
were considerable difficulties with

this approach because one error
meant that the computer could
totally reject a face.

As the research progressed,
Professor Harmon modified the
process by assigning a rank order
and mathematical value to all of
the facial features. The computer
then found the correct face in its
memory and provided a number
which indicated how confident it
was of its selection. But, the most
interesting development in the re-

search was the pictorial represen-
tation of faces. A matrix of 15-by-
20squares and six levels were used
to represent a face with the resuIt
that the face appears somewhat
like a cubist painting. (Figures 1
and 2).

The uses of Professor Har-
mon's technique and the eventual
perfection of the technique to
identifying individuals by x-rayed
skull portraits are amazing and
limitless. It will be possible to

Photographs courtesy of Blocplx,
972 East Broadway, Stratford, CT
06497. Original photo of Alfred E.
Neuman courtesy of MAD Maga-
zine, © 1979 by E.C. Publications,
Inc.
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Famous Father-Son Teams That Made the Nation What It Is Today
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Tried and Found Guilty?
Dear Editor:

"Making Friends with that Home Computer" in yom April
1979 issue could have been an acceptable article for introduc-
ing computers and their usefulness in daily personal affairs. I
fail to understand, however, why you allowed it to be ruined
by having Lorraine Mecca direct it to the stereotyped wide-
eyed ignorant housewife. This article inaccurately represents
the people who might be interested in it or benefit from it. By
its descriptor "For Women Only" as well as the way it is
written it attr~cts but a small portion of those who could gain
something from it. Your accepting such an article for publica-
tion shows your lack of intelligence, judgement and class.

Ginny Banerjee
, 580Arapeen Dr.

Salt Lake City, UT 84108

Speaking Of ...
Dear Editor:

We searched the entire article by Lorraine Mecca "For
Wo~en Onlr.1M~g Friends With That Home Computer"
(April, 1979 ,for a hmt that Ms. Mecca had her tongue in her
cheek. Alas, she seemed to be serious. .

We admire her ingenuity in using a home computer to list
work she does m !lhome, but we challenge he! assumptions
~hat husbands buy home computers, and their wives are
Ignorant and dependent.

Many women in our company and others are employed to
design computers, write software, sell computers ~lan the
installation of elaborate computer systems, and t;am class-
room teachers to use computers.

All of us are homemakers, too, with or without husbands
to show us how to turn our home computers on Ms Mecca
sho~d be forbidden to use her home computer for'one ~eek as
purushD;lent,.for ~er several deprecating remarks about
housewives mtelligence and resourcefulness.

Computers are not inherently sex biased. In fact we
~xpect that. girls who receive computer-assisted instruction
m school will be able to. unlearn the helpless behaviors they
have been taught to exhibit, especially in mathematics
science, and technical areas. '

Please, Creative Computmg, screen your material care-
fully and avoid perpetuatm~ the myths about masculine and
feminine interests and abilities.

Barbara Schonborn, Ph.D.
Sales Trainer

Computer Curriculum Corporation
700Hansen Way

Palo Alto, CA 94304

Dear Ms. Schon born,
, We appreciate your thoughtful reaction to the article.

AJI of us think that t~e article did not adequately depict
ather !h~ homema~er s role nor the use of a computer. In
our optnton, the article denigrated women in the home, the
u~e of a home. computer, and, by omission, those profes-
'sional women m the computer field.

So, wesayAMENI -CL,MW,JG,NW,BS

TRS-SOAdvanced
Programming Features

Dear Editor:'
I now own a LEVEL II TRS~O and as you know the DEF

FN statement was not included in the Level II ROM, and the
o~y w~y to get this statement that I know of is to purchase a
disk drive and use TRSDOS. Well, the reason I am writing is
to find out if anyone has written a machine language program .
to put the DEF FN statement in reach of non disk users, they
did it for RENUMBER why not for DEF FN?

Bob Martin
911Buckingham
Windsor, Ontario

N8S2C9
Canada

The DEF FN (Define Function) statement is available
in the new LevellI Basic for the TR S-80 from GRT (1286N.
Lawrence Station Rd., Sunnyvale, CA 94086). It sells for
~9.95 and we should have a review of it in an upcoming
~ssue. -JC

Memory Transplants Updated
Dear Editor:

I hate to be the one who tells .you ..•but your reliable
sources (see March '79 Input-Output "A TRS-80 Transplant to
a PETI") have let you down. The memory chips for the TRS-80
and the PET are not interchangeable. The .TRS-80 uses
dynamic memory while the PET uses static. This, of course, is
the major difference and the one that preventsinterehange-
ability since the design approach is different (e.g., dynamic
memory requires periodic refresh of its contents and uses
special signals from the processor to do this while static
memory does not require refreshing).

The PET, in various models, uses either the 6550 from
MOS technology or the 2114 from a number of semiconductor
manufacturers. The 6550 is a 22 pin 4K static memory chip
that operates from a single 5 volt supply. The 2114 is an 18 pin
4K static chip that operates from a single 5volt supply. Due to
the pinout differences even these two types are not directly
interchangeable so you need to know which one your PET
uses. It is, however, relatively easy to add additional memory
to the PET by making your own board and plugging into the
memory interface connector provided. Then you can use
almost any 5 volt static chips you please. I did this about a
year ago to add on additional 8K internally. I mounted the
board piggyback to the main boards and used 2114 chips even
though my PET uses the 6550 (more expensive) chips. Except
for the memory chips it only required 4 other chips for
address decoding since much of this is already provided by
the PET's design.

The T~S-80 and the APPLE II (and some other machines -
the Sorcerer and the Compucolor as far as I know) use
dynamic memory in either the 4K or the 16K flavor (in the
APPLE at least. there can be a combination of both types in
sets of 8 each). Both the 4K and 16K chips are in 16-pin
packages and operate from +5 volts, -5 volts and +12 volts.
T~ese chips are available from most of the major memory
chips manufacturers. however. most of them use different

10 CREATIVE COMPUTING
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One-Drive System:

$399. (40-track) & $675. (77-track)
Two-Drive System:

$795. (40-track drives) & $1350. (77-track drives)
Three-Drive System:

$1195. (40-track drives) & $2025. (77-track'drives)
Requires Expansion Interface, Level II BASIC & 16K RAM.

Low Cost Add·On Storage for Your TRS·80* •
In the Size You Want.

When you're ready for add-on disk storage, we're ready for you.
Ready with six mini-disk storage systems - 102K bytes to 591K bytes of

additional on-line storage for your TRS-80*.
• Choose either 40-track TFD-100TMlirives
or 77-track TFD-200TMdrives.

• One-, two- and three-drive systems im-
mediately available.

• Systems include Percom PATCH PAK
#FM, on disk, at no extra charge. PATCH
PAK #IT• de-glitches and upgrades
TRSDOS' for 40- and 77-track operation.

••TFD-100TM drives accommodate "flippy
disks." Store 205K bytes per mini-disk.

• Low prices. A single-drive TFD-100TM
costs just $399. Price includes PATCH
PAK #FM disk.

• Enclosures are finished in system-
compatible "Tandy-silver" enamel.

Whether you need a single, 40-
track TFD-1 00 ™ add-on or a three-drive
add-on with 77-track TFD-200™S, you
get more data storage for less money
from Percom.

Our TFD-100TM drive, for example,
lets you store 102.4K bytes of data on
one side of a disk - compared to 80K
bytes on a TRS-80' mini-disk drive -
and 102.4K bytes on the other side, too.
Something you can't do with a TRS-80'
drive. That's almost 205K bytes per
mini-disk.

And the TFD-200TM drives provide
197K bytes of on-line storage per drive

-197K, 394K and 591 K bytes for one-,
two and three-drive systems.

PATCH PAK #1 TM,our upgrade
program for your TRSDOS', not only
extends TRSDOS' to accommodate 40-
and 77-track drives, it enhances
TRSDOS* in other ways as well. PATCH
PAK #1 ™ is supplied with each drive
system at no additional charge.

The reason you get more for less
from Percom is simple, Peripherals are
not a sideline at Percom. Selling disk
systems and other peripherals is our
main business - the reason you get
more engineering, more reliability and
more back up support for less money.

In the ProductDevelopmentQueue, .. aprinter interface for using your TRS-So' with any
serial printer, and ... theElectric Crayon™ to mapyourcomputermemoryontoyourcolorTV
screen- for games, animated shows, businessdisplays, graphs, etc. ComingPDQ!

PERCOM DATA COMPANY, INC.
211 N. KIRBY· GARLAND, TX .• 75042

To order add-on mini-disk storage for your TRS-80' ,
or request additional literature, call Percom's toll-free
number: 1-800-527-1592. For detailed Technical infor-
mation call (214) 272-3421.

Orders may be paid by check or money order, or
charged to Visa or Maste~ Charge credit accounts. Texas
residents must add 5% sales tax,

Percom 'peripherals for personal computing'
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numbering schemes. As an example, Motorola provides a
MCM4096 4K chip and a MCM4ll6 16K chip. To these
numbers is added a suffix to specify the type of package
(ceramic or plastic) and access time or speed. Thus a
MCM4ll6L-20 is a 16K dynamic chip in a ceramic package
with an access time of 200 ns (nanoseconds). Add to this the
fact that every manufacturer uses different numbering
systems and you can see how confusing memory chip inter-
changeability can be.

In any case, it all boils down to this: the PET chips cannot
be interchanged with the TRS-80 DUtthe TRS-80 and APPLE

, II chips can be (and probably a~y other ~crocomputer using
dynamic memory). The only thmg that might be a problem is
the speed or access time. The APPLE likes 250ns or less
access time. If some other type machine uses slower chips
they would probably not work .properly in the APPLE. The
faster the better - any of the microcomputers on the market
shoul~ work well with 200ns chips. So when thinking of
changing - check the access time. Keep in mind also that the
4K and 16K dynamic chips cannot always be mixed in a
machine but in machines where they can (such as the
APPLE), they must be in groups ofS. In the APPLE there are
3 rows of 8 sockets apd each row can be filled with either 4K or
16K chips. Also, each row has an additional socket where a set
of jumpers (in an IC type package) is inserted to tell the
comf.uter which type of memory that row contains (4K or
16K. The TRS-80 has a similar arrangement.

Well, John, I hope this clarifies the issue a little.
. Jerry Petrey

Electronic Design Engineer
Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Jerry called soon after writing this letter and said he had
learned that the new PET, with the standard keyboard,
uses dynamic 4116 (16K) chips. Perhaps thats where the
interchangeability idea originated. JC

Space Saver
Dear Editor:

In the printing of the article "Space Saver," in the March
1979 issue of Creative Computingl two footnotes that are
referenced several times in the artie e were omitted:
Footnote 1: The first time through the procedure "next" =

"first."
Footnote 2: The IF ... THEN statement functions in a way

that is not completely described in the language
reference manual. Given the program
10 IF XXX THEN YYY / STATEMENT 1 /
STATEMENT 2 20 STATEMENT 3
When XXX is falseand YYY is a line number,
control passes to the next statement, namely
STATEMENT 1.When XXX is false and·YYYis
a statement, control passes to the next sequen-
tialline, namely line 20.

Also, in the article itself, the typesetter used a colon (:)
rather than a baekslash (f) as the separator for multiple
statements on a line. This did not affect the program listing,
however, since that was an actual copy.

Andrew R. Nicastro
Director of Computer Assisted Learning

The American School of The Hague
High School Division
Paulus Buysstraat 51

The Hague
Netherlands

Picking at "Peeking and Pokeing"
Dear Editor:
, In regard to the application article by Rod Hallen in your

February/79 issue, some corrections are in order. Since it is'
an interesting article, I expect the readers to try some of the
programs in there and a lot of frustration could be avoided if
the following corrections are incorporated:

1. -The correct location of PET screen is from 32768 to

33767 (inclusive) for a total of 25 lines times, 40
characters.

2. In a PET computer POKE 32768,1 will place an "A" in
the upper left hand corner of the screen and POKE
33767,26 will cause a "Z" to appear in the lower right
hand corner.

3. PET does not use ''the same ASCII codes" as given in
Table 1. For example "A" to "Z" are coded as 1to 26 etc.
One can find out these codes from the results of
PROGRAMB. .

4. In PROGRAM B, line 40 should read
40 for I = Lto 255

'otherwise, there would be an error message, because
codes 256 to 1000cannot be interpreted by PET. To "fill
out the screen" (at least partially) one can modify line
50 to
50 POKE S+2*I,I

but then, of course, the first letter A will be one place
shifted to the, right, i.e., it will begin from location
32769 rather than 32768.

5. Finally, a word of caution to the PET users. Locations
32848 to 32853 (first six positions of the third line from
top and location 32888 (first position of the fourth line)
are reserved for READY, message and cursor respec-
tively; hence, anything written there will be over-
ridden by the monitor message or the cursor. To avoid
this problem, one could change line 30 to
30 LET S= 32887 '

Finally, the article was very interesting indeed.
Rabin Chatterjee

Master
Electrical & Electronics Engineering

Technology Department
Centennial College

Help From PDP-11 Users?
Dear Editor:

HE,LPIIWe have a DEC PDP n-os Computer system, on
which weare running RT-ll, version 2, and MUBAS, version
1.(single job.mOni~or).We wo~d like to be able to run 4 floppy
diskette drives, instead of Just the 2 that are part of the
original system.

We have the equipment, have made patches to the
monitor, and, in fact, are able to handle all 4 floppies in the
usual way with PlP. However, error messages ?DEV and
?DNE result from all attempts to access the extra 2 diskette
drives in MUBASIC. '

DEC says that it appears that what we are doing should
work. Any and all suggestions will be most welcome.

Leslie R. Tanner
Mathematics Department

Jamestown College, Jamestown, NO 58401

Is Updating Called For?
Dear Editor:

It has seemed to me that published computer programs
are following Gresham's Law: The bad drives out the good. In
my opinion, many published programs are of mediocre
quality. Now this is not the fault of you or the other editors;
you can only publish what is submitted. But once a program
on a given subject is published, then the publishing of further
programs on that subject is inhibited, even if they are
superior to the original program. This encourages authors/
programmers to quickly put something together and send it
off without refining it, to beat out the other authors/pro-
gra~e~s wh? may get. the same idea. It also discourages
sending m refmements/lmprovements to already published
programs. The result is that we almost never have the best
programs on a given subject available as published programs.

I do not know the best solution to this problem.
Perhaps any submitted program that was on the same

subject as a previously published program could become
eligible for a new monthly feature:

The Best New Program on an Old Subject.
With a suitable prize, this might attract some .good

programs. Delmer D. Hinrichs
2116 S.E. 377th Ave.

Washougal, Washington 98671
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.nnouncernent I. The first eight Personal
'roqrarnsvfrorn Aladdin Automation are
taiting for you now at your neighborhood
omputer retailer Or direct from Aladdin.

low you can get your full share of Aladdin
raqic in every one of these Personal
roqrams":

,

M ath-Ter-Mind'" A delightful.
educational learning experience
for your pre-school child Watch

ie smile on your child's face as a correct
nswer makes the mathematician smile on the
creen before you. A nursery song also serves
s a reward for learning elementary addition
nd subtraction. With Aladdin's Math-Ter-
1ind'" your child's pathway to learning will be
in-filled . . for both of you. Math-Ter-Mlnd".
he first release from the Aladdin Education'"
eries. (nursery song currently available only
n Apple II@program)

L unar Lander In a controlled
descent. you're just seconds away
from yourfirst landing on the cold,

irbiddinq surface of the moon As you
avigate your delicate spacecraft downward to
ie safety of Moonbase, you must be ever
/atchful of the dangers rising to meet you with
ach passing moment: a fuel level fast
pproaching zero; deadly meteor showers that
ome from any direction, at any time; sheer-
seed rock cliffs and rough terrain; choosing
re correct landing pattern and rate of descent.
Jaddins Lunar Lander. Your chance to reach
ut and touch the stars ... without leaving the
afety and comfort of your own chair. The first
slease from the Aladdin Simulation" Series.

c raps All eyes in the casino are
on you. The dice are in your
hands. Lady Luck sits at your

shoulder, whispering. . "Just one more time.
Try your luck just one more time." You throw

and watch the dice tumbling on the
screen. With Aladdin's Craps you play against
the computer, so it's awfully tough to win. But
when you do, it's an experience you're likely
never to forget. Craps. An exciting, heart-
pounding Personal Programs. The first release
from the Aladdin Las Vegas@ Series. '

M'astermind A challenging game
of intrigue, centuries old, that will
give you full chance to test your

powers of logic, deduction and reason. And
test them you will, as you try and solve the
computer's puzzle, using clues as they're
provided one-by-one: You control the degree of
difficulty in this classic Persorial Proqrarn" that
offers one simple, yet all-consuming challenge:
beat the Mastermind in a direct. one-on-one
battle of wits. Aladdin's Mastermind. The first
release from the Aladdin Old Favorites@ Series.

T ie-Tae-Toe Five different levels
of difficulty allow a person of any
age or skill to take part in this

relaxing, enjoyable game that can act as a
learning tool. as well. Level I, for example, is
suitable for children and is excellent also for
teaching simple mathematics. The computer
plays just about perfectly at Level V. Just
about, that is, so go ahead and take your best
shot. See if you can beat the computer in this
traditional favorite of young and old alike.
Tic-Tac-Toe. Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favorites" Series.

Jungle Island@ Shipwrecked in a
raging storm at sea, miraculously
you survive only to find yourself

stranded on a seemingly deserted jungle
island. Without food, water or supplies of any
kind, you begin to try and find your way to
safety. The computer will be your eyes and
ears as you explore your jungle island and all
the mysteries and dangers that lie in wait for
you. Jungle Island@. A captivating first
release from the Aladdin Adventures Series.

s tix@ Aladdin's Stix@ can be
played with 2 to 5 piles of sticks
and between 1 and 19 sticks in

each pile. The object: to be the one to pick up
the last stick. Sounds Simple? Yes, but you're
playing against the computer. Take heart,
though, because you can control the degree of
difficulty in this update of the ancient game of
Nim. Stix". Another first release from the
Aladdin Old Favontes" Series.

s uper Pro Football@ Here's your
chance to be more than Just an
armchair quarterback. With

Aladdin's Super Pro Football't vou can replay
any Super Bowl game, from the first. between
Green Bay and Oakland, to last year's classic
victory by Pittsburgh over Dallas. For once you
can turn back the clock and go for that one big
play that made the difference between victory
and defeat in pro football's biggest game of all.
Super Pro Football'" The first exciting release
from the Aladdin Super Pro@Series.

Visit your neighborhood computer retailer or
contact Aladdin direct to get your full share of
the magic in Annquncement I, the first eight
Personal Proqrarnsv frorn Aladdin Automation.

lath-Ter-Mind= Lunar Lander Craps Mastermind Tie-Tae-Toe Jungle lstand" StixS Super Pro Footbau"

Veleome to the All-New World of
~Iaddin.And Get Ready to
/lake Your Own Magie

,4.,.c1)()N AJTOMATION, NC.
.4SoN COMPUTER CORP.

V 3420 Kenyon Street, Ste. 131, San Diego, CA 92tH

:opyright 1978 by Aladdin Automation

JULY1979

Desiqn and copy by Campbell Marsh Graphic Communications
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North Star Criticism
Dear Editor:

This is to take issue with any praise that may have been
intended for North Star Computers in your article on page 54
of the NovIDec issue of Creative Computing.

It is my experience with North Star that they are an
arrogant bunch of SOB's who have a good product primarily
because their customers have corrected their mistakes.
Further, they will not respond to questions from purchasers
unless you happen to be an OEM manufacturer.

I have been trying to a year to find out how to obtain
mathematical precision in excess of 8 bits. They claim that up
to 14bits is available ...but, if they won't talk to me, how can I
place an order?

As a result of some recent investigations, I am not sure
that I want any more of. North Star Computers. In your
Jul/ Aug '78 issue, on page 70, there is an interesting program
by George Ball for computing pi by using an inscribed square
and then increasing the number of sides in an iterative pro-
cedure to ap{,roximate the value of pi. H you will note care-
fully, even With 536,870,912 sides the approximation is still a
trifle too small. I have written this program in North Star
Basic, Ver. 6 (DOS Ver. 2), and have come up with an
incorrect value for pi (as per North Star Basic). The program
comes up with pi equal to 3.1415924. It should be 3.1415926.
The next thing to note is that after 4096 sides have been used
then all the values of pi that follow are too big. This is
impossible for an 'inscribed square' and is not in agreement
with George Ball's results.

It seems impossible not to conclude that the North Star
Basic computation scheme is at fault and defective in some
subtle way.

Felix Montro
334Olney Dr.

San Antonio, TX 78209

Its intl}s~bag.
The biggest and best selection of microcomputer

software anywnere. And the list graws bigger every day.
CP/M configured for the most popular 8080/Z-80

microcomputer systems and other terrific software, now
available. Cali or write for our latest literature.
Lifeboat Associates, Suite 506, 2248 Broadway

New York, NY. 10024/(212) 580-0082

Response From North Star
Dear Editor:

Thank you for the opportunity to respond to Mr. Montro's
letter. There may well be others among your many readers to
whom our products and! or policies are not quite clear. .

While we are always happy to answer 'questions from
individual users, we certainly cannot provide by mail or
phone the kind of support that a local dealer can provide in
person. For this reason we always encourage people to buy
our products through their local dealers rather than directly
from us. Our non-standard precision BASICs, for example,
can be easily obtained through any of our dealers.

We have tested the convergence program that Mr.
Montro refers' to using 8, 10, 12, and 14 digit versions of
Release 4 North Star BASIC. Our results were 3.1415924,
3.141592648, 3.1415926524 and 3.141592652422. This agrees
both with Mr. Montro's results and with Mr. Ball's results.
The discrepancy of different last digits results from the
cumulative error inherent in an iterative calculation. It
. should be noted that North Star's decimal arithmetic offers no
particular advantage when dealin~ with irrational numbers.

Thanks again for the opportunity to respond.
Peter Midnight
Arrogant SOB

North Star Computers

Pascal's Triangle
Dear Editor:

Being a proficient APL programmer, I was quite dis-
pleased with the inefficiency of the Pascal's triangle program
in the March issue. It is possible to write this program in only
two statements:

~ M PAS N;P
[lJ P'- 1[2J L:+LxN~pP+-(0.P)+F.0.OpO+«OrM-LO.5xp.F)o' ')••Pv '

This l'rogram also has the added feature of printing the
triangle m a "christmas tree" form rather than in the right
triangle form in the March issue. One can also control the
number of lines printed instead of having an endless loop.
Here is the format:

66 PAS 10

The 66 is the center of your terminal, I.E. the width divided
by two. The ten is the number of lines of output to be
generated. Here is what the output would look like:

1
1 1
1 2 1

1 3 3 114641
1 5 10 10 5 1

1 6 15 20 15 6 11 7 21 35 35 21 7 11 8 28 56 70 56 28 8 1
1 9 36 84 126 126 84 36 9 1

This i~ a good example of the power of ~L. Though it is
not considered good programmmg practice, the program
could be written in one statement:

v ;11 PAS N-P
~lJ ~(-7xO"'ONC 'P' )+'+lxN~pP+-(O.P)+p.o.opo+

V

I would really like to see a bit more efficiency in the future.
I feel that if APL is used inefficiently, it has no advantage
over BASIC or FORTRAN.

Allen Grannell
Los Angeles City College

855N. Vermont Ave.
Los Angeles, CA 90029
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In California, a store owner charts sales on his Apple
Computer. On weekends though, he totes Apple home to help
plan family finances with his wife. And for the kids to explore
the new world of personal computers.

A hobbyist in Michigan starts a local Apple Computer
Club, to challenge other members to computer

games of skill and to trade programs.
Innovative folks everywhere

have discovered that the era of the
personal computer has already
begun - with Apple.

Educators and students use
Apple in the classroom. Business-
men trust Apple with the books.
Parents are making Apple the newest
family pastime. And kids of all ages

are finding how much fun computers can
be, and have no time for TV once they've discovered Apple.
VISityour local computer store

The excitement starts in your local computer store. It's a.

friendly place, owned by one of your neighbors. He'll
you exactly what you can use a personal computer for.

What to look for
Your local computer store has several different brands

to show you. So the salesman can recommend the one that
best meets your needs. Chances are, it will be an Apple
Computer. Apple is the one you can program yourself. So
there's no limit to the things you can do. Most important,
Apple's the one with more expansion capability. That
means a lot. Because the more you use your Apple, the
more uses you'll discover. So your best bet is a personal
computer that can grow with you as your skill and
involvement grow. Apple's the one.

It's your move
Grab a piece of the future for yourself. Visit your local

computer store. We'll give you the address of the Apple
dealer nearest you when you call our toll-free number.
Then drop by and sink your teeth into an Apple.
800-538-9696. In California, 800-662-9238.



Did you miss
any issues of
cpoatlvo· Q

computlnd_
The following back issues of Creative
Computing are still available. But they
won't be for long, so order today if you
want to fill in the holes in your
collection. Our programming articles
are timeless so you're not buying

obsolete information.
Prices on 1976 and 1977 issues are

$2.00 each postpaid or three for $5.00.
1978 and 1979 issues are $2.50 each
postpaid, three for $7.00 or six for
$12.00 postpaid.

Vol. 2, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1976
Computer programming contests,
Russian computing, Do-it-yourself
computer poetry (3 articles), two
games: Watchman and Delmar, four
feature .reviews of "Computer Power
and Human Reason," Computers in
elections, two great stories.

Vol. 3, No.1 - Jan/Feb 1977
Equipment profiles: Teletype model 43,
IMSA18080, SWTPC 6800, Computers in
the movies, All about Electronic Funds
Transfer, Centerfold "Computer Tree":
Babbage to 370/158, A approach tor
analyzing discontinuous events, un-
solvable complex problems, the Wooly
Mammoth problem, ten outstandlnq
problems for computer solution, Games:
Drag, Masterbagels, Strike 9.

Vol. 3. No.4 - Jul/Aug 1977
Guide to selecting a microcomputer.
Write your own CAI, Part 2. Computers
in medicine and health care. Dwyer: "8··
Hour Course in Basic- Part 1." "Thinktnq
Strategies- Part 3." Sherlock Holmes and
Charles Babbage. Four new games.

Vol. 3, No.5 - Sep/Oct 1977
A dynamic debugging system for 8080
assembly language, bibliography 01'
"limits to growth" models, Dywer: 8-hour
course in Basic-Part 2, Programming
approaches to solving complex
equations, Electronic information ex-·
change, Symmetric art with your como.

. puter, in-depth reviews of 5 mlcrocorn-
puter BASICs, software technology
music system, Games: Nomad, Rotate,
Lissajous.

Vol. 3. No.6 - Noy/Dec 1977
Programming techniques- Part 1. CAI.
Topics in Logic. Three 8080 8K BASIC
evaluations. Smart electronic game
reviews. How computers can write final
exams. Mastermind II and Otherllo
computer games. Profile of the Alpha 1
and Alpha 2 for the TDL Xitan.

Vol. 4, No.1 - Jan/Feb 1978
File structures, 16-bit computers,
LOGO language, Murphy's laws,
review of Radio Shack TRS-SO and
Heath H8, World model, biorythms,
how to write a simulation, Hart sort
algorithm, 3 games, 8-Hour Basic
Course - Part 4.

Vol. 4, No.2 - Mar/Apr 1978
Parody of Datamation, Business Com-
puting: 5' inventory control systems,
ABCs of microcomputers, structured
software for micros, four computer
music systems, reviews of 2 Basic
interpreters and micro-APL, CAI-Part
4, puzzles and games.

Vol. 4, No.3 - May/Jun 1978
Art and animation section: 8 articles,
color graphics, SAM76, binary search,
a real budget in Basic, business com-
puting: 4 payroll systems, Oregon'
Trail, Black Box, reviews of
VideoBrdin, MSI floppy, OSI
Challenger, Ai speech synthesizer.

Vol. 4, No.4 - JuliAug 1978

Reviews of Commodore PET, Apple II,
Atari computer, Video games, inter-
facing to the real world: 5 articles,
business computing: 4 word process-
ing systems, ROM section: 7 articles,
backgammon game, bar code .

Vol. 4, No. 5-Sep/Oct 1978
Equipment profiles: TRS-80, Exidy
Sorcerer, Bally Arcade, PolyMorphic
8813, Merlin Video Display preview of
nine new personal computers. Ac-
counts receivable systems, All about
PASCAL, real world games, a real time
clock to build, PET cassettes, special
education features, new software: Star
Wars, Hex,
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Vol. 4, No. 6-Nov/Dec 1978
Subject index and file index in BASIC,
consumer computers buying guide,
electronic game reviews, critical path
analysis, mailing label programs, robot
programming, experiment in teaching
strategic thinking, evaluations of
Northstar Horizon, CPIM operating
system and backgammon computers,
columns on Apple II PET and TRS-80,
plus game section including "Corral",
"Joust" and "Puzzle".

Vol. 5, No.1 - January 1979
Computers in fiction; Survey of

Educator's Attitudes; K-State; How to
Hide Your Basic Program; World
Chess Championship Computer;
Compleat Computer Catalog,
Microchess for the TRS-80; Exidy
Sorcerer; Ohio Scientific Superboard
II; Robots in Fiction; Help for the
Weary Taxpayer; A Counterfeit Cursor
for your PET; Medical Audit Time.

Vol. 5, No.2 - February 1979

Evaluations: Electric Pencil, Heathkit
H-8, Computer Music Records. Com-
puter Games: Gold Mine, Atom-20.
Computerized Sports Predictions,
Multiple Regression Analysis
Simplified, Value of Computers in
Education, Budget Management
System, Help for the beleaguered
consumer.

To Order

To order, send payment, Visa, Master
Charge, or American Express card
number to Creative Computing, P.O.
Box 7S9-M, Morristown, NJ 07960. Or
use your credit card and call our toll-
free order line:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540-0445)

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Next to your terminal and
computer, the most important piece
of equipment you buy is probably a
printer. It enables you to communi-
cate with the outside world. It also
lets you see your programs better for
easier debugging. And, how about
those biorhythm charts and home
mortgage tables? Yes, I consider a
printer to beessential.

In searching for a printer, I had to
keepmy objectives sharply in focus, I
wanted to beable to write articles and
letters, produce mailing labels and do
the kinds of small printing jobs men-
tioned above. If I wanted beautiful
hard copy for photo-offset, I would
have chosen a solid-type impact
machine like the Selectric or the
Diablo. If I had heavy-duty printing in
mind, I would have gone for a line
printer, or maybe the Diablo or Spin-
writer. However, I didn't want to blow
a big wad on top of what I spent for my
computer, at least not right away. The
printer market is changing rapidly.
The quality of dot-matrix printers is
improving and prices are generally
declining at the same time that
quality is rising. Nice time to be alive,
isn't it? .

My choices for a relatlvely low-
cost, full-size printer quickly came
down to the Integral Data System
(IDS) 125, the 225 and a few others. I
went for the IDS225, and that is what
this review is all about. At the same
time, I'll comment on the 125, which
is the little brother of the 225, with
friction feed instead of pin-feed.

Primary Features

The BrighterWriter is a 7x7 dot
matrix impact printer. It has full ASCII
upper and lower case characters. As
with most dot matrix printers, the "q",

Victor Heyman, 1706 Lorre Dr., Rockville, MD
20852.

JULY1979

A Low-Cost, Versatile Printer

Integral Data System
Brighter Writer

"p", "y" and "g" do not "descend"
below the line, a topic I will discuss a
little later. As an impact printer, it
uses very fine wires, solenoids, and a
typewriter-type ribbon. The 225
features adjustable-width pin-feed

IDS Models 125 and 225 printers.

tractors for precise control of fan-fold
paper and .contlnuous forms, for
paper up to 8W' wide.

Both the 125 and 225 have serial
baud rates that step from 110to 1200.
The1200rateworks out to a sustained
throLighput of 50 characters per
second or 120words perminute.

Also standard on both the 125and
225 is enhanced (double width)
character control for printing table
headings and titles. In addition, both
come with a 256 byte buffer to allow
your computer to get a little ahead of
the printer. The 225 prints 77
characters to the line in the standard
10 characters to the inch mode. The
125 gives 80 characters to the line,
since it does not havepin-feed holes.

The 225 has a standard "forms
control" package. The form length
controls can be set for eight lengths,
from 3" to 14". Then you can set a
switch to select an automatic skip of
one inch across a forms boundary.
The printer actually counts lines, and
skips over the last half-inch at the
bottom of one pageand the top of the
next. These features can also be used
through program control. You can
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move from the middle of one page to
the top of the next pageon command.

Optional Features

It is also possible to get variable
character density by choosing be-
tween 8.3 characters per inch (super-
pica), 10 characters (pica), 12
characters (elite), or 16.5 characters
per inch (mini-elite). Ever wish your
typewriter could switch between pica
and elite at a command? I have. I
generally like pica, but sometimes
want to get more on each line with
elite. Now I have both. Mixing these
two sizes in the enhanced characters
gives really dandy chapter titles and
subheads. Ever try printing mailing
labels and see those names running
off the side of the label? I have, but
not since I got mini-elite. Now I get up
to 50 characters on my 3" labels
instead of 30. Funny how names and
addresses seem to need 40 charac-
ters. Furthermore, with a maximum
printing area of a little less than 7V2"
per line, mini-elite gives 126 charac-
ters per line, which means you can
reproduce most texts designed for
wider printers. Is it readable in that
small size? Yes, in fact, since every
dot still gets printed, but more
compactly, the print seems sharper
than regular. You can control print
size by program too.

You can also get a bigger buffer,
either 1024 characters or 2048, the
latter being aJull CRT screen. With a
little ingenuity, you can get your
computer to output to both your CRT
and your printer, with the CRT being a
page ahead of your printer. I some-
times catch mistakes that way. It
saves paper, but more importantly it
savestime. Ilike the bigger buffer.

How about a special graphics



option? You get the bigger buffers,
the variable character sizes and also a
set of special graphics symbols. Most
of the symbols from the PET, for
example, are completely reproduc-
ible. In fact, you can control the
printing of every dot! And with the
pin-feed drive; you can do 1/3rd line
vertical tabs, overlapping one line
with the next for special effects.
Considering that the bigger buffer
and the variable character size
options add up to just $10 less than
the full graphics package, Integral
Data Systems really is throwing in the
graphics almost for free!

•• :::::::::::::::::::: •• 01
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Cost
The basic 225 costs $949. Add all

the goodies, and you are up to $1149. I
took mine home for that, complete
with interface cable and sales tax, but
Iist prices are up a Iittle, and the cable
and tax may be extra now: The basic
125 is $799 but lacks both tractors and
the forms control package. I haven't
seen another printer to. compare with
the 225 with its extras for anywhere
near the price.

Design Considerations
I have mentioned many of the

design features that I like. Heading
the list are the variable sized
characters, the precise alignment
made possible by the pin-feed
tractors, the form feed controls and
the big buffer. I think it is inherently a
sound design.

However, there are several design
features of the IDS 225 you may not
like. First, the maximum width of
paper it can handle is 8W'. The
minimum width of pin-feed paper that
has perforated edges is 9W'. That
means that you cannot buy paper with
perforated edges for the 225. In other
words, you will have to learn to live
with holes in all of your printing. As
beautiful as the text or graphs may be,
they will be put on pages with holes!
Why? Because IDS made the 225 from
the 1~5 as an afterthought! The. 125
uses friction feed (if you can find fan
fold paper without holes, it will take it
nicely). IDS estimated that a new
paper carrier would require too much
retooling and would be too expensive.
Not a very good reason if you expect

to sell very many, but there it is.
Serious defect? Yes. Can you learn to
live with it. I have, but only because I
haveagood paper cutter. I sometimes
trim my reports down to 8" wide,
trimming off one set of holes and
hiding the other set in the binding of a
report folder. With letters, I often trim
off both sides, leaving the pages 7W'
wide. Not bad.

Another feature for you to con-
sider. Remember, I said that q's, p's,
y's ahd g's do not descend below the
line. Most dot matrix printers do not
have descenders that descend. If you
want them, you will need to look else-
where.

Another design feature for which I
have little love is the placement of the
switches for automatic forms control
and character size. They are not on
the front, or under the lid where you
can get at them easily. Instead, they
are inside the bottom grill, where you
h~ve to remove the feet and some
s9rews to get to them! I beat that by
leaving off the bottom grill, but I
sJspect the grill is there for a
purpose, and I may regret it
eventually. However, since I use
those controls about every other day,
I have little choice. Even then I have to
turn the poor printer on its head to get
to the tiny DIP switches. Somebody
took the easy way out on that one.

Finally, the 225 is Slightly noisier
than the 125. The 225 has one-third
line spacing in order to give the
graphics capability I wanted. I can
even do 1-1/3rd line spacing if I don't
want to double space text and yet
want a roomy appearance. The price
is that the tractors click 3 times for
each paper advance, whereas the 125
has a very quiet line feed. This is not
to say the 225 is noisy. It isn't. In fact,
I have it in my study next to my bed-
room and have gone to bed with it
printing merrily away on a 30 page
report. Nevertheless, you might want
to consider this when you choose
between the 125and 225.

Performance

How well has it worked? Very well.
I did have an initial problem, due to
the cable not coming with the pins
properly set for my Horizon and my
Horizon not being jumpered to recog-
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nize that it had a printer attached.
This was solved by a swift trip to the
store that sold me my Horizon. Based
on this adventure, I would suggest
that you try to deal with a distributor
that also sells your computer. Other-
wise, be aware that more than a plug
may be needed.

Second, I had the devil's own time
getting the paper alignment exactly
right so that the paper didn't get
cocked in the carrier, causing the
tractors to tear out the pin-feed holes
and cease feeding paper at all. This
turned out to be overzealousness at
the factory. They had installed tight
ieaf-springs holding down the paper
pressure plate, preventing free move-
move of the paper. IDS suggested I
remove the springs by just taking out
four screws. It worked like a charm .

The final performance factor that
wasn't so hot was the darkness of the
print. It looked great at the start but is
now too light. The ribbon is V2" wide,
18 yards long, double spooled, with
re-inking rollers that are supposed to
keep everything black for 5 million
characters. I got dried up rollers, even
though they are supposed to have a
year's shelf-life. No big deal, except
that you have to get your 'Ribbon &
Inking Roller Set' for $12 from your
IDS distributor or from the factory.
You can't re-ink the rollers yourself
and it isn't a standard office supply
item.

Aside from these relatively minor
problems, my IDS 225 has performed
yeoman service for the past 10 weeks
with no complaint and no need for
service. It seems like a solid product
that will serve well for years.

Overall Rating

There you have it. The Integral
Data System 225, a dot matrix impact
printer with an amazing variety of
features, an excellent price and the
promise of good reliability based on
slmpllclty. You have all the imperfec-
tions I know of. Interested in buying
it? Would I buy it again if I had my
money back?

I would give the IDS 225 a B +
rating. It is an excellent buy for the
money, but only you can decide
whether the shortcomings warrant
spending more money on another
printer. If I had to do it over, I probably
would make the same choice. Ilike it,
and it meets my needs very well. 0

The Greatest Contest Ever!
Thousands of Prizes!

Watch for it in the September 1979
Creative Computing

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Mail List-$125.00
For your 32K, two disk

drive and printer TRS-80, an
endless mailing list!

MAIL LIST keeps 500
names and addresses per disk,
together with three numeric
codes and one alphabetic code
for each name. 500 records
per disk, and any number of
disks that you wish. MAIL
LIST keeps all entries in zip code and then last name order, and
keeps track of which disk is holding which items. Automatic
prompts instruct the operator as to which disk should be inserted.
Selectable printouts for labels or other lists for hard copy storage.
Full EDIT, DELETE, and other commands for your operators
convenience. See SYSTEMS EXTENSIONS or your dealer for
full details. The first TRS-80 batch-processing program.
Diskettes- Box of 10, $38.00

New from TBS and Wabash Tape Corp. TBS, the leading
name in TRS-80 software, and Wabash, the leading name in
computer magnetic recording materials, presents, for your micro-
computer disk system 5 Y'{' mini diskettes.
Only TBS and Wabash can assure you that each diskette has

been individually certified, and certified to 3200 BPI! Further,
EACH one is guaranteed for one year after purchase.
Cassettes-$1.90 3 for $5.40
Our cassettes are designed

specially for·use in RADIO
SHACKS'S TRS-80 and other
audio based computers. TBS
backs its cassettes with a 90 day
warranty against parts and
material defects. TBS has
equipped its cassettes with
special features for you: sliding
write protect tabs, extra large
pressure pad and a 5 screw assembly. These cassettes are of
TBS quality, built for your convenience in your TRS-80 or other
audio based computers.
Library 100-$49.50

The Library 100 was de-
signed to fulfill your general
TRS-80 Level II programming
needs. Using advanced Level
II techniques and rigid quality
control, The Bottom Shelf has
been able to make available 100
programs on five guaranteed-to-
load cassettes, which load over P::~~I!!!!!~~===_J
a wide range due to advanced L

recording techniques and methods designed by engineers for
The Bottom Shelf. The programs include applications in five
areas: Business and Finance, Education, Graphics, Home and
Games. .
As an added bonus, you get Tiny piLOT, the first new high-

level language for the TRS-80. It's perfect for teachers, parents,
students and sales trainees"

Using only six of Tiny PILOT's commands, even a child can
program in minutes.
TBS Pad System-$19.95 setoffive

Programmers pads, 11Y2"X •
17". Punch for insertion and
storage in a standard three
ring notebook binder. All nec-
essary indexes and numbers
for your programming con-
venience on a 16 x 64 CRT.

Systems Extensions - $3.00
Systems Extensions is published and marketed by TBS,

creators of the LIBRARY 100. The articles published in Systems
Extensions were written by our staff of TOP QUALITY PRO-
GRAMMERS at TBS, to aid you with your computer. Also
incorporated in this publication is a group of over 300 items
designed to support your computer system.
Partial Table Of Contents
1. Computers of the Past
2. Computers the Present and Next Two Years
3. Computers the Future and Next Ten Years
4. TRS-80 and tlie Business System Community
5. Standards for Professional Programming
6. Preparing for Programming

A Business and Professional Application
7. Methods to Program Your System
8. Review of the Electric Pencil
9. Random Ramblings
10. Computer Aided Instruction
11. The Diskette Revolution
12. Level II Index
13. The Purchase, Care and Maintenance of A Business

Computer
14. Your Computer and the Wall Socket
. System Doctor-$28.50
. Now you can check your
TRS-80 Level II computer
and all it's peripherals with
this program. SYSTEM
DOCTOR allows you to selec-
tively test any function or
peripheral or continuously
test your system. Run this
program once a week or when
trouble occurs. Be your own
computer diagnostician.
The Basic Toolkit-$19.80
By F. Barry Mulligan
A Programmer's Solution. The
Basic Toolkit is a dream come
true! This machine language
program will do the following:
•Search a basic program, and
print out to screen or printer,
an alphabetized listing of the
variables used in the program
and the line numbers in which
they are found.

•Search and print to screen or printer, a listing of all GOTO's
and GOSUB's and the line numbers in which they appear.

•Restore basic programs that have been accidentally lost (after
typing NEW, orWHEN YOU GO TO DOS.)

•Will check for bad memory in 15 seconds.
•WILL MERGE PROGRAMS ON A CASSETTE BASED
SYSTEM!

•Will search memory for all occurences of a specific byte and list
the locations where it appeared.
This program can be accessed at any time while you are

programming by hitting SHIFT/BREAK.
Be a participating TBS dealer. Phone: 404-939-6031
See your local rBS dealer, over 100 nationwide. Master Charge
or Visa accepted. All orders plus $2.00 P & H. Add 4% tax, if
Georgia. Above software for TRS-80 L II.

The Bottom Shelf, Inc.
P.O. Box 49104

~ Atlanta, Georgia 30359
~ Phone: 404-939-6031
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In addition to being one of the
best-looking terminals Qn.,n.e .
market, the CT-82 has some.
worthwhile capabilities In general
and special/zed applications.

When I heard of Southwest Tech-
nical Products (SWTP) new CT-82
Terminal I was mildly interested. The
advertisement led me to bel ieve that it
wasjustanotherterminal. My interest
gradually increased because I had
known for sometime that I had out-
grown myoid SWTP CT-1024
terminal. I sent away for more infor-
mation and after studying the specifi-
cations I found that the terminal
would meet my present and future
requirements.

The CT-82 term lnal.

As the title implies, this article
will discuss some graphics applica-
tions for the CT-82. I have been
interested in graphics for some time
and all of my recent home computing
efforts have been oriented towards
Amateur Radio Slow Scan Television
(SSTV) generation, reception and
enhancements. Much to my surprise
some of the SSTV software and
hardware which I developed could be
applied directly towards CT-82 graph-
ics. In this article I will discuss both
general and specific "applications of
the CT-82 graphics and provide soft-
ware to accomplish hex to decimal
conversion and display pictures on
the terminal.

Clay Abrams, 1758 Comstock Ln., San Jose,
CA95124.

The Graphics Terminal:
SWTP's CT-82

Terminal Overview

Intelligent terminals like the CT-82
are quite different from' the normal
garden varlety terminals. Terminals
commonly called "dumb" are used to
display character data. They are
mainly designed with discrete TTL
logic hardware and respond to simple
commands like carriage return and
line feed. Many manufacturers of
dumb terminals compete with each
other by adding more' functions to
their terminals. Each time a function
is added the component count
increases which results in higher
costs and physical size. In 1978 a
number of IC manufacturers lntro-
duced a specialized breed of IC's
called CRTcontroller chips. The .GRT
controller chips replace abqut 40 IC's
and allow you to control the CRT
Display directly by software. This
technique allows display terminals to
be designed with a fewer number of
components and have greater func-
tion than possible with the so called
"dumb" terminals.

The new CT~82is one of the first of
a new breed of low-cost terminals
which contain intelligence. The intel-
ligencewithin the terrnlnal allows you
to control all tunctlons within the unit
by keyboard entries or by commands
from the system. These commands
are high ievel functions and allow you
to perform 128 different functions.
The electronics within theCT-82 is
contained on two large circuit
boards; one for video and the other
for the controller. The controller IS a
6802 microprocessor with 2K of
control program. An additional 2K
control ROM socket is provided for
possible update. I'm sure Southwest
has something in mind?

The video board contains a 6845
CRT controllerchlp, which allows the
terminal to do all of its fancy tricks
under software control. The .GT-82 is
supplled with a ROM chip to display
upper case and lower case characters.
A second ROM chip can be generated
or purchased from Southwest. I
decided to purchase their graphics
ROM chip for $20.00. This ROM is

Clay Abrams

required if you wish to duplicate my
work.

Since you are now familiar with
what intelligent terminals are, you
may ask the question why should I
buy one? Well, a lot of the same tricks
that the CT~82 does can be accom-
pllshed with a video board for less
cost-However, three disadvantages
lie with this approach.

1. Video board software is diffi-
cult to write, and it is probably
not provided with your board.
Also, this software is part of
the 65K limit of your CPU's
memory.

2. If you upgrade your system
with a new CPU (e.g., a 6809)
all of your video board software
must be rewritten.

3. Video boards use system
memory and CPU time. These
two factors can be very signifi-
cant if you plan to use
graphics.

Intelligent terminals like the CT-82
resolve all these problems. Since I
plan to upgrade my system to the
6809 when it is available, all of my
6800 generated CT-82 software could
be directly applied to this new pro-
cessor. With technology advancing at
a fast pace, your graphics software
can remain viable if you use an
intelligent terminal.

CT -82 Graphics Theory

To analyze all of the 128 CT-82
commands in a single article would
be a large task. When you read CT-82
manual for the first time it is over-
whelming. The CT-82 language is
similar to many high level languages.
Commands can be issued from the
CT-82 keyboard or from the system by
software. An example of issuing a
command from BASIC follows:

PRINTCHR$(X); CHR$(Y)

Where X and Yare the decimal value
of the command. If BASIC is used to
output commands make sure that
semicolons are used between the two
command bytes (which prevents the
outputting of spaces).

CREATIVE COMPUTING20





The CT-&2 has three types of
commands possible in the graphics
mode. These commands address
character dots (pixels) lines (hori-
zontal and vertical coordinates on the
graphics screen). With the terminal
placed in the graphics mode upper
case characters can be placed with
the pixels. The density will be as
follows:

Characters: 92 Characters/line
22 lines/screen

Pixels: 184Pixels/line
66 lines/screen

The characters must be issued as
upper case. If lower case characters
are selected a set of pseudographic
characters are available. These
pseudographic characters have a
format of 2 pixels wide by 3 pixels
high. Southwest did not provide a
listing of the dot pattern which cor-
respond to these characters. The
patterns can be easily determined by
trial and error with the keyboard. In
my early experimentation with the
CT-82 graphics I found that two
commands satisfied most of my im-
mediateneeds. Thesecommandsare:

Set Graphics Dots: 10 13 (H)(v)
Set Graphics Line: 1D 03 (H1)
(Vi) (H2) (V2)

The graphics line and dot commands
can be executed by assembly
language or by Basic. The (H) and (V)
notations after the two commands are
hexadecimal coordinates for the
vertical or horizontal positions of
pixels on the screen. I found a very
convenient method to determine the
coordinates for the graphics dots or
characters. This method was to lay-
out the CT-82 screen on graph paper.
Both the horizontal and vertical axis
were identified with coordinate posi-
tions in both decimal and hexa-
decimal. I placed the graph paper into
a clear plastic folder. I then took a
grease pencil and drew the display
pattern on the plastic. Graphics can
be entered directly from the keyboard
and modified by trial and error using
this technique. With this background
let's discuss some applications and
I'll provide some examples of CT-82
graphics.

Graphic Applications
1. Image Processing (

Display images on the CT-82? It's,
not only possible ... they look fairly
good. With the CT-82 capability of
addressing pixels on the screen
directly, I decided to try some image
processing.

1. Gray level picture displayed on a TV set from
a special Interface card.

The biggest trick in displaying
pictures is getting the picture into the
computer memory. I have been doing
this sort of thing for years, therefore, I
had no difficulty. The articles in
reference 1 will provide a little back-
ground on the subject. Photo 1
demonstrates the quality of the
digitized gray level picture in RAM.
This photo was taken of a picture I
loaded into my SWTP 6800 system
and displayed on a video monitor. The
monitor was connected to a special
video interface card I designed which
uses a 6845 CRT controller chip. This
card plugs into the 55-50 bus and by
direct memory access techniques
displays a gray level picture con-
tained in RAM on a normal TV set. For
those of you who are interested, an
article will appear in "Ham Radio
Magazine" describing this video
interface card along with its software.

With a gray level image in RAM the
picture can be scanned by software
and direct control pixels displayed on
the CT-82. Program A is a source code
listing of a program which displays
the picture at address 0000 through
3FFF on the CT-82. The program is
started by executing address 6000.

Program A. Source Code to display a picture on
the CT-82 Terminal.
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E88 PICT:

:t .l';HI T FO k.r·.•S
PICE L:'I'i::
PIC, -l LC<i~A

JSR
Le,RA

DUTEE::
f-'ICT';'
I~;E~~
DlSF'2

.f: Ft,qCt: CT-82 IN
* G:t:AP~1CS i'~C('E,.

£.~~::?CE 60 SF GF:AF;"{ LC« #:GF:?~:'!-f:t
6(1:::C ,::D 19 85;:;: Sf}!:',
6t1BE:9 RTS
6ti:::F 1D GFP.F'~:!. Fe:: $:E\ $2.':.., 'i

iE., !1:3

'.

CREATIVE COMPUTING

'"801·.+ 09
A015 (1'~1

HJ~~!:: ::CE; 0
VE::?T FeE: 6

:;.:;'~F:I~JLI~:E,.
r!I~=' JS? GF.:P?H
DIS~'2 J-;;~ F'C5

LU;:·:; #;';E?'~U
..r~~ !]UT
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If you're still looking

for software for your micro-

I've found that • Client Billing
• A/R • Np
• Gen. Ledger
• Inventory

• Payroll
• Mailing List
• File Handling

for

TRS-80 APPLE
&

OTHERS

Business
&

Application
Software
Available

Mad Hatter Software

HAS IT ALL.

Call or Write for Details

TRS-80

PROGRAM DESCRIPTION

••
••

•• ••GALACTIC BLOCKADE RUNNER • AN EXCITING SPACE WAR GAME WITH GRAPHICS
SCI-FI GAME SAMPLER .3 GAMES-.l-UNAR LANDER-STAR MONSTER-SPACE BATTLE
R/T LUNAR LANDER • A REAL TIME LUNAR LANDER WITH GRAPrllCS
MICRO-TEXT EDITOR • FORMAT TEXT-SAVE & LOAD TO TAPE-OUTPUT TO PRINTER
OTHELLO III • A STRATEGY BOARD GAME-PLAY AGAINST COMPUTER OR OTHERS •
AIR RAID • A REAL TIME, ARCADE TYPE SHOOTING GAME IN MACH. LANG. •
MICRO-CHESS • PLAY CHESS WITH YOUR COMPUTER-VARIOUS LEVELS OF DlFF. •
BRIDGE CHALLENGER • DON'T WAIT FOR OTHERS TO PLAY-YOUR COMPUTER'S.READY •
APPLE 21 • BLACKJACK WITH HIRES GRAPHICS
STAR WARS/SPACE MAZE • SCI-FI GAMES FOR THE APPLE
RENUMBER • RENUMBER YOUR BASIC PROGRAMS-RENUMBERS EVERYTHING
DISK RENUMBER • SAME AS ABOVE, BUT ON DISK
PILOT 2.0 • THE EDUCATIONAL LANGUAGE, IN MACH. LANG.-INC. EDITOR
PILOT 3.0 • THE DISK VF.RSION OF THE ABOVE
APPLE TALKER • YOUR APPLE SPEAKS! NO NEW HARDWARE REQUIRED
APPLE LIS'NER • SPEECH RECOGNITION THE EASY WAY-GREAT WITH THE TALKER
TIC-TAC-TALKER • TIC-TAC-TOE USING SPEECH SYNTHESIS AND RECOGNITION
SYSCOP • MAKE BACKUP TRS-80 SYSTEM TAPES THE EASY WAY •
ANDROID NIM-2 • GAME OF NIM WITH ANIMATElJ ROBOTS AND SOUND •
SNAKE EGG • A BETTING GAME WITH ANIMATED SNAKES AND SOUND •
LIFE 2 • 100 GEN. PER MIN. LIFE & BATTIF. OF LIFE W/ANIMATION & SOUND •
DCV-I • PUT SYSTEM TAPES ON DISK EVEN IF IN SAME MEM AS DOS •
MUSIC MASTER • ENTER SHEET MUSIC-THE TRS-80 THEN CUMPILES & PLAYS IT •
DISK MUSIC MASTER • SAME AS ABOVE BUT ON DISK W /MANY SELECTIONS •
TRS-80 CP/M • OPENS UP THE WHOLE WORLD OF CP/M SOFTWARE TO THE TRS-80 •

10"1. OFF. IF YOU ORDER 3 SOFrw ARE PACKAGES OR MORE SEND FOR .'REE CATALOG-GIVE TY!'E OF COMPUTER
TO ORDER BY PHONE OR FOR DEALER INFO-CALL-(617) 682-8131
ADD 75c SHIPPING & HANDLING • MASS. RESIDENTS ADD 5% SALES TAX
MADHATIER SOFfWARE. 900CSALEM RD· DRACUT, MA 01826

•

•• ••

$ 9.95
$ 7.95
$ 7.95
$ 9.95
$ 7.95
$ 14.95
$ 19.95
$ 14.95
$ 9.95
$ 12.95
$ 14.95
$ 19.95
$ 14.95
$ 24.95
$ 15.95
$ 19.95
s 19.95
$ 9.9~
$ 14.95
$ 14.95
$ 14.95
$ 9.95
$ 14.95
$ 24.95
$150.00

•
•••••
•••

AVAILABLE FROM THESE FINE MICRO COMPUTER DEALERS

CAPITOL COMPUTEI< SYSTEMS
]396 El CAMINO AVE.
SACRAMENTO CA 95821

HOBBY WORLD ELECTRONICS
. 19155 BUSINESS CENTER DR. '6

NORTHRIOOE CA 91l2.4

J4J ELECTRONICS l TO
28 COLLINGTON AVE.
BEXHllL-ON-SEA, E. SUSSEX. ENG.

COMPUTER VILLAGE
9]1 SW 17TH AVE.
MIAMI FL ))174

t., C. SALES
100 HINCHEY AVE. 1105
OTTAWA, ONT., CAN ..KIY4L9

COMPUTER CABLEVISJON, INe.
2617 ••2ND ST. NW'2
WASHINGTON DC 20007

KENNEr,y SYSTEMS
74 BROAD ST.
LYNDONVILLE VT 051151

ADVANCED COMPUTER PRODU(TS
1)108 J.: E")I~(;F.R
SANTA .",I·A CA 9270.3

AUGUST AUTOMATION
28 MILK ST.
WESTBORO MA 01581

THECt>U SHOP
39 PLEASANT ST.
CH~RLESTOWN MA 02129

TRS-80 SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
17 BRIARCLIFF DR.
MILFORD NH 03055

Of' AMP TECH BOOKS
10)) N. SYCAMOitE AVE.
LOS ANGLES CA 900311

JULY1979
CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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SWTP, con't ....
6('9t~ CE 60 9£ ChQO;: DX ;tC~A!;::t
6~:1;;9 ec (11: 8'::~ SE~);)
6f!5'E: ?E El 47 .JJ1P Z::::'.:! 7
6ft9E :1.:: C~A~::t FCB f.1E.·$~)~:..:$

1£, :f.12
6i;jF ('8 :16
6f~1 :1.2
6~)A2 1:

:!.C

6tlAf FIE 3(1 SENf)
~~~9 81. t14
6flFB 27 66
t€1Pt) E:D E:!. Dl
6080 6:::
60E:l 2,' F4
£~IE:.:. :9 SEN[:.!

of<

6B8F C.S 81
60Cl €~8
6(1(2 SA
60(: 26 Fe
6OC5 :,9

6OC6 8:1 09.sees 21 04
6OC.'1 :31 10
tJ:.ICC 23 ~(].

t~OC£ ~:D 1E:
6€1C{1 39
6~~Ct1:::Cl £11
60Cr2 39

FCS

FC2

of<

LC'?A x
Cf·;PR :4
EE» SENDl
JSR CUiE·::E
IN::<
SR~ SENr:
~:TS

* SET CUPS1:F TO
:+: HonE I~IP/ ':L~~R
of<

P'JS
J::P OUT::::
Lt't1H #$,:'~.
JSR !JUTE;':::
RTS

** ACt[) :.1.29 TO x
* SKIP ~ S;"TV L.INS

'"Rel(l ~..r.'nB lI::'29
ADC'1 !~j:~

DC:Cr;:
Br-~E RCf'!
RT5

** r.J1l! T R !3~h'rr i_EVt:L
* (:lor - "1111 CONTA!NS
* THE. GRA'!' LE VF..L \·'?U.!E

'">J1I T C1'1PA liS'
E:L5 ;x;r'1l1~~
U1PA iI:1.f
BLS ;'~r'1IT:

*
RT5

;~r1!Tl B5~: LEVLl
RT5

:" D1SPLA¥ R Gf.;PY
:1( f.)OT L.E.\."EL 1.

6004 ~:I') io LEVL:!.
t:~X~6ec El 01
6~!l)9 :~€ 1·:
t;.~r.'E! Eft :::1 e'l
6~X:-~ :;5 ~fi 14
6~)E:!. E:C! £1 [11
60£ 4 E~6AI) 15
6f;E7 80 E1 ee!
f0E>=! 39

L0A~
J5~:
U}HJ-I

.J:R
LG'PR

~:;:10
UU!~;:~
#~:L3
OUT:'t::
H!.!~:!Z
OUff::t~
VE~:T
OUT~::':

JSR
LOAH
.reI;'
~:TS'

*
6f'E=~ e6 20 LEI/U~' LD~P tt$~?
6e~T' Eel El ell .J~,~.: OLlT~:~
t5~:jF€129 ~:TS

The entire picture is first placed on
the left hand side of the the CT-82
display. Another routine issues 10
slide right commands (PICT3) which
centers the picture on the screen.

As you can see, the aspect ratio
for the CT-82 picture (Photo 2) is not
quite correct. This is due to the CT-82
pixel format of 184 horizontal by 66
vertical. The digitized picture in RAM
has a format of 256 pixels on 128 lines
with 16 gray levels. My scanning rate
with the software in Program A, is to
send the CT-82 every other pixel on
every other line. The gray level pixels
are translated to either spaces (black)
or a CT-82 pixel (white) by the soft-
ware.

2. Picture displayed on the CT-82 Terminal.

The picture generation process on
the CT-82 is quite slow at 1200 baud (2
minutes). I'm sure if my CT-82 was
operating at 9600 baud the transfer
ratewould be more tolerable.

The image can also be made up of
block letters. Photo 3 shows the
CT-82 displaying block letters. I
developed this character generator
routine last year for Amateur Radio
SSTV. As you can see, the results are
quite striking on the CT-82.

3. CT-82 Terminal with block lettering on the
display.

2. Histograms and Plotting
One of the most useful applica-

tions of graphics on terminals is to
display data. Numerous applications
exist in business and engineering to
analyze data in graphical form.

The CT-82 is very powerful in this
type of application. With the line
generation capability histograms or
bar charts can be made very quickly.
Photo 4 is an example of a Simple
histogram which I wrote to analyze
the picture in Photo 2. In this histo-
gram the X axis corresponds to the
gray level values in the picture. The Y
axis corresponds to the number of
gray level points at each of the 15 gray
levels. I plan to expand on this
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program to provide a more detailed
analysis of the picture in RAM. With
the histogram, and additional data, I
could feed back to the Radio Amateur
transmitting SSTV pictures over the
air detailed information on how his
equipment is performing.

Applications of this type provide
the CT-82 with great potential. The
displaying of this histogram is almost
instantaneous, since only 102 bytes
are transferred to the term inal.

Basic could be used in a similar
manner to draw the lines. The pro-
gramming is quite simple since only
the end points of the vertical line is
calculated, which corresponds to the
maximum vertical limit of the bar
graph. In my histogram application I
kept both horizontal line locations the
same and for new vertical lines I
added 5 pixel positions to the last
value. The vertical line start location
was always the bottom most coordi-
nate location. The vertical line stop
position was calculated from the

4. Histogram of the number of gray level pixels
at each level.

number of readings in each category
(1 through 15). The number of
readings for each category was
divided by 128 and entered directly
into the vertical line end position.
This software package was quite
small and only required 300 bytes of
code. Plotting software takes a little
more work. I wrote a small plot
routine in basic to plot a sine wave.
The results were somewhat satis-
factory.

Program B. Source code of a program to
convert Hex to Decimal with the CT-82.

** PROGRAr'l TO CeN'iE.~T
'" HE:>; TO C'EG mAL
* usm3 CT-:32
* C FlE:PA!'1S .?/2:~(7?
** EG!UAE TABLE
of<

2.47 t'lIK8UG E:~U
E:?7E OUT EGiJ
EJ47 8A[:{',: EC~U
ED1 OUT~E:: EC!U

*::,:,('0 O~:G

::'£(!47
!E1C'i

*.}~X~~1~.~) ~~~l4 7 STF.~:T .JS~: E:P~:{:IF'
2.f:((: '=;I~ ~)~) ~:g CP:}~ ;€1
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.?~X1.~:''- :';) It:~ L[::;:'{ *5T~:rNG
3~~0E 3[) E0 7E JS~: OUT
::;~Jl1. .• ,,:,< ED BRA 5TARi.:.~..

*:012: ..,'" ::1 47 STRRTl Jt1P MIKE:UG(c:,

** Cer1r~HNDSiR! NG,~
3.)1t~ ~~H STRI,'.G F.::E: $8, ro. :t.1D
.~.~t~'..••..L'-.

'::01? ",I) D
3315- !wG
.31J.iFl ~~6 r:s 0, ll, rH.. $0
4
.301E: 1)13 (!F!
331[:t @ !iJ4 ,.

END
NO ERRCR(S) CH:nED

SYMBOL TFt6LE:
E:FU'R e};7
OUT EO I::
5TA9T

mK8LiG
CUJTEE£
5TA~:T1

E147
ElDl
3013

5TRH~G
36110
3016

Plqtting requires many more
calculations and compute time than
bar graphs. To plot the first step is
obtain an equation for the function to
be plotted. The next step is to
determine a scale factor to insure that
your data points will not exceed the
vertical and horizontal positions of
the CT-82. After this check the hori-
zontal and vertical positions can be
transmitted directly to the screen.
The process is quite simple.

Summary
The results with graphics on my

CT-82 has been very rewarding. I hope
that this article will stimulate others
to experiment with the world of
graphics. It can be a lot of fun.

All of my software was written in a
few weeks during weekday evenings.
This proves that intelligent terminals
take a lot of the work out of graphic
displays. 0
References:

1. SSTV Meets SWTPC, Parts 1 & 2 73 Maga-
zine Nov./Dec. 1978 By: Clayton W.
Abrams K6AEP

"... Ifeelsoinadequate ... "
©Creative Computing
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Apple II is at The Computer Store

The Apple" II, today's most popular personal computer, is at The
Computer Store. Along with the latest in Apple peripherals. Like
the new Disk?' II floppy disk drive. Or, printer and communica-
tions interfaces. And, the latest in software including the new
Apple/ Dow Jones Stock Quote Reporter. The compact Apple II
gives you 48K RAM memory with full color graphics and high
resolution graphics. It's the most powerful computer in its price
range.

At The Computer Store, we have more than ever before in
microcomputers, memories, terminals and peripherals. All backed
by a technical staff and a full service department. Stop in today,
you'll find more than ever before at The Computer Store.

The Computer Store
820 Broadway, Santa Monica, California 90401 (213) 451-0713

The Original Name In Personal Computer Stores
Store Hours: Tues.-Frt., 10.m-8 pm, Saturday, 10 .m-6 pm

Located two blocks north of the Santa Monica Freeway at (he Lincoln Blvd. ex.it.
Phone and mail orders invited. BankAmericard/Visa and Master Charge accepted.
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~Write and run programs- the
very first night - even if yqu've
never used a computer before!

f"1 RC,'\ ISO) User 5 Manuill 5~)ocstpa«t

CHARGE IT! Exp Dale __
Lj VIS'! U Master CMrge

lB.:InkJl

o I am also enclOSIng payment (lncludmg oostace & hilndhngllor
lhe nems coecken below'

;..! 10m Ptllm,)tl', Shorl Course On Microprocessor & Computer LJ I want my Elf II wired and tested with power supply. ReA
Programmtng teactes you JuSI about everylhtnQ there ••.•10 knuw 1802 User's Manual and Shorl Course-all tor just S149.95 plus

;~(~I~E~~~/~r:;~;~ol!O;Lc~r::I):.lIlP.:..,_\:.":.,":.,,,_,"_,:."'_":.1£,:[::.."__ru__(;1_' :..S:.3 P:.:& h.,. -rr- ~A:CC::::O:"":I#=_======~
; J GIANT SOAROTM kll With casseue 110 RS 237 ?6VJrt;JhlesA.z l.EI IFITHf.N INPUr PRINT GO TO
CI11Y I/O B·bll PliO ceccoers lor 1<1separate I/O GO SUB RFJURN [NO Rf:M. CLEAR lISI RUN

~;~&(tl110nsilnd a svstem mOllllor/edrlor S39.95 pili"> ~llu~~sP!I~~~n~~:rtcC~~r~~r~~~~Y ~;~Iir:n'~~~~~Plj;~
U Kluge (Prototype) Board accepts up 10 36 Ie 5 i\lph;l!lumertc cnaracters onectrv 0" y(lUI tv screen \111111·

S17 .00 plue; S 1 p&ll g;;"~~n~I:~~~I;~~~~I~~~t~~o"P~ah~~tl~~y~~rci~/~';~/+:~:;:~~e~~~$~:~~d"d::,:::~':":O,:::,,::,::g~:: I~CJg;,~:~::O;V:;~:;:~,"~::::i.:;'~:~ctorfLF"
pluq tnOQilI(l) S5.7Qe<l PO<;llMtd Ll ELF-BUGTM Oeture System Monitor on cassette
o Expansion Pnwel Supply uemnreo when ad(Mg 4k Jape Allow,> dl<;nlilymq the coruemv at ,-III registers on
RAM I $34.95 p'us SI n&~t y01t1 tv at any pmm In your program Also orsnravs 24
~JProfessional ASCII Keyboard kll wnh 128 ASCII bytes 01 fIIr.mory With lull acoresses bhnktn{l cursor
upper /tcwe case set 96 prtnlflhle characters ontoard ano aula SCIOllmq A must lor the senous programmer'
reglJl,llor p.mlV ioq« seecnon and enoree at <1bano $14.95 POSIDfltd ~r~~~~gr~toon: A·D. D·A Converter Controller BO,Ir(1
shakmg vcnats to mare wurr- almost any computer [J Text Editor on cassette rape gtves '{au the ilbthly to
$64.95 n'us Sf p&h inset delete or entnnes and words 110m your prngrams
U Deluxe metal cabinet lot ASCII Keyboard. $;9.95 while thpy are I1tsplayed on '{OUI Video momtm IAdd Pnnt

f.1~J~;:e;~:~~:~y Board ktt lets '{o~ generate a sharp ~~~t;~~(;~ n~~~e~a;n~Saed~~~s~~Otr~~I\~~IO~~~I~~e:i:[r~ Name ------------
Ilfole<,srol1<t132 or 04 character by 16 nne upper and $19.95IKlSlpatd Address
lower case display on your Iv screen or vmeo monuor-. 0 Assembler on casseuetape uanstares asseoow -----------
(111111111(.lily tmprovtng your unexpanceo $99 9~ F.l F II language o-oq-ams mto h(,xldp-clm,ll rnacnme cooe lor

thts msoe ASCII xevtcaro cabmet 1 $8995 ELF II use Mnemontc abbrevatons lor mstructons Ctty
us S? p&tl ua!her than numeucst nlilke programs easrer 10 rean
(J ELF II Ttny BAStC on cassette tape Corn alld help prevent errors $19 95 postpao

~t~e~E ~D';" x~ It!...0~s~e~c,:~~.e=.t~m=e~ .!!!e_~~lgUIRIES INVITED

programs anc produces assemo'v tanouaqe source nst
InQ~ to help you uncerstaro "lid nnrnove '{OUI Dlogr(jrn~
$19.95 on cassene taoe
SAVE S9.90- Text Imtor AssemtJler·1', Drsassemmer
purchased together only $49.95! tRf>'1urre vicco Ot~
play aoa-o plus 4~ mermtv )
II ElF II light Pen. assernnleo & tested. 57.95 pus S 1
p&h
[J ELF II Color Graphics & Music System Board eu
S49.95 plus S2 p&h
o H F II connects dtrecll'{ 10 the Video Inpu! 01 your tv
set wnnout additional hardware 10 conner! f l} II 10
'{our antenna termmars msteao. order RF Modulator.
$8.95 oostpac
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In the world of small computers,
there are a lot of computers that look
alike and act alike. The PeCos One
from APF is not like most of those
small computers. APF has made a
machine that is different in just about
every way.

APF's intention with the PeCos
One is to provide a user oriented
machine that requires little or no
computer experience to operate.
Rather than adopt BASIC as the
PeCos One's standard language, it
uses a sentence oriented language
called PeCos. Thus this machine
represents a new approach toward the
personal computer. It attempts to
adapt the computer to the person
rather than the person to the
computer. Just how well this new
approach will be accepted, only time
will tell.

On the Outside
At first glance, you know that the

PeCos One is different. The main unit
is massive, measuring approximately
19V2" x 18V2" X 9". Everything except
the monitor is contained in this unit
including the keyboard and two
cassette drives. The two side panels
are hardboard with a woodgrain
finish, giving the PeCos One the look
of a Hi-Fi component rather than a
computer.

The keyboard is recessed in the
front of the unit. Each key is covered
by a clear, plastic cap, making it
impossible for the pril')ting on the key
to rub off with heavy use. Some of the
keys were a bit stiff, particularly the
space bar, but for single-finger
typists like me this presents little or
no problem.

Above the keyboard there is the
on-off switch and four LEOs. The
LEOs indicate the power is on, the
keyboard is ready, an input request
and tape operation is in progress.

And Now For Something
Completely Different

APF PeCos One

Located on the top of the unit are
the two cassette drives. Cassette
operations for the PeCos One are, in
my opinion, one of the outstanding
features of this machine. A quick
glance at the controls reveals the
standard EJECT, REWIND and FAST
FORWARD, but no RECORD or
PLAY. These two controls have been
replaced by a single ENGAGE
control. The PeCos One knows
whether it should be in record or play
mode and makes all the necessary
adjustments internally. With PeCos
One, it is impossible to erase tapes by
pressing RECORD when you wanted
PLAY (as many of us have done).

Tape operations on the PeCos One
are different from anything else I've
ever seen. These have been made
virtually "Idiot-proof." Only one side
of a cassette tape can be used. Tapes
must be formatted ill a manner similar
to floppy disks before they can be
used. A special tape head writes
addresses or block numbers on one
track of the tape. The other track is
used for standard information stor-
age. Only the right-hand tape drive
can be used to format tapes. Once
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formatted they can be used in either
drive. A special light-controlled
sensor in the right-hand tape drive
assures that the unit waits for the tape
leader to pass the tape head before
writing anything on the tape. Alto-
gether, this is the most impressive
cassette-based storage system I've
seen.

On the rear panel of the unit are
several other controls and connec-
tors. A Connector for two additional
tape decks, an RS-232C transmit
connector, a video output jack and an
auxi Iiary 117VAC outlet are provided.
Switches include a baud rate select
switch for the RS-232C, the system
reset button and an interupt enable-
disable switch which can be used to
disable the interupt key on the key-
board.

The 9", stand alone monitor is
dwarfed by the main unit. The cover of
the PeCos manual shows the monitor
on a special stand that holds it above
the top of the computer out of the way
of the cassette drives. Unfortunately,
our review model didn't come with
such a stand (if it even exists), and
when the monitor was set on top of
the unit it either blocked access to the
cassette drives or hung precariously
over the back of the unit. I hope this
monitor stand is included with future
PeCos One models.

On the Inside
I wasn't up to tearing the PeCos

One apart to see what the insides look
like, but here's what APF tells us in
the manual. The PeCos One employs
a 6502 microprocessor. Its interpreter
and operating system reside in 24k of
ROM and the unit comes with 16k of
RAM. Options available for the PeCos
One include two additional cassette
decks and a lineprinter. No provision
for memory expansion or disk drives
is presently available.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



the anarriage of
the electric penciltm

toTRS-SO*
is still
going
strong!

NOW! The Word Processoryou've
The well known Electric Pencil, which has been in use

for over two years with most popular microcomputers, has
also been available for use on the' TRS-80. We are now
proud to announce immediate availability of The Electric
Pencil Disk Version for the TRS-80, featuring the same fine
capabilities that have made the Electric Pencil so popular.
Full price for the TRS-80 version is only $100, and for the
TRS-80 diskversion, only $150 .'

the electric pencil
-a proven word processing system

Extremely easy to use, The Electric Pencil lets yo '1m:>'
duce mailing lists, business forms, large numberso'torigin,al
correspondence, camera-ready copy for printing ... ail on
your TRS-80. "', .c.....

The Electric Pencil is a character oriented word procJs-
sing system,' which means you have maximum freedom and
simplicity in the handling of text, No carriage returns or
word hyphenations are necessary. Line ormatting is done
automatically by The Electric Pencil.

The Electric Pencil combines features found in more
expensive systems with many capabilities you won't find
anywhere. Right margin justification, page numbering and
titling, and many combinations of line length, page length,
and line and page spacing are always under your control.
Text editing capabilities eliminate guesswork when input-
ting. The text appears on the video monitor as you insert it,
and you can view text whenever you wish using the bidirec-
tional variable speed scrolling feature. You can insert, de-
lete, or relocate any text using simple keyboard commands.

The Electric Pencil has been designed to work with
both Level I (16K system) and Level II models of the
TRS-80, and with virtually any printer you choose. Level II

*TRS-80 is a product of
Radio Shack, Diu. of
Tandy Corporation

owners will want the TRS-80 disk version, which is supplied
on cassette. Transfer of the Electric Pencil to your own disk
is as simple as entering a command.

JULY1979

Demand a Demo from your Dealer!
Your dealer will have a manual and descriptive litera-

ture for you to see, and can demonstrate The Electric Pen-
cil to you, on one or moreof his demohstration microcom-
puters. Look the manual over carefully, and note the
explicit instructions which lead you easily through The
Electric Pencil operation. The manual was produced using
The Electric Pencil which will enable you to see its many
capabilities for yourself. Then try it out on your dealer's
demo unit ... most any microcomputer will do. If, for
some incredible reason, he's unprepared, demand it! or
write:

mss MICHAel SHRAVER SOFTWARE, INC.
1253 Vista Superba Drive

Glendale, CA 91205

CIRCLE 159 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PeCos One, con't ....
The 9" black and white monitor

displays up to 40 characters per line
and 16 lines per screen page. Both
upper and lower case letters can be
displayed. Unfortunately, the video
display circuitry lacks descenders for
the lower case letters. Letters such as
p and j are displayed with the entire
letter above the line. For example the
word "Display" would appear as
"DisPlaY." This is unpleasant to the
eye and generally distracting. In
addition, no special graphic char-
acters are available. '
Using the PeCos One

The major difference between the
PeCos One and other small com-
puters is the PeCos language. PeCos
is a variation of the computer lan-
guage JOSS which was developed by
the Rand Corporation. PeCos accord-
ing to the manual, has been devised
"for those who need direct access to a
computer, but [have] neither the time
nor interest to learn conventional, and
complex computer language."

Speaking of the manual, APF has
provided a fairly good one for the
PeCos One. Its 174 pages cover the
operation of the PeCos One computer
and the PeCos language in a progres-
sive manner very appropriate for the
uninitiated. A quick reference section
for review is also provided, although it
could be more detailed. Several pages
in the manual contained some minor
errors, however an Addendum section
has also been included. Perhaps
future printings will lncorporate these
corrections into the manual itself.

PeCos is a sentence oriented
language, where each program
statement is an imperative English
sentence. Each sentence begins with
a capital letter and ends with a period.
The general sentence structure is:

Command Noun (s) Optional
verb separated modifiers

by commas

Command verbs specify the ac-
tion desired in the sentence. Verbs
such as Display, Find, Set and Erase
are command verbs. Nouns are
variable names or expressions that
are acted upon as specified by the
command verb. Not every sentence
requires a noun. The optional modi-
fiers include "if" and "for" clauses.
Here are a few examples of PeCos
sentences:

DisplayY.

Set P=A+ B.
Do part 1 for i = 1,3,5.
Display A + B ifY> o.

i•...~'"·'..;~:~:::p:i;:;~~I'I·C~~:"'·~-i:

t· ~ And ITERATIONepisooes ---t·,,:
If I h.aajust a hum~n brain,~t· ,C I think that I would go insane --- i'

-. With FILES of DATA to COMP}LE •j ~ It hardly seems a BIT worthwhile, tJ
'. ~ I BYTE off rnorethan I can chew it CC And overwork my CPU, •

t• 1'/1slip a DISK or-btowa fuse --- t
' That Information would confusei The most loqica] of us around j
.1 And-make iIINPUT!OU:rPU+.BOUNOo-i

,i i
hj Anita Westrum 1
:1 'j
'i . . II·~·~"!~!, ,,-.,,...~,!.,!!I,,!- .•~.""_,,. '",L!, ~'"•"""., !!I',~.

In the indirect (programmable)
mode, each sentence begins with a
step number. A step number consists
of a digit called the part, followed by a
decimal point and a fractional com-
ponent called the step. Thus the step
number 11.357 can be expressed as
part 11, step 357. A total of nine digits
may be used in the step number.

Each part is in itself a separate
routine that can be treated as a sub-
routine. For example here is a
program in PeCos that uses a sub-
routine to input two numbers, sum
them and display the sum. This is not
the easiest way to accornpllsh this
task, but shows several features of
PeCos.

1.1 Display "A program to sum
two numbers."

1.15 Do part 2.
1.2 Set A =Z.
1.25 Do part 2.
1.3 SetB=Z.
1.35SetC= A + B.
1.4 Display "The sum of A + B

=",C.
1.45Stop.
2.1 Display "Please enter a

number." ,
2.2 Demand Zas "Z".

To execute this program you
would enter:

Do part 1.

In comparison to . BASIC, the
PeCos language is probably a little
less powerful. Variable names in
PeCos are limited to Single upper and
lower case letters (a total of 52),
although multidimensional arrays are
available. Most of the trigonometric
and algebraic functions available in
BASIC are available in PeCos,
although some such as the tangent
must be derived from other functions.
No means of interacting directly with
memory slrnllar to PEEK and POKE in
BASIC is provided in PeCos.

Is PeCos One For Me?
As with most computers, the

answer depends upon you and what
you expect out of your computer. If
your goal is to put all of Basic
Computer Games on your computer,
then you will have a real task ahead of
you if you get a PeCos One. Convert-
ing from BASIC to PeCos may prove
to be a challenge.

However, if you're one of those
people who have a real need for a
computer and feel that learning
BASIC may be too difficult, then you
might want to give serious considera-
tion to the PeCos One. APF is to be
congratulated for providing the
computer buyer with an alternative to
the BASIC speaking computer. PeCos
One is truly "something different." 0
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ONE PACKAGE DOES IT'ALL
Includes these Application Programs ...

Sales Activity, Inventory, Payables, Receivables, Check/Expense Register,
Library Functions, Mailing Labels, Appointments, Client/Patient Records

RANDOM, MULTI-KEY RECORD RETRIEVAL underCP/M, COOS, IMDOS, ADOS ...
SELECTOR III ALLOWS
INSTANT RECALL OF ANY
RECORD USING ANY IN-
FORMATION ITEM IN THE
RECORD. That statement
deserves re-reading, be-
cause that ability makes
SELECTOR III the most
powerful Date Base Man-
agement System in micro-
computers today!

With SELECTOR III
you can ...
• def ne a record format,
assig n retrieval keys, and
begin entering data in min-
utes.
• create sorted pointers to
records matching your spe-
cif or range of requirements.
JULY1979

• automatically generate
reports with control-break
summaries and unlimited
variety.
• bring an application on-
line in hours instead of
months.

SELECTOR III comes com-
plete with eight application
programs that perform the
tasks listed at top of page.
And, since it's distributed in
source code form, you can
easily add subroutines to do
specific computations or
file updates.

SELECTOR III runs under
CBASIC Verso 1 or 2, and is
priced at $295. SELECTOR

29

111-C2is dedicated to Verso2
only, runs about twice as
fast, and costs $345.

Both systems are available in
a variety of CP/M, diskette
size and density formats
including IBM 8"; North Star;
Micropolis; TRS-80; Pro-
cessor Tech Helios II; Altair;
iCOM; Dynabyte; Imsai;
and others.-------------IAvailable from computer stores nationwide: I
I LIFEBOAT Associates II 2248 Broadway, Suite 34, II New York, N.Y. 10024 • (212) 580-0082 I
I Or order direct from I

MICRO-API 9807 Davona Drive, San Ramon, CA 94583 II (415) 828-6697. I-------------CIRCLE 160 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Speechlab, a product of Heuris-
tics Inc., is a voice recognition sys-
tem (on a single S-100 board). It is
used to digitize sound and pass the
information to a computer which is
programmed to analyze the sound
data.

What Is It?

Figure 1 shows the relationship
between the Speechlab System and
an S-100 computer. The computer
sends one byte commands to
Speechlab ("Beep your speaker,"
"Read out a sample," etc.) and re-
ceives digitized information on what
is being spoken into the microphone.
T.he interchange between Speechlab
and the computer is accomplished via
an 1/0 port which is on the Speechlab
board.

Each time Speechlab is com-
manded to input information, it sends
four bytes to the computer. One is an
approximation of the overall fre-
quency of the utterance since it was
last querried and the other three ap-
proximate the amount of energy in
three frequency ranges (averagedover
time). These three ranges roughly
bracket the first three resonances of
the human vocal tract.

Thus, if you are interested in
"listening" to 2 seconds of speech
and wished to sample the incoming
sound every 10 milliseconds, you
would end up with 800 bytes of infor-
mation in memory.

In addition to hardware for digit-
izing sound in the manner outlined

Dr. Larry Press, Box 5429, Santa Monica, CA.
90405.

Voice Input for demonstrations, education and other
practical applications. Some exciting possibilities!

Heuristics Speechlab

above, Speechlab comes with some
useful software. It includes a demon-
stration program theoretically cap-

Alan Porter, owner of Mission Control
Computer Store in Santa Monica, CA (with
Larry Press), tells his store fan when to turn on
and off using a Speech lab voice recognition
board.

able of "learning" and recognizing 64
different utterances, a subroutine for
inputting speech (the number of
samples to be input and the time
interval between samples are the
parameters), and a version of "Palo
Alto" Tiny Basic with the speech
input subroutine included.

Last but not least, Speechlab
comes with two manuals - one on
assembly, test and principles of
operations and a book of experi-
ments. The manuals and software are
outstanding and I will return to them

Figure 1
Speechlab "listens" through a microphone,

digitizes speech and passes it to an S-100
computer through an input port which is on the
Speechlab board. The computer controls
Speechlab by outpulling control bytes to it.

SPEECHLAB S-100
COMPUTER

Dr. Larry Press

later, but first let us ask who would
want aSpeechlab?

Who Is It For?

I can think of three reasons why a
person might wish to purchase a
Speechlab: for a cute demonstration,
for some practical application, or in
order to learn about linguistics and
pattern recognition. I would rate
Speechlab as "okay" for demon-
strations, limited for practical appli-
cations, and fantastic as a learning
tool.

If you are interested in a cute
demonstration, you can have it using
Speechlab and the demonstration
program which comes with it. For
instance, at a local computer store,
they switch the fan on and off using
Speechlab in conjunction with an AC
controller (see photo). In a case such
as this, where the system is trained to
recognize one person's voice, where
the ambient noise is low, where there
are only a few utterances to distin-
guish amongst, and where the opera-
tor is able to alert the computer when
it is time to "listen" for a command.
Speechlab is fairly reliable and makes
a satisfactory demonstration.

Unfortunately, if these conditions
are not met, Speechlab is not very
reliable. When I first tried the
demonstration program which came
with Speechlab, Iwas disappointed in
that it became quite unreliable after
training it to discriminate between
only four or five phrases under ideal
conditions. This limited performance
could be due to either inherent limita-
tions of the Speechlab system or to a
poorly written demonstration pro-
gram.

Inherent Limitations

In looking at the commercial
speech recognition systems which
are marketed by Threshold Tech-
nology and Scope Electronics for
practical applications, we note that
information is gathered in 19 and 16
frequency ranges respectively, rather
than in just three as with speecnlao.
This limited information is one
inherent problem if you are thinking
of practical applications.

CREATIVECOMPUTING
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In addition, I spoke with Lloyd
Rice of Computalker Consultants
who pointed out that knowing exact
frequencies where energy peaked was
more useful for discriminating certain
sounds than was the average over a
range, as measured by Speech lab
(see Figure 2). Lloyd was able to
predict accurately what sorts of
sounds Speech lab would and would
not be able to discriminate amongst.
(It should be pointed out that the
commercial units also measure
energy over ranges.)

In addition to obtaining relatively
limited information on an utterance,
processing speed and memory size
are fundamental bottlenecks. The
commercial units use 16 bit mini-
computers, not 8080's. The Speech-
lab demonstration program examines

A

FREQ. RANGE1 RANGE2 RANGE3

Figure 2
Hypothetical spectrum envelope of an

utterance. Speech lab measures the area under
the curve in its three frequency ranges. Com-
mercial systems gather more information in
that they look at 16 to 19 frequency ranges.
Furthermore, the exact location of peak fre-
quencies (P1, P2, P3)is useful information for
distinguishing some sound; and it is not
gathered by Speech lab.

only the first 160 milliseconds (16
samples at 10 millisecond intervals)
after an utterance begins. This pro-
gram has the "luxury" of a single
speaker in a room with no background
noise and the speaker responding on
cue. In a factory, for example, where
the system had to "listen" continu-
ously for command words, proces-
sing time and memory requirements
would be immense.·

As stated above, it could be that
the demonstration program is poorly
written and that the system is
inherently capable of much better
performance than it exhibits. I have
not had time to experiment with pro-
gram changes, and perhaps the
Speech lab user's community will
achieve improvements.

Lest this sound too negative, let's
turn to the third reason why someone
might buy a Speech lab : to learn.

Learning
This is where Speechlab shines!

The documentation is excellent.
There is one manual on assembly,

JULY1979

COMPUTER
POWER FOR
BUSINESS
SUBSCRIBE TO THE MAGAZINE THAT
COVERS EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO
KNOW ABOUT CHOOSING AND USING
COMPUTERS.

checkout, and principles of operation
which also serves as a programmer's
reference and another "laboratory"
manual with an introduction to lin-
guistics, 35 experiments and well-
documented source listings of all the
software supplied with Speech lab.

The experiments in the laboratory
manual are all quite clearly presented
and interesting. The first 12 familiar-
ize you with the system: how to get
speech data into the computer, what
the data looks like over time, the
effects of noise, saturation levels,
threshold setting (for silence versus
utterance), linear versus logarithmic
amplification, etc. The next group of
six experiments teach you about the
characteristics of speech, as mea-
sured in a linguistics laboratory. They
guide the user through experiments
similar to those run by linguistic
researchers in the early 1960's. The
remainder of the experiments deal
with pattern recognition: with differ-
ent metrics for closeness in the four
dimensional Speech lab space, stra-
tegies for amplitude normalization,
and strategies for sampling.

In short, this Js an excellent edu-
cational product. Running these
experiments is guaranteed to teach
you a good deal about linguistics,
pattern recognition and program-

mingo It will require a fairly big-time
commitment, but if you are interested
in these subjects it will be time well
spent.

It should be stressed that all of the
Speech lab documentation is excel-
lent, not just the experiments. The
assembly manual is easily read and
includes good material on testing,
adjusting and trouble-shooting. The
software is clearly written and well
documented; and source listings are
supplied.

Every manufacturer of personal
computing equipment should be
encouraged (pressured) to follow
Heuristics' example in supporting
Speech lab. My biggest gripe with the
industry is that they have done a lousy
job of educating their customers. A
two hundred page manual will contain
five pages on the principles of opera-
tion, geared to the expert, rather than
50 pages geared to the beginner.
Software comes in object form -
useless to learn from or to alter. We
are left alienated from our machines
and at the mercy of experts. Thanks to
Heuristics for being different. 0
•A possible compromise for continuous moni-
toring would be to program the system to
recognize a key signal, such as a sharp whistle
or snapping of fingers on a continuous basis,
to alert It to the fact that a meaningful
command follows within asecond or two.

• Computer profit windfalls and
hidden costs .

• Best buys in computer equipment
• Scanning the stockmarkets
• Computer contracts
• Service bureaus vs. in-house

computers
• Small computers in large

corporations

• The best computer for your
business

• How business people use micro-
computers

• Computer primer
• Introduction to business software
• Answers to your questions
• Advice from experts
• How to deal with suppliers

I
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Diagnostic
Program For
Your Pet

... from Commodore
The availability of a Diagnostic to California, with possible damage

Routine Package from Commodore to the equipment and the loss of time.
for the PET computer is important I was astonished to find how
news for PETowners and those con- simple it would be to service the
templating the purchase of a home computer with nothing but Commo-
computer. The following information dore's test packageand a'screwdriver.
is provided to help you evaluate the No instruments are needed, no
package and decide whether it would special tools, or technical know-
beof value to you, as a PETowner. At ledge. It seems to me that the value of
$30 it seems to be a bargain and a this package far exceeds the ability to
must for every PET owner. I ordered test and repair the PET.There is alsoa
the Diagnostic Package with some' great sense of reassurance in having
trepidation because, although I am the test routine. I have had difficulty
somewhat familiar with the internal with the computer many times. Even-
operation of home computers, I have tually, having no alternative, I would
never done any trouble-shooting of discover that it was the program that
electronic equipment and wouldn't was at fault, or the cassette tape, or a
know where to begin. Furthermore, I glitch in a command, or some other
do not have test equipment such as outside factor. With the test routine,
signal generators, oscilloscopes, etc. you can assure yourself at any time
(although I do admit to owning a small that the equipment is working
vott-ohrneter). When I ordered the perfectly and after making that deter-
package, I really did not expect that I mination, get right to looking for the
would be able to service the PET problem elsewhere. That's worth 30
should it need service, but I felt that bucks right there!
any information I might have on hand
concerning the internal workings of
the PETwould prove invaluable to any
technician who might service it. Cer-
tainly anything would be better than
packing the unit and shipping it back

Sol Friedman & Associates, Industrial & Toy
Design, 480 Birchwood Way, Ft. Lauderdale,
FL 33326.

Sol Friedman

The $30 Package
The packageconsists of the following
material:

1. A booklet, "Testing the Pet
Computer," which describes
all of the tests in detail and how
to repair problems.

2. Two connectors with jumpers
in place.

3. Component Cross Reference
charts for the Display' Assem-
bly and the Main Logic
Assembly.

4. Cassette of "PET Test Pro-
grams."

5. Pictorials and schematics for
the display circuitry and main
logic boards. Several versions
of the main logic boards have
beenmade by Commodore and
schematics are included for
each /erslon.

The documentation is of profes-
sional quality and seems to be
complete.

The package enables the user to
test all RAM chips, the parity of ROM,
the keyboard circuit, the TV display
logic, the read/write of both cassette
ports, the user port, and the IEEE 488
port.

The cassette contains the follow-
ing programmed tests:

Program No. Test
1,2,3. ROM Test (for 011

ROM)
4K Memory POKER
8K Memory POKER
4K DataChecker
8K DataChecker
Screen Alignment
ROMTest for 019ROM

4,5.
6,7.
8,9.
10,11.
12,13.
*14,15.

*Note: These test programs, num-
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bers 14 and 15, are not listed in the
booklet. My PET has the 019 ROM
chip and ROM Test #1 indicated a
defective ROM. Because my PETwas
working perfectly, I phoned Commo-
dore and they told rne that test
numbers 1,2, and 3 are not valid for
the 019, but to use tests numbered 14
or 15. They are on the cassette but
were not listed in the booklet.

The Test Programs

Notice that the test programs are
repeated on the tape (example, tests
numbered 1,2, and 3 are identical).
Commodore says that the reason they
did this is that if you run the ROM test
#1, for example, and you find a defec-
tive ROM and replace it, you should
run the ROM test again to make sure
there are not additional defective
ROMsother than the one replaced. To
save the trouble of rewinding the tape
to repeat tests, several of each test
program were recorded.

The Diagnostic Routine does not
require the cassette. The two
connectors supplied are placed as
directed and a LEDon the Logic board
indicates test completion. The test
runs automatically when the PET is
turned on. The screen displays all of
the PET characters and are checked
visually by the user. Be sure to unplug
the PET before working inside.
Failure to do this can harm both you
and your favorite computer. Upon
completion, the connectors are
removed and are not used in any of the
other tests. No further access is
required into the inside of the PET
case.

The ROM test is loaded into the
PET from the cassette in the usual
way. You will need to know which
ROM you have in location H1 on the
Main Logic Board. If you have 011,
use ROMtest #1,2 or 3. If you have019
use program #14 or 15. To load 14 or
15 type LOAD "014 ROM TEST." To
repeat, this information is not
contained in the material sent by
Commodore, so keep this article to
remind you when you get the
package. To determine which ROM
you have, you must open the PETand
look in the rear, right side of the Logic
board, location H1. The board is
clearly marked. The letters designate
the row, and the numbers designate
the column, running from right to left,
along the nearest edge of the board.
The ROMtest will indicate a defective
ROM, and which one needs replace-
ment. Note: When completing these
tests, it is necessary to turn off the
computer to regain keyboard control.

The Memory test-RAM, as before,

is loaded from the cassette, using
either the 4K or 8K program. The
program runs about 17 minutes and if
there is a problem, will indicate the
defective RAM, by row and column,
plus more specific information about
what is going on inside of the RAM.

Instructions are provided for
removal of the Main .Logic Board
should that become necessary.

The Cassette test (Data Checker)
describes the testing of both the
built-in and second cassettes. The
tape deck headshould be cleaned and
demagnetized, if you are having a
problem with your cassette-loaded
programs. This is the easiest repair
you can make and the most common
defect. It is a good idea to make it a
habit to type "? PEEK(630), ST" after
loading a program. The display will
show two numbers which represent
any error in the loading. Ideally both
numbers should be zero, or as close
to zero as possible. If you are consis-
tently getting numbers much above
zero you have a problem. The PEEK
number represents the amount of
data drop-out times 2, and the second
number (ST) the status word which
should bezero.

TheScreenAlignment test creates
three different patterns on the screen
so that you can see whether the
display is tilted, or if you are losing
the bottom or top line. In case of mis-
alignment, methods are clearly
shown for correcting the defects. If
you are not used to working around
Video circuitry, I would strongly
recommend that you do not open
the back of the picture tube case.
According to Commodore, the circuit
uses 10,000 volts and, unless you
know exactly what you are dolnq and
where the dangerous voltages are,
you can get badly hurt. Such high
voltages can easily be fatal if con-
tacted. If you can live with a slight
misalignment, fine. If it is so bad that
it needs correction, call a TV repair-
man, and show him the pictures and
information contained in the booklet,
and he should be able to fix the

One of PEr diagnostic routine displays - screen
alignment test. (Photo by Alan Friedman).

problem easily. Note that it is also
easy to damage or break the CRT (TV)
tube if you are not familiar with its
construction.

The Keyboard test is simply a
matter of checking each key for
sticking and for the display of the
related characters on the screen.
There are also a couple of Poke state-
ments to verify other capabilities of
the keyboard.

A few tests I was able to perform
with the diagnostic package indicates
that they work as advertised. Upon
receiving the package I began the
tests and almost immediately ran into
trouble! This shocked me because my
PEThas functioned perfectly from the
moment I unpacked it until that
moment. The ROM test indicated that
ROM #H1 was malfunctioning! I
called Commodore and in our discus-
sion they mentioned that this could
happen if H1 was 019 ROM instead of
the 011 ROM. That turned out to be
the solution. As I mentioned earlier,
there are two unlisted programs (#14
and 15)on the cassette for those PETs
that have 019 ROMs. To load either
program type-LOAD "019 ROM
TEST." Use spaces as shown.

To simulate trouble, I tried remov-
ing RAM at location 1-3.The display
on the screen showed a problem with
1-6.

A phone call to Rick Lehr at
Commodore Customer Service turned
up another factor not in the booklet. If
your RAM chips are #::1114instead of
6550, then the numbers along the
edge of the main logic board are in
reversed order. If you have no diffi-
culty with your RAM ICs then forget
it. If you ever do, then the screen
display number must be changed so
that if the display shows number 1,
the actual location is 8, number 2 dis-
played is located at 7,3 is 6,4 is 5, 5 is
4, etc. Thus 1-3displayed is located at
1-6.It is important that you enter this
information in your booklet in chapter
III, under Memory Test, as a reminder
(so you do not replace and discard a
perfectly good chip!)

Summary

As good as the Diagnostic
Routine is, it still can't do everything.
There are the many. resistors,
capacitors, diodes and other com-
ponents that can fail. If you turn on
your PETand nothing happens, don't
forget to see if it's plugged in, silly as
that sounds. Next, remember that
there is a fuse in the rear panel, check
that next. If that's not the cause and
all else fails, then do what I do ....
PANIC! 0
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Suppose you want to sort and
merge ten different files in alpha-
betical order by zip code and a
reference code, with variable length
records in Binary Coded Decimal, and
you want to do it in less than five
minutes. That is exactly the kind of
miserable job that can be done with
Micro-Pro's Super-Sort. It is simple
enough to handle mundane tasks like
sorting a large mailing list by zip
code; and, sophisticated enough that
professional programmers will want
to use it as a subroutine in custom
software.

Super-Sort runs under the CP/M
operating system and is available in
three versions. We have been running
Version I, which includes all the
available options and is relocatable to
run in FORTRAN, COBOL and BASIC.
(it is in machine code, so it is
independent of the programming lan-
guage.) Version II includes all the
capabilities of Version I and is not
relocatable, according to Micro-Pro,
but it should be possible to "CHAIN"
to Version II if you want to use it in
custom software. Version III does not
have the SELECT/EXCLUDE com-
mand discussed later. Prices for the
three different versions are $250.00,
$200.00 and $150.00 respectively.

System Considerations
Although Super-Sort will run in a

24K, single drive CP/M system, this
configuration will limit the versatility
and performance of the package. A
minimum memory size will reduce the
speed of the sort as the processing is
done in all the available memory.
And; unless the file is very small you
wi II have to use the TAGSORT option.
TAGSORT is not a command as much
as a method of handling work file
space. Whenever a sort program pro-
cesses a file larger than the available

Super-Sort by
Micro-Pro International

Eric VanHorn

user memory, it creates work files
which are later merged to write the
output file. The space reserved for
work files, particularly in a single
drive system, reduces the maximum
size of the input file. For example, in
the case of Super-Sort, if the work file
is as large as the input file, only one-
third of a disk can be sorted at one
time (one-third work space, one-third
input, and one-third output). TAG-
SORT reduces the disk work space so
larger amounts of data can be run.
This does, however, further reduce
sorting speed. A dual drive system
solves this problem by using one
drive for work space and the second
drive for both the input and output
files. (Disks in the second drive can be
changed before writing the output
file, and this way a full disk can be
sorted.) For the ultimate in speed and
versatility a 48K dual drive system is
recommended.

,Getting Started With Super-Sort

Super-Sort is loaded from the disk
by simply entering "SORT." The
Micro-Pro header is printed and the
SORT prompt, an asterisk (*), is
given.

The first four commands might be
called the housekeepers. They tell
Super-Sort on what drives certain
things will happen and specify the file
names. These commands are SORT-
FILE(S), OUTPUT-FILE, MERGE-
FILES and WORK-DRIVE. Standard
CP/M nomenclature is used, simpli-
fying input. SORT-FILE(S) indicates
the input file name(s) and drive loca-
tions. Optional record numbers can
be entered in parentheses to give a
range of record numbers to be
selected from a given input file. This
allows a crude record selection in the
SORT-FILE(S) command. (More
sophisticated records selection is
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done by the SELECT/EXCLUDE
option discussed below.) Up to
thirty-two input files can be sorted,
down to one output file on one run.

OUTPUT-FILE names the output
file, assigns the disk on which it will
be written and can indicate whether or
not you want to change disks. This
allows the processing of an entire
disk in one operation. A /C after the
file name invokes the disk change
option. .

MERGE-FILES is a command
which will probably not be used fre-
quently.1t allows the merging of input
data before sorting. Where it is useful
is when TAGSORT is invoked, Since
TAGSORT can only accept one input
per run, MERGE-FILES will consoli-
date several files before TAGSORT
takes over. The last command in this
category, WORK-DRIVE, simply indi-
cates on which drive work space is
available. These temporary areas will
be erased when no longer needed ..

What does this look like in prac-
tice? Suppose we have three input
fiies. Record humbers 200 to 450 will
be extracted from RETAIL.TXT, all
inputs are on drive B, drive A will be
the work drive and output will go to
drive B after cHanging disks. The
command syntax is as follows:
* SORT-FILES = B:RETAIL.TXT (200-450),

B:DEALER.1XT. B:EXPORT.TXT• UORK-DRIVE = A:
• OUTPUT-FILE = B:NEUfILE.TXT Ie

Record Types and Sort Specs

The next three commands tell how
the records are structured, what type
of sOrting to do, and, optionally,
which records Super-Sort will select
from a given file. These commands
are INPUT-ATTRIBUTES, KEY and
SELECT /EXCLUDE.

INPUT-ATTRIBUTES sets the
parameters for record organiiation. In
most cases, this simply means enter-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Terminals and Printers
for every application ...

MiniMicroMart supplies a complete
selection of CRT terminals and printing
devices for every application. .
Printers are available from 30 cps to
300 lines per minute.
For word processing or report writing
applications, we offer a wide variety
of fast, letter-quality machines, such
as the NEC Spinwriter. the Diablo
Hytype, and the Qume Sprint We also
offer a conversion package which
adapts your Selectric Typewriter to
work as a computer printer.
Virtually every printer we sell can be
used or adapted readily to any of the
popular machines on the market,
including the PET,APPLE,and TRS-80
- CALL FORSPECIFICDETAILS -

Spilllllriter ™

T.I. .81 0 as low as $1695

SOROC 120

NEW
LOW
PRICE

$795

INTERTUBE by Intertec
• 12"Display
• 24 x 80 format
• 18-key numeric keypad
• 128 upper/lower caseASCII characters
• Reversevideo, blinking
• Complete cursor addressing and control
• Special user-defined control function keys
• Protected and unprotected fields
• Line insert/delete and character insert/

delete editing
• Eleven special line drawing symbols

INTERTUBE II - LIMITED TIME $784

BANTAM 550
from PERKINELMER

Small in size, light in weight, and low in
price - but on top of the list in features
and performance.
• Upper and lower case
• Full 24 x 80 format
• Sharp 7 x 10 dot matrix
Get everything you want without paying for
things you don't need - List: $996 $799

NOW FROM US AT
Add $20 for anti-glare sCreen

t) Integral Data Systems, Inc.

IP-125 with 12100ption*

List $838 OUR PRICE$754

IP-225 with Tractor and 1210

.Option". List $984 $889
*1210 Option IS expanded and compressed print

CENTRONICS
779 (60 cps - same as TRS-80

printer OUR PRICEONLY $979

979 with Tractor $1039

702 (120 cps. bi-directional)

703 (185 cps. bi-directional)

Call
for

Quote

OTHER VALUES
DECwriter 1/ $1490

RS232 Interface - $45

Teletype 43 Printers
as low as $880

- LIMITED TIME OFFER -

HAZELTINE 1500
OJ\JLY $989

SHIPPING, HANDLING & INSURANCE: Check with us for specific information.
AI! prices subject to changewithout notice and al! offers subject to withdrawal without notice

WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG CIRCLE 123 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Min iMicro M art, Inc. 1618 James St., Syracuse, NY 13203 (315) 422-4467 TWX 710 541-0431



Super-Sort, con't ....
ing the fixed record length in number
of characters. (Record lengths of up
to 2048 characters are acceptable.)
However, Super-Sort will handle vari-
able length records, if a carriage
return is used as an end-of-record
delimiter. This is an extremely
powerful capability, particularly when
used with custom software. File entry
programs generally use fixed length
fields and records, limiting your
entries to a certain number of
characters per line. Almost everyone
has seen computer mailing lists with
abbreviated entries like:

R SHlTH/UHIHH
DEPT BID/PHYSIC
2411 HRKT PL BLVD
ST PAUL, MN 00000

Even though this may be de-
livered, it is a sloppy way of using a
tool as powerful as a computer. It is
not only a nuisance trying to decide
how certain entries should be abbrev-
iated', but much time 'can be wasted
counting letters and determining
whether or not a name (or address,
etc.) will fit on a line. Carriage return
delimited records allow record
lengths to stretch or contract de-
pending on the amount of data, not
the requirements of the computer.
This also allows the reclaiming of
unused disk space. Fixed length
records pad unused space with
blanks. This practice becomes un-
necessary with' a compressable,
variable length format, possibly
increasing the number of records that
can be written to a single disk.

To use the INPUT-ATTRIBUTES
command, the record length is
entered followed by the specification
for FIXED or CR-DELI MITED (carriage
return) records. FIXED can be deleted
as Super-Sort assumes records are of
fixed size unless told otherwise. It
appears that in variable length format
the record length is an approximate
figure, but the manual is unclear on
this point.

The KEY command controls the
sort process. In its simplest form,
KEY determines the start and end lo-
cation of the characters to be sorted
(if sorting by character location), the
field number and number of charac-
ters (if sorting by field location), and
whether to sort in ascendlnq or
descending order. Numeric or ASCII
format can also be indicated. Sorting
by field location is a convenient
feature. If the fields within a file are
delimited by commas (which is not
always the case), Super-Sort is smart
enough to count these comma
delimiters and find a certain number
field. This can be an extension of
variable record lengths, allowing

fields to be of varlable length also.
Suppose, for example, in a variable
length format that the name line has
increased a record size. Obviously,
the zip code ls no longer in the same
character position it was in the pre-
vious entry. But the field number will
still be the same. (In our mailing list
this is field 6, following the name, two
address lines, city and state.) And for
lazy people like me, it is certainly
easier to count the number of fields
than it is to count 120 or so characters
(losing count several times, naturally)
just to find out where the zip code is.
Super-Sort knows you are giving it a
field number rather than a character
position when a "#I" sign is used
before the number.

The KEY command also controls
special functions like Binary Coded
Decimal files, upper and lower case
translation, signed binary (two's
complement) format, ignoring the
high order bit in' each byte, etc. Most
users will never have the opportunity
to use variations like this (with the
exception of upper and lower case
translation), particularly because
these non-standard formats can be
cumbersome in floating point BASIC.
(As a matter of fact, I searched the
manual and could not find any
specific references to doing such
work in floating point BASIC.) If your
application falls into this category, I
strongly suggest you buy the manual
first and see if your specific sltuatlon
is covered. In COBOL, FORTRAN or
assembler the above circumstances
are much easier to handle. At any
rate, this gives you an idea of the
range and versatility of Super-Sort.

SELECT /EXCLUDE, which is act-
ually two separate commands, is
used to perform record selection. The
type of record selection available in
the SORT-FILE(S) statement as-
sumes, to sonie extent, that the file is
in some order already, a case which is
probably unlikely. (After all, what
does a sort program do?) SELECT /
EXCLUPE allows' the selection or
exclusion of specific records for
sorting purposes. Suppose it is de-
sired to extract all the names begin-
ning with "A" in Arkansas or the
retailers (by reference code) in Plain-
field, Vermont. These can be selected
exclusively for the sort. Or you can
EXCLUDE sornethlnq like all the TDL
dealers in Priceton, NJ. (Something
which I understand has already been
done nationwide ... ) .

Building on our previous example,
we Can sort by zip code (field #6, the
first five characters) in ascending
order, fixed length' records that are
138 characters long by adding to our
command list the following:
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* INPUT-ATTRIBUTES = 138
~ KEY = K6, ~, ASCENDING

Message Features and
Command Flies

There is one further statement,
PRINT-LEVEL, which does not affect
the sorting process (except, perhaps,
to slow it down a llttle.) PRINT-LEVEL
sets the number of messages
Super-Sort will print during a run,
reporting such things as when sorting
is being done, files are being merged
or written, the number of input
records, sort runs. and/or merges,
how much work space is used, etc.
There are five different message
levels, 1 through 5, with one being the
fewest number. The system defaults
to level one (meaning a PRINT-LEVEL
command need not be entered), but
PRINT-LEVEL becomes very useful
when there is a problem with a parti-
cular file. Suppose ten input files are
belaq sorted, using all kinds of record
selection and crazy formats and
suddenly BOOM! CRASH!, the
program run ends and you have no
idea what happened: If the run is
repeated, using PRINT-LEVEL 5,
Super-Sort will give information on
what is being done when the crash
9cqurs.

Qnce you have used Super-Sort
for a while, there are a number of
convenience features which speed
command entry. There IS an abbrev-
iated format for each entry (i.e., I 138
isthe same as INPUT-ATTRIBUTES
= 138, FIXED), and all program
statements can be entered on one line
(like multiple statement lines in
Microsoft BASIC). In addition, if the
same type of sorting is done often, a
command file can be written which
contains all the commands for a given
run. I used the CP/M Editor to create
command files, entering program
statements in the editor the same way
they would normally be given under
Super-Sort. Now, once Super-Sort
has been loaded, I simply enter CFILE
= (for command file) and the name of
the appropriate text file. Taking this
one step further, it is possible to load
SORT and execute the command file
o~ one line, as in:

A:SORT CflLE = B:SORTZIP.TXT

This will automatically load Super-
Sort from drive A, get the necessary
commands from the text file SORTZIP
on drive B, and run.

Speed, Documentation and Support
Micro-Pro has made a number of

claims about the speed of Super-Sort,
so naturally I have been asked ques-
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Super-Sort, con't. ...
tions about it. But whatever Mlcro-
Pro is saying, believe it. This is the
fastest, and one of the finest,
program I have seen. Generally speed
is overrated as a software criteria, but
two areas where speed is important
are in long, hard-copy printouts,
where 300 BAUD printers can drive
you crazy, and general file mainten-
ance functions like sorting. We have
one sort program which takes an hour
and twenty minutes to do a thousand
records, a function Super-Sort can
handle in about two minutes. Even
given the advantages of using a
computer for business purposes,
wasted time like this can be extremely
costly. Naturally the speed at which
Super-Sort works depends on file size
and organization, available memory,
etc., but you will not be disappointed
with its efficiency.

PET
TRS-SO
APPLE II
SORCERER

8 K Bytes
Mini"mwn
Needed

Please
Specify

The documentation, although it is
not packaged very well, is readable
and complete. The manual is divided
into two sections, one for users and
theotherforprogrammers. This helps
avoid wading through pages of
technical data when all that is needed
is simple syntax. The programmer's
section has machine code listings
and more than you ever wanted to
know about Super-Sort. It is unusual
to find documentation that is simple
enough for the first time user, yet
contains all the technical information
that might be needed.

If it is not already obvious, I am
extremely impressed with Super-
Sort. This is the Cadillac of sort
programs. In addition, Micro-Pro
backs up its products. If you do have a
problem, they will not crawl into a
hole and make you keep calling back
for weeks to get an answer. (In fact,

even though we have had no prob-
lems, Micro-Pro spent three days
trying to call me because they heard
we were.) If I have wet your appetite,
you can reach Micro-Pro at 1299 4th
Street in San Rafael, 94901, (415)
457-8990. 0

Computer Trivia Contest
Prizes Galore!

Coming in Creative Computing
Septem ber 1979

Gaudeus is a monthly cassette tape containing programs each month with such topics as Home Economics -
Bus!ness - Trivia -. Games - Language (Computer) - also programs in Math, Physics, Geography, Chemistry,
Recipes, Speed Reading, and much more. The back of the cassette, besides having recipes, tables or charts, will
also have short stories and editorials with speed control so you can train speed reading.

GAUDEUS, Box 113, Ozone Park, N.Y. 11417
CIRCLE 151 ON READER SERVICE CARD ------ ...1

JULY1979

The introductory price is $30.00 per year.

Foreign Order» - liTite for Rates
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Scenes at the 1979 Trenton Computer Festival

The Trenton Computer Festival (April 21-22, 1979) was
packed all day Saturday and most of Sunday. Stores,
publishers, and software vendors were the "mainedhlbltors.

Computer Nook waSshowing PETs, Apples and software.

Creative's display tables featured magazines, books,
T-shirts (a selloutl) and new TAS-SOsoftware releases.

At original prices, here's $9000 worth of' boards being
"displayed" on the curb.

According to reports; all the best stuff was gone from the
outdoor flea market by 10: 30 Saturday morning.

Photos by David Ahl

Various Trenton State College fraterni-
ties sold hot dogs, soda, commemora-
tive T-Shirts, and chances to dunk one of
the brothers.
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Back in the fifties, if someone had
suggested you invest in a hamburger stand
called McDonald's or a chicken store run
by Colonel Sanders, you probably would
have laughed. Most of us did. The few who
didn't, and invested in KFC or Big Mac are
millionaires today. They enjoy "finger
lickin' good" profits and "have it all done"
for them.

The whole trick to investing in your own
business is to keep your eyes open for
something like a KFC or McDonald's A
business that (1) requires a small invest-
ment that can be recouped quickly, (2) has
an enormous profit margin, and (3) has
great growing consumer acceptance.

There is such a business.
The business is computer portaits, and

it's one of the hottest, most profitable new
ideas around. International Entrepeneur's
Magazine stated that there are locations
that are currently grossing from $2,000 to
$4,000 a week. Imagine, grossing up to
$4,000 a week from a small investment.

that gives you your own high volume, all
calh buslnell. No franchise fees or
royalty payments, all the money IIyours.

Computer Amusement Systems, lnc.,
(CASI) of 915 Broadway In New York
City, has taken today's hot trends- TV,
computers, and instant pictures and
combined them to produce a computer
portrait system that is high in quality, low in
price. portable and requires absolutely
no photo or technical experience.

Easy to operate and easy to move, the
portable CASI system can be set up
anywhere: malls; flea markets; shopping
centers; conventions; rock concerts,
anywhere with high pedestrian traffic and
just a little floor space. This instant traffic
stopper will make a computer portrait in
just fifty-five seconds' The picture is first
seen on a TV screen, then dramatically
printed before your eyes.

And there's more. You can transfer the
portraits instantly to many high mark-up,
big profit items-tote bags, T-shirts,

calendars, puzzles, dart games-whatever
the latest trend might be. CAS I supplies the
wholesale sources for everything you need
to be in on the profits.

And there's more. Like special options
that allow personaiized messages to be
printed right on the computer portrait Or
programs that will print out personal bio-
rhythm charts in seconds. All big
moneymakers.

So open your eyes to the most
dynamic, profit making opportunity of the
year Perfect for part time, full time,
family operation or absentee
management, CASI is your ticket to
success. Start putting money in your
pocket today with CASI computer portrait
systems. Don't send money just write for
details. We'll send them right away.

Before you make an important
decision in this exciting new business,
know who you're buying from. We
suggest you ask your banker about us.

YES! I WANT TO BE THE FIRST IN TOWN TO CASH IN ON COMPUTER PORTRAITS. ,!)r ~I ~ \ ~J
PLEASE RUSH DETAILS ..•~J .•

COMPUTER AMUSEMENT SYSTEMS INC.
State 915 Broadway, New York, N.Y.

10010, Dept. CC19 (212) 929-8355
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Educational Use'of the 081 1P

The Fall of 1978 brought another
price breakthrough in the field of
microcomputers. Ohio Scientific an-
nounced a BASIC in ROM system
with keyboard for $349. The general
characteristics of this system, the
Challenger 1P, were reviewed by
Randy Heuer. 1 In this article I would
like to share some of our experiences
in using this microcomputer in an 8th
grade computer course.

The $349 price was the primary
reason for the decision to get a
microcomputer at this time. This cost
is at the level of other audio-visual
equipment costs. The required televi-
sion set and tape recorder were
already available. A flea market TV
game was used as a RF converter. The
mathematics workbook2 used in the
8th grade contained a chapter on
computers and programming in
BASIC so only a minimum of extra
instructional materials were needed.
The course was offered as one of the
optional 8-week (one and a half hours
per week) short courses available to
the 8th grade students.

Although becoming familiar with
BASIC and computers is the obvious
goal of this course, a second goal as
important, if not more important is to
provide the students with m'ental
exercises that will assist them in
developing the ability to think at the
formal operational level. 3 The work-
book fits nicely in this plan as it
places considerable emphasis on
analyzing a problem and setting up
the steps required to solve the
problem (i.e., flowcharting). As an
example it asks the student to set up a
flowchart for "how to eat a ham-
burger."

A preliminary version of Ithe OSI
BASIC Tutor program was used. It
consisted of six lessons on cassette
tape. A typical lesson consists of an
explanation of a point, some
examples, and then a user-interactive
quiz with explanations of why the
incorrect answers are incorrect. The
tapes include frequent user control-
led pauses which were used by the
instructor to comment on the
material, give extra examples on the
blackboard, etc. Used in this way the

Henry A. Kuska, Dept. of Chemistry, University
of Akron, Akron, OH 44325.

tapes were adequate; however, I feel
they would not be satisfactory as the
only introduction to BASIC. The
lessons were viewed by the class as a
group on a normal 23 inch television
set.

The large character size which
Randy Heuer1 felt was a disadvan-
tage turns out to be an advantage for

classroom viewing. The close vertical
proximity of the 24 line by 24
character display does result in a
rather cluttered screen. Mr. Heuer
suggests that programs be written
with double space instructions. This
is not necessary as the computer has
a feature4 which allows one to switch
to an effective 12 by 24 display. This is
accomplished by including a POKE
15,0 statement at the beginning of the
program (POKE 15,72 returns the 24
x 24 display). In this mode a program
statement of more than 24 characters
and less than 73 characters will
appear as single spaced lines on the
screen, but a double space will auto-
matically be put between statements.
It appears that the class's attention is
better kept by also using the slow
character - by - character (typewriter-
like) display possible by using POKE
517,255 (POKE 517,0 returns to the
normal fast display).5 From our
experience in this course it appears
that the 1Pwill be useful as a pseudo-
video tape text preparer and playback
unit for television instruction in
general.

When not in use in a formal
course, the computer can be used as a
tutor for remedial work. The8K BASIC
contains all of the common state-
ments needed for this purpose except
the RANDOMIZE one. This is a
serious omission as the random
numbergeneratorwill always give the
same sequence of numbers. Fortun-
ately the RANDOMIZE statement can
be simulated by calling the following
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subroutine at the beginning of a
program (or when a pause is needed).

500 PRINT "Press the space bar to continue."
501 POKE 530,1
:502 POKE 57088,253
503 A=RNB(l):RE",A is a variable not otherwise

used in the prograM
504 If PEEK(57088)=239 THEN POKE 530,0:RETURH
505 GOTO 503 .

The computer can also be used as
a calculator with advanced math
functions by the use of an "im-
mediate" mode. For example to
obtain the square root of twelv~ the
student would type? SQR(12). The
imme?iat~ mode will handle any
combination of math operations, for
example,
? ( (7/9) + SQR (777) ) / (3 + 62)
would be handled in one statement.

A POSSible long term problem is
that the keys are attached directly to
and supported by the printed circuit
board. Some of the students use
considerable force when typing! A
more immediate problem is the loca-
tion of the Break Key next to the
Return Key. For education use, I
suggest that the Break Key be dis-
connected and a Break switch be
installed in a more remote location.
The unit runs without a cooling fan
and therefore can be used in loca-
tions where the noise of a fan cooled
unit would be distracting. The key-
board is reasonably quiet. 0

FOOTNOTES

1. R. Heuer, Creative Computing, 5, 120(1979).

2. M. Hatzo and M.A. Horrigan, New Ways In
Numbers, D.C. Heath Co., Lexington,
Mass.,1974.

3. The formal operational level is the adult level
of reasoning as described by the psycholo-
gist, Jean Piaget. This general area is now
described by what is called a cognitive-
skills approach to teaching. See, for
example, A Whimbey and L.S. Whimbey,
Intelligence Can Be Taught, Dutton, New
York, 1975(Also Bantam, 1976).

4. In fairness to Mr. Heuer I should point out
that this feature is not in the preliminary OSI
documentation. It was discovered by
PEEKing into page 1 of the operating
system. The same POKEworks on the Chal-
lenger II. I havenotified OSI.

5. POKE518, 0 to 255 also affects the print-out
rate (0 Is the fastest, 255 is the slowest).
However, POKE 517,255 is approximately
7% slower than POKE 518,255. I would like
to thank Rod Kapela for pointing out the
POKE518 behavior.
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SmaU Computers For Big Jobs
Personal Computer Place Midland Standard Compact Computers The Computer Circuit
Mesa, AZ Elgin,IL Butte, MT Ontario, Canada
Phoenix Micro Systems Electronic Enterprises Acutronics Strumech Engineering
Mesa, AZ Logansport, IN Summit, NJ Staffordshire, England
A-Vidd Electronics Johnson Controls Beacon Computer MRL Building
Long Beach, CA Goshen, IN Metuchen, NJ Delft, Holland & Belgium
Software Dynamics Electronic Data High Technology Hauker HF
Anaheim, CA Des Moines, IA Oklahoma City, OK Reykjavid, Iceland
Datek Barney & Assoc. The Electronics Place Electricity Supply Board
Newington, CT Pittsburg, KS Pittsburgh, PA Ireland
Fuel Computer Corp. CMPTR-C Gallion Data System Digito Systemas SA
New Haven, CT Topeka, KS Mechanicsburg, PA Monterrey, Mexico
Harper Buffing Micro Dynamics G.Y.C. Company ECONZ
E. Hartford, CT Olathe, KS York, PA New Zealand
Microcomputer Systems Freeman Micro Tech. International Data Radiokom
Tampa, FL W. Monroe, LA Solebury, PA Transvaal, South Africa
American Microprocessors Crockergraphics The Computer Shop Testas Turkish Electronics
Half Day, IL Needham Heights, MA San Antonio, TX Ankara, Turkey
Computerland Pacer Systems Barbara Rush Sistema 6.600
Arlington Heights, IL Burlington, MA Mesquite, TX Caracas, Venezuela
Data Mart O-M Sales Small Computer Products C.O.I. - Systeme Munchen
Arlington Heights, IL Ann Arbor, MI Austin, TX West Germany & Austria
Great Lakes Industries Gallion Data System Southwest Electronics
Elgin,IL Rockaway Beach, MO Melbourn, Australia
Lillipute Computer Mart H & K Computer Corp. Sontron Instruments
Skokie, IL Kansas City, MO Victoria, Australia
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STERL:
.Computer Simulation of
PestControl Methods

Ann Corrigan

The Pest-Control Dilemma

"Ecology" is a popular word
today. While there are probably a few
who would not yet assign any great
importance to problems of an ecolo-
gical nature" most have accepted the
dogma that humanity had better start
paying attention to the impact we are
having on the environment surround-
ing us. Beginning with the publica-
tion of Rachel Carson's Silent Spring
in 1962, evidence has been piling up
that we have been doing damage to
the world's ecosystems for millenia,
that the degree and impacts of this
damage have been accumulating, and
that the earth is not capable of

supporting an unlimited amount of
damage. ,

One of the major ecologically
sensitive problem areas is how to
control species that interfere with
man's activities (otherwise known as
pests - sometimes the earth must
think man is a pest!) without sending
waves of undesirable side effects into
the environment. The pesticide DOT
(Dichloro-Diphenyl- Trichloride) and
its relatives have come under a lot of
fire from environmentalists. These
organic pesticides, developed during
World War II, were highly regarded
and widely used because they were
relatively inexpensive and very effec-
tive, especially since they did not
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break down easily and so remained in
the environment for a long time doing
away with nasty pests. Unfortunately,
these pesticides' long lives meant
that not only did they destroy pests
for a long time, but they also stayed
around to accumulate in non-harmful
species. Because chemicals concen-
trate as they pass up the food chain,
DOT and similar pesticides can
accumulate in lethal quantities in
those animals that feed high on the
food chain (humans are among these
animals). Also, the long-term effec-
tiveness of pesticides has been called
into question because rapidly repro-
ducing species such as insects can
mutate fast enough to produce

CREATIVE COMPUTING



strains that are resistant to specific
pesticides.

But just banning pesticides is not
enough. Some very serious problems,
such as malaria, against which these
pesticides were ,developed, still
remain. Other methods of control
must be developed. Recent efforts
have concentrated on "biological
control" - utilizin~ a pest's natural
enemies or other means which enlist
the forces of stability inherent in
ecological systems to control pest
outbreaks. One of these methods is
the release of sterile males of a pest

Unfortunately, it is not
possible for everyone to
run out and experiment
with pest control in the real
worl~.
species into the environment of an
outbreak. The sterile males compete
with natural fertile males for females,
thereby interfering with reproduction
and lowering the size of the next
generation. This method was pio-
neered by Dr. Edward Knipling and
has been proven extremely success-
ful in controlling several .specles of
pests, including the one it was first
employed against: the screw-worm
fly, one of the major destroyers of
livestock in the southern U.S. (For
other species of insect pests, how-
ever, it has been found difficult to
implement this technique success-
fully. The malaria carrying mosquito
is an example; despite several
attempts to employ more ecologically
sound methods of malaria control,
DOT remains widely used because of
its effectiveness and relatively low
cost. Examples such as this illustrate
how difficult it can be to select pest-
control strategies because of con-
flicting requirements of health,
economics, ecology, etc.)

STERL: Simulating
Pest-Control Efforts

Much can be learned about pest-
control and the ecological dllemrnas
surrounding it by reading about past
attempts to control harmful species,
their negative ecological impacts,
and recent revisions of pest control
programs to bring them more in line
with environmental protection. Read-
ing about past history, however,
while useful, cannot provide the deep
understanding that comes with active
observation and investigation. Unfor-
tunately, it is not possible for every-
one to run out and experiment with
pest control in the real world. Not
considering the time and resource
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constraints, such a project would
undoubtably wreak havoc on an
already overburdened environment!
Computer simulation models, on the
other hand, allow active, repeated
investigation within time and re-
source constraints and without the
real-world Impacts. As I hope to illus-
trate below, they can also be
challenging and a lot of fun!

The STERL computer model is one
of the Huntington II series of simula-
tion models which were designed
mainly for secondary education.
These programs were motivated by a
desire to provide students with inter-
active access to solving problems
that are related to important real-
world problems and that are not
usually accessible to investigation by
students. Originally developed for
Digital Equipment Corporation mini-
computers, these models are now
being converted for use on several
popular microcomputers. The version
of STERL described here, was
developed by Creative Computing
Software for the Radio Shack TRS-SO
(Level II, 16K machine). Micro-
computers are especially suited for
the Huntington II models because of
their general graphics capabilities
which add Interest and excitement to
the runs and because these com-
puters are much more affordable by
smaller schools and even individual
users.

The object of STERL is to elimi-
nate an initial population of 1 million
adult male screw-worm flies (it is
assumed that there are also 1 million
adult female flies) In a 10,000 square
mile area. Female screw-worm flies
lay their eggs in the open wounds of
animals, and when the larvae hatch
they feed on the animal's flesh. This
can kill even a full-grown animal in a
matter of days. Annual livestock
losses In the U.S. due to the screw-
worm fly have been estimated at $40
mllllon. Wildlife losses from this pest
are not known. Users of STERL may
employ a pestlclde, release sterile
males, or a combination of these two
methods to control the flies. STERL
calculates the number of normal
(unsterilized) adult male flies in the
area over a 75-day period and plots the
results (see Fig. 1). Users' plans are
evaluated according to how well they
eliminated the flies, the amount of
damage done to livestock in the area,
the cost of the control program, and
the environmental impact of the
control effort.

"What If I Trled .... "
Many different control strategies

can be tried with STERL. Users
specify which days pesticides are to
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be released into the area. Users also
state which days sterile male flies are
to be released, either by identifying
individual days or by selectirig blocks
of days (e.g., day 10 to day 20, day 2 to
day 75), and how many sterile flies are
to be released on each day or for each
block of days. Users can try using
pestlcldes alone, releaslnq different
numbers of sterile flieS without using
pesticides, using both pesticides and
sterile fly releases at the same time,
and using both methods but at
different times and/or in different
combinations. Users can continue
their control strategy throughout the
entire 75-day period or can stop
control measures once the fly popu-
lation has reached zero (and then see
What happens). Because there are so
many different combinations of
control measures that can be used
with STERL, with widely varying
results, users are automatically
encouraged to try riew and different
ways of controlling the fly popula-

By availing themselves of
the active investigation
process encouraged by
STERL, users gain know-
ledge not only of the
specific problem area but
also an understanding of
modeling in general and an
appreciation of science as
an active process of
inquiry.

tlon. The excitement and interest this
stimulates certainly assists the user
in gaining both a broad and a deep
understandlnq of pest-control prob-
lems as modeled by STERL and
should be welcome in the classroom
by teachers and students alike. By
availing themselves of the active
investigation process encouraged by
STERL, users gain knowledge not
only of the specific problem area but
also an understanding of modeling in
general and an appreciation of
SCience as an active process of
inquiry.

"How Well Old I Do?"

STERL graphs the results of the
user's control plan by plotting the
number of normal adult male flies
over time. STERL plots each daily fly
population as it is calculated; thus,
the user is able to watch the results as
they are slowly plotted (1 day every
1-2 seconds) on the video screen. This
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slow graphing of results adds excite-
ment and suspense; users tend to sit
with their eyes glued to the screen,
making appropriate noises and
comments as the fly population first
plunges then rises slowly, then drops
again, etc. As the daily results are
plotted, and if the user has elected to
make heavy use of . pesticides,
comments appear at the bottom of the
screen that sketch the impact of
pesticide use (e.g., "A few poisoned
birds have been found in your area.").
Once me graph is complete, results

Figure 1: Results of pesticide application on
days 20-26, 43-49, and 61-66. Cost of fly control
$2.0 million; livestock damage$3.5 million.

are printed showing the total cost of
the control effort (1¢ per fly released
and $100,000 per pesticide applica-
tion) and the total dollar damage done
by any uncontrolled flies. The user is
allowed to study the graph as long as
he or she wishes, then a general
evaluation of the user's control plan is
presented. If the. user successfully
eliminated all the flies, the computer
prints congratulations; otherwise,
the final number of flies (on day 75) is
printed. The environmental sound-
ness of the control program is also
evaluated (from "SUPER ENVIRON-
MENTALIST!!" to "YOU ARE BEING
SUED BY ENVIRONMENTALISTS
FOR YOUR HEAVY USE OF PESTI-
CIDES!"). Finally, if all the flies were
eliminated, the total cost of the
program is printed and evaluated.
After a few runs, it becomes readily
apparent that pesticides are not only
less environmentally safe than sterile
fly releases but also much more
costly.

Model Structure

Initially, the fly population of the
area is 1 million normal male flies
distributed equally over each of the 17
days of adult life. One million is the
maximum the area can support (called
the "carrying capacity"). It is

assumed that there is always an equal
number of females present but popu- ,
lation counting includes only the
number of normal male flies.

Population size is calculated for
each of the 75 days, according to the
following sequence of events. First,
all 17-day old adults, both normal and
sterile, die. Next, new normal adults
emerge from the pupal state, 13 days
after the eggs are laid. If the user has
requested sterile fly releases for that
day, the flies are then released. The
total population is then temporarily
calculated to be equal to the popula-
tion from the preceding day, plus
newly emerging normal flies, plus
newly added sterile flies, minus
17-day old steri Ie and normal flies.

This population value is then
compared with the area's carrying
capacity of one million flies. If the
population exceeds 1 million, emi-
gration occurs: flies leave the area in
proportion to' the distribution of
normal to sterile flies. If there are less
than 1 million flies, immigration of
flies from outside the area occurs;
the number of immigrating flies will
be 10% of the difference between the
.carrying capacity and the current fly
population. The populatlons of both
emigrating and immigrating flies are
distributed equally over all ages.

Next, if the user has requested
pesticide appl ication for thqt day, this
occurs. The pesticide (which is not
DOT) eliminates 90% ot'the adult fly
population (steriles and normals are
affected equally) on the day it is
applied, but is ineffective after that
day. The number of adult flies
remaining is plotted and carried over
to the next day.

The next event is egg-laying by the
remaining 7-day old females. Each
adult female is capable of laying 250
eggs. The total number of fertile eggs
is determined by the relative propor-
tions of normal males and steri les and
by the lower "mating efficiency" Of
sterile males. Four sterile males are
needed to compete successfully with
one normal male because the steriliz-
ing irradiation weakens these males
and reduces their sex" drive.' Only a
small percentage of the fertilized
eggs reach adulthood. The exact per-
centage depends on the normal adult
population in the area at that time,
and is determined by a linear equation
(1% survival rate with a 1 million
population; 4% when the population
is 100,000). This percentage times the
number of fertile eggs gives the
number of adult flies which emerge 13
days later.

Ten percent of the females will
mate and deposit their eggs on live-
stock. It takes 10 females depositing
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eggs to ki II one cow. It therefore takes
100 fertile females to kill one cow per
month. Death of cattle results in a
$200 loss per animal.

Sample Control Strategies

Experimenting with different con-
trol programs in STERL rapidly
develops an understanding of the
nature of pesticides and sterile fly
releases as pest control methods,
how well ~ach method works alone,
how the two methods interact when
used tOgether, and how to choose a
control plan that is economical,
effective and environmentally sound.

After a few runs, it
becomes readily apparent
that pesticides are not only
less envirollmentally safe
than sterile fly releases but
also much more costly.

Possible results of trying to
control the flies using pesticides
alone are shown in Figure 1. No con-
trots were used for the first 20 days,
and the population remains at 1
million. Pesticides are then applied
on days 20-26, 43-49, and 61-66. The
results show a precipitate drop in
population when pesticides are first
applied, continued low population as
pesticides are continued, but a rapid
increase back to the carrying capacity
as soon as pesticide applications are
stopped. This is a poor strategy: not
only are the flies not eliminated but
$3.5 million. in livestock damages are
done at a total cost for the pesticides [
of $2 million. Users will find that even
using pesticides every day will not
totally eliminate the flies and will be
extremely costly.

Figure 2: Results of releasing sterile male flies
for two weeks on, two weeks off, etc. Cost of fly
control $2.2 million; livestock damage $2.3
million.

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Figure 2 shows sample results of
using sterile flies alone. No control
was used for the first 2 weeks, then a
pattern was established of releasing
300,000 flies daily for 2 weeks on,
then 2 weeks off, etc. A slow decline
in the fly population is observed while
flies are being released. The popula-
tion rises when fly releases are
halted, but the immediate and drastic
jump in population seen when pesti-
cides alone are used is not exper-
ienced with sterile fly releases. Also,
the overall trend is one of slow decline
- different from the apparent "start-
ing-all-over-again" pattern seen when
pesticides alone are used, then
stopped, then resumed. Although
better than strategy 1, this program
still does not do the job and costs
close to $4 million.

Figure 3: Results of sterile fly release from day
11 on combined with pesticides on days 11-17,
32-38, and 53-59. Cost of fly control $99,000;
livestock damage $3.1 million.

Pesticide applications can be
combined with sterile fly releases,
but, as Figure 3 shows, not always
with good results. In fact, the two
methods can interfere with each
other, since pesticides destroy sterile
as well as normal males. The control
plan used in Figure 3 included sterile
fly releases (100,000 per day) from
days 11-75 and pesticide applications
on days 11-17,32-38, and 53-59.

Models like STERL are not
meant to replace the stan-
dard educational methods
but rather to be used as
complements to other
classroom activities.

You may feel discouraged at this
point, so I've included the results of a
successful plan, shown in Figure 4.
I'll let you figure out the inputs!

JULY1979

Figure 4: Results -of a successful fly control
plan. Cost of fly control $565,000; livestock
damage $492,000.

STERL As An Educational Tool
Simulation programs like STERL

are an excellent supplement to the
standard educational tools and. tech-
niques. Besides providing access to
topics not normally covered, or
covered only briefly, simulation
models let (in fact, encourage) the
student to obtain knowledge actively,
independently and according to a
strategy the student actually de-
velops. Students can ask their own
"what if" questions, can design, carry
out and see the results of their own
control strategies. In addition to the
general interest-raising effects of
promoting active problem explora-
tion, computer models using graph-
ics and pointed, but mildly humor-
ous, evaluative comments can give
extra enjoyment to the learning
environment. Learning becomes a
game. Models like STERL are not
meant to replace the standard educa-
tional methods but rather to be used
as complements to other classroom
activities. Experience With computer
models can be combined with other
methods in investigating a particular
toplc such as pest-control to deepen
and enrich the learning experience;
student experience with simulation
games may even spur their interest in
pursuing the subject further through
literature, other types of experimen-
tation, etc. Not only do models like
STERL educate students in specific
problems or areas, they also initiate
students in the art of building and
using models. Students can learn the
importance of the assumptions on
which the model is based, how these
assumptions affect the results pro-
duced by the model and how closely
these results match what would
happen in the real world. More soph-
isticated students can play with
changing model assumptions to dis-
cover their impact on the results.
Lessons learned here apply not only
to computer models but to any
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models, formal or informal, that are
used to understand, predict or control
the world. Finally, users of simula-
tion models can develop and refine
their ability to systematically investi-
gate some process and, in general,
come to understand science and
learning as on-going, active pro-
cesses of inquiry.

Huntington II Ecology Tape

The tape cassette, Ecology Simu-
lations-1, contains four simulation
programs, adapted from the Hunting-
ton II Project:

1. POP - Explore three popula-
tion growth models. .

2. STERL - Use pesticides vs.
release of sterile males to
control fly pest population.

3. TAG - Use "tagging-and-re-
covery" sampling technique to
estimate the number of fish in a
pond.

4. BUFFALO - Manage a buffalo
herd to allow hunting while
keeping buffalo from becom-
ing extinct.

The tape complete with an exten-
sive resource manual is available for
$24.95 plus $1.00 shipping for the
TRS~80 (Cat. No. CS-3201) and the
Apple II (Cat. No. CS-4202 - avail-
able October). Write Creative Com-
puting Software, P.O. Box 789-M,
Morristown, N.J. 07960. 0

About the Author

Ann Corrigan Is responsible for developing
new educational software at the Creative
Computing Software Development Center. She
has a BA In mathematics from Ohio State Uni-
versltyand Is currently In the PhD program at
Rutgers University Institute for Cognitive
Studies.

Illuetratlon by Ellen Steinfeld.

©Creative Computing,

"So you want to know what the chances
are, of this cartoon being published!"



The World of
Scouting and Computing

PaulE. Garrison

Getting young people turned onto
computers can be a gratifying and
challenging experience. The
40,000 computer merit badges
earned by Scouts so far should
only be a drop In the bucket.

Sometime late last year, a boy was
called up in front of friends, relatives
and peers to receive an unusual
distinction. He became the 40,000th
Boy Scout to earn the "Computers"
merit badge.

The presentation included a
signed card signifying his achieve-
ment, and a four-color embroidered
patch about the size of a fifty-cent
piece to sew on a uniform sleeve or
merit badge sash.

According to records kept
by the Statistical Service
Department of the Scout
organization,an averageof
over 5,000 boys have
earnedthecomputerbadge
duringeachof the past five
yearswith the 40,000 mark
reached around last De-
cember.

Exactly who received this honor
will probably never be known. The
recipient could have been from New
York, California, Florida or Washing-
ton. Perhaps he is a boy you know or
.even helped in his quest for the
badge. .

According to records kept by the
Statistical Service Department of the
Scout organization, an average of
over 5,000· boys have earned the
computer badge during each of the
past five years with the 40,000 mark
reached around last December.

Scouts who earn the "computers"
badge give a history of computers,
explain the major parts of a computer
system and describe four different
uses of computers.

Paul Garrison, 8634 Rose Lane, Philadelphia,
PA.19136.

They tell of differences and uses
of both analog and digital computers.
The differences between special- and
general-purpose machines are also
described.

To the satisfaction of his adult
counselor, the ambitious youngster,
11 years old or older, tells what a
program is and how to set it up; how
to differentiate between an assembler
and a compiler; and defines a source
and an object program.

Tying in computer skills with
scouting lore, badge aspirants use a
flowchart diagram to show the steps
needed to set up a campsite. Some,
as an option, prepare flowcharts to
figure average attendance and dues
paid at five troop meetings. Others
chose to work out a simple arith-
metic program using flowcharts.

They go on to explain four input/
output devices for computers as well
as the use of two of them in a system.
The Hollerith code is described.

All badge candidates show how
their name and address would be
punched on a card. They then select
six of ten terms to describe such as
byte, console, microsecond and
interrupt. In another exercise, they
show an understanding of such terms
as truncation, cybernetics, simula-
tion and Information retrieval.

A computer installation Is visited
and its workings studied. The re-
sponsibilities of the design engineer,

Many boys have recently
found the opportunity to
begin what may well be a
life-long association with
computers through the
Scout merit badge pro-
gram.
sociatlon's Advisory Committee to
Scouting. Finally, jobs available in
the computer field arediscussed.

To qualify for the badge, the scout
must appear before a volunteer adult
called a merit badge counselor. This
person can be a specialist in the
computer field, a teacher, or a person
familiar with computing techniques
through business or hobby. No
Scouting experience Is necessary,
but a desire to guide ambitious
youngsters is appropriate. Interested
adults contact local Scout council
offices for specifics.

Some counselors ask local scout-
masters for the opportunity to "sell
their subject" at a troop meeting.
Troops are often looking for such
program material. Computer badge
counselors have been known to
demonstrate basic techniques and
uses of personal and business
computing. Others have shown brief
films on the subject.

Supplementing the help of the
counselor is a "Computers" merit
badge pamphlet, a 55-cent booklet
that gives the requirements in detail
and helpful suggestions. This illus-
trated publication was written by
J.A.N. Lee.

Pamphlets are reprinted each year
and requirements are updated regu-
larly. They are found in many school
and public libraries; local scout
supply outlets, council offices or
direct from the Supply Division, Boy
Scouts of America, North Brunswick,
NJ 08902. Revisions and improve-
ments to the badge and pamphlet
come from counselors as well as
scouts themselves.

After meeting badge requirements
to the satisfaction of his counselor,

CREATIVE COMPUTING

Somecounselorsask local
scoutmasters for the op-
portunity to "sell their
subject" at a troop meet-
Ing. Troops are often look-
Ing for such program
material.
customer engineer, programmer,
analyst, operator and sales people in
the computer field areexplained.

The "Computer" badge seekers
are to read and describe information
about computers secured from their
local library from books recom-
mended by the American Library As-
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THE SEARCH FOR A
SMALL COMPUTER SYSTEM

STARTS HERE
It's the 3rd Annual National Small Computer Show

New York Coliseum, August 23-26,1979

presenting the state-of-the-art showcase for micro-and
mini-systems technology and software. Here you can
survey virtually all makes and models of small compu-
ters, whether your interest runs to a no-nonsense micro
priced in the hundreds of dollars or a powerful mini
costing $20,000 or more. They're all here.
The world of small computers is quite large, extending
to business and professional offices, scientific research,
medicine and bionics, education, the home and hobby-
ist, therapeutic applications for the handicapped, de-
sign and engineering. A full selection of lectures is
presented to provide a grasp of small systems techno-

logy, so that you know what to consider when buying a
computer or word processor. It's the first step in dis-
covering what a system can really do for you!

NSCS lectures include sessions on system selection,
computer languages, word processing functions, arti-
ficial intelligence, software applications, and a dozen
more topics for people of all interests.
Plan now to attend. There will be about 30,000 square
feet of exhibits, and more than 40 hours of lectures from
which to choose. Registration fee is only $5.00 per day,
including lectures.

LECTURES: (Program subject to change)

Thursday. August 23
I p.m. The Peril of Becoming a Machine-

Oriented Business User
I p.m. Introduction to Small Business

Systems
2 p.m. Selecting a Word Processing

System
2 p.m. Distributed Data Processing
3 p.m. Accounts Receivable/General

Ledger / Accounts Payable
3 p.m. Is There a Computer in Your

Educational Future
4 p.m. Mailing Lists: Load. Time and

Cost
4 p.m. Word Processing Systems in

the Law Office
5 p.m. Basic BASIC
5 p.m. Achieving Quality Control in

Word Processing

Friday. August 24
1 p.m. The Peril of Becoming a Machine-

Oriented Business User
1 p.m. Introduction to Small Business

Users
2 p.m. Selecting a Word Processing

System
2 p.m. Distributed Data Processing
3 p.m. Unassigned at press time
3 p.m. How to Write a User-Oriented

Program
4 p.m. Efficient Expansion of a Small

System
4 p.m. Investment Analysis
5 p.m. Accounts Receivable/General

Ledger / Accounts Payable
5 p.m. Exploiting the Apple/Dow Jones

Computer Link

Saturday. August 25
II a.m. Introduction to Personal

Computing
11 a.m. Unassigned at press time
12 p.m. Computer Music Update
12 p.m. Unassigned at press time
I p.m. Introduction to PASCAL
I p.m. Computer Art Forms
2 p.m. Household Applications
2 p.m. Artificial Intelligence
3 p.m. How to Write a User-Oriented

Program
3 p.m. Investment Analysis
4 p.m. Basic BASIC
4 p.m. Unassigned at press time

Sunday. August 26
11 a.m. Introduction to Personal

Computing
II a.m. Computer Music Update
12 p.m. Household Applications
12 p.m. Unassigned at press time
1 p.m. Efficient Expansion of a Small

System
1 p.m. Computer Art Forms
2 p.m. Unassigned at press time
2 p.m. Unassigned at press time
3 p.m. Microcomputers for the

Handicapped: Update
3 p.m. Exploiting the Apple/Dow Jones

Computer Link
4 p.m. Mailing Lists: Load. Time and

Cost
4 p.m. Introduction to PASCAL

r REGISTRATION FOR AMERICA'S BIGGEST SMALL COMPUTER SHOW 1
Please register me for the 3rd Annual National Small Computer Show, Aug. 23-26, 1979.

NAME _

COMPANY (If Any) _

ADDRESS

BUSINESS TITLE (If Any)

TELEPHONE _

(Check main Inleresl) (Check main job funclion)

_________________________________________ ZIP _

o Banking/Insurance 0 Accountant 0 Medical technician
o Business office 0 Administrator (Business) 0 Office manager
o Communications 0 Architect/Builder 0 Programmer
o Educational 0 Art Director 0 Public Servant
o Government 0 Banker 0 Research/Development
o Hobby 0 Computer technician 0 Teacher
o Industrial/Manufacturing 0 Consultant 0 DP manager

g ~::::~'O"" g i~;;::;' g ~; ;;:,:1;: ~
o Stock Brokerage 0 Industnal Designer 0 Stock Broker 1 ~
o Transportation 0 Lawyer/law office mgr 0 Systems Analyst
o Utility 0 Marketmg manager 0 Student , I
o Wholesale/Retail 0 Medical doctor 0 Other _
o Other _

~----------------------------------------- I

o ONEDAY $5 o TWODAYS $10
o THREEDAYS $15 o FOURDAYS $20

Mail with payment of $5 for each day
you wish to attend. Use one form per
person. Registration badge will be sent
by mail in early August. Check or
money order only
Mall prior 10Aug. 10 to:
National Small Computer Show.
110 Charlotte Place.
Englewood Cliffs. N J 07632



Scouting, con't ....
the scout takes part in a "Court of
Honor." This is a function where
recent advancements are recognized.
Earning the "Computers" badge is
one of many challenging activities of
Scouting, and only one of several
badges the average scout will attain.
Scouts, and their older members
called Explorers, have more than 120
different merit badge subjects from
which to select, covering areas of
interest from agriculture to wood-
work.

Badges such as camping, swim-
ming, and cooking go back to origins
in the early 1900's. Other badges like
blacksmithing, pathfinding and stalk-
ing are now discontinued. New sub-
jects were introduced, such as
"Computers" in 1968, "Consumer
Buying" In 1975, and "Energy" in
1976.

Many boys have recently found
the opportunity to begin what may
well be a life-long association with
computers through the Scout merit
badge program. Millions of scouts
have been trained to "be prepared"
since the BSA began in1910. By 1978,
over 40,000 have shown they are also
well prepared to utilize the advan-
tages of computers in personal and
business life.

You can help. 0

TROUTMAN'S PROGRAMMING
POSTULATES :

l. If a test installation functions per·
fectly, all subsequent systems will
malfunction.

2. Not until a program has been in
production for at least six months
will the most harmful error be
discovered.

3. Job control cards that positively
cannot be arranged in improper
order willbe.

4. Interchangeable tapes won't.
5. If the input editor has been designed

to reject all bad input, an ingenious
idiot will discover a method to get
bad data past it.

6. Profanity is the one language all
programmers knowbest.
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Horse and Cowboy

This computer graphic was done by
Don Kretz of Highland High School,
Indiana using the program Shade-In. This
program by Paul Rietman uses combina-
tions of letters and symbols to produce
various intensities from black to white.
The program runs in COBOL on an NCR
Century .

(Donald Kretz, 9446 Southmoor,
Highland, IN 46322).
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There are over 50,000 computers in the U. S.
today, all equipped with printers whose average
capacity is, say, 200 lines/minute. Run those 60
minutes/hour, 8 hours a day, 360 days a year and
you have printed over one trillion lines of output.

Now stop and consider - who's reading your
share?

......•.............................
un ••••••
lXIII ••••••

~yxx:n:.x.n: ••
••llxn ••••••..........
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NEW EXPANDABILITY.
ROMPLUS+ is a peripheral board whose added features
can turn the Apple II· into the most powerful personal
computer available today.

NEW POWER.
ROMPLUS+ provides six sockets to accept individually
addressable 2K ROM's or EPROM's. Keyboard Filter=,
a 2K ROM program, comes installed on the ROMPLUS+
board and adds many useful features to your Apple II,
including:
•Upper and lower case letters. The only system that
offers keyboard input and standard shift key operation.

•Multiple user-defined character sets.
•Colored or inverse-colored letters.
•Keyboard macros-two key-stroke, automatic typing of
multiple, user-defined words or phrases. Including
BASIC and DOS commands.

•Mixed text and graphics. .
•Improved cursor control.
•STOP LIST and END LIST.

•Works with Integer BASIC, RAM or ROM Applesoft,
and DOS.
•And more". quick to learn. Easy to use.
•Software support provided on disk includes
demonstration programs and two Editors that allow you
to define your own characters or keyboard macros.
SOPHISTICATED FIRMWARE.
In addition to the Keyboard Filter ROM, ROMPLUS+
offers five sockets for ROM or EPROM, plus "scratch-
pad" RAM. And, sophisticated firmware on ROMPLUS+
allows one, two, or more of its chips to be used simul-
taneously for programs longer than 2K ..
.EXPANDED UTILITY.
Many software programs really ought to be utilized
as firmware. ROMPLUS+ makes that an actuality for
the Apple II by providing six additional ROM sockets.
AT YOUR DEALER. NOW.
$169. Complete and tested. Including the powerful
Keyboard Filter ROM and full documentation. Ask your
dealer for a demonstration.

r----------------------------------,
~ Mountain Hardware, InC.
•
~~ LEADERSHIP IN COMPUTER PERIPHERALS

300 Harvey West Blvd., Santa Cruz, CA 95060
(40!l) 429-8600

Sounds great.
o Please send me all the details on ROMPLUS+ and

Keyboard Filter.

Name _

JULY1979

Address _

City State' Zip __

Phone _

----------------------------------~•Apple II is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
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8 THE LEADER IN
miceocomsurea EDUCATION PRESENTS

BEST-SELLING BOOKS
Used by Universities and Industry worldwide {ten languages}

----l' 6502
: RPPllCR~~S BOOK

! II--
I ••

C202 - PROGRAMMING THE6502
Rodnay Zaks, 320pp
Acomplete introductory programming text for the
6502. $10.95

D302 - 6502 APPLICATIONS BOOK
Rodnay Zaks, 288 pp
Connecting a 6502 board to the outside world, from
home alarm to music and industrial control. $12.95

C200-AN INTRODUCTION TO
PERSONALAND BUSINESSCOMPUTING
Rodnay Zaks, 250 pp
Acomprehensive introduction to smallcomputers, their
peripherals, and what to select. $6.95

C201- MICROPROCESSORS: FROM
CHIPS TO SYSTEMS
Rodnay Zaks,416 pp
Thebasic text on all aspects of microprocessors and
the assembly of a system, $9.95 C280 - PROGRAMMING THEZ80

'Sameas C202 for the Z80. $10.95

MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING
TECHNIQUES

C207 -MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING TECHNIQUES
A Lesea & R.Zaks,416 pp
Howto intertace a microprocessor to external devices,
from keyboard to ADC to floppy disk, including
standard busses. $11.95

Xl-MICROPROCESSOR LEXICON, 125pp
All the definitions of the microprocessor world in a con-
venient pocketbook format. $2.95

AVAILABLE AT BOOKSTORES, COMPUTER STORES, AND ELECTRONIC SHOPS EVERYWHERE!

SELF-STUDY COURSES ON CASSETTES
"The time-efficient way to learn" ™

Self-study courses include two to eight audio-cassettes and a special book. They offer the fastest way to learn the topic covered
(from Yo to two days). Highly effective.

",~essOR~.
COURS~ ON ce ssrrres

DESICNINCA
MICROPROCES$OR

SYSTEM

HNTRODUCTORY-SHORT (2.5 hrs eo)
51-INTRODUCTIONTO
MICROPROCESSORS 529.95

52-PROGRAMMING
MICROPROCESSORS 529.95

53-DESIGNINGA MICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEM 529.95

51OS-INTRODUCTIONTOPERSONALAND
BUSINESSCOMPUTING 521.90

2 -INTRODUCTORY -COMPREHENSIVE
(10 to 12 hrs eo)

SB1-MICROPROCESSORS 559.95
SB2-MICROCOMPUTER
PROGRAMMING 559.95

3 -SPECIALIZED(4.5 to 6 hrs eo)
SB3-MILITARYMICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS 549.95

SB5-BIT-SLICE 549.95
SB6-INDUSTRIALMICROPROCESSOR
SYSTEMS 549.95

SB7-MICROPROCESSOR
INTERFACING 549.95

1-- .•...._-----------------------------------------
TO ORDER

By Phone: 415848-8233,Visa,M.C.,
Amer Express,

Iy mall: Include payment.
Shipping: add 51.50 per book (UPS)or
75¢ (4th class-allow 4 weeksj,
Double for cassettes and overseas,

Tax: inCalifornia add tax.

8
2020 Milvia Street
Berkeley, CA 94704

Tel41S 848-8233 Telex 336 311

NAME. POSITION _
COMPANY _

AOORESS _

CITY STATE/ZIP

DC200 DC20l DC202 DC207 D0302 DC280 DSl DS2
DS3 DSlOB DSBl DSB2 DSB3 DSB5 DSB6 DSB7
Dchorge my DVisa DM.C. DAmer Express

Number Exp. date _

Signature DSend CatalogueFREEDETAILED CATALOGUE
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We are now confronting an accelerating rate of
change in new tecbnotoqles, socio-economic trends,
and new attitudes and values. The near future promises
to bring us, among other challenges: (1) economic
uncertainty, (2) rising costs, (3) scarcity of resources, (4)
sharper competition, (5) a greater influence of interna-
tional events in U.S. domestic affairs, (6) quicker-paced
demographic changes, (7) rising consumer discontent,
(8) greater emphasis on quality of work life, (9) the
spector of more government requlatton, (10) further
decline of productivity and growing employee dis-
content, etc.

To cope with the uncertainty and complexity that
these and other new situations, challenges, and

Eugene Raudsepp, President, Princeton Research, Inc., Princeton, N.J.

JULY1979

rj/

How
C~ative

At no other period In human(~You?
tory have creativity and innovation
been more needed.

- EugeneJ. Koprowski Eugene Raudsepp
proolems present, everyone needs to become more
creative, imaginative, and resourceful.

The crucial question is, are you creative enough to
meet tomorrow's challenges? Here is a brief test (con-
densed from a 31O-question format), devised by Prince-
ton Creative Research, which enables you to determine
if you have the personality traits, attitudes, values,
motivations, and interests that bast equip you to handle
new and difficult situations.

The test is based on several years' study of the
characteristics and attributes possessed by men and
women - business executives, managers, technical and
other professional personnel among them - which pre-
dispose them to think and act creatively.

51



How to take the test
After each statement indicate with a letter whether

you agree or disagree with it: A = Agree; B = In-Be-
tween' or Don't Know; C= Disagree. Answer as ac-
curately and frankly as possible. Try not to second
guess how a creative person might respond to each
statement .

•••••••.....•....•••....••.•........••...............•...........••..•.... ,.....••...•••.•........•.•.....•
1. I always work with a great deal of certainty that I'm

following the correct procedures for solving a par-
ticu lar problem.

2. It would be a waste of time for me to ask questions if
I had no hope of obtaining answers.

3. I concentrate harder on whatever interests me than
do most people.

4. I feel that a logical step-by-step method is best for
solving problems.

5. I occasionally voice opinions in groups that seem to
turn some people off.

6. I spend a great deal of time thinking about what
others think of me.

7. It is more important for me to do what I bel ieve to be
right than to try to win the approval of others.

8. People who seem unsure and uncertain about
things lose my respect.

9. MorE}than other people I need to have things inter-
esting and exciting.

-- 10. I know how to keep my inner impulses in check.
11. I am able to stick with difficult problems over ex-

tended periods of time. .
12. On occasion I get overly enthusiastic

over things.
13. I often get my best ideas when doing nothing in

particular. .
14. I rely on intuitive hunches and the feeling of "right-

ness" or "wrongness" when moving toward the
solution of a problem. .' ..

15. When problem solving, I work faster when analyzing
the problem, and slower when synthesizing the In-
formation I've gathered. .

16. I sometimes get a kick out of breaking the rules and
doing things I'm not supposed to do.

17. II ike hobbies which involve collecting things. .
18. Daydreaming has provided the impetus for many of

my more important projects.
19. Ilike people who are objective and rational.
20. If I had to choose from two occupations other than

the one I no~ have, I would rather be a physlclan
than an explorer.

21. I can get along more easily with people if they
belong to about the same social and business class
as myself.

22. I have a high degree of aesthetic sensitivity.
23. I am driven to achieve high status and power in

life. . . .
24. I like people who are most sure of their conclu-

sions.
25. Inspiration has nothing to do with the successful

solution of problems.
26. When I'm engaged in an arqurnent, the greatest

pleasure for me would be for the person who dis-
agrees withme to becomea friend, even at the price
of sacrificing my point of view.

27. I am much more interested in coming up with new
ideas than I am in trying to sell them to others.

28. I would enjoy spending an entire day alone, just
"chewi ng the mental cud."

29. I tend to avoid situations in which i might feel
inferior.

30. In evaluating information, the source of it is more
important to me than the content.

31. I resent things being uncertain and unpredict-
able.

32. I like people who follow the rule "business before
pleasure."

3.3. One's own self-respect is much more important
than the respect of others.

34. I feel that people who strive for perfection are
unwise.

35. I prefer to work with others in a team effort rather
than solo.

36. Ilike work in which I must influence others.
-_. 37. Many problems that I encounter in life cannot be re-
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andthen.
63. At times I haveso enjoyed the ingenuity of a crook

that I hopedhewould go scotfree.
64. Whensomeonetries to get aheadof me In a line of

people, I usually point It out to him.
65. Problems that do not haveclear-cut and unambig-

uousanswershaveverylittle Interest for me.
66. I'mattracted to the mysteryof life.
67. I trust my feelings to guide me through experi-

ences.
68. I frequently begin work on a problem which I can

only dimly senseandnot yet express.
69. Things that,I'veacceptedas old and familiar some-

times appearto mestrangeanddistant.
70. I frequently tend to forget things such as namesof

people, streets, highways, small towns, etc.
71. During myadolescenceI frequently had a desire to

be alone and to pursue my own interests and
thoughts.

72. I feel that hardwork is the basicfactor of
success.

73. Many creative breakthroughs are the result of
chancefactors.

74. Toberegardedasagood teammemberIs important
tome.

solved in terms of right or wrong solutions.
38. It is important for me to havea place for everything

andeverything in its place.
39. Writers who usestrange and unusual words merely

want to showoff.
40. The trouble with many people is that they take

things too seriously.
41. I can maintain my motivation and .enthusiasm for

my projects, even in the face of discouragement,
obstacles, or opposition.

42. Peoplewho are·willing to entertain "crackpot" ideas
are impractical.

43. I am more impressed with what I don't know than
with what I do know.

44. I am more interested in what could be rather than
what is.

45. I often brood about the thoughtless things I have
said that mayhavehurt other people's
feelings.

46. I ratherenjoy fooling aroundwith new ideas, evenif
there is no practical payoff.

47. I think the statement, "ideas are a dime a dozen,"
hits the nail on the head.

48. I don't like to ask questions that show
ignorance.

49. OnceI undertakea project, I'm determined to finish
it, evenunderconditions of frustration.

50. I sometimes feel that ideas come to me as if from
some external source and that I am not directly re-
sponsible for them.

51. I sometimes get into trouble because I'm too
curious or inquisitive.

52. People often say that I'm somewhat absent-
minded.

53. I am more open to my feelings and emotions than
aremost other people.

54. Iamable to moreeasily changemy interests to pur-
suea job or a careerthan I can change a job to pur-
suemy interests.

55. People who are theoretically oriented are less
important than arethosewhoarepractical.

56. When brainstorming in a group, I am able to think
upmore ideasmore rapidly than canmost others In
the group.

57. Iamnot ashamedto express"feminine" interests (if
man), or "masculine" interests (if woman), if so
inclined.

58. I can easily give up immediate gain or comfort to
reachthe goals I haveset.

59. Peoplewho expresstheir feelings and emotions are
either unstableor immature.

60. In dealing with people, itis more important to be
diplomatic thanopenanddirect.

61. It is awasteof time to analyzeone's failures.
62. There'snothing wrong with showing off a little now

75. Iwasv~ryhappy Inmychildhood.
76. Below Is a list of adjectives and terms that describe

people. Indicate with a check mark ten (10)words
that best characterizeyou.

energetic
---persuasive
---observant
---fashionable·
---self-confident
---persevering
---forward-looking
---cautious
---habit-bound
---resourceful
---egotistical
---i ndependent
---good-natured
---predictable
---formal
---informal
---dedicated
---original
---quick
---efficient
--helpful
---perceptive
---courageous
---stern
---thorough
---impulsive
---determined
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factual
---open-minded
---tactful
---inhibited
---enthusiastic
---innovative
---pOised
---acquisitive
---practical
---alert
---curious
---organized
---unemotional
---clear-thinking
---understanding
---dynamic
---self-demanding
---polished
---realistic
---modest
---involved
---absent-minded
---flexible
---sociable
---well-liked
---restless
-retiring



Scoring Instructions:
Tocompute your score, circle and add up the values

assignedto each item. Thevaluesareasfollows:
ABC

Agree In-Betweenor Disagree
Don't Know

1. 0 1 2
2. 0 1 2
3. 4 1 0
4. -2 0 3
5. 2 1 0
6. -1 0 3
7. 3 0 -1
8. 0 1 2
9. 3 0 -1
10. 1 0 3
11. 4 1 0
12. 3 0 -1
13. 2 1 0
14. 4 0 -2
15. -1 0 2
16. 2 1 0
17. 0 1 2
18. 3 0 -1
19. 0 1 2
20. 0 1 2
21. 0 1 2
22. 3 0 -1
23. 0 1 2
24. -1 0 2
25. 0 1 3
26. -1 0 2
27. 2 1 0
28. 2 0 ~
29. 0 1 2
30. -2 0 3
31. 0 1 2
32. 0 1 2
33. 3 0 -1
34. -1 0 2
35. 0 1 2
36. 1 2 3
37. 2 1 0
38. 0 1 2
39. -1 0 2
40. 2 1 0
41. 3 1 0
42. -1 0 2
43. 2 1 0
44. 2 1 0
45. -1 0 2
46. 3 2 0
47. 0 1 2
48. 0 1 2
49. 3 1 0
50. 2 1 0
51. 2 1 0
52. 3 1 0
53. 3 0 -1
54. 0 1 2
55. -1 0 3
56. 2 1 0
57. 3 0 -1
58. 2 0 -1
59. 0 1 2
60. 1 0 2
61. 0 1 2
62. 2 0 -1
63. 2 0 -1
64. 2 1 0
65. -1 0 3
66. 3 1 0
67. 3 1 0
68. 2 0 -1
69. 2 1 0
70. 3 0 ~
71. 3 1 0
72. 2 1 0
73. 2 1 0
74. 1 0 2
75. 0 1 2

76. Thefollowing havevaluesof 2:

energetic
resourcefuI
original
enthusiastic
dynamic
flexible

observant
independent
perceptive
innovative
self-demanding

persevering
dedicated
courageous
curious
involved

Thefollowing havevaluesof 1:
self-confident
thorough
restless

torward-tooklnq
open-minded
determined

informal
alert

Therest havevaluesof O.

180-200
150-179
110-149
60-109
40-59
30- 39

EXCEPTIONALLY CREATIVE
VERY CREATIVE
ABOVE AVERAGE
AVERAGE
BELOW AVERAGE
NONCREA TlVE

The era of the 'intelligent man' is
almost over and a new one is
emerging - the era of the 'creative
man'. - Pinchas Noy

Recommended Reading
on Creativity

An extraordinary personal ac-
count by Albert Einstein of how he
developed the general theory of rela-
tivity and his creative thinking
process was undiscovered until after
his death. A translation and interpre-
tation of this document was pub-
lished in the January 1979 American
Journal of Psychiatry. A somewhat
easier-to-understand article about
Einstein's "Janusian" thinking ap-
pears in the March 31, 1979 issue of
Science News.

An excellent book, The Five-Day
Course in Thinking, by Edward de
Bono (Basic Books, 1967) actually
contains three five-day fascinatlnq
"courses," one done with bottles and
knives for "insight thinking," the
second with blocks for "sequential
thinking," and the last being the L
Game for "strategic thinking."

-DHA
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TRS-BOE.S.
SERIAL 1/0
• Can input into basic
• Can use lUST and
lPR INT to output, or
output continuously.
RS-232 compatible.
Can be used with or
without the expansion
bus. On board switch
selectable baud rates
of 11 0, 1 50, 300, 600,
1200, 2400, parity or
no parity odd or even,
5 to 8 data bits, and 1
or 2 stop bits. O.T.R.
line. Requires +5,
-12 VOC • Board only
$19.95 Part No. 8010,
with parts $59.95 Part
No. 801 OA, assembled
$79.95 Part No. 801 0
C. No connectors pro-
vided, see below.

EIA/R5-232 con-
nector Per-t No .
OB25P $6.00, with

S', 8 conductor
cable $10.95 Part
NO.0825P9. •3' ribbon cable

with eecechec con-

nectars to fit TRS-
80 and our serial
board$19.95 Part
No.3CA840.

• Play and record Kan-
sas City Standand tapes
• Converts a low cost
tape recorder to a
digital reconder • Works
up to 1200 baud. Dig-
ital in and out are TTl-
serial • Output of
, board connects to mic.
in of recorder • Ear-
phone of recorder con-
nects to input on board
• No coils. Requires
+5 volts, low power
drain • Boar-d only
$7.60 Part No. 111,
with parts $27.50 Part
No. 111 A

T.V.
TYPEWRITER

• Stand alone TVT
• 32 char/line, 16
lines, modifications for
64 char/line included
• Parallel ASCII (TTU
input • Video output
• 1K on boand memory
• Output for computer
controlled curser.
Auto scroll • Non-
destructive curser •
Curser inputs: up, down,
left, right, home, EOl,
EOS • Scroll up, down
• Requires +5 volts
at 1.5 amps, and -12
volts at 30 mA • All
7400, TTL chips.
Char. gen. 2513 •

I••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••t Upper case only •
Board only $39.00
Part No. 106, with
parts $145.00 Part
No. 106A

MODEM·::· TAPE ::~
INTERFACE

APPLE 11-::·
SERIAL 1/0
INTERFACE

• Type 103 • Full or
half duplex. Works up
to 300 baud • Origi-
nate or Answer. No
coils, only low cost
components. TTl in-
put and output-serial
• Connect 8 n speak-
er and crystal mic.
directly to board •
Uses XR FSK demod-
ulator • Requires +5
volts • Board only
$7.60 Part No. 109,
with parts $27.50 Part
NO.109A

Baud rate is continuously adjustable from 0
to 30,000 • Plugs into any peripheral
connector. low current drain. RS-232 input
and output. On board switch selectable 5 to
8 data bits, 1 or 2 stop bits, and parity or no
parity either odd or even. Jumper selectable
address. SOFTWARE. Input and Output
routine from monitor or BASIC to teletype or
other serial printer. Program for using an
Apple II for a video or an intelligent terminal.
Also can output in correspondence code to
interface with some selectrics .• Also
watches oTR • Board only $15.00 Part No.
2, with parts $42.00 Part No. 2A. assembled
$62.00 Part No. 2C

BK EPROM PIICEON

Saves programs on PROM permanently (until
erased via UV light) up to 8K bytes. Programs
may be directly run from the program saver
such as fixed routines or assemblers .• S-
100 bus compatible. Room for 8K bytes of
EPROM non-volatile memory (2708·s1.. On-
board PROM programming • Address
relocation of each 4K of memory to any 4K
boundary within 64K • Power on jump and
reset jump option for "turnkey" systems and
computers without a front panel. Program
saver software available. Solder mask both
sides • Full silkscreen for easy assembly.
Program saver software in 1 2708 EPROM
$25. Bare board $35 including custom coil,
board with parts but no EPROMS $139. with
4 EPROMS $179, with 8 EPROMS $219.

DISKETTES

BOX OF 10

UART&
BAUD RATE

GENERATOR·::·

HEX ENCODED
KEYBOARD

E.S.
This HEX keyboard
has 19 keys. 16 encod-
ed with 3 user defin-
able. The encoded TTl
outputs, B-4-2-1 and
STROBE are debounced
and available in true
and complement form.
Four on board LEOs
indicate the HEX code
generated for each
key depression. The
board requires a single
+5 volt supply. Board
only $15.00 Part No.
HEX-3, with parts
$49.95 Part No. HEX-
3A. 44 pin edge con-
nector $4.00 Part No.
44P.

5" $29.95
8" $39.95

RS-2321 TTL·::·
INTERFACE

RS·2321 TTY·::·
INTERFACE

• Converts TTl to RS-
232, and converts RS-
232 to TTl. Two sep-
arate circuits • Re-
q~res -12 and +12
volts. All connections
go to a 10 pin gold
plated edge connector
• Board only $4.50
Part No. 232, with
parts $7.00 Part No.
232A 10 Pin edge
connector $3.00 Part
No.10P

S-100 BUS .::.
ACTIVE TERMINATOR

JULY1979

DC POWER SUPPLY·::·
• Board supplies a regulated +5
volts at 3 amps., +12, -12, and -5
volts at 1 amp .• Power required is
8 volts AC at 3 amps., and 24 volts
AC C.T. at 1.5 amps .• Board only
$12.50 Part No. 6085, with parts
excluding transformers $42.50
Part No. 6085A
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Realization of a Public Key
Cryptosystem

In February, 1978, Rivest et. al.1
published some results on public key
cryptosystems. I have implemented
their algorithms, along with other
multi precision algorithms given by
Knuth2 in Z-80 machine language.
These materials can be obtained from
the author of this article.

Rivest's work prepares the way for
electronic mail wherein the messages
to be transmitted are private and they
contain signed proof that only one
person could have sent the encrypted
message. The essentials of the pro-
cess are presented in this article,
along with a description of how it is
implemented.

Figure 1 shows how a public key
cryptosystem works. Every user of
the system places in the public file an
encryption key, call them EA, EB, etc.
Suppose there are two users, Arthur
and Betty. Suppose Betty wishes to
send a message to Arthur. (The
message itself will be referred to as
the plaintext.) Betty creates the
plaintext, and translates it to a
sequence of numbers via a well
John D. Brule, Syracuse University, Syracuse,
NY, University of San Carlos, Cebu City,
Philippines.

USERSEITY

John D. Brule

known system, like the ASCII code.
Table I gives a suggested substitution
of numbers for common plaintext
symbols. The resulting sequence of
numbers is called a multiprecision
number and is represented by M in
Figure 1. The encryption process
starts at this point. For example,
Betty could operate on M using her
secret decryption key, DB, forming S= DB(M). S is thus another multipre-
cision number. Then, since Betty
wants to send the message to Arthur,
Betty goes to the public file to get
Arthur's public key, EA' Betty then
forms the encrypted message C,
where C = EA(S), = E.A(DS(M)). C is
then transmitted to Arthur. It is not
necessary to keep C secret, because
only Arthur can decode it. Arthur now
starts decryption. He knows that
Betty was the sender. Arthur first
uses his secret decryption key, DA,
giving S. S = DA(C) = DA(EA(S)),
Since decrypting an encrypted multi-
precision number yields the original
number, Arthur now has S =
'DA(EA(S)) = DA(EA(DB(M))) =
DB(M).
To get the message, Arthur now goes
to the public file to get EB, and lastly

USER ARTHUR

- Recover Decrypt Encrypt DA(M) Message
""'-- I-- Transmit t-- with 1-- I--

SourceEA DS(ES(S)) C C ES S (Secret) M.:
PUSLIC FILE

EA,ES

I
Message Ds(M) Encrypt Decrypt Recover M

Source - r-- with I-- Transmit - r- r---
M (secret) S EA C C DA(EA(S)) ES

M

USERSEITY USER ARTHUR

Figure 1. A public key cryptosystem.
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computes Ee(S) = Eis(De(M)) = M.
By this process, Arthur has a signed
message which only Betty could have
sent, and which Arthur cannot
modify.

Now, what are the keys, and how
can we get them? At each step the key
is the mathematical operation of rais-
ing a number to a power, and keeping
just the remainder after division by a
third number, called the modulus, F.
Thus, 6 to the third power, remainder
mod 11 is obtained by forming 63 =
216, then dividing by 11 to get a
remainder of 7. We write 7 = 63 mod
11. The coding and decoding pro-
cesses use a pair of keys. For
example, a pair that will work are:

E = (e,F) = (157,2773)
D = (d,F) = (17,2773)

If the message is, for exampleL..1462,
then S = Md mod F = 146211 mod
2773 = 2200. Thus, S = 2200 is the
encrypted form of the message. Now,
to get the original message back we
form 2200157 mod 2773, and this
gives 1462.

Thus, each key is a set of two pairs
of numbers. Each user makes one pair
public, say (e,F) and keeps the other
secret, say (d,F). F is formed as the
product of two large secret prime
numbers. F = p*q. e is readily
selected by the process given below,
and once e is obtained, then d is
calculated by the programs.

The security of the system rests
upon the impracticality of determing
the factors p and q, of the publicly
known F. The larger that p and q are,
the harder F is to factor. Rivest et.al.l
estimate that if F has 100 digits, it
would take a minimum of 74 years of
continuous high speed computing to
find pand q.

There are thus three processes
needed to implement this system.
They are:

A. Key generation See Figure 2.
B. Encryption See Figure 3.
C. Decryption See Figure 4.

The programs I have written do all
of these operations. All calculations
are in machine language, with an
executive program in BASIC. The
algorithms that implement I=igure 2
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allow the user to pick the desired
number of places in the prime. Also,
to make factoring F as difficult as
posstble, it is possible to pick p as a
primeof the form p = 1 + k*u, Where
u is a prime, and k is the smallest
possible element of the set K = 2,4,6,
8, ... Then, once p and q are selected
to form F = p*q, algorithms are

available to select the last two
members of the key, e and d. One will
be made public, along with F, and the
other wi II be kept secret.

The encryption algorith-m accepts
keyboard inputs, and converts each
keystroke into a number, according to
Table I. Then, blocks of these
numbers are intrepreted as places,

PRIME SEARCH

SELECT A DESIRED TEST
NUMBER, SAY "A"

!
SELECT THE DESIRED NUMBER
OF PLACES IN THE PRIME, AND

ENTER A STARTING GUESS.
CALL THE GUESS "V"

!
I SET COUNTER TO ZERO I

!~ ~
IS "V" POSSIBLY PRIME?

YES J I NO

t t
INCREMENT
COUNTER INCREMENT

I I
"V"BY2

INCREMENT t!lA"
ICOUNTER

LARGE
ENOUGH?

NEXT PRIME

T IT- GIVEN A PRIME,"
FIND THE NEXT PRI

INTHEFORM
STOP P = k + k·U; k+2,4

U"
ME

KEYS

GIVEN PRIMES, P and q

Compute ¢(F) = (p-1 )·(q-1)

~
PICKANe I

l
DO e and {6 (F) have

ANY COMMON FACTORS?

YES I I NO

~

I COMPUTEd I
~

( STOP

Figure 2. Key Generation
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base 64. The length of the block is
kept small enough to that the number
represented by the block does not
exceed the modulus, F. This is done

01 space
02 I exclamation
03 "quote
04 Itnumberslgn
05 $ dollar sign
06 % percentum
07 & ampersand
08 'apostrophe
09 (left paren.
10 ) right paren.
11 • asterisk
12 + plus
13 ,comma
14 -dash
15 . period
16 I slash
17 Ozero
18 1 one
19 2two
20 3three
21 4 four
22 5flve
23 6slx
24 7 seven
25 8elght
26 9 nine
27 : colon
28 ; semicolon
29 less than
30 = equal
31 greaterthan
32 ? question
33 at
34 A
35 B
36 C
37 D
38 E
39 F
40 G
41 H
42 I
43 J
44 K
45 L
46 M
47 N
48 0
49 P
50 a
51 R
52 S
53 T
54 U
55 V
56 W
57 X
58 Y
59 Z
60 up arrow
61 down arrow
62 left arrow
63 right arrow

EXAMPLE: IS THE COST OF 1t5 $5.01?
Base 84 Code: 42,52,01,53,41,38,01,36,48,52,

53,01,48,39,01,04,22,01,29,01,
05,22,15,17,18,32

Groups of these places are formed, starting at
the left, and encoded using the following
modulus, F. Here F Is presented twice, first as
a string of base 10 digits, then as a sequence of
base 256 places.
F = 137083099875322948466329531409411993
011 (base10dlglts) = 103,33,62,164,33,97,130,
25,71 ,155,135,75,126,221,237,179 (base 256)

To encrypt a message to me, use the above
modulus, F, and the following encrypter, E;

E = 1384571 (base ten digits)
= 21,32,124 (base 256 places)

Table I,Modified ASCII Code.



HEAvy PROGRAMS
WITH A LIGHT TOUCH

POIeducational software teaches
with lively, interactive, motivating
programs. POIprograms anti games
can teachyou new skills and help
your kids learn essential math; read-
ing, and language skills. The light,
direct, and entertaining style makes
the software ideal for home use.
See Program Design educational
software for PET, Apple II, and
TRS-80 at your local computer store.

Product list available.
Available at participating Computerlands

And at these dealers •••

ALABAMA Computer Store
Bvte Shop Cambridge
H"untsville MICHIGAN
ALASKA Computer House
Alaska Radio Supply Jackson.,
Juneau . MISSOURI
Scientific Business lnst. Computer Country
Anchorage Florissant
ARKANSAS MONTANA
Data Cope Computer Store
Little Rock . Billings
CALIFORNIA NEVADA~:~fg?fra It~oShop
Bvte Shop NEWJERSEY
Westminster Computer Encounter
Computer Components Princeton
Burbank Computer Mart
Computer Components Iselin .
Van Nuys Computer Nook
Computer Components Pinebrook
Westminster Shore Computers
Computer Forum Toms River
LaMirada "[ypetrdnic Compo
Computer Forum Ramsey
SanteFe Springs NEWYORK
Hobby' Woild Americen Peripherals
Northndge Lihdenhurst
Santa Rosa Compo Center Computer Corner
Santa Rosa White Plains
COLORADO Computer Factory
AMPTEC NewYork City
Denver Computer General Store
CONNECTICUT I"ynbrook
Comp-uter Place Computer "'1art
Stamford NewYork City
Computer Store NORTHCAROLINA
Hartford Bvte Shop
Computer Store Greensboro
Windsor Locks Bvte Shop
Computer Works F1aleigh
Westport OHIO
FLORIDA Micro Mini Compo World
Grice Electronics Columbus
Pensacola 21st .Gent!Jry Shop
O. HEmry's Bookstore Cincinnati
Davie OREGON
Trans Data Micro Comp
CoralGables Corvallis
IDAHO TENNESSEE
Computer Concepts Computerlab
Pocatello Memphis .
NOflhwest Compo Ctr. TEXAS
BOise Computer Center
ILLINOIS Wictiita Falls
~ppletree Stereo Computercraft
DeKalb Houston
Kappel's Compo Store 80mputer Patch
Belleville dessa
INDIANA Computer $hop
Home Computer Center SanAntOniO
Indianapolis UTAH.,
LOUISIANA Computer C;oncepts Group
C Salt LakeCity
M~rlirVJer Shoppe Inkley Photq Centers

MARYLAND *~~~II~lh1t~N
Computers Etc. Omega Computers
Towson Bellevue& Seattle
Compl!ter Workshop CANADA
Hockville computer Shop
MASSACHUSETTS CalgaryAlta.
Computer Store Micro Shack
Burlington Regina,Sask.

PROGRAM DESIGN, INC., 11 Idar Court, Greenwich, CT 06830
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ENCRYPTION REM: Yourkey Is(e.F)and (d.F)

CREATE MESSAGE. M J
l

SEPARATE INTOJ BLOCKS

M1. M2.· ..MI •..·MJ

1
TAKE RECEIVERS KEY
FROM PUBLIC FILE
CALL IT(eN.FN)

J
I COMPARE FN : F J

I
IFN>

FI
iF > FN II

~ 1
FOR EACH BLOCK FOR EACH BLOCK
INTURN DOTHE INTURN DOTHE
FOLLOWING FOLLOWING

l !
d e

SI = MlmodF SI = MIN mod FN
e d

CI = SIN mod FN CI = SlmodF

I 1
!

TRANSMIT THE
SEQUENCE OF
BLOCKSCI

TOTHE INTENDED
RECEIVER

!
( STOP )

Figure 3. Encryption with Signature.

automatically in the program. (A
further option, not shown in the block
diagram, is available to select
whether a signature is to be used.)
Then, each block is raised to the ap-
propriate power, mod the appropriate
modulus. This is repeated for the case
of a signed message. Upon comple-
tiori of encryption, the code to be
transmitted is dlsptayed.

Decryption starts by allowing the
user the option of entering the code
either as a base 256 multiprecision
number, or as a string of base 10
characters. Each line of code is de-
crypted, changed to a base 64 multi-
preclslon number. and then displayed
as plaintext.

All of the programs are available
on tape, along with a more complete
description of how to use them. I

wrote the programs as my own intro-
duction to Z-80 assembly language.
To run them, one needs a TRS-80 with
Level II BASIC and at least a 16K
RAM. The programs themselves
require less than 4K of memory, but
they are located high in memory. In
TABLE I, I have included my encryp-
tion key, (e,F). I present them in both
base 256 form, and as base 10 digits.
If anyone wishes to communicate
with me, I will respond. 0

Footnotes:

1. Rivest, sharntr, Alleman. A Method for Ob-
taining Digital Signatures and Public Key
Cryptosystems. Comm. of Acm. February,
1978.

2. Knuth. The Art of Computer Programming.
Vol. 2. Semi Numerical Algorithms.
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DECRYPTION REM: Your key Is(e,F)and (d,F)

YOU RECEIVE A CODED
SET OF I;ILOCKS FROM

USER N, CALL THE
TYPICAL ELEMENTCI'

TAKE(eN,FN) FROM
THE PUBLIC FILE.

lI ~OMPARE FN : F I
lFN> F

[ I
F > FNI I

J !
FOR EACH BLOCK FOR EACH BLOCK
IN TURN DO THE IN TURN DOTHE
FOLLOWING FOLLOWING

t l
e d

SI = CIN mod FN 81 = ClmodF
d e

MI = SI mod F MI = SIN mod F~

I I
l

TRANSLATE EACH BLOCK OF
NUMBERS, MI, BACK INTO

CHARACTERS. THE RESULT IS
THE MESSAGE.

l

Figure 4. Decryption with Signature.

~

POISON
HOME

CONTROL RotIo<o. Li..,.. Mb

WARNiNG: your home contalns
products Which NlAY BE HARM-
FUL OR FATAL IF SWALLOWED.
This North Star BASIC prog~am de-
termines the necessary EMERGEN·
CY MEASURES for ingestion of
household products. Disk utility al·
lows expansion of substance vocab-
ulary to over 2400 names. Access
time less than 6 seconds. Free. an-
nual updates. Complete Source
listings.

Diskette and Manual $28.00
Manual only, with listings 8.00

WATCH FOR cassette versions.
Available at your computer store
or from:

Berkeley MedICIII Deu AIIoclatas.lnc.
Microcomputer Conlultants

P.O. Box 5279, Berkeley, CA 94705
(4161 653-6707
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Secret Wrist
Computer

Secret Code

Distance and Error - Correcting Codes

This is a reprint Of one of the original Project Solo
curriculum modules developed at the University of
Pittsburgh. Project Solo was supported in part by the
National Science Foundation, and it was directed by
Tom Dwyer and Margot Critchfield. The modules were
authored by various persons, including project staff,
teachers, and students. '

It should be kept in mind that Project Solo began in
1969 (which is probably before some of Creative's
readers were born). Undoubtedly, many of the modules
would be done differently today. There are also surely
errors to be found, and neither Creative Computing, the
authors, or NSF can warrant the accuracy of the re-
prints. But as a starting point for your own explorations,
they should make a good (albeit slightly ancient) set of
shoulders to stand upon. We hope you enjoy the view.

A binary code of length N is a string of NO's or 1'So
For example, if N = 3, all the possible binary codes are
000,001,010,011,100,101,110, and 111. We speak of
these as 3 bit codes (1and 0 are called bits).

These codes could be used to represent eight
objects of any sort-the members of a musical octet,
the digits 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7 in a computer, or the letters
A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H.

Now for some Intrigue

Let's assume that we wish to assign binary code
names to the agents of STICK (Society to Increase Con-
tact for Keeps), an international ring of glue thieves.

Suppose we only have two agents but eight codes.
Question: Can we assign codes so that:

a. The computer will check code authenticity with-
out knowing the correct codes?

b. The computer can give the correct code even
thpugh the agent has deliberately changed one
bit (to throw off eavesdroppers)?

To see how codes can be assigned to make this
possible, let's place the Codes at the vertices of a cube.

d

011

Figure 1
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To be more precise, we should call Figure 1 a "3-
dimensional cube." A picture of a "4-dimensional cube"
(which has 24 = 16 vertices) is shown in Figure 2. Thus
we can associate a unique four-bit code with each vertex
of a4-D cube. Can you generalize this statement?

o 0 0 1

1 0 0 0

Figure2

Wewill define the numberof bits by which two codes
differ as the "distance" (= d) between these codes.
Thus, for example, the distance between 001 and 101 is
d = 1, the distance between 001 and 111 is d = 2, and the
distance between 001 and 110 is d = 3. Math students: Is
this a legal use of the word distance? Notice that our
picture has been drawn so that "distance" between
codes corresponds to the number of edges of the cube
you would have to walk along to get from one vertex to
the other.

Let's assign our two authentic agents the codes 001
and 110 (which are a distance of three from each other).
Now suppose one agent walks up to another and says,
"My code is 101."

(a) How can we tell if it is an authentic code? One
way would be to simply compare it to the list of
authentic codes! However, if there were to be
very many codes, such a search of the authentic
list would be time consuming. Besides, we don't
want this authentic list stored in too many
places! There is another way to check authen-
ticity.
In our example the two authentic codes have the
property that if we add the first and third bits of
the code we get 1, and this is also true if we add
the second and third bits.

1 1 0rL~
sum=l--...J

o

sum=l

For all other codes this is false.

JULY 1979

NOTE: 0 + 1= 1and 1+ 0 = 1 in binary arithmetic.
ALSO NOTE: 0 + 0 = 0, but 1 + 1=O(with carry of 1)

FURTHER: 0*1 = 0,1 *0 = 0 ,0·0= Oand 1*1 =,

Th:~~:~code t:S9avelS notauthentic.

(b) Suppose our agent deliberately changes one bit
in his code when giving it verbally. Applying the
above rule will detect the error, but can we figure
out what the correct code should have been?
We can see the answer from our diagram. An

o 1 1 1 authentic code which has only one bit changed is
distance d = 1 from the original correct code, but
distance d = 2 from the other correct code. Thus
101 has to be corrected back to 001, not to 110.
Try to develop an algorithm for making correc-
tions in codes which have 1 bit in error: Here is
how you might reason:

Let's call the 3 bits: B1, B2, and B3.

For101 B1+B3=0 WRONG
B2 + B3 = 1 RIGHT

.'. Change B1, Correct code is: 001

For111 B1 + B3 = 0 WRONG
B2+ B3=0 WRONG

••.Change B3, Correct code is: 110etc.

Problems: Write programs for your wrist computer to
handle the following':

1. The Two-Agent Problem
Authentic Codes: 101and 010
INPUT: Any 3 bit code which is either an authentic

code, or which contains an error in 1 bit.
OUTPUT: The Message: "AUTHENTIC CODE"

OR: "CODE IN ERROR
CODE SHOULD BE

2. Can use of a 4 bit code (see Figure 2 ) permit
additional outputs for the above "Two-Agent" analy-
sis program?

3. Four-Agent Problem
Authentic Codes are: SMITH 0 0 0 0 0

BOND 1 1 1 0 0
SPIRO 0 0 1 1 1
JONES 1 1 0 1 1

INPUT: Anycode
OUTPUT: The Message: ".AUTHENTIC CODE"

OR: "1 BIT ERROR -
CORRECT CODE IS __ It

OR: "ERROR :>= 2 BITS -
DOUBLE AGENT"

4. Here is a set of six bit codes to play with: 000000,
000111,111000,110110,011011,101101. (NOTE:
d:>= 3 for any two of these codes.)
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10 5(1) = 0
20 5(2) = 1
30 PRINT "Two-Agent Proble""
40 PRINT "To end progra", type the characters EHD when asked tor i code."
50 PRINT
60 PRINT "Enter a l-bit code."
70 INPUT Ueo IF BI = "END" THEN 280
90 S05UB 300
100 5(3) < 51
110 5(4)' 52
120 IF 15(1) = 5(3) AND 5(2) = 5(4» THEN 260
130 IF (5(1) <> 5(3) AND 5(2) <> 5(4» THEN 180
140 X' 1-5(3)
150 IF (5(1) = X) THEN 200
160 X = 1-5(4)
170 IF (S(2) = X) THEN 220
180 B31' RI6HTIISTRS(I-VAL(B3S»,I)
"0 60TO 230
200 811. RIGHTIISTRS(I-VAL(B1S»,I)
210 GOTO 230
220 821 < RI6HTI(5TRS(I-VALIB21»,I)
230 PRINT "Code in error."
240 PRINT "Code should be: ";81S.B2S.B3S
250 60TO 50
260 PRINT "Authentic code."
270 GOTO 50
280 STOP
2'0 END
300 Bl1 < LEFTS(BS,I)
310 XI = RI6HTS(B$,2)
320 B21' LEFT'(X',I)
330 Bl. < RIGHTI(B',I.
340 51 = VAL(81') + VAL(B3')
350 52' VAL(B2S) + VAL(B3')
360 IF 51 = 2 THEN LET 51 0
370 IF 52 = THEN LET S2 = 0
380 RETURN
LIST
10 PRINT "Four-Agent Proble""
20 PRINT "To end progra", type the characters END when asked for a code."
30 PRINT
40 CLEAR RE" Sets all variables to zero
50 PRINT "Enter a 5-bit binary code."
60 INPUT BS
70 IF B""ENO" THEN 520
80 811 • LEFT'IBS,I)
90 X•• RI6HT'18$,4)
100 B2•• LEFTSIXS,I)
110 X' • RI6HT'(BS,3)
120 B3S • LEFT'(XI,I)
130 XS = RI6HTSIBS,2)
140 B4•• LEFTS(XS,I)
150 B51 < RIGHTS(XS,I)
160 5(1) • VALI81S) • VAL(82S)
170 5(2) • VALIB41) • VALIBS.)
180 5(3) • VALlBU), • VALlB4S)
190 5(4) • VALlBZ.)' • VALlS!)S)
200 FOR 1<1 TO 4
210 IF 5(1) • 2 THEN 5(1) = 0
220 NEXT I
230 IF 5(1)
240 IF 5(2)
250 IF Fl •
260 F2 = 1
270 IF VALIB3S) <> S(3) THEN LET F3
280 IF VAL(B31) <> 5(4) THEN LET F4 •
2'0 K • Fl + F2 + F3 + F4
300 IF K < 0 THEN 480
310 IF K <> 2 THEN 500
320 IF IFI + F3)<>2 THEN 350
330 BIS = RIGHTS(5TRSll-VALIB11)),I)
340 GOTO 450
350 IF IFI + F4)02 THEN 380
360 B21 • RI6HTSISTRSll-VAL(B2S»,I)
370 GOTO 450
380 IF (F3 + F4)<>2 THEN 410
3'0 B3S : RIGHTS(STRSll-VALIBJI»,I)
400 GOTO· 450
410 IF IF2 + F3)<>2 THEN 440
420 B4S • RI6HU(5TRSll-VAUB4$»,I)
430 60TO 450
440 85$ : RI6HTI(5TRlll-VALIB5$),I)
450 PRIH!
460 PRINT· 1 bit error--- Correct code is: ";B1S+B2S+B31+B4S+B5S
470 GOTO 30
480.PRIHT " Authentic code."
4'0 GOTO 30
500 PRIHT " Error = 2 bits --- Double Agent'"
510 GOTO 30
520 STOP
530 END

<> 0 THEN LET fl • 1
o THEN 270

1 THEN 500
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RUN
Two-Agent ProbleM
To end progra", type the character~ END when asked for a code.

Enter a 3-bit code.
1 000
Code in error.
Code should be: 010

Enter a 3-bit code.
? 001
Code in error.
Code should be: 101

Enter a 3-bit code.
1 010
Authentic code.

Enter a 3-bit code.
? 011
Code in error.
Code should be: 010

Enter a 3-bit code.
? 100
Code in erl·or.
Code should be: 101

Enter a 3-bit code.
1 101
Authentic ccee ,

Enter a 3-bit code.
? 110
Co,je in error.
Code should be: 010

Enter a 3-bit code.
'! 111
CMe j n error.
Code should be: 101

Enter a 3-bit code.
? END

RUN
Four-Agent PI'oble"
To end prograft, type the character~ END when a~led for a code.

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 00000
Authentic code.

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 10000

1 bit error--- Correct code is: 00000

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 00100

1 bit error--- Correct code is: 00000

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 00010

1 bit error--- Correct code is: 00000

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
? 11011
Authentic code.

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 11010

1 bit error--- Correct code is: 11011

Enter a 5-bit oinary code.
1 10011

1 bit error--- Correct code is: 11011

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
1 10101
Error = 2 bits --- Double Asent!

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
? 10110
Error = 2 bits --- Double Agent'

Enter a 5-bit binary code.
? END
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_TRS-80 BOUTIQUE

The famous Computalker C'l-t Speech
Synthesizer that produces highly-
intelligible natural sounding speech far
superior. to any other synthesizer
available on the market today can now
be installed on your TRS-80,

Completely self-contained, the Model
CT-1T comes with its own chassis and
power supply, on-board audio amplifier
(2 Watts), CSRI software, and inter-
connect cable. The CT-1T comes with

complete documentation and is avail-
able on either 5V. inch diskette or
cassette. TRS-BO Level II and 16K
memory required, 32K recommended.

SAVE $100
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

$495
S'uggested retail price is $595
Calif. residents add 6% sales tax.

SINGLE HEAD DRIVES
TF-1 X Choose Pertec FD-200 or MPI
TF-3 Shugart SA 400

DUAL HEAD DRIVE
TDH-2 Dual Headed floppy, incl. cable & DOS+

CABLES
TFC-2 two drive cable $25,TFC-4 four drive cable $35

$379
$389

$679

COMPUTALKER
CONSULTANTS
1730 21s1 st. Suite A
Santa Monica, CA 90404
(213) 828-6546

TRS-80 PERIPHERALS & SUPPLIES

PRINTERS
LP779TR Centronics Model 779 with tractors
LP1 Centronics Model P1
Integral Data w/tract,

MEMORY
16KM 16K RAM Kit

NEW PRODUCTS
Expansion Interface w/32K
TM1 Telephone Interface
AC-1 A,C_ Line Interference Eliminator
NKP Numeric 16-Key Pad Kit
TRS-80 System Desk
Small System Software TRS232

DISKETTES
VERBATIM 5" Soft sector

$1179
$399
$949
$74

$599,00
$179_95
$18_95

$68
$169
$49

$3.59

CENTRONtCS MODEL 779 LINE PRINTER
W/TRACTOR DRIVE AND CONNECTING CABLE $1275

TRS-80 SOFTWARE

BRAND NEW DOS +
With utilities

Accounts Receivable
Inventory Control
Job Entry/Status

SEND FOR FREE PRODUCT CATALOG

Special $95
Intro Price

$39
$39
$75

BUY IT ALL ..• HARDWARE/SOFTWARE ... FROM
ONE SOURCE - TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU

MICROCOMPUTER
TECHNOLOGY INC.
2080 S. Grand Ave.
Santa Ana, CA. 92705
714-979-9923

APPARAT,INC_
6000 E. Evans Ave. Bldg. 2
Denver, CO. 80222
303-758-7275

ORDERING INFORMATION: casn check, Money Order ur Credrt C(lrd (MC Of VISA) COD's
reqaue 20'11, ceposu Orders Will be processed and sllpped wrttun 3 10 10 days 01 receipt 01 fidei Cuslomers
wrll be lIolrlredo! any delayoYef 30 days

CENTRONICS MODEL 700 LINE PRINTER
W/WIDE CARRIAGE, TRACTOR DRIVE, 2
CHANNEL VFU, PAPER EMPTY LIGHT, AUDIBLE
BELL, LINE FEED AND FORM FEED SWITCH,
MOTOR ON/OFF CONTROL AND CONNECTING
CABLE

$1550

PERTEC.MPt DISK DRIVES POWER SUPPLY
AND CABINET $385
SHUGART. ,DISK DRIVES W/POWER
SUPPLY AND CABINET $389

~~~Bg~R~oons NEC MEMORY FOR TRS·80 $95
16K OF 200ns NEC MEMORY FOR TRS-80 $93
EXPANSION INTERFACE

ALL ITEMS CARRY A 30 DAY WARRANTY
MASTERCHARGE.VISAoBANKAMERICARD ACCEPTED
FOR FAST SERVICE OR MORE INFORMATION, CALL

(714) 893-2311

RMSADVANCED
MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEMS

13771University, Westminster, CA 92683

COMPUTER DEALER CO-OP
5082 SHIRLEY DRIVE, LA PALMA, CA 90623

(714) 979-9925
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Your Basic Binary Search:
Simple Data Base Techniques In

BASIC

Data base design considerations
- with parallel listings in North
Star BASIC and CBASIC.

Introduction

Our home computer is on an
errand of mercy. One of the kids has
eaten a book of matches. The doctor
can't be reached. The emergency
room receptionist put my call on
"hold" until the intern is free. But I
know that my computer contains a
disk library of household products
and can tell me what emergency
measures are necessary. While I'm
waiting for someone on the other end
of the line to get back to the phone, I
insert the "POISON" disk, type
"MATCHES", and 4 seconds later the
CRT displays the following message:

DOCTORS OFFICE 653-6707
EMERGENCY ROOM 654-5600
POISON CONTROL 911
MATCHES
A toxic sol id material.

If victim is alert, give IPECAC:
Glasses of

Milk
112-1

1
1-2
2-3
1

AGE DOSE
Upt01 1-2tsp.
1-4 3tsp.
4-8 4tsp.
8-12 5tsp.

12 to Adult 6 tsp.
and CALL FOR ASSISTANCE

Someone has picked up the phone.
"This is Dr. Jones." I explain what has
happened and how old the child is.
"Well, they're not too toxic, but we
really ought to get it out of his
stomach. Since you have ipecac at
home, why don't you go ahead and
give him 3 teaspoons of it, and a glass
of water or milk. Call me back if you
have any problems with it."

How does my computer search
through hundreds upon hundreds of
product and substance names so
quickly? It's easy. Of the900 names in

Robert Goff M.D., Research Associate,
Children's Hospital Medical Center of Northern
California, 51st and Grove, Oakland, CA 94609.

Robert Goff, M. D.

its vocabulary, it only had to look at 10
entries in order to find the one I
requested. If there were 64,000 entries
it would still only need to look at 17
before it either found the entry or dis-
covered that it was not in the vocabu-
lary. (Actually the slowest part of th~
search is the time required for my
North Star Micro-disk drive to start up
its motor and get up to the proper
rotational speed.) The secret lies in its
useof the binary search.

scope," but we already know that it is
greater than "promising." We take the
pages between "promising" and
"tachistoscope," divide them in half,
and take another look.

As you can see, each time that an
entry is examined, the size of the list
is reduced by 50%. A list that con-
tains 60,000 entries will require only
one more look than a list with 30,000
entries. As it happens, when most of
us pick up a single-volume dictionary
to find a particular word, we in fact
use a crude binary search, at least

. until we have located the proper page ..
Then we find the desired entry by
serially searching that page.

A binary search is not possible on
every list, but the prerequisites for a
binary search are few and simple. The
list to be searched must be:

1. ordered (alphabetically or nu-
merically)

2. dense (no empty entries in the
middle of the list)

The dictionary is ordered alphabeti-
cally.vas is my computer's list of
household poisons. A Iist of
addresses, for example, may be
ordered numerically, by zip code, or
alphabetically by name, or by city, or
by state, etc. The requirement that the
list be ordered only applies to the key
- the portion of the entry that will be
used in the search. Entire mystery
novels could be used for each entry in
the list, but only the key for each of
them (let's say the title, or perhaps the
author) must be used to order the list.

The second requirement, that the
list be dense, is necessary because
the search algorithm must be able to
decide, by looking at any entry, if the
desired entry is greater-than or less-
than the present entry. This is not
possible if the entry examined is
empty. The dictionary is a dense list.
There are no empty entries and no
room at the end of the volume for
adding new entries. My household
poisons list is semi-dense, that is,
while there are no "holes" within the
list, there is an empty portion at the
end, beyond the last entry. This
allows room for the addition of new
entries to the list. A semi-dense list

CREATIVE COMPUTING

The Binary Search
What is a binary search? Let's

start off by describing a serial search.
I want to look up "rapidity" in my
Oxford English Dictionary. I open
volume one, turn to the first page of
entries, and begin to read each entry,
in order, By dinner time I have made it
through volume one, and a third of
volume two. Maybe I'll reach
"rapidity" by next week some time.
My 12year old son tactfully points out
that on the spine of each of the 13
volumes of the dictionary there is a
key to the vocabulary which may be
found in that volume. That makes the
task considerably easier. But what if
there were no keys on each volume? Is
there a way that we could speed up
this search?

Yes, a crude binary search. Some-
where within these 13 volumes and
millions of entries I should find the
word "rapidity." I start by opening the
middle volume (volume 7) near the
middle of that volume. I read one
entry - "incredible." Already I have
reduced my task by half, because I
know that "rapidity" occurs later in
the alphabetical listing than "incred-
ible." I can now ignore all entries
below my present entry. I now take
the remaining 6112volumes and find
an entry that is roughly half way
between "incredible" and the end of
the dictionary. We find that this entry
is "promising." It is still less than
"rapidity," so I will divide in half the
pages from "promising" to the end.
"Tachistoscope" is the next entry
encountered. Now we've past it.
"Rapidity" is less than "tachisto-
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Thcz
Softwarcz
Company

Technical SY/teml Con/ultant/, Inc.
6800 & 8080 Text Processing
TSC's Text Editing System and Text
Processing packages, available for both
6800 and 8080, can turn your micro into
a very powerful word processing system.
Two steps are involved. First you edit a
file to say what you want without
worrying about justification, pagination,
etc. The TSC editor is a very powerful
line and content oriented editor which
may be used for this purpose.
The second step is to "process' the

edited file. The TSC text processor
reads the edited file and outputs it to a
printer with right justification,
pagination, page numbering and titling,
indenting, margin control, title
centering, and much more. Macros may
be written in the text processor
commands which allow complex
operations such as footnotes, form
letters, or almost anything imaginable.

Price includes manual with printed
source listing and object code on tape
or disk.

6800 Text Editing System

$30.45
$31.50
$50.00

SL68-24C w/cassette
SL68-24D w/mlni FLEX'· disk
SL68-24F w/8H FLEX'· 1.0 disk

8080 Text Editing System

SL80-10P w/paper tape
SL80-10F w/8H CP/M'· disk
SL80-10D WiSH HS CP/M'· disk

$37.50
$40.00
$40.00

6800 Text Processing System

SL68-29C w/cassette
SL68-29D w/mini FLEX'· disk
SL68-29F w/8H FLEX'· 1.0 disk
SL68-29F2 WiSH FLEX'· 2.0 disk

$38.95
$40.00
$75.00
$65.00

8080 Text Processing System

SL80-11P w/paper tape
SL80-11F w/8H CP/M'· disk
SL80-11D WiSH HS CP/M'· disk

$41.00
$50.00
$50.00

FLI;X™ Software
The FLEX'· disk operating system is
rapidly becoming the standard of 6800
disk users. It's powerful capabilities and
ease of use make it a natural choice for
any application from the most minimal
hobbyist system to the most complete
industrial development system.

FLEX'· for SWTPC and SSB
SWTPc mini floppy users can now
upgrade to FLEX'· 2.0, the same version
of FLEX'· as found on the SWTPc 8H

disk system. Simply add 8K of memory
at $AOOOand boot up from a FLEX'· 2.0
disk. Also available for Smoke Signal
disk users in a mini floppy version
(FLEX'· 2.0) and a full sized version
(FLEX'· 1.0). Includes TSC editor and
assembler on disk. All manuals also
supplied (no source listings).

FX02-SWT FLEX'· 2.0 for
5H SWTPc $75.00

FX02-SSB FLEX'· 2.0 for 5H SSB $90.00
FX01-SSB FLEX'· 1.0 for 8H SSB $100.00

Sort/Merge Package
Sorts any type file according to
parameters you supply. Files too large
to fit in memory are automatically split
up, individually sorted, and merged into
one output file. Accepts fixed or
variable length records, up to 20
ascending or descending keys, non-
ASCII sequence sorts, and much more.
No source listing. Specify mini FLEX'·,
FLEX'· 1.0, or FLEX'· 2.0

AP68-10 6800 Sort/Merge
Manual Only

$75.00
$15.00

TSC BASIC for 6800
The fastest floating point BASIC
interpreter for 1!DY 8 bit microprocessor.
Features include six digit floating point
math, full transcendental functions,
unlimited string length, if/then/else
construct, logical operators, and
two-dimensional arrays including
string arrays.

FLEX'· disk versions support random
as well as sequential access files (the
mini FLEX'· version has only sequential).
Random files accessed by true record
1/0 or by virtual arrays. Disk version
also allows TRACE, a renumber facility,
ON ERROR GOTO, PTR for obtaining
the address of a variable, CHAIN, and a
very powerful method of printing to any
type and number of output devices.
SAVE and LOAD commands produce
FLEX'· compatible files which can be
externally edited while a COMPILE
command places an unreadable,
compressed form of the source on disk
which can only be executed by RUN.
This feature permits the distribution of
proprietary BASIC programs.
Cassette version runs in a minimum of

12K, disk version should have at least
16K. No source listing is included.
AP68-11C w/casette $39.95
AP68-11D w/mini FLEX'· disk $49.95
AP68-11F w/8H FLEX'· 1.0 disk $59.95
AP68-11F2w/5H FLEX'· 2.0 disk $54.95

All orders should include 3% for postage
and handling (8% on foreign orders).
Send 25<1: for a complete software
catalog.

Technical Systems
Consultants, Inc.
Box 2574 W. Lafayette. IN 47906

"'CP/MT
" is a registered trademark of Digital Research

FLEX'· is a trademark of Technical Systems
Consultants. Inc.
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FLEX'· Utilities
Complete set of 36 additional utilities
ranging from memory dump to disk
diagnostics. Includes printed manuals
and source listings with object code
AND source listing on disk.

UV1-6D w/mini FLEX'· disk
UV1-6F w/8H FLEX'· 1.0 disk
UV1-6F2 WiSH FLEX'· 2.0 disk

$99.95
$124.95
$119.95
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can be searched in the same manner
as a dense list, by simply ignoring the
empty expansion room at the end of
the list.

The process of constructing a
binary search is fairly simple. While
there are several possible methods,
this discussion will focus on only one
of them. Initially several terms must
bedefined.

N = number of records in the
list.

L = (Lower) the record number
of the lowest record.

U = (Upper) the record number
of the highest record.

F = fence (this is the record we
examine with each look)

K = the Key for which we are
searching.

[F) = the key of the record at the
fence.

The algorithm for the search is
shown in Figure 1. To begin, the lower
limit (L) is set to the first record in the
list; the upper limit (U) is set to the
last record. For a list of N records,
U = N initially. The first look at a
record will be determined by
calculating a "fence" (F) approxi-
mately half-way between Land U.

F = INT((L + U)/2)
The fence must always be a whole
number, and the INTeger function will
always round downward. Using F as
the record number, look at record
number F, and compare its key, [F), to
K, the key for which we are searching.
If they are the same, then the search is
over. If they are different, then we
must decide whether to look at the
upper half of the list, orthe lower half.
Let us say, for example, that [F) K.

Flgurelt1

The Binary Search (symbols defined In text)

( START)

Adjust lower
limit to Fence
L = F + 1

Keep upper limit

____ Key to be located by search

_______ 1strecord In list
_______ last record In list.

Calculate
Fence

r----.j F=INT((L+U)/2;)

______ Find apprcx. half-way
point between Land U

(Rounding down)

Adjust Upper
Limit to Fence

U = F-1
Keep lower limit

YES

YES

Then we know that K should be found
in the lower half of the list.

To examine the lower half, keep
the lower limit (L) the same, but reset
the upper limit (U) to be one less than
the fence (F). (Since the present fence
has already been examined, and is not
the record for which we are searching,
it can be excluded from the remainder
of the search by setting the new upper
limit equal to F-1.)

U = F-1
Now a new fence is calculated which
will be approximately half way
between L and the new U. Half the
original list has been eliminated!

If, on the other hand, the record at
the fence is less than K, then we know
that K should be found in the upper
half of the list. So the upper limit (U) is
kept unchanged, and the lower limit
(L) is reset to be one greater than the
present fence:

L=F+1
and again a new fence is calculated to
be approximately half-way between U
and the new L.

Continuing this process, a fence
is eventually calculated which is the
desired record. If we search for a key
which is not in the list, then we will
know that it is absent as soon as the
upper and lowerlimitsareeitherequal,
or have switched places (L >U):

IF L > = U THEN K is not
present in the list. [Without this last
test (L' > = U) the algorithm would
continue to test the list with the upper
limit below the lower limit.)

The simplest example of pro-
gramming the binary search is for a
one dimensional numeric array, say
A(n). For slrnpllclty, I will give the
array a dimension of 20, and will have
it contain the numbers 10, 20, 30, 40,
etc. up through 200. [Remember that
a list for a binary search must be
ordered and dense.) We will look for
the member of the list which contains
"130". This is shown in Listing 1.

The actual search is shown in
Listing 2. While the search algorithm
is easier to follow in Listing 2, a run of
the program in Listing 1 will print out
each of the search parameters for
each "look" at the list. By changing
the value of N in line 22, you can
demonstrate for yourself how many
"looks" are required for any size list
(try 100, then try 1000).
After watching it find a number in the
list, try changing the value of K in line
100 to a number not present in the list,
such as 133.

This kind of simple search is
seldom of practical value. We need to
be able to search a list of names, for
example, in order to find John's
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Dear Mr. Uter:
No need to settle for second
best any longer. Now you can
produce "hard-copy" print-
outs on a Selectric II, and do it
at a low cost!
You really should

IF YOU OWN A IRS 80~ .
$EL'[Tr1A-Jl~INf1PUT's''''y'o'iJ'"~Ju ST A
CABLE LENGTH AWAY FROM A
"HARD
Word Processing System!

C0 PY" ( Typewriter Quality: )
clean, clear, hijgh-fidelity

... just a simple hook-up with the supplied cables
and your SELECTRA-PRINT is ready to run.

For Word Processing on a TRS-80, for example,
just command "lPRINT". and SELECTRA-PRINT
automatically outputs clear, clean, high-fidelity,
hard copy. . .. and of course you can use it to
print-out any other information you might need.

SPECIAL NOTE:
SELECTRA-PRINT is a Selectric II typewriter and
although it has been modified for computer
print-out, it may still be used ~s a standard
office typewriter.

PRICE: $1,850.00· 'IRS-80 Version $1925.00

OPTIONS:
Dual Pitch
Correction Feature
Noise ReductiOn Feature
RS-232 Interface

$125.00
$125.00
$50.00

$195.00

*SELECTRA-PRINT is VERSATILE!
SELECTRA-PRINT is compatible with most micro-
and mini-computers including PET • Apple •
Heath HB • /MSAI • Cromemco • Alpha Micro-
systems • Space Byte • North Star Horizon •
SWTP. Vector Graphic. Sol. Polymorphic.
Digital Group. Ohio Scientific. Altair. Sorcerer
Xitan • Rex. KIM. EXORcisor ....

"From now on, PRINT-OUT
takes on a new meaning"

M30

micro
computer
devices

inc.
960 E. Orangethorpe, Bldg_ F

Anaheim, California 92801 •• -------
Telephone (714) 992·2270

"Innovators to the Microcomputer Industry"

mcd

,"IlirDirect International Sales: Discounts Available to
International Sales Division EDUCATIONAL ACCOUNTS
17648 Orna Drive Dept. No. CC 1-74 PO Box 8394
Granada Hills, CA 91344, USA Ann Arbor. MI 48105 (313) 665-8514

CIRCLE 162 ON READER SERVICE CARD



1 REM ************** LISTING 3a *******************
2 REM *********** North Star BASIC ****************
3 REM ******* PADDING INPUT WITH BLANKS ***********
1.2DIM F$(30), A$(36), E$(12):REM USED IN OTHER LISTINGS
20 INPUT' 'NAME1 ',K$
30 Kif=' :REM 10 BLANKS
40 Kl$(I;LEN(K$»=K$ •
50 K$=Kl$
52 RETURN

Binary, con't ....
1 REM ************** LISTiNG tl ****************
2 REM *********North Star and CBASIC **********
10 RE~ ** BINARY SEARCH OF 1 DIMENSIONAL ARRAY**
20 REM SET UP SAMPLE A~RAY
22 N~20 :REM NUMBE~ OF ENTRIES IN THE LIST
30 DIM A(N)
40 FOR Y=l TO N
50 A(y)=y*io
60 NEXT Y , ,
79 REM *** DEFINE SEARCH PARAMETERS
80 U=N :REM INITIAL UPPER LIMIt
90 L=1 :REM INITIAL LOWER LIMIT
100 K=130 :REM THIS IS THE KEY TO BE FOUND
110 REM ******* BEGIN BIN~RY SEARCH *******
120 F=INT«LtU)/2) :REM CALCULATE FENCE
122 PRINT
124 PRINT 'UPPER ~';iJi' LOWER = 'iL
126 PRINT 'lOOKING AT ,ENTRY ";F
130 IF A(F)=K THEN '250 :REM FOUND IT,
140 IF L>=U THEN 220 :REM NOT PRESENT IN LIST
150 IF A(F»K THEN 190 :REM CHECK LOWER HALF OF LIST
i58 REM **** CHECK UPPER HALF OF LIST.
160 L~Ftl :REM RESET LdWER LIMIT TO FENCE
170 GelTO 120 :RE:MKEEP SEARCHING
180 REM **** CHECK LOWER HALF OF LIST
19Q u=F-i :REM RESET UPPER LIMIT TO FENCE
200 GOTO 120 :REM KEEP SEARCHING
210 REM **** NOT FOUND
220 PRINT K;' CANNOT BE FOUND'
230 STOP
240 REM **** FOUND IT
250 PRINT 'LOCATED' ;K;o AT ENTRY.';F
260 END

1 REM ********* LISTING .2 **************
2 REM **** North Star and CBASIC ********
120 F=INT«LtU)/2)
130 IF A(~)=K THEN 250
140 IF L>-U THEN 220
150 IF A(F»K TH~N 190
160 L=Ftl
170 Goto 120
1>'0 U"'F.-l
20q GOTO 120
220 STOP
250 PRINT 'LOCATED AT';F
260 END

telephone number.
let us assume that we have a data

file on a floppy disk. the tlla contal ns
20 records. Each record Is-a string of
30 ASCII characters. Within each
record; the first 10 characters contain
the first name of a, frlend ; .the last 7
characters contain that friend's phone
number. The 13characters in between
are undefined. John's record looks
like this:

entire record for each friend can only
be read as a 30 character string, we
must use only the name as the key.

To search for JOHN in our list of
friends, we input .the four character
name, JOHN. As shown in Listings 3a
and 3b, the program must pad this
input with blanks, so that it is com-
patible with our records. If instead,
we on Iy searched for a key Whose first

JOHN ????7????????6545600
!AAAAAAAA!AAAAAAAAA!AAAAAAAAA!

10 20 30

The markers and numbers below the
record are for clarity only; and, of
course, do not appear in the record
itself. Notice that the "name field" is
fllled in with blanks, so that the name
JOHN actually conslsts of 10
characters, the last 6 of which are
blanks. The names of some of our
friends may be shorter, or may fill all
ten spaces allotted, but, like JOHN,
any that are shorter than 10 must be
filled in with blanks. Although the

four characters were JOHN, then we
might confuse him with another
friend, JOHN-PAUL.

Now we can begin to look for K$,
which contains:

"JOHN"
Even though we are only checking the
first 10 characters of each record, we
can only look at it by reading all 30 at
once, as a string. Another complica-
tion is that the records within the file
are separated from one another by
markers, (In CBASIC, each string in a
file is actually contained within
quotes.) so that each 30 character
string occupies a total of 32 bytes. [In
North Star BASIC, add 2 to the length
of every string to determine the space
that it occupies on the disk. In
CBASIC, an additional 2 bytes must
be allowed for a carriage return and
line feed at the end of each record for
the type of files used here (fixed
record length).] We are going to
"look" at 32 (or 34, in CBASIC) byte
records to read a 30 character strlnq.
The name of our file is "FRIENDS,"
(see Listings 4a and 4b) and, as we
have noted, it contains 2d entries.

In opening a file, it must be as-
signed a number, by which all subse-
quent references to that file will be
made. In CBASIC, a record length
(RECl) must be indicated at the time
of opening, in order to use "random
access" reading (non sequential).
This is indicated in North Star BASIC
by a percent sign in each READ state-
ment. In line 100, F (the fence) is used
as the relative record, number of the
record that is to be read. If F = 1 then
we will read the first 32 byte (or 34
byte) record in the file. (Actually in
North Star BASIC [%32*0] is the first
record of the file, but so long as it was
not used in writing the file, we can
ignore it in reading the file.)

Once we have located the record
with the key:

"JOHN"
the phone number can be extracted
from the record with line 210 in List-
ings4aand4b.

1 REM ************** LISTING 3b *******************
2 REM **************** CBASIC *********************
3 REM **~**i* PADDING INPUT WITH BLANKS ***********
20 INPUT 'NAME1' ;LINE K$
30 K$=LEFT$(K$t' ',10) REM 10 BLANKS
52 RETURN
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57 REM ************ LISTING 4a *****************
58 REM ******** North Star BASIC ***************
59 REM ********* SEARCH FOR NAME ***************
60 OPEN .1,'FRIENDS'
68 N=20 :REM
70 L=l :RtM
80 U=N :REM
90 F~INT«L+U)/2)
100 READ II Z32*F,F$
110 IF F$(1,10)=K$ THEN
120 IF L)=U THEN 180
130 IF F$Cl,10)K$ THEN
138 REM TRY UPPER HALF
140 L=Ftl :REM RESET LOWER LIMIT TO FENCE
150 GOTO 90
160 U=F-1
170 GOTO 90
180 PRINT 'CANNOT FIND ',K$
1H2 CLOSE *1
190 GOTO 20 :REM IN LISTING 3a
200 PRINT 'HAVE LOCATED ',k$
210 PRINT 'PHONE ',K$(24,30)
212 CLOSE t1

IF THERE-ARE 20 ENTRIES
LOWER UMIT
UPPER LIMIT

:REM FENCE
:REM READ RECORD NUMBER F
200 :REM FOUND IT
:REM NOT HERE
160 :REM TRY LOWER HALF

:REM RESET UPPER LIMIT TO FENCE

S7 REM ************ LISTING 40 ******************
58 REM ************** CBASIC ********************,
59 REM ********* SEARCH- FOR NAME ****************
60 OPEN 'FRIENDS.FIL' RECL 34 AS 1
68 N=20 REM IF THERE ARE 20 ENTRIES
70 L=l REM LOWER LIMIT
80 U=N REM UPPER LIMIT
90 F=INT«LtU)/2) REM FENCE
100 READ *1,F;F$
110 IF LEFT$(F$,10)=K$ THEN 200 REM FOUND IT
120 IF L)=U THEN 180- REM NOT PRESENT
130 IF LE~T$(F$,10»K$ THEN 160 REM TRY LOWER HALF
138 REM TRY UPPER HALF
140 L=Ftl REM RESET LOWER LIMIT TO FENCE
150 GOTO 90
160 U=F-l REM RESET UPPER LIMIT TO FENCE
170 GOTO 90
180 PRINT 'CANNOT FIND ';K$
182 CLOSE 1
190 GOTO 20 REM IN LISTING 3b
200 PRINT 'HAVE LOCATED ';K$
210 PRINT 'PHONE ';RIGHT$(F$,7)
212 CLOSE 1

Can we use the same method to
find JOHN'S address? Yes, partly.
Since there is insufficient room in the
records of the file "FRIENDS" to
include complete addresses, _we
make another file called "ADDRESS.,"
but the address records don't have to
be in any particular order. Bytes 11
and 12of JOHN's entry in "FRIENDS"
can be a nuinber which indicates
which "ADDRESS" record contains
JOHN's address. As an example, let
us assume that each address is 36
characters. Listings 5a and 5b allow
the location of the pointer "A"(or link)
from JOHN's record in "FRIENDS" to

the record number of his address in
the file "ADDRESS;" and then print
the address. As an example of a
further extraction of data, line 260
prints only JOHN's zip code (Z$).
_ If there were another file, "HARD-

WARE,',' that llsted the computer
hardware of each of our friends, we
could similarly use bytes 15 and 16 of
JOHN's entry in "FRIENDS" as a link
to the record of JOHN's hardware in
the "HARDWARE" file. Now, if all
that we're interested in, for the
moment, ISBILL's hardware, we use a
binary search on "FRIENDS" to find
BILL, obtain BILL's link to "HARD-

217 REM *********** LISTING 5a ***************
218 REM ******** _North Star BASIC ************
219 REM * FIND ADDRESS LINK ANri PRINT ADDkESS
220 A=VAL(F$(11,12) :REM LINK TO ADDRESS
230 O~EN *2, 'ADDRESS'
240 READ *2 Z38*A,A$
250 P~INT 'ADDRESS !S ',A$
260 PRINT 'ZIP CODE is ',A$(32,36)
270 CLOSE *2

217 REM *********** LISTING 5b ***************
218 REM ************* CBASIC *****************
219 REM * FIND ADDRESS LINK AND PRINT ADDRESS
220 A=VAL(MID$(F$,11,2) REM LINK TO ADDRESS
230 OPEN 'ADDR!SS.FIL" RECL 40 AS 2
240 READ *2,A;A~
250 PRINT 'ADDRESS IS ';A$
260 PRINT 'tIP CODE IS ';RIGHT$(A$,5)
270 CI_OSE 2
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WARE" (bytes 15, 16), and read the
indicated record number from the
"HARDWARE" file.

We are now manipulating 3 signi-
ficant data base tools. We use
"FRIENDS" not only as a file of our
friends' names and phone numbers,
but also as a DIRECTORY to two other
files. Since "FRiENDS" is dense and
ordered (alphabetical with no "empty"
entries) it may be used in the rapid
BINARY SEARCH. Since the DIREC-
TORY provides links to the appropri-
ate records of other files, only the
DIRECTORY ("FRIENDS") needs to
be searched, thereby allowing the
other files to which it is linked to be
unordered and loosetthey may be in
any order and may have empty
records within the file). If 10 addi-
tional files are added to the now
growing data base on our friends, we
don't even need to place the new links
Within "FRIENDS". An additional file
can be created which contains dozens
of links for each friend. Now only 2
bytes of JOHN's entry in "FRIENDS"
is needed asa link. This single link
points to JOHN's entry in the new file
"LINKS" which then directs us to the
appropriate record in whichever file is
of interest.

Multiple Lists

Let us say that each record in
"LINKS" contains a 12 byte string of
characters, and that bytes 11 and 12
of each string contain the link to the
file "FOODS." To find JOHN's
favorite foods, we _binary search
"FRIENDS" for "JOHN" and extract
his link to thetue "LINKS." This gives
us all of the links to JOHN's entries in
all of our various files. We know that
bytes 11 and 12 point to his entry in
the file "FOODS" and we extract
those two bytes. USing this new link
as the record number we read JOHN's
favorite foods from the file "FOODS."

If our list of friends numbered
1000, it woutd.requlre 10 "looks" in
the binary search to find "JOHN" and
his link to '~L1NKS", one "look" at
"LINKS" to find his link to "FOODS"
and one "look" to read the entry of his
favorite foods. A total of 12 "looks" to
find our desired information out of 3
lists of 1000 entries each
("FRIENDS," "LINKS," "FOODS';). Of
even more significance is the advan-
tage that, should we wish to add an
additional friend to our data base, the
only list which must be rearranged is
our DIR!=CTORY (the file
"FRIENDS"), since it must always be
kept ordered and dense to allow the
binary search. Because of the need to
rearrange "FRIENDS," it is advan-
tageous to keep each entry as short as
possible to speed the process of re-
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arranging. So we may want to put the
phone numbers in a separate file and
pare down each "FRIENDS" entry to
only 12 bytes (10 for the name; and 2
for the link to the file "LINKS"). But
for consistency, we will keep
"FRIENDS" as before, with 30 bytes.

Double-Linked Lists

There is a disadvantage to our
method. If we wanted to know which
friends liked spaghetti, there is no
way to quickly retrieve the data. This
type of linked directory structure is
only appropriate if we will always
start with a key (name) contained in
the directory. To move backward, to
start with "spaghetti," for example,
and then try to find the matching
names of friends requires that the
files be DOUBLE-LINKED. Each
record in "FOODS;' would contain a
BACKWARD 1-INK to the matching
record in "LINKS," which would
contain a BACKWARD LINK to the
matching record in "FRIENDS." Each
time "FRIENDS" is rearranged in the
process of adding a new name, each
BACKWARD LINK in "LINKS" would
need to be updated. The remainder of
the list, as before, would never need
to be altered when expanding the list
of friends.

Now that we have a substantial
framework for a useable data base, we
must examine the techniques needed -
to construct our various files
("FRIENDS," "LINKS," "FOODS,"
etc.).

Directory Construction and
Maintenance

The directory (the file "FRIENDS")
will contain an alphabetical listing of
the names of our friends and will
contain, with each entry, a link to that
friend's entry in our sub-directory (the
file "LINKS"). Each record of
"FRIENDS" will hold 30 ASCII
characters: 10 for the name, and 2 for
the link to "ADDRESS", 2 for the link
to "LINKS", 9 undefined and 7 for the
phone number. The only additional
information that we will need to store
is the number of entries in the
directory. (This is because our direc-
tory is semi-dense; it has empty
entries at the end to accommodate
additional names, and we must know
the record number of the last "full"
entry in order to perform the binary
search. If the directory were dense,
we would always know the number of
entries, and would have no need to
store that information within the file.)
In North Star BASIC it is convenient to
use the first record of the file, the
record length times zero, to store this

datum, but since CBASIC does not
provide a record at position zero, we
will continue to ignore it, and instead
use record #1 (the record length times
one) as the record which holds our file
statistics.

Since the statistics record must
always be the first in the file, we will
fill its first character with a blank, to
insure that any sorting or sequencing
operation on the directory will not
alter its position. Once the directory
is established, we can simply read its
first record prior to searching, and
from it obtain the number of filled
records in the directory, On adding
new names to the directory, we
update this length pointer.

One further aid will be to place a
record at the end of the file that will
always occur last in the alphabetical
listing. A string of 10 characters, all of
wh ich are character 126, " - " (7E hex),
meets this need. Any sorting or
sequencing operation on the direc-
tory will always place this entry,
"----------,, as the last entry of the file,

Listings 6a and 6b create a
directory file called "FRIENDS", con-
taining only two entries, the statistics
record and the end marker. While
CBASIC will dynamically allocate ad-
ditional file space as needed, North
Star cannot unless the file is the last
one on the disk (in which case it may
be dynamically DESTROYed and
reCREATEd to the needed length by
the program), So for North Star

BASIC the directory file should be
initially CREATEd with a sufficient
file size to accommodate a reason-
ably expected number of entries. The
record length will be 32 (30+2) for
North Star and 34 (30+4) for CBASIC.
The "LINKS" file will be set up with 6
links in each entry (it may link to as
many as 6 different files). The first
entry of "LINKS" will hold a pointer to
the first empty record position of
itself and pointers to each of 5 files
yet to be defined.

Listings 6a and 6b will also create
one of the data base files. The
example will be the file "FOODS." It
will be set up for records of 48
characters each.

Now that the skeletons of a direc-
tory, subdirectory and one data file
have been created, we can turn our
attention to the process of appending
new entries to each ofthem. First, let
us examine the protocol which will be
used when a new name is added to the
directory ("J=:RIENDS"). The general
concepts are as follows:

1. Get the new name.
2. Find its forward link to

"LINKS."
3. This link will become a part of

the directory entry.
4. Search "FRIENDS" to find the

right place.
5. Make room for the new entry.
6, Write the new entry into

friends.

300 REM *********** LISTING 6a ******************
302 REM ******** North Star BASIC ***************
304 REM ****** CREATE A DiRECTORY FILE **********310 CREATE 'FRIENDS',9 IREM 9 BLOCKS LONG
320 OPEN It,'FRIENDS'
330 E$= • 02?1?1117-
340 El$=·NNN~NNNNNN.
350 WRITE t1 7.32*1,E$
360 WRITE 11 7.32*2,E1$
370 CLOSE t1
380 REM ****** CREATE A SUBDIRECTORY FILE *******
390 CREATE 'LINKS',3
400 E$='020101010101' IREM EMPTY RECORD POINTERS
410 OPEN 11,'LINKS'
420 WRITE 11 7.14*1,E$
430 CLOSE t1
440 REM ****** CREATE A DATA FILE ***************
450 CREATE 'FOODS',12
460 RETURN :REM WE ONLY NEED THIS ONCE

IREM ROOM FOR 99 ENTRIES
IREM END MARKER
:REM IGNORE 32*0
:REM WRITE END MARKER

300 REM ********* LISTING 6b ********************
302 REM *********** CBASIC **********************
304 REM **** CREATE A DIRECTORY FILE ************310 CREATE 'FRIE~DS.FIL' RECL 34 AS 1
330 E$= '02???????' REM ROOM FOR 99 ENTRIES
340 E1$='NNNNNNNNNN' REM END MARKER
350 PRINT 11,11£$
360 PRINT 11,2;El$
370 CLOSE 1
380 REM ******* CREATE A SUBDIRECTORY FILE ******
390 CREATE 'LINKS.FIL' RECL 16 AS 1
400 E$='020101010101' REM EMPTY RECORD POINTERS
420 PRINT 11,11E$
430 CLOSE 1
440 REM ******* CREATE A DATA FILE **************450 CREATE 'FOODS.FIL' AS 1
454 CLOSE 1
460 RETURN REM WE ONLY NEED THIS ONCE

70 CREATIVE COMPUTING



7. Use its position as the back-
ward link to be placed in its
"LINKS" entry.

8. Writethenew "LINKS" entry.
9. Update the record count of

"FRIENDS."
10. Update the "next free record"

pointer of "LINKS."
11. Update all the backward links

in "LINKS" since some of the
"FRIENDS" entries have been
moved.

Much of the work In this process
involves the updating of all the back-
.ward pointers. If you will not need
double-linked lists (if you don't want
to be able to go from "spaghetti"
backward, to find the friend's name
who likes it), then this protocol can be
simplified considerably by deleting
steps 7 and 11. The details of each of
these steps is as follows:

1. Input the name and pad it with
blanks.

2. Find the next available record
in "LINKS" (thevalue of bytes 1
and 2 of the 1st record of
"LINKS").

3. Include the "LINKS" record
number as the link (bytes 13
and 14) for the new entry to
"FRIENDS".

4. Binary search "FRIENDS" to
find the position where the new
entry should be placed.

5. Move all subsequent entries of
"FRIENDS" one record toward
the end of the file (starting ,with
the last record and working
backwards) to make room for
the new entry.

6. Write the new entry into
"FRIENDS" at the position
found by the search.

7. Use the record number of this
new entry as the backward link
(bytes 1and 2) to be included in
the entry in "LINKS".

8. Write the "LINKS" entry for the
new name using asterisks to
indicate link positions for

, which there are, as yet, no list
entries.

9. Read the first "FRIENDS"
entry, increment the record
count (the value of bytes 2 and
3) by one, then rewrite it as the
first record of "FRIENDS".

10. Read the first record of
"LINKS", increment the "next
free record" pointer (the value
of bytes 1and 2), then rewrite it
to the first record of "LINKS".

11. Update all previous backward
links in "LINKS" by starting
with the "FRIENDS" entry fol-
lowing the new entry; read the
link (bytes 13 and 14) of each
"FRIENDS" entry, then find the
corresponding "LINKS" entry.
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Read its backward link (the
value of bytes 1 and 2), then
increment it by one and rewrite
it back to the "LINKS" file.

Each time that the numeric value

of a link must be changed, it must be
read as ASCII characters along with
its entire accompanying record,
extracted from that character string,
changed to its numeric value using

';00RE0 *********.* LISTING 7a ******************
502 REM ******** North Star BASIC ***************
504 REM **** ADD NEW ENTRY TO DIRECTORY ***.*****
510 GOSUB 20 :REM GET NAME & PAD IN LISTING t3
512 REM **.**** GET NEW FORWARD LINK ************
518 OPEN tl,'LINKS'
520 READ tl 7.14*1,ES :REM SPACE PNTRS
522 E=VAL(ES(I,2» :REM E=NEXT FREE RECORD
524 CLOSE tl
530 OPEN t2,'FRIENDS'
540 REM **** SEARCH FOR PROPER POSITION *********
550 READ t2 Z32*I,FS :REM GET FILE STATISTICS
560 N=VAL(FS(2,3» :REM NUMBER OF ENTRIES+2
570 L=l :REM INITIAL LOWER LIMIT
580 U=N :REM INITIAL UPPER LIMIT
590 F=INT«L+U)/2) :REM FENCE
600 READ t2 Z32*F,FS :REM READ ENTRY AT FENCE
610 IF F.(1,10)=KS THEN 690 :REM ALREADY PRESENT
620 IF L>=U THEN 700 :REM NOT PRESENT
630 IF FS(1,10»K. THEN 670 :REM TRY LOWER HALF
640 REM TRY'UPPER HALF
650 L=F+1
660 GOTO 590
668 REM TRY LOWER HALF
670 U=F-l
680 GOTO 590
690 PRINT 'NAME: ',KS,' IS ALREADY PRESENT'
692 P=1 :REM P=1 INDICATES ALREADY PRESENT·
694 GOTO 1086 :REM CLOSE tl AND RETURN
698 REM *** WHERE SHOULD NEW ENTRY BE PLACED1 ***
700 READ t2 7.32*L,FS :REM READ ENTRY AT L
710 IF F.(1,10)(K. THEN L=L+l
716 L1=L :REM REMEMBER NEW ENTRY t
718 REM *** MOVE ALL SUBSE~UENT ENTRIES DOWN BY ONE
720 FOR X=N TO L STEP -1 :REM START WITH LAST
730 READ t2 Z32*X,F.
740 WRITE .2·Z32*(X+l),F.,NOENDMARK :REM MOVE IT
750 NEXT X
760 REM *** WRITE NEW ENTRY AT RECORD L ************
770 FS=K,+'**'tES(1,2)+'****************'
780 WRITE t2 Z32*L,F.,NOENDMARK
782 GOSUB 800 :REM NUMBER TO STRING CONVERSION
788 GOTO 820
790 REM *** CONVERT NUMB. TO STRNG AND DELETE LEAD BLANK
800 E1S=STR'(L)
810 E2S=E1S(2,LEN(E1S» REM IF El.(2,3) IS USED,
811 REM IT WILL GO OUT OF BOUNDS IF L IS 1 [lIGIT
812 RETURN
818 REM ***** CREATE 'LINKS' ENTRY *****************820 OPEN tl,'LINKS'
830 ES=E2'+'**********' :REM NEW LINKS ENTRY
840 WRITE tl 7014*E,E.,NOENDMARK
850 REM ***** UP[lATE'FRIENDS' RECORD COUNT ********
860 READ t2 Z32*1,FS
870 L=VAL(F'(2,3» :REM GET RECORD COUNT
880 L=Lt1 :REM UP[lATEIT
890 GOSUB 800 :REM CONVERT TO STRNG
900 F.(2,3)=E2. :REM RE-INSERT INTO STRING
910 WRITE t2 Z32*I,F.,NOENDMARK :REM REPLACE RECORD
918 REM ***** UPDATE 'LINKS' SPACE POINTER *********920 READ .1 7014*1,E.
930 L=VAL(E.(1,2»
940 L=Ltl
950 GOSUB 800
960 E'(1,2)=E2.
970 WRITE tl Z14*1,E',NOENDMARK
980 REM **** UP[lATEALL SUBSE~UENT BACKWARD LINKS **
990 FOR X=(Lltl) TO N-l :REM Ll IS NEW RECORD POSITION
1000 READ .2 Z32*X,L. :REM READ 'FRIENDS'
1010 E=VAL(LS(13,14» :REM GET LINK
1020 READ tl 7014*E,E$ :REM READ 'LINKS' ENTRY
1030 L=VAL(E'(1,2» :REM GET BACKWARD LINK
1040 L=Lt1
1050 GOSU~ 800 :REM CONVERT TO STRING
1060 E$(1,2)=E2S :REM RE-INSERT BACKW[IPNTR
1070 WRITE.l 7014*E,ES,NOENDMARK:REH REPLACE "LINKS"
1080 NEXT X
1082 p-o :REH P=O INDICATES SUCCESSFUL ENTRY
1084 CLOSE t1
1086 CLOSE ·t2
1090 RETURN

7)
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the VAL function, incremented or
decremented, then reconverted to
ASCII characters using the STR$
function, and re-inserted into the
original record string. (The STR$
function adds a leading blank to the
number - for the invisible plus sign
- so an additional step must remove
the extra blank.) Finally, this recon-
structed string is rewritten to its po-
sition in the file. The entire process
described in the above protocol is
presented in Listings 7a and 7b. Note
also, that two additional lines (700
and 710) have been added to the
binary search algorithm, to enable it
to know the proper position in which
to place the new entry, once it has
discovered that it is not in the list. If it
already exists in the list, it will be
rejected.

Certain of the listings are con-
structed as subroutines which should
be accessed by a small "control
module." On return from this last list-
ing, the control module should test
the valueof "P" wh ich serves as a flag
to indicate whether or not the new
namewas already in the directory.

Using these techniques, you
should be able to construct any
number of files, with any record size,
and place a link to its entries into the
file "LINKS." Each file will need a
pointer to the next free record in that
file. The header (the first record) of
"LINKS" has room for several such
pointers.

To add data to John's entries
("FOODS" for example), we simply do
the following:

1. Locate the first free record in
the fi Ie "FOODS."

2. Search "FRIENDS" to find
John's entry in "LINKS."

3. Write the "FOODS" record
number into John's entry in
"LINKS."

4. Use the record number of his
"LINKS" entry as the backward
pointer to be placed in his
"FOODS" entry.

5. Write his favorite foods (and
the backward link) into
"FOODS."

6. Increment the next-free-record
pointer for "FOODS."

Separate routines will be needed
to update the entries themselves (you
mispelled Xerxes' name, or John
finally got tired of spaghetti). Since
the entry already exists, you need not
create one, and as a result, you need
riot update any pointers. A correction
is accomplished by locating the
record to be changed, reading it, then
rewriting it (using the corrected entry)
into the same file record.

500 REM *********** lISTING 7b ******************
502 REM ************* CBASIC ********************
504 REM **** ADD NEW ENTRY TO DIRECTORY *********
510 GOSUB 20 REM GET NAME & PAD IN lISTING t3
512 REM ******* GET NEW FORWARD lINK ************
518 OPEN 'lINKS.FIl' RECl 16 AS 1
520 READ t1,1IE$ REM SPACE PNTRS
522 E=VAl(LEFT$(ES,2» REM E=NEXT FREE RECORD
524 CLOSE 1
530 OPEN 'FRIENDS.FIl' RECl 34 AS 2
540 REM **** SEARCH FOR PROPER POSITION *********
550 READ t2,1IF$ REM GET FILE STATISTICS
560 N=VAl(MID$(F,,2,2» REM NUMBER OF ENTRIES+2
570 L=l REM INITIAL lOWER lIMIT
580 U=N REM INITIAL UPPER lIMIT
590 F=INT«L+U)/2) REM FENCE
600 READ t2,F;F$ REM READ ENTRY AT FENCE
610 IF LEFTs(FS,10)=K$ THEN 690 REM ALREADY PRESENT
620 IF l>=U THEN 700 REM NOT PRESENT
630 IF lEFT,(F,,10»K$ THEN 670 R£M TRY LOWER HALF
640 REM TRY UPPER HALF
650 l=F+l
660 GOTO 590
668 REM TRY lOWER HALF
670 U=F-l
680 GOTO 590
690 PRINT 'NAME: ';K'I' IS ALREADY PRESENT'
692 P=l REM P=l INDICATES ALREADY PRESENT
694 GOTO 1086 REM CLOSE 2 AND RETURN
698 REM *** WHERE SHOULD NEW ENTRY BE PLACED? ***
700 READ t2,UF' REM READ ENTRY AT l
710 IF lEFT,(F,,10)<K$ THEN l=L+l
716 L1=l REM REMEMBER NEW ENTRY t
718 REM *** MOVE All SUBSEQUENT ENTRIES DOWN BY ONE
720 FOR X=N TO L STEP ~1 REM START WITH lAST
730 REArlt2,XIF$
740 PRINT t2,(X+l)IF' REM MOVE IT
750 NEXT X
760 REM *** WRITE NEW ENTRY AT RECORD L ************
770 F$=KS+'**'+lEFTS(E$,2)+'****************'
780 PRINT t2,L;F$
782 GOSUB 800 REM NUMBER TO STRING CONVERSION
788 GOTO 820
790 REM *** CONVERT NUMB. TO STRNG AND DELETE LEAD BLANK
800 E2,=STR'(l) REM CBASIC DOES NOT PRODUCE A
809 REM lEADING BLANK WITH STRS CONVERSION.
810 REM OTHER BASIC MAY ADD THE BLANK AND NEED
811 REM E2$=MID$(STRS(l),2,2)
812 RETURN
818 REM ***** CREATE 'LINKS' ENTRY *****************820 OPEN 'lINKS.FIl' RECl 16 AS 1
830 E'=E2$+'**********' REM NEW lINKS ENTRY
840 PRINT tl,EIE'
850 REM ***** UPDATE 'FRIENDS' RECORD COUNT ********
860 READ t2,1;F$
870 l=VAl(MID$(FS,2,2» REM GET RECORD COUNT
880 l=l+1 REM UPDATE IT
890 GOSUB 800 REM CONVERT TO STRNG
900 F$=' '+E2$+MID,(F',4,27) REM RE-INSERT
910 PRINT t2d;F, REM REPLACE RECORD
918 REM ***** UPDATE 'lINKS' SPACE POINTER *********~20 READ tl,l;E,
930 l=VAL(MID$(E',1,2»
940 l=L+1

950 GOSUB 800
960 E$=E2$+MID$(ES,3,10)
970 PRINT tl,l;Es
980 REM **** UPDATE All SUBSEQUENT BACKWARD lINKS **
990 FOR X=(l1+1) TO N-1 REM l1 IS NEW RECORD POSITION
1000 READ t2,X;l$ REM READ 'FRIENDS'
1010 E=VAl(MID'(lS,13,2» REM GET lINK
1020 READ *l,E;£' REM READ 'lINKS' ENTRY
1030 l-VAL(lEFT'(E',2» REM GET BACKWARD lINK
11)40 L=L+1
1050 Gosue 800 REM CONVERT TO STRING
1060 E$=E2$+MID$(E$,3,10) REM RE-INSERT BACKWD PNTR
1070 PRINT fl,EIE' REM REPLACE 'lINKS' ENTRY
1080 NEXT X
1082 P=O REM NEW ENTRY HAS BEEN COMPLETED
1084 CLOSE 1
1086 CLOSE :;>
1090 RETURN
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Efficient Directory Management
You may have real ized by now

that, though the searching functions
of this data base structure are
extremely rapid, file updating is
somewhat complex and fairly slow.
This is particularly noticeable when
first creating the data base, or when
adding a large number of items or
entries at the same sitting. This pro-
cess can be accelerated considerably
by reducing the number of disk reads
and disk writes.

In the act of adding one new name
to the directory "FRIENDS" we must
read and then write each directory
entry which is further down the
alphabet than our new entry. If there
are 50 entries in the directory, then on
the average we will have to move 25 of
them. If we add 10 names to the
directory, we'll need over 250 moves.
This problem can be remedied by the
following procedure:

1. Allow the input of a number of
new entries (10 or 20 for
example) prior to storing them
in the disk file.

2. Sort the new entries so that
they are ordered (the Shell sort
is probably the best choice -
see Dwyer and Critchfield in
SUGGESTED READINGS be-
low).

3. Search the directory to find the
proper position for the first of
the new entries.

4. Now move all subsequent
entries of the directory down
by as many record positions as
there are new entries (e.g., if
there are 20 new entries, move
all the subsequent old entries
down 20 records toward the
end of the fi Ie).

5. Perform a merge by comparing
the top entries of the two lists
(the new entries and the old
entries which have been
moved). Whichever should be
placed earlier in the list is
moved into the first open entry
(the holes created when the old
entries were moved).

6. Update each backward pointer
in "LINKS" as each old entry is
placed back in the directory.
Increment it by the number of
new entries which have already
been merged. If it is a new
entry, then create its "LINKS"
entry.

7. Repeat 5 and 6.
8. The endpoint is when all new

entries have been merged into
the directory.

9. Update the backward link of
any directory entry which was
not moved during the merge,
incrementing it by the number
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of new entries.
10. Update all file pointers by the

number of new entries.
If we start with 50 entries and add

10 new ones, we will need to move, on
the average, half of them once (25),
and then move half of those (13) back
again during the merge, for a total of
38 moves (compared to over 250 if
each new entry is placed individually).
If only one new entry will be placed,
the process becomes identical to the
single insertion method.

Summary

By constructing a data base
system in which unordered lists are
all linked, either directly or indirectly,
to a single ordered list (or directory) a
binary search algorithm may be used
to rapidly access data. The directory
list must be ordered and dense and
must be re-ordered when adding new
entries. All other lists need not be
ordered or dense and need not be
manipulated when adding new
entries. 0
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If you don't do it
excellently, don't do it
at all. Because if it's not
excellent, it won't be
profitable or fun, and if
you're not in business
for fun or profit, what
the hell are you doing
here?

We are what we do;
consequently,
excellence is not an act
but a habit. Robert Townsend

Up the OrganizationAristotle

INTRODUCTION TO PL/I AND STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING
Want to learn PL/I -Structured PL/I ? Know some PL/I and want to learn more? Error-
handling? Debugging techniques? Then INTRODUCTION TO PL/I AND
STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING is for you. Covers an easy-to-learnsubsetof ANSI PL/I
that will enable you to tackle a wide range of computer problems requiring numeric and string
processing, plus a selection of the more advanced facilities. The entire syntax of the versatile
subset is defined in only 3 pages of syntax diagrams. The book is suitable for self study, and
may also be used in a first course in PL/I. Contains ten chapters and six appendices: 311
value-packed pages including 200 exercises and problems, comprehensive index, and
bibliographies. An excellent reference document for only $5.00. (Add 804 postage.)
The Interesting problems indude methmatical, simulation (maze, Gip bugs),graph-plotting, art, games {serab-i-word, snakes and
ladders, lots, etc),palindromes, cyphers, text analysts and more.

Outline of the PL/l features covered: fixed-point, floating-polnt, iterative DO statements Including WHILE, conditionals, free-
fonnat (LlSn and EDIT-directed VO, declarations, arrays (fixed and variable bounds). procedures and functions, built-in
functions, computational error detection and correction, ON-units.

NEW SHAPES
by Julius Guest

is a collection of 110 original and fascmating
computer-generated designs created by the
author over an eight-year period. The
designs are satisfying art creations in
themselves and may evoke the responses
that their titles suggest.

As each art piece is accompanied by a
mathematical formulation and program, the
reader may thus create his own "New
Shapes" and derive as much enjoyment

, from them as the author obviously did,
The designs are reproduced in color (some in exciting solid reverse) on high quality
art paper, Details: 174 pages, 2&m x 27 cm (11" x 101f2") (At $11.99 U.S.
that's only 11 cents per diagram!) Add $1.20 postage.

Order direct from publisher R.A. Vowels, 93 Park Drive, Parkville 3052, Australia.
Personal checks accepted (In your currency) or blink Draft Check in Aust. currency. Discounts: 5% for 2 or more books.
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You have just updated the
PAYROLL file for your 100 employees
when you realize the time cards you're
using are the wrong ones. You also
realize that You didn't make a copy of
the PAYROLL file before updating it!
The only thing to do is update again to
delete the changes you just made -
and hope that you don't make any
mistakes. You make a note to remind
yourself to copy the file before
updating it - next time.

Maybe the update was made cor-
rectly and the program worked as it
should, but what if there was a power
failure in the middle of updating the
file? Or there might have been a
temporary malfunction during the
update which made the file unread-
able in the subsequent run. In either
of these cases, if you did not make a
back-up file, the only recourse you
have is to try to reconstruct the file,
and vow that you will never again
forget to make a back-up.

Automatic Backups
Your program should prepare for

these eventualities by retaining the
current file as back-up and creating a
new file containing the changes. The
only requirement is that you tell the
program the names of the current file
and the one which will contain the
updated data. Specifying the names
correctly is a snap - if you can find
the listing from the previous update
run.

For example, you may have
specified the input file as PAYROLL 1
and the output file as PAYROLL2 in
the previous run. Then, for this run,
the input file is PAYROLL2 and the
output file is PAYROLL1. You must
keep accurate records of each run so
that you specify the correct names for
input and output. If you correctly

Irwin Doliner, Interactive Data Systems, P.O.
Box 290, Owings MillS, MD 21117.

specify PAYROLL2 and input and
PAYROLL 1 as output then everything
is fine. But it you Inadvertently re-
verse the names, you will have lost
the update from the previous run.

This article discusses a file hand-
ling method which takes care of
retaining the back-up file automati-
cally. It also eliminates the need for
the operator to know the names of the
input and output files. This method
will "tell" the program the correct file
names without any operator interven-
tion. The operator will know the file
simply by a generic name (e.g.,
"PAYROLL").

Back-up files help to insulate you
from system problems and help you
to recover from such problems as
FILE LINK errors, DISK I/O errors and
problems caused by power failures.
The following technique will provide
this necessary protection automati-
cally without operator intervention.

How Is It Done?
It will be necessary to create three

files to implement this method.
However, the program will "know"
them by a single (generic) name. To
illustrate, suppose that you want to
create a file called "PAYROLL." For
this method you must create files
called "PAYROLL," "PAYROLL1" and
"PAYROLL2." Your program will only
"know" the name "PAYROLL" but
your data wi II actually be stored in the
other two fi les.

The file with the generic name is
the master file, and it contains only
the names of the two data files. The
order of occurrence of the names in
the master file determines which data
file is the most current and which is
the back-up. In the above example,
"PAYROLL" is the master file and
"PAYROLL 1" and "PAYROLL2" are
the data files. Program A demon-
strates how this system of files would
be initialized (also see Figure 1).
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\ 'PAYROLL1' \ : PROGRAM :
\=======:=====\ : TO :
) EN[I-OF-FILE)<---i INITIALIZE

/ I: FILES/ 1

\ 'F'AYROLL2' \
\============\

END-OF -FILE)
I

/ ------- .__1

\ 'PAYROLL' \
\============\
) PAYROLL1 )
I PAYROLL2 /
/ ------ 1

Flgure1.lnitializing Files.

Program A

10 OPEN ·O·,l,·PAYROLL" <-c r-eet,e master file.

20 PRINT =11,·PAYROLL1" <-add names of'

30 PRINT tl,·PAYROLL2" <-two data files.

40 CLOSE 1 <-close master file.

SO OPEN ·O"d,·PAYROLLl" -o-c r eet.e data file +1.

60 CLOSE' 1 c-c l ose oet.e file '1.
70 OPEN ·O·,1",·PAYROLL2- c-c r-eat.e data file 12.

80 CLOSE 1 <-close data file 12.

Thus, "PAYROLL 1" is established
initially as the current data file, and
"PAYROLL2" as the back-up. When
you run your program you will read
data from the current fi Ie and write the
updated data into the back-up file and
then reverse the order of the names.
Program B is a partial program which
will demonstrate this technique (see
Figure2).

\ 'PAYROLL' \
\============\
) PAYROLLl ) -

1 PAYROLL2 1
1. - 1

V

\ 'PAYROLLl' \ : PROGRAM : \ 'PAYROLL2' \
\============\ I TO : \==========""=\
)CURRENT DATA)---:>I UPDATE l---»UPDATED DATA)

1 END-OF-FILEI : FILES·: 1 END-OF-FILEI
1 1 : . : 1__. 1,

V

\ 'PAYROLL' \
\============\
) PAYROLL2 )

1 PAYROLLl 11 1

Figure2. An Update Run.

On the next run the program will
automatically be given "PAYROLL2"
as the input file and "PAYROLL1" as
the output file, since PAYROLL2 is
first in the master file and PAYROLL 1
second. The operator need never be
concerned with the actual data file

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Priced at under $400,
assembled and tested.
High Speed - Direct
Access, 720K Bytes

_.~ on standard unit.
(1.4 Meg Bytes per
drive as an option.)

beta-1. Quad Drive Units
mi:"'\l- .

•__ ------ available.

Program B have been solved very simply if this
method had been employed. The In-
correct update would have been
"undone" effectively by merely
reversing the order of the file names in
the master file. This restore function
could have been accomplished with
coding similar to that in Program C.
(Figure 3 is a flowchart of the
program.)

10 OPEN "r"d,'PAYROLL' -c-cs-en the eas t.er- file.

20 INPUT tl,F1. -o-neme of current file.

30 INPUT tl,F2$ -o-neee ot' back.up file.

40 CLOSE 1 <-close mes t.e r- file.

50 OPEN "r" ,1,F1$ -o-os-en the input file.

60 OPEN '0' ,2,F2$ <-open the outPI,Jt file.

coding

\ 'PAYROLl' \\============\
) PAYROLL2 )

1 PAYROLLl 1
1__ ._._-_._---_.-1

to
v

do

the PROGRAM
TO

RESTORE :
FILES

r-eour red

updates . .1 1

:---_._------_:
v

1000 CLOSE 1 -o-c foae inf"tJt file.

\ 'PAYROLL' \,============\
) PAYROLLl )

1 PAYROLL2 1
1_._.__-_. .__1

Figure 3. File Restoral (Deleting The Last
Update).

1010 CLOSE 2 <-close out> •.Jt file.

1020 OPEN 'O',!,'PAYROLl" -o-cs-en master for output.

1030 PRINT tbF2$ -o-r-ever ee the order of
Program C

1040 PRINT 11,FI$ <-the data. file r,ames.
1000 OPEN '1',1, 'PAYROLL'

1050 CLOSE 1 c-c fcee master file. 1010 INPUT t1 ,Fl$

1020 INPUT t1 ,F2$

1030 CLOSE 1

names and is, thus, less concerned
with the workings of the computer.

The hypothetical problems posed
at the beginning of this article could

1040 OPEN '0',1, 'PAYROLL'

1050 PRINT .1,F2$

1060 PRINT .1,F.l$

1070 CLOSE I

Over 200K bytes on one
drive for under $700, -,.----,.,.-.,
assembled only.
Triple Orive
available for
SOOK bytes.
Optional
Software: CP/M*, FORTRAN, Microsoft Disk BASIC, BASIC-E.

Ask for details on our Double Density DEL TA-l.

HIGH SPEED, DIRECT
ACCESS TAPE

SYSTEM

One way to improve the useful-
ness of this method is to make the file
handling method a subroutine and
use a variable for the name of the
master file. For example, your
program would pass the name of the
master file to the subroutine as
follows:

100 MS",'PAYROLL'

110 GDSUB 32000

32000 OPEN' I',1 ,H$

32010 INPUT tl.FU

32020 INPUT t2,F2t

32030 CLOSE 1

32040 OPEN 'I',I.FIS

32050 OPEN •o· ,2, F2S

32060 RETURN

Summary
You may become very inventive

with this method. There is no reason
why the master file may only contain
the names of the data files. You might
wish to include the date that each
update was made, the initials of the
operator who made it, or the total
numberof updates made so far.

What is most important about this
method is the human engineering
aspect it will lend to your programs. It
allows the operator to concentrate on
the function he is trying to perform
and not on the way that the computer
operates to help him perform it. 0

BETA-1 plugs directly to a stan-
dard 8-bit parallel or an RS232
serial port. Contains its own

8035 microprocessor and on-board EPROM.

Write MECA for details.

Over 1Y, Meg
Bytes on double
Drive Tape Svs-
stem for under

$850. Get 3 Meg Bytes
on our Quad Drive System.

Optional Software: Microsoft 8K and Ex-
tended BASIC, Electric Pencil, and Pro-Type.

Ask for details on ALPHA·1.
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Do you have trouble keeping traGk
of those programs for your North
Star system?

Program Locator/File Package

A friend. dropped by the other
evening; sawlTiy computer, and
asked what It could do. It seemed like
the perfect opportunity to demon-
strate that new financial management
program. Now, which disk is it stored
on? Where did it go?

Sound familiar? If so, Williams
Radio & TV, Inc. (Computer Division)
has come to your rescue with their
Program Locator/File Package. This
program, written in North Star BASIC,
allows you to track down your pro-
grams by simply calling for a search
of a data base made up of them. In a
couple of seconds you would have the
disk number containing the program
of interest.

The Program Locator/File Pack-
age contains provisions for building
the file of programs on your disks,
adding a new program to the file (so
the file is up to date), deleting a
program from the file, changing the
information about a program (even its
name), printing out the contents of
any disk or all the disks, and search-

Paul Lamb, 13101 Parson Lane, Fairfax, VA
22030.

ing. This last feature appears the
most useful. The program will let you
search fora program by name, such
as SPACTREK; or, you can search for
any and all programs that start with
certain characters, such as find.ing all
programs with SPAC as the first four
letters of their name (you search on
SPAC*); or, even to find all programs
with the initial letter of your choice
(search S*).

The program comes on a disk with
room at the beginning for your DOS
and North Star BASIC (45 Sectors;
enough for Version 3 but not for
Version 4), the PLOCATE program
and a DATAFILE. The program loaded
and executed. ttawtessly, and within
10 minutes I was building the file for
my programs. The documentation
supplied is adequate, with sufficient
cautions on using the "B" (begin a
new fiie) command (it erases the
present file).

The only apparent gap in the
documentation is what to do if the
size you specified for your data file
turns out to be too small. Actually,
the program doesn't determine the
file size; the only file size parameter

Figure 1. Program menu and sample run of Search Routine.

n.i...V 1 !:lION :::.l/J

V~hSION- NOhTri STBk (h3)

!·hOGhBM S~LEGTION

hill; h Di.SKf..TTE. Oh Pf,.OGhJ4.~ - TYPE '14'

t;EGIN B N~"; PkOGh><M rILE - T':'PE 'b'
L.rtHNGE H PHOGM~! TYPE 'C'
LI::LETE M "hOG ~.AM '':'PE· •u'
PkHJTOUT 0)0- H.l)GEBMS ON FILE - TY!'E 'P'
SEHRCrl FOh H ~kOGhnt~ - TYPE' 5'

'(OUk SELEGTION: S

~EkkCd hOUT INE.

TO f:.NlJ l-'hOGht-!.M - TYP1:.. '1:.NU'

- T','PE 'E'

uI~K NUMb~l-.: '"'.

Paul Lamb

is in the directory on the disk. And
that size can be easily changed by
DEleting the file and reCReating it
with a larger size (this will work if the
data file is the last file on the disk and
directory). This could be a little tricky
and maybe Williams Radle & TV were
smart in not telling you that it can be
done.

A couple of comments on the pro-
gram. First, I dislike programs which
cause my disk unit to click on and off
for no apparent reason. This program
would accept several entries into the
file, then the next three or four entries
would each produce an access to the
disk, then a few more entries with no
access, then an access on each of the
next two or three. There was no
apparent pattern, which makes it kind
of spooky. I've lost the contents of a
few disks when programs suddenly
start "using" the disk when they aren't
suppose to; and this program caused
a little concern with its many
accesses.

Second, the information stored by
the Locator/File is which disk a
program is on (Important), its name
(useful)and its length (who cares) ..As

Figure2. Sample run of Program Printout.

00 YOU "'ANT ?RINT CO~fTP.OL: (YES or. NO) Y

TO ENU PhOGn}o\M - TYPE 'HID'

:-OUk SELECTION: S

!~Oh COMl"U. IE PhINTOUT - TYl-'E •P'
TO SELECT GISKETTES cOk PkINTO'!T - TYPE '5'

EfJ.Eh l.JISK Nt::'lbEl-: ro x PhINTOUT
rOk SELE."TIVE PhlNTOl'T OF MOPE ,';AI\! OI\!E DISl(ETTE -
~~TE.k STBkTING UlSK NUMbEh - COMMA - ~NGJNG DISK NUMbE~

TO ~ND !'kOG hHM - TYPE. 'END'

vI SK NUMbE~d 9

DISKETTE(S) FO~ PkII\!TOUT: ~

< END OF PRINT>

J.;O YOU ',;HNT ",(-10 TriEh PR INTOUT: (YES 0 l-, NO): N
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f'hOG~AM : LIbRARY LENGT'i: 1401
PhOGl-.H(1 : MAILLIST Ll:.dGTd: 130
"ROGhkM: INTF'.MTE. LE~lGTH : o
PhOGnAM: bIOETHM LENf'TH: 12
PROGRkM: CrtEKbOOK LENGTri: :::5
TOTAL 5 TOTkL : 323

TOTAL Nl'MbE" PhOGkJ:>.t1S PR!NT~D: S



I was entering my files, I discovered
several programs with nice names
and interesting lengths and I don't
have the foggiest idea what they are.
The "type" can provide some clue, but
the ability to enter a remark into the
data file would be a very useful addi-
tion.

For a person with a half dozen or
more disks and as well organized as
mine are, this program is a welcome
addition. It can save many minutes of
pawing thru the stack of disks,
hoping that the program is annotated
on the outside of the disk, trying to
find that special program to show
your impatient friend.

The Program Locator/File Pack-
age (#PL1NS) is available from
Williams Radio & TV, Inc., Computer
Division, 2062 Liberty Street, Jack-
sonville, Florida 32206. $20. 0

Computerwocky ~
With Apologies to Lewis Carr~

H.B. Siegel

'Twas on-line and the octal codes
Did flip and flop among the PROM,
All flashing were the red diodes
And the terminals were calm ...
Beware the Error Bug, my RUN
Its tapes that stop, its Reads that Write,
Beware the microprocessor, and shun
the everlasting Teletype ....
He called his software to Display
Long time the Fatal Error roamed,
So Video-Interfaced he stayed
And resequenced as he probed. . . . '
And, as each register lay empty
The Error Bug, with Gosubs trailing,
Recalled itself to CRT
With its color graphics flailing!
Debug, Debug, and Nand and Nor
The Programmer went Delete, Refile.
The Error Bug was now no more,
And the Program would compile!
'Twas on-line and the octal codes
Did flip and flop among the PROM,
All flashing were the red diodes
And the terminals were calm ....

~'~~~~~~"~M
Win BIG!!

Contest Coming!
Creative Computing September 1979

The Malibu 165 Printer-just plain hard to beat!
The Model 165 dot matrix printer provides an unbeatable combination

of features to meet the business user's requirements.

SPEED: Throughput is
maximized at 165 charac-
ters per second with smart
bi-directional printing and
programmable high speed
horizontal and vertical tabs.
VERSATILITY: Two stan-
dard character sets satisfy
different business needs: a
high speed font for report
printing; and an alternate, reduced speed, high density
font which approaches "word processing quality" for
correspondence printing. Each character set features up-
per and lower case with descenders, expanded char-
acters and underlining.
Different forms sizes are a breeze with 3" to 15" adjust-
able tractor feed and easy user-adjustable platen to ac-
commodate multi-part forms.
GRAPHICS: Unlimited graphics control is made easy
through user-programmable graphics dot patterns using
ASCii codes (8280dots/sq. inch resolution). That means

more freedom and less cost
to the user who needs spe-
cial characters, symbols or
foreign alphabets.
RELIABILITY: The proven
LSI Hydra Ballisticrv print-
head goes on printing after
the others have quit.
Ribbon changing is mini-
mized with the continuous

re-inking, automatic reversinghylon ribbon.
Modular electronics and assemblies reduce down-time
should service ever be required.
SILENT SAVINGS: Our "power miser" circuitry elimi-
nates a major cause of office equipment noise irritation.
Seconds after printing stops the fan and ribbon motors
stop and remain Silently vigil, reactivating as soon as new
characters are received. It not only saves your nerves, it
saves energy too.
COMPATIBILITY: The Model 165 is available with all in-
dustry standard RS-232-Cor parallel interfaces.

For detailed specifications, pricing
and delivery, write or call today.

malibu Design Group, Inc. (2i3) 998-7694
8900 Eton Avenue Suite G, Canoga Park, CA 91304
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B
Sorting Simplified:

A Keyed String
Technique

BIllRoch
Here's a sorting technique; com-
plete with data, that you can enter
into your system and experiment
with.

The sort routine most, often used
when records need to be sorted is one
which sorts each record into the
proper order. This is usually unnec-
essary because actually all that needs
to be sorted is the sort or 'key' field.

For example, suppose there are
100 records each contai n ing 60
characters or bytes to be sorted. This
means that the software has to juggle
60 character records around until they
are in the proper sequence. This is
time consuming no matter what kind
of a sort routine is being used.

Since records to be sorted must be
in an array each individual record is
identified by its subscript [U$ (1)
through U$ (100)). If the sort field or
key happens to be the first six
characters why not just sort the six
characters instead of the 60 byte
record? At the same time sort the
subscripts of each record into the
same order as the keys. Then output
the records in sorted subscript order.
This routine does exactly that!

The routine sorts a user selected
key and the subscript associated with
that key into sequential order then
prints out the records in sorted order.
Naturally, these records could be
written to tape cassette or to a floppy
disk instead of being printed. The
same principle will work with multiple
field records. For example, with a five
field record such as A$ (X), B(X), C(X),
D(X), E$(X) just sort in key field order
then output the records in sorted
subscript order.

Listings of this routine and other
handy routines are available from
Elliam Associates, 24000 Bessemer
Street, Woodland Hills, CA 91.367 for
only$1.00each. 0

Bill Roch, 24000 Bessemer sr., Woodland
Hills, CA 91367.

DA c
LI ST
100
110
120
130
140
150
160
170
180
190
200
210
220
230
240
250
260
270
280
290
300
310
320
330
340
350
360
370
380
390
400
410
420
430
440
450
460
470
480
490
500
510
520
530
540
550
560
570
580
590
600
610
620
630
640
650
660
670
OK

RE~1
REM
REM
REM
RE~l
REM
REM
REM
REM
REI1
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM
REM

STRING SORT ROUTINE
USING SORT KEYS

U$( )
w$( )
W( )
Sl
Ll
G
T
N$
T$

- STRING ARRAY
- KEY ARRAY
- SUBSCRIPT ARRAY

KEY FIELD START POSITION
~ KEY FIELD LENGTll
- NUMBER OF RECORDS TO SORT
- SORTED SUBSCRIPT
- COLUMN HEADING
- TIHE

REM ======================================
REM - PROGRAM TO TEST THE SORT ROUTINE -
REM ======================================
PRINT "ENTER COLUMN HEAD'ING:"
INPUT N$
REM
PRINT "EtHER STRING RECORDS TO BE SORTED - END
FOR 1=1 TO 50
INPUT us (I)
IF U$(I)="END" GOTO 380
NEXT
G=I-l
INPUT "ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:";Sl,Ll
FOR 1=1 TO G
W(I)=I: W$(I)=MID$(U$(I)rS1,L1)
NEXT
INPUT "SORT TITLE:";T$
GOSUB 550:REM CALL SORT ROUTINE
PRINT T$: PRINT N$
FOR 1=1 TO G: F=W( I): PRINT U$(F): NEXT
INPUT "AGAIN (Y OR N):";Y$
IF Y$="Y" GOTO 390
STOP
REM
REM ==================
REM = SORT ROUTINE -
REM ==================
REt1
C=G:C=C+l:E=l:F=l
PRINT:PRINT"=== NOW SORTING ===":PRINT
C=C/2: C= INT(C)
IF C=O GOTO 670
D=G-C
FOR K=l TO D:E=K+C:W$=W$(E):W=W(E):F=K
REI1
REM» CHANGE FROM '<=' TO '=>' FOR DECENDING SORT
IF W$(F)<=W$ GO TO 660
E=F+C:W$(E)=W$(F):W(E)=W(F):F=F-C
IF F>l GOTO 630
E=F+C:W$(E)=W$:W(E)=W: NEXT K: GOTO 570
RETURN

RUN
ENTER COLUMN HEADING:
? "INV NAME CITY STATE ZIP STK # DESC QNTY SALE"
ENTER STRING RECORDS TO BE SORTED - END = 'END'
? 742 JONES COlUI1BUS OH 43212 5626-6 CASS lBlS 500 5.40

743 SMITH ST lOUI S MO 63199 4815-1 MAIL lBlS 10000 32.50
744 MILLER WASHINGTON DC 20202 4818-4 MAIL lBlS 5000 19. 'V
831 JOHNSON BOSTON MA 02147 5626-8 CASS lBlS 1000 49.00
832 ADAMS LOS ANGElESCA 90015 8031-1 MAIL lBlS 5000 82.75
836 ZYPHER AlIlENE TX 79618 5626-6 CASS lBlS 10000 395.00
END

ENTER ID START POSN, ID lENGTH:? 5,7
SORT TITLE:? " S 0 R T BY N A M E
xxx NOW SORTING ......
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E
S 0 R T BY N A M E

INV NAME CITY STATE ZIP
832 ADAMS LOS ANGELESCA 90015
831 JOHNSON BOSTON MA 02147
742 JONES COLUMBUS OH 43212
744 MILLER WASHINGTON DC 20202
743 SMITH ST LOUIS MO' 63199
836 ZYPHER ABILENE TX 79618
AGAIN (Y OR N):? Y
ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:?
SORT TITLE:? " S 0 R T
--- NOW SORTING xxx

STK # DESC QNTY SALE
8031-1 MAIL LBLS 500.0 82.75
5626-8 CASS LBLS 1000 49.00
5626-6 CASS LBLS 500 5.40
4818-4 MAIL LBLS 5000 19.50
4815-1 MAIL LBLS 10000 32.50
5626-6 CASS LBLS 10000 395.00

24,2
BY Z I P

S 0 R T BY S TAT E
INV NAME CITY STATE ZIP STK #
832 ADAMS LOS ANGELESCA 90015 8031-1
744 MILLER WASHINGTON DC 20202 4818-4
831 JOHNSON BOSTON MA 02147 5626-8
743 SMITH ST LOUIS MO 63199 4815-1
742 JONES COLUMBUS OH 43212 5626-6
836 ZYPHER AB~LENE TX 79618 5626-6
AGAIN (Y OR N):? Y
ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:? 27, 5
SORT TITLE:?" SOO R T BY
--- NOW SORTING xxx

INV NAME
831 JOHNSON
744 MI LLER
742 JONES
743 SMITH
836 ZYPHE R
832 ADAMS
AGAIN (Y OR

o R T BY ZIP
CITY STATE ZIP
BOSTON MA 02147
WASHINGTON DC 20202
COLUMBUS OH 43212
ST LOUIS MO 63199
ABILENE TX 79618
LOS ANGE LESCA 90015
N):? Y

ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:? 33,6
SORT TITLE:? " S 0 R T BY
xxx NOW SORTING xxx

COD
STK #
5626-8
4818-4
5626-6
4815-1
5626-6
8031-1

S 0 R T BY S T 0
INV NAME CITY STATE ZIP
743 SMITH ST LOUIS MO 63199
744 MILLER WASHINGTON DC 20202
742 JONES COLUMBUS OH 43212
836 ZYPHER ABILENE TX 79618
831 JOHNSON BOSTON MA 02147
832 ADAMS LOS ANGELESCA 90015
AGAIN (y OR N):? Y
ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:? 50,10
SORT TITLE:? " SORT BY QUNTY
--- NOW SORTING xxx

C K
STK #
4815-1
4818-4
5626-6
5626-6
5626-8
8031-1

S 0 R T BY Q U N T Y &
INV NAME CITY STATE ZIP STK #
742 JONES COLUMBUS OH 43212 5626-6
831 JOHNSON BOSTON MA 02147 5626-8
744 MILLER WASHINGTON DC 20202 4818-4
832 ADAMS LOS ANGELESCA 90015 8031-1
743 SMITH ST LOUIS MO 63199 4815-1
836 ZYPHER ABILENE TX 79618 5626-6
AGAIN (Y OR N):? Y
ENTER ID START POSN, ID LENGTH:? 56,6
SORT TITLE:? " S 0 R T BY
xxx NOW SORTING xxx

INV NAME
742 JONES
744 MILLER
743 SMITH
831 JOHNSON
832 ADAMS
836 ZYPHER
AGAIN (Y OR

S 0 R T BY S ALE S
CITY STATE ZIP STK #
COLUMBUS OH 43212 5626-6
WASHINGTON DC 20202 4818-4
ST LOUIS MO 63199 4815-1
BOSTON MA 02147 5626-8
LOS ANGELESCA 90015 8031-1
ABILENE TX 79618 5626-6
N):? N

N O.
DESC
MAIL
MAIL
CASS
CASS
CASS

DESC
MAIL
MAIL
CASS
MAIL
CASS
CASS

ZIP

E
DESC
CASS
MAIL
CASS
MAIL
CASS
MAIL

S T 0 C K

MAIL

5 ALE
DESC
CASS LBLS
CASS LBLS
MAIL LBLS
MAl L LBLS
MAIL LBLS
CASS LBLS

S ALE S

DESC
CASS
MAIL
MAIL
CASS
MAIL
CASS

QNTY
LBLS 5000
LBLS 5000
LBLS 1000
LBLS 10000
LBLS 500
LBLS 10000

COD E

LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS

LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS

& S ALE S

SALE
82.75
19.50
49.00
32.50
5.40

395.00

QNTY
1000
5000
500

10000
10000
5000

SALE
49.00
19.50
5.40

32.50
395 .00
82.75

JULY1979

LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS
LBLS

N O.

QNTY
10000
5000
500

10000
1000
5000

SALE
32.50
19.50
5.40

395.00
49.00
82.75
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WORLD
SIMULATION

by James L. Murphy, Ph.D.
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A fully interactive ecologic model. Allows
manipulation of all system variables. Plots 15
variables in 3 different graphs on any standard
printer. Begins in the year 1900 and projects all
values at any interval up to selected ending
year. Seven variables (Birth Rate, Death Rate,
Pollution Ratio, etc.) may be dynamically al-
tered at selected dates within each program run.

All variables and their behavior are fully
compatible with Jay W. Forrester's Model
WORLD2, as described in World Dynamics
(Wright-Allen Press, 1971).

Variables graphed:

POPULATION
NAT RESOURC

POLLUTION GENERATED
FOOD RATIO

MATERL STD OF L1V
NAT RESOURC USAGE
CAP INVEST RATIO
CAP INVEST RAT. AG.
CAP INV AGRIC FRACT

S
QNTY
500

1000
5000
5000

10000
10000

SALE
5.40

49.0rJ
19.50
82.75
32.5·0

395. [J 0

QNTY
500

5000
10 0 0 0
1000
5000

10000

SALE
5.40

19.50
32.50
49.00
82.75

395.00

POLLUTION RATIO LIFE EXPECTANCY
QUAL OF LIFE BIRTH RATE
CAP INVESTMENT CROWDING RATIO

Two different versions provided on each
diskette, both with complete source listings,
and manual.
Manual only, with source listings
SW' Diskette-North Star BASIC.
8" Diskette-CBASIC .

· .$8.00
· $28.00
· $32.00

At your computer store, or from

Berkeley Medical Data Associates, Inc.

~CROCOMPUTERCONSULTANTS
P.O. Box 5279

Berkeley, California 94705
(415) 653-6707
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If you've written software
in Altair Basic, you've written

"spells" for the Exidy Sorcerer.
Now, make it payoff!

There's never enough software.
Particularly good software.
That's why Exidy is sponsor-

ing a software contest where
nobody Ioses,
Altair programs run on Sorcerer.
The Sorcerer computer's
Standard Basicis compatible with
Altair 4K and 8K Basic. So our
contest is open to programs
- we like to think of them as
"spells" or "Sorcery" -written
in all three of those Basicversions.

And maybe a free Exidy
Sorcerer: Submit one of the four
programs judged "best;' and win
a free Sorcerer computer. (Or
choose Sorcerer accessories of
equal value.) There'll be one
winner in each of the following
categories: Business, Education,
Fun & Games, and Homel
Personal management.
Test-run your entry free.
Take your program to any
participating Sorcerer dealer

WIN THIS EXIOY SORCERER. if you want to give it a test run.
At the same time, maybe you'll

want to jazz up your program to take advantage of
Sorcerer's state-of-the-art features. These include
512by 240 high-resolution graphics; user-defined
characters; and dual cassette 1/0, among others.
Youcan turn in your entry right at the dealer's.

And collect your poster and new program on
the spot.
Enter now. Send us your entry with the coupon.
Or visit your dealer. But cast your best spell at
Exidy now. And see if you can't make a free com-
puter appear on your doorstep .

Trade one of yours for one of
ours. Just for entering a program
in our contest, we'll send you a new, professionally
written and documented program. Free. It's a
classic game of concentration that's a fun mind-
stretcher for both kids and adults. Plus you'll
get our new 20" by 24" color poster.
And maybe 99more good programs. We'll publish
a bound book of the best programs entered - up
to 100of them, with full credit to each author. If
you enter you can have a copy for just the printing
and mailing cost. And if your program is included,
you get the book free.

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
RULES:
1) Entries, including documentation, must
be printed by computer or typed double
spaced on 81/2 by 11 paper, with your name
on every page.
2) Enter as many times as you like. This cou-
pon, or a copy of it, must be completed and
attached to all entries.
3) Enter at any participating Exidy Sorcerer
dealer, or mail entries postpaid to the ad-
dress on this coupon.
4) Entries must be received by midnight,
Aug. 31, 1979. Winners will be notified by
Nov. 30, 1979. For a list of winners, send a
self-addressed, stamped envelope marked
"Winners List" to the coupon address.
5) You warrant, by your signature on this
coupon, that all program and documen-
tation material included in your entry is
entirely your own original creation, and that

no rights to it have been given or sold to any
other party, and you agree to allow Exidy to
use, publish, distribute, modify, and edit it
as it sees fit.
6) All entries become the property of Exidy,
Ine.No entries will be returned, nor any ques-
tions answered regarding individual entries.
No royalties, payments or consideration
beyond the items set forth in this advertise-
ment will be given to any entrant.
7) Judging will be by a panel of experts cho-
sen by, and including representatives of,
Exidy, Inc. Judges may assign programs to
whichever entry category they consider ap-
propriate. Decision of the Judges is final.
8) Employees of Exidy, Inc., its dealers, dis-
tributors, advertising agencies and media
not eligible. Voidwhere prohibited, taxed or
restricted by law.
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NAME _

ADDRESS _

CITY STATE ZIP_

DAYTIME PHONE. _

TITLE OF PROGRAM _

CATEGORY 0 Business 0 Fun & Games
o Education 0 Home/Personal Management

SIGNATURE DATE _

Copyright 1979, Extdy, Ine.



An Exciting New Era in Mathematics
muMATH-78: A symbolic math system

Part I: Language capabilities

Albert D. Rich and David R. Stoutemyer

Editor's Note:
The authors have requested that

wherever '78 occurs the reader read
'79. There Is a new version of muMath
for '79; however, there are few sub-
stantial differences between mu-
Math-79 and muMath-78.

How does computer symbolic
mathematics differ from the built-in
mathematical capabilities provided
by traditional scientific programming
languages such as ALGOL, APL,
BASIC, FORTRAN, PASCAL, or
PL//? For those with previous
exposure to a traditional program-
ming language, the examples in this
article quickly reveal the dramatic
differences. For those with no
previous programming experience,
the examples reveal that no such
experience is necessary.

muMath-78 is an educational tool
with the capability for supporting the
standard mathematics curriculum
from elementary arithmetic, through
algebra, trigonometry, and calculus.
The system is currently implemented
on an 8080-based micro system (and
available on North Star, CP/M-North
Star and Cromemco mini-diskettes
for $165 from the Soft Warehouse).
The system provides exact numerical
and symbolic computation for practi-
cing engineers, sclentlsts, and math-
ematicians. It is also ideally suited for
recreational mathematics, including
games and puzzles which involve
number theory, combinatorics, logic,
and graph theory.

Built-in Mathematical Capabilities
muMath-78 is interactive: The

system prompts the user with a
question mark, after which the user
types an expression terminated by a
semicolon or a dollar sign, then a

Albert Rich, David Stoutemyer, The Soft Ware-
house, P.O. Box 11174, Honolulu, HI 96828.
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Figure 1. Execution time as a function of the
numberofterms.

carriage return. Next, the system
automatically simplifies the expres-
sion. Finally, if the terminator was a
semicolon, the simplified version is
printed on a new line beginning with
the herald ",\" standing for "answer."
The interaction cycle is then repeated
beginning on a new line. For example,
to compute 1/2 + 1/6, the user types
(beginning after the question mark)

?1/2 + 1/6;
The correspond ing response is
,~ 2/3

Note that the arithmetic is exact,
without the roundoff error typical of
tradjtional programming systems:
Non-integer rational numbers are
represented as ratios of integers,
reduced to lowest terms.
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This result required a fraction of a
second to calculate and prepare for
display. (The display or print time
varies greatly among terminals.)
From now on we will list the compu-
ting and display-preparation time
rounded to the nearest second, in
braces to the right of each result

The assignment operator, which
is a colon or left arrow on most
terminals, can be used to save
simplified results as the values of
variables, for use in subsequent
expressions. For example, the sym-
bol"t" denotesraising to a power, so
to compute 9999 exactly and save it as
the value of the variable named
WOW:

?WOW-99+99;

• 36972963764972677265718_79_056
28805440595668764281741102430259
97242355257045527752342141065001
01282327279409788895483265401194
29996769494359451621570193644014
41807106066765930138499977999915
9200499899 (3 sec)

The built-in RADIX command
permits us to change the number base
for both input and output to anything
from 2 through 36. For example, to
see what 99+99 looks like in base 2:

? RADIX(2);
,~,1010

?WOW; (Osec)

·1001111001000110110110000000
01001001101110010010101001000
11100001110100011110111000100
00100000000010010110100000111
11100111010000101000101111000
11100011110100100110010100111
00010110000000100100111111110
11100010100000000110010000101
01001110100101101010110101001
10001100000010111110000010011
11101111000111110010111101111
11101000000000110110100100001
01001101011010100011000010001
01011101111011100000111101110
10010011101101110111001011110
00011011101000010010100101010
00111111011001011100100111110
11010111000010110110011101011
10001110010010100010010101000
10100011011103110100011010010
10001100100000100110010110000
10101011101000110101101010111
1011110010010111011 (6sec)

The RADIX function returns the pre-
vious base expressed in the new
radix, so to change back to base 10:

?RADIX(1010);
-: 2 (0 sec)
Now for a more dramatic differ-

ence from traditional programming
languages: Unbound variables are

JULY1979

variables to which no value has been
assigned, and MICROMATH-78 per-
mits expressions to contain such
variables. For example, if X has been
assigned no value and we enter the
assignment

?WOW-3*X-X;

then the response is
(~;2*X (0 sec)

factors are distributed over
sums.

2. If PRODDIST is a positive
multiple of 3, then unbound
variables are distributed over
sums.

3. If PRODDIST is a positive mul-
tiple of 5, then other non-sum
factors which are not negative
powers are distributed over
sums. (Negative powers are
controlled separately by a
common-denominator option-
variable.)

4. If PRODDIST is a positive rnul-
tiple of 7, then sum factors are
distributed over sums.

Since 2,3,5, and 7 are successive
primes, assigning one of them or the
product of any two, three, or all of
them to PRODDIST permits us to
independently request anyone, two,
three, or all of the four types of
product distribution, as illustrated by
the following examples:

? B-2*X*Y+2*(3 + X)*(3 - X);
>2*X*Y+2*(3 + X)*(3-X) (1 see)
? PRODDIST-2 $

? EVAL(B);
I~ X*Y t 2*(6 + 2*X)*(3 - X) (1 sec)
? PRODDIST-PRODDIST*3 $

?EVAL(8);

'~Yt2*(6*X + 2*Xt2)*(3-X) (1 sec)
? PRODDIST-PRODDIST*5 $

? EVAL(B);
1:f;(6*X*Yt2 + 2*Xt2*Yt2)*(3-X)

? PRODDIST-PRODDIST*7 $

? B-EVAL(B);

!.'18*X*Yt2-2*Xt3*Yt2 (3 sec)
Where available, negative control-

values gel"\erally specify the opposite
of the transformations for the corres-
ponding positive values. Thus for
PRODDIST, negative multiples of 2,3
and 5 respectively request factoring
out of number, unbound variables,
and other nonsums which are not
negative powers, as illustrated by the
example:
? PRODDIST--30 $

? EVAL(B);

'i' 2*X*Yt2*(9-Xt2) (2 sec)
The entire menu of available

algebraic transformations is de-
scribed in the reference manual [1], so
let's move on to some of the transfor-
mations available for functions: A
functional form is an .expression of
the form

name (expression1, expression2,
... , expresstons),

wheren > O. Expressions can contain

Note how similar terms are auto-
matically collected. Other automatic
simplifications include the collection
of sim ilar factors and the employment
of identities involving 0 and 1. For
example, if we now enter the
expression

? B-WOW+3/WOW + 1*Y+1;
the response is

'E Y + 4*X+2 .(1 see)

This example also illustrates that
expressions are reordered automati-
cally, for efficiency of collecting
similar terms and factors.

Just as with most other program-
ming systems, asslqnments to vari-
ables have no effect on expressions
evaluated before the assignment. For
example,

?Y-5;
(Osec)

?B;

'1Y + 4*X+2. (Osec)

Consequently, we have provided a
function named EVAL, which forces a
reevaluation of its argument:

? B--EVAL(B) ;
(1 sec)

Conversely, we can use the single-
quote prefix-operator to prevent
evaluation of its operand. Therefore,
to return Y to a virgin unbound status:

?Y-'Y;
(0 sec)

There are numerous general al-
gebraic transformations, and the
appropriate ones depend upon the
particular expressions together with
the purpose of the analysis and the
taste of the analyst. Consequently,
only transformations which are virtu-
ally always appropriate are invariably
performed. In contrast, the more
drastic available transformations are
optional, controlled by the values of
corresponding option variables. For
example, distribution of products
over sums is controlled by the value of
the variable named PRODDIST, wh ich
is initially 0:

1. If PRODDIST is a positive
multiple of 2, then numeric
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arbitrary functional forms. For ex-
ample, we could enter the expression

? F(X + X) + 2*F(2*X);

for wh ich the response is

i~ 3*F(2*X) (1 sec)

Note that the arguments of functional
forms are simplified, then expres-
sions involving simplified functional
forms are simplified the same as if the
forms were unbound variables. Also:

1. The numberof arguments need
not be the same for a" occur-
rences of a function name.

2. Functional terms can be
nested.

For example, we could enter the
expression

F(' ) + F(X) + F(X,Y) + F(F(X)).
There are built-in automatic and

optional transformations specific to
some of the elementary functions of
mathematics, such as the natural
logarithm LN, the trigonometric sine
function SIN, the trigonometric
cosine function COS, and the
inverse-trigonometric tangent func-
tion ATAN. Examples of associated
automatic transformations include:

1. Numerical evaluation when it
can be done exactly.

2. Exploitation of symmetries.
3. Exploitation of inverses.

As specified examples, muMath uses
the symbol #PI to represent 11", and #E
to represent e, the base of the natural
logarithms, so:

?ATAN(1);
!iI #P1/4 (0 sec)
? SIN(-X);
l!i-SIN(X) (0 sec)

?#EtLN(X);

'EX (0 sec)
muMath also uses the symbol #1

to represent the imaginary number +
+.r-r. Integer powers of #1 are auto-
matlcally reduced accordingly, as
illustrated bytheexample:

?#It7;

(0 sec)
The more drastic built-in elemen-

tary-function transformations are
controlled by option variables. For
example LNEXPAND is initially 0, but
logarithms of powers are expanded
into the power times the logarithm of
the base when LNEXPAND is a posi-
tive multiple of 2, and logarithms of
products are expanded into sums o.f
logarithms when LNEXPAND is a
positive multiple of 3, as illustrated
by the dialogue:

? LN(2*#EtX*Yt3)- LN(2*Y);
ill LN(2*#EtX*Yt 3) - LN(2*Y)(1 sec)
? LNEXPAND-6$

? LN(2*#Efx*Yt3)- LN(2*Y)

IE X + 2* LN(Y) (2 sec)

IMPlementation language especially
designed for implementing inter-
active symbolic mathematics and
other artlftclal-lntelltqence applica-
tions.

Figure 2; OrganlzationofmuMATH-78

Each package requires the prior
loading of those to which it points.
The amount of space available for
storage of user extensions and
expressions depends upon the pack-
ages which are loaded and upon the
amount of contiguous random-ac-
cess memory available to muSIMP-77
and muMath-78. The number of kilo-
bytes occupied by each of these
packages is given in Table 1.
Regarding that table:

1. The storage for muSIMP must
be at the beginning of a con-
tiguous space which accom-
modates any of the other
packages listed after it.

2. The size of the operating
system refers to the Cromemco
CDOS system .. Since the
operating system must merely
handle console I/O and se-
quential I/O for some storage
medium, an operating. system
as small as about 2 kilobytes
could suffice.

3. The system has two com-
mands for loading sequential
files such as those containing
the programming through in-
tegration packages. The con-
densing loader saves space at
the expense of load time, by
searching for and sharing
instances of common subex-
presslons between the file·
being loaded and a" that has
been loaded before. Accord-
ingly, sizes are listed for both
techniques. (For a given sys-
tem size and loaded set of
packages, the condensed ver-
sion tends to execute faster on
the average, due to the ability
to reclaim a greater amount of
unused storage whenever a re-
claim is necessary. Once a set

CREATIVE COMPUTING

An analogous option variable
named TRIGEXPAND controls em-
ployment of the multipie-angle and
angle-sum trigonometric identities.
TRIGEXPAND is initially O. When
TRIGEXPAND is a positive multiple of
2, sines and cosines of integer
multiples of angles are replaced by
equivalent expressions not involving
integer multiples of angles. When
TRIGEXPAND is a positive multiple of
3, sines and cosines of sums are
replaced by equivalent expressions
not involving angle-sums. For
example:

? TRIGEXPAND-6 $ PRODDIST
210$

? SIN(2*Y)*(4*COS(X)t3 - COS
(3*X)) + SIN(Y)*(COS(X+ Y +#PI)
- COS(X - V)) ;

'E 4*SIN(Y)*COS(X)*COS(Y)(12sec)
muMath-78 also supports sym-

bolic differentiation and integration.
For example, to differentiate ax +
sin(x2) with respect to x, we enter

?DIF(A*Yt3 + SIN(Xt2),X);

and the response is
!:92*X*COS(Xt2) + 3A*Xt2 (2sec)

To integrate ax3 + xex2 we enter

?INTG(A*Xt3 + X*#E Xt2,X);
and the response is

:i1/4*A*Xt4 + 1/2*#EtXt2(3sec)

Performance
How complicated can expressions

be before muMath-78 exhausts the
available storage space or the user's
patience? The answer depends
strongly upon the particular expres-
sions, the particular transformations
and the amount of space available for
storing expressions. The answer also
depends strongly upon Individual
patience: If a computer would other-
wise go unused, an overnight or
weekend computation may be ac-
ceptable; but for us, one minute is
the acceptable order-of-magnitude
time limit for an interactive computa-
tion.

What about space? muMath is
organized, into a hierarchy of pack-
ages, as shown in Figure 2, so that
users can save space by loading only
the packages they need. As indicated
there, muMath-78 is implemented iA
muSIMP-77 , which is a Symbolic
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Memory Uncondensed Condensed
Package Type Minimum Minimum

Size Subtotal s Recorrmended Size Subtotal s Recol1JJlended
System System

Operating RAMor 5.5 5.5 NA 5.5 5.5 NA
Sys tern ROM

muSIMP-78 RAMor 6.0 11. 5 16 6.0 11.5 16
ROt'l

Progral1111i ng RAM 2.0 13.5 20 1.5 13.0 20

Integer RAM 2.5 16.0 24 1.3 14.3 22

Fraction RAM 2.4 18.4 28 1.3 15.6 24

Algebra RAM 12.2 30.6 44 5.6 21. 2 32

Loga ri thmi c RAM 0.7 31. 3 46 0.3 21.5 33

Tri gonometri c RAM 1.2 32.5 49 0.5 22.0 35

Inverse RAM 0.3 32.8 50 0.1 22.1 37
Tri gonometri c

Oi fferentiation RAM 1.0 33.8 52 0.5 22.6 38

Integration RAM 2.3 36.1 56 1.1 K 23.7 40

Table 1: Memory Requirements for muMATH-78. in Kilobytes

of packages is loaded by either
technique, a memory dump
can be saved so that the set can
be subsequently loaded di-
rectly, by the operating sys-
tem, faster than either muSIMP
loader.

4. Besides space tor the program,
there must be space for a con-
trol stack, an atom table,
strings, numbers and modes
used to help represent expres-
sions and function definitions.
The amount of such workspace
necessary to accomplish any-
thing interesting increases
with the number of packages
loaded, so we have listed the
minimum recommended sys-
tem siies, including the pack-
ages together with minimum
recommended workspace
sizes.

Functional Extensions
The examples shown earlier make

it clear that a knowledge of computer
programming is unnecessary for
using the built-in capabllltles of
muMath. Moreover, although not all
of the built-in functions and control
variables were demonstrated, it is
also clear that the built-in capabilities
span a broad range of routine
analytical operations performed by
students or by practiCing engineers
and scientists. However, if a user
desires a capability which is not
built-in, then he can use one or more
of the following programming tech-
niques to implement the extension to
the system :

JULY1979·

1. function definitions,
2. rule definitions,
3. operator definitions,
4. driver modltlcatlons.

This. section is concerned with the
first technique.

muMath-78 consists of a high-
level programming language es-
pecially designed for interactive
algebraic processing, together with
function definitions. and property
values written . in that language.
Together these establish the desired
attributes of the primitive mathemati-
cal operators and functions such as
"+" "",, LN SIN etc

Itwill' bec~me 'app~rent that func-
tion definitions bear a resemblance to
their counterparts in traditional struc-
tured programming languages, and
that the differences are due to an
emphasis on expressions rather than
statements: muMath is concerned
with the transformation of data
consisting of expressions, and ex-
pressions can be regarded as speci-
fying procedures for the evaluation of
functions. Consequently, it is highly
appropriate also to have the program-
ming language consist of expres-
sions. ExpreSSions have values which
can be used in other expressions.
Commands are expressions which
have side effects. For example, an
assignment command has the side
effect of storing a new value for a
variable. Since all commands are
expressions, the assignment com-
mand has a value which can be used
in other expressions, as illustrated by
the example
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P-Q-3/(R-8),

which leaves R with the value 8, while
leaving Pand Q with thevalue3/8.

As illustrated previously, func-
tional forms such as F(X) can be used
even though there are no ,built-in
transformations specific to the func-
tion name. If a user wants such an
automatic transformation, then a
corresponding function definition
often provides the most straightfor-
ward way of implementing it. For
example, since there is no built-in
trigonometric tangent function, ex-
pressions of the form TAN(expres-
sion ) evaluate merely to TAN(expn1),
where expn- is the value of expres-
slonj . Consequently, if a user wants
the tangent of an expression to be
replaced automatically by the ratio of
the sine of the expression to the
cosine of the expression, he can
merely enter the function definition
command:

FUNCTION TAN(EXPN),
SIN(EXPN)/COS(EXPN)
ENDFUN;

The immediate response is to display
the name of the function, which is the
value of this command, but the
lasting side-effect is to employ this
definition during all subsequent
evaluations of tangents, unless, of
course the definition is replaced by
another. Forexampie, if X is an
unbound variable and the user types

COS(2*X)"TAN(2*X) ;

then the response is SIN(2*X).
Suppose now that a user also

wants the tangent of 7r/4always to be
replaced automatically by 1. He could
then enter the definition

FUNCTION TAN(EXPN),
WHEN EXPN = #PII4, 1 EXIT,
SiN(EXPN)/COS(EXPN)
ENDFUN$

As illustrated by these two examples:
1. The definition of a function is

terminated with the word
ENDFUN followed by a semi-
colon oradollarsign.

2. The body of a function defini-
tion consists of a sequence of
expressions which are separ-
ated by commas.

3. A conditional exit is an expres-
sion of the form
WHEN condition, expresslon-,
expression1, ... , expresslonj,
EXIT, where n > O. When the
condition evaluates to FALSE,
then FALSE is the value of the
conditional exit, and evalua-
tion 'proceeds immediately to
the point following the match-
ing word EXIT. Otherwise,
evaluation branches to the



sequence of expressions be-
tween the condition and the
matching EXIT rather than to
any expressions following the
EXIT. Any of the expressions
within any conditional exit can
also be conditional exits, as
subsequent examples illus-
trate.

4. When a function definition is
applied to specific arguments,
the resulting value is that of the
last expression or condition
evaluated in thedefinition.

Now, suppose that for any posi-
tive integer N, we wish to expand the
polynomial

(X + 1)*(X + 2)*(X + 3* ... *(X + N),
where X is an unbound variable. The
following function P provides a
general means of doing these expan-
sions without having to type in the
entire unexpanded expression each
time:

FUNCTION P(N),
WHEN N = 1, X + 1 EXIT,
(X + N)*P(N-1)
ENOFUN;

This function definition is recur-
sive, because the function body refers
to the function being defined. The
LOOP-expression control-structure
permits an alternative iterative defini-
tion of the same function:

FUNCTION P(N, ANS),
% P(N) returns (X + 1)*(X + 2)*
... *(X + N), expanded if PROO-
OIST is a positive multiple of
210. ANS is a local variable. %

ANS-X + N,
LOOP
WHEN N = 1, ANS EXIT,
N-N-1,
ANS-ANS*(X + N)
ENOLOOP

ENOFUN;

The above example contains a
, comment. A comment is a percent
sign followed by a sequence of zero or
more characters which are not
percent signs, followed by a percent
sign. A comment is an explanatory
remark for human readers. Comments
are ignored by muMath, so they can
appear anywhere.

A sequence of expressions be-
tween the word LOOP and the match-
ing word ENOLOOP is repeatedly
evaluated until a conditional exit
therein causes an exit from the loop
rather than from the function which
contains it. The value of the LOOP-
expression is that of the conditional
exit which causes termination. In this
example, the loop is the last expres-

sion in the function definition, so the
value of the function is the value of
the loop. In general, there can be any
number of conditional exits in a loop,
and they can occur anywhere in the
loop. Thus the FOR, WHILE, and
REPEAT loops of some other lan-
guages are all essentially special
'cases of LOOP.

With either definition of function
P, a subsequent application of the
function to a positive integer argu-
ment, such as P(10), will yield the
corresponding expanded polynomial,
provided PROOOIST is a positive
multiple of 210.

Thus, the CASE construct of some
other languages is essentially a
special case of the BLOCK-expres-
sion. Moreover, when n = 1 in this
form, we have essentially the IF-
THEN-ELSE construct of some other
languages.

The final example in this section Is
the Taylor series from calculus.
Those who have not studied this
much calculus Should skp the re-
mainder of this section.

An n-th-degree truncated Taylor-
series expansion of a sufficiently
smooth function f(X), about the point
x = a, is defined as

Local variables are extra para-
meters for which there are no corres-
ponding arguments when the func-
tion is applied. Thus, ANS is a local
variable in the iterative definition of P.
Global variables are variables referred
to in a function definition, which are
not one of its parameters. Thus, X is a
global variable in bothdefinitionsof P.

So far, none of the control-struc-
tures permit evaluation to take alter-
native paths then rejoin in the same
function definition. To accomplish
such rejoining, any sequence of
expressions beginning with a condi-
tional exit can be preceded by the
word BLOCK and followed by a
matching word ENOBLOCK, then all
conditional exits in the sequence
cause exit from the block rather than
from any function, loop, or block
which contains it.

For example, the form
BLOCK '
WHEN condition1, EXIT,
WHEN conditione" EXIT,

WHEN condttlons, ... EXIT,

ENOBLOCK

corresponds to the flow chart shown
in Figure3.

NOT FALSE

Accordingly, here is a corresponding
MICROMATH-78 function definition:

FUNCTION TAYLOR (EXPN,X,A,
N,J,C,ANS),
% TAYLOR (EXPN,X,A,N) re-
turns the Nth degree Taylor
expansion of expression
EXPN, expanded about X = A.
J,C, and ANS are local vari-
ables. %

J-ANS-O,
C-1,
LOOP
ANS - ANS + C*EVSUB
(EXPN ,X,A),
WHEN J = N* ANS EXIT,
EXPN-OIF(EXPN,X),
J':"-J + 1,
C-C*(X-A)/J
ENOLOOP

ENOFUN;
The only new teature here is the built-
in function named EVSUB, which
returns a copy of its first argument
wherein all instances of its second
-arqurnent are replaced by its third
argument.

As examples of the usage of this
function:

? TAYLOR(#E t X,X,0,5);
@ 1 + X + 1/2*X t 2 + 1/6*X t 3
+1/24* Xt4+1/120*Xt5

(4 sec)
? TAYLOR(#E t SIN(X),X,0,5);

'E 1 + X + 1/2*X t 'e - 1/ - *X t 4 -
1/ /t*X + 5 (60 sec)

Summary
In this first part the capabilities of

muMath-78 have been discussed,
along with examples. Next month, in
Part II, a description of the internal
representation will be covered along
with a description on how to extend
the built-in capabilities. These exten-
sions are accomplished by rule
extensions, parser extensions and
output or driver extensions. The
history of muMath-78 and the
distribution policy will also be
discussed. [l

CREATIVE COM PUTING

NOT FALSE

NOT FALSE
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NICHE
A BASIC Game
of Ecology

During the 1977 fall semester at
Purdue !Jni"erslt~, I partiolpated in
.Elr. Franz J. Frederiok's Computer
A:ssisted Instruotlon oourse. While
Initially quite apprenensive about
this, my first enoounter with the
oomputer, it turned out to be not only
informative but highly enjoyable as
well. I was soon oaptivated by the
potentials of CAI.

Background
Before long it became apparent to

me that, while it might not be an
educational panacea, the oomputer,
espeoially the small computer, would
definitely beoome an integral part of
the classroom of the not-too-distant
future. So, '1 began to consider ways
in whlGh the computer could be bene-
ficially applied to the course for which
I serve as graduate instructor at
Purdue, Biology for Elementary
School Teachers.

At the time, my course was
involved in the important biologioal
notions of ecosystem and popula-
tion. Upon investigation, I found that
some relevant computer applications,
notably population dynamios and
genetics simulations, had been done.
For the most part, however, these
tended to be too detailed or boring (or
both) for my introduotory course.
Therefore, I deoided to try to develop a
relatively elementary game/simula-
tion of ecological orientation.

I chose the game/simulation
format because it offered a means of
presenting some of the oomplexities
of eoology in an enjoyable fashion.
Wlli Ie the use of computer game-play-
ing as an eduoational tool has been
criticized, I think it is difficult to
dispute its intrinsic motivational
value. After all, games are fun! This,
coupled with the prospect of to some
extent simulating ecologioal pro-
cesses, made the idea an attractive
one.

James D. Lehman, Dept. of Biological
Sciences. Purdue University, West Lafayette,
IN 47907.
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10 REM**** NICIlE--AN ECOLOGICAL GAME
20 R£M**** JAMES D. LEIlMAN, DEPT. OF BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES
:30 REM**** PURDUE UNIVERSITY, W•. LfIFAYETTE, INIIIANA 47906
40 RANDOMIZE
SO T=0\K=0\P=100
60 &\&\& '>>>>>>>>>> NICIlE ««<<<<<<'\&
70 & TA8(5);*AN ECOLOGICAL GAHE'\&\&\&
00 & 'WELCOME TO HIE OMIE OF NICHE!'
90 & 'DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS (Y/tI) ';
100 INPUT 1$
110 ON Er<ROR nmn 90
120 IF U='N' OR U,-;'NO' TIIEN 520
130 &\&\& "INSTRUCTIONS FOR NICIlE---'\&
140 & 'NICIlE REFERS TO ALL OF TilE ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES WIlICIl"
150 & 'RELATE TO A GIVEN ORGANISM--ITS IlMHTAT, LIVING SPACE,'
160 & 'AND ROLE IN THE ECOSYSTEM. IN TIlE GAME OF NICtlE YOUR JOB'
170 & 'IS TO FIT A SELECTED ORGANISM INTO ITS NICHE. YOU SELECT'
130 & 'ONE OF 5 ORGANISMS AND RECEIVE A SMALL POPULATION (100'
190 & 'INIlIvmUALS) OF HIE ORGANISMS. YOUR GOAL IN NICIlE IS TO'
;100 & "MAXIMIZE TIlE SIZE OF YOUR POPULATION BY PROVIDING HlEAl.'
210 II 'CONDITIONS FOR GROwnl. AT TilE BEGINNING (IF TilE GAME (TURN 1)'
220 & 'AND AT EACH SUBSEQUENT TURN YOU WILL INPUT TilE'
230 & 'ENVIRONMENT, PANGE, AN[t COMPETITOR For; YOUR POPULATION.'
240 & 'ONCE 1\URING TIlE GAI1E, YOU MAY INPUT THE PRE[lATOR KILL OPTION.'
250 & 'TIUS WILL REI'UC£ BlIT NOT ELIMINATE TIlE EFFECTS OF PRE[tATION'
260 & 'ON YOUR POPULATION FOR TUAT TURN ONLY. AT THE END OF EAf,H TUrm,'
270 & "THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WILL BE OUTPUT: TIlE AMOUNT OF'
230 & 'FOOll PRESENT IN THE RANGE. THI;: AMOUNT OF FOO[l TAKEN BY'
290 & 'eOMPETlTORS, TIlE AMOUNT OF FOO[t AVAILABLE TO YOllR Pl1PIJI.ATION,'
:100 & 'DEATHS ltUE TO PRE£tATION. DEATlIS DUE TO STARVATION AND OTHER'
;310 & 'CAtlSES, BIRTlIS, AND TIlE NEW TOTAL POPULATION. OF Cl1t1nSE,'
;320 & 'WHAT YOU INPUT WILL AFFECT THE RESULTS WIlICII ARE OUTPUT.'
:330 &\& 'TO CONTINUE INSTRUCTIONS, TYPE GO'
;140 INPUT G$
.3BO ON ERROR GCTO 330
:560 IF 13$<> '130' THEN 90
370 S\&\& 'HIR INSTANCE, IF TIlE INPUt RANGE IS TOO SMALL FOR YOIIR'
:380 & 'POPULATION, WEnE WILL BE INSUFFIf,IENT FOO[t (100 UNITS PER'
390 & 'OROAIHSM IS Of'rIMUM) AN!) SOME STARVATION WILL RESULT.'
400 & 'IF TIlE INPUT RANGE IS TOO LARGE, THERE WILL DE MANY f'HEJ:tATORS'
410 & 'AN[t DEATHS DUE TO PRE£tATION WILL [IE IlIGIl. THE GAME LASTfl'
420 & 'F'OR s TURNS, EACH OF WHICH CORRESPON[tS TO ABOUT 1 TO 2'
430 & 'GENERATIONS OF YOUR ORGANUlH. YOU SIIOU,--1\ RESPOND TO INPUT'
440 & 'PROMPTS BY TYPING WHAT IS IN THE PAREN'IHESEB FOLLOWING YOllR'
·450 & ·CHOICE. YOU MAY INITIATE EACH NEW nJRN BY TYPING 130.'
460 & '1300[1 LUCK!! AND, MAY THE DEST ECOLOGIST WIN!!'
480 &\&\& 'TO PEGIN THE GAME, TYPE GO'
490 INr-UT G$
50() ON EnRor~ GOTO 480
~.i10 IF G$<>"60' TlIEN 90
(520 &\&\& 'IlERE we; GO! '\&\&
\530 REH**** SEI.FXTlON rJF TilE ORGANISM
540 & 'WHAT OR£lAIHl'lM.. ·····•
:550 II TAB(5H 'f'ARAMECJlIM CAlJllATUM (1)'
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Niche con" ...
The Concept

I decided to center the game
around the biological concept of a
niche. In ecology, a niche is the place
In the scheme of things occupied by
an organism. It really refers to all of
the ecological variables which relate
to a given organism. Thus, the niche
of anyone organism is dependent
upon a multiplicity of Interacting
factors. So, the idea of a niche Is one
which Is well suited to the capabilities
of a computer.

The Game
The object of the game NICHE is

to fit one of five given organisms Into
Its proper niche. The player attempts
this by specifying the environment,
range, and competitor for a small
population of these organisms.
Assuming no catastrophes, the game
lasts for five generations of the
'organism. If conditions are well
specified, the population will bounti-
fully multiply in an ideal niche of
plentiful food, low predation, and
little competition. A poorly specified
niche could have disastrous conse-
quences for the population. Of
course, as in a real ecosystem, the
factors In NICHE are Interrelated.

From a biological point of view,
NICHE is not intended to be an
accurate representation of an eco-
system. Rather, it is merely intended
to bea fun introduction to the kinds of
Interactions found in real ecosys-
tems. NICHE requires no special
knowledge of biology; anyone can
play!

On the computing end, NICHE
was designed in BASIC-PLUS to run
on Purdue's PDP-11170. However, it
should run with little or no modifica-
tion on most BASIC systems. Since
NICHE was essentially a beginning
effort, there are probably areas in the
program which could be tightened up.
However, I think the basic program
structure is fairly sound. NICHE
could be a useful part of an introduc-
tory biology program or just an
interesting addition to the hobbiest's
collection. Enjoy It! D

"These are the figures of the first three
months ... " ©CreativeComputing

560 & TA~(5);'RAINBUW TRUUT (2)'
570 , TAR(5);"ANTEATER (3)'
580 , TA9(5H"ORAY SOUIRREL ('I)"
590 , TA9(5)"KANGAROO RAT (5)"
600 INPUT 0
610 ON ERROR GOTO 640
630 GOTO 650
640 , 'IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN.'\GOTO 540
650,REM**** SET UP TURN COUNTER AND PRINT
660 T=Ttl\'\'\' 'TURN "T\'\'
670 REM**** SELECTION OF ENVIRONMENT
680 , 'WHAT ENVIRONHENT---'
690 , TAB(S)"FP.ESH WATE~ POND (P)"
700 , TAB(S),'FRESH WATER LAKE (L)'
710 & TAB(5)'"TROPICAL RAIN FaREST (R)"
no , TAB(5H"BOREAL CONIFEROUS FOREST (C)"
730 , TAB(5)'"TEHPERATE DECIDUOUS FOREST (T)"
740 , TAB(S)'"NORTH AHERICAN DESERT (D)"
750 & TAB(S)"TEMPERATE GRASSLAND (G)'
760 INPUT ES
770 ON ERROR GOTO 800
790 GOTO 910
800 , 'IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN.'\GOTO 680
810 REM**** GOSUB TO SET VALUES OF E, El. AND U$
1320 GOSUB 3000
830 REM**** SELECTION OF RANGE SIZE
1340 &\&\& 'WHAT RANGE FOR THE WHOLE POPULATION IN '''~.;' ;;
1344 IF ll$='UECTARES' THEN' '(1 IfEC'fARE= 10000 SQUARE METERS)'
846 IF Ut",'OEKASTERES' THEN' '(1 OEKASTERE = to CUBIC MEl'ERS)'
1350 INPUT R
860 ON E~ROR 'Goto 890
070 IF R<=O THEN 890
oeo GOTO 900
890 , 'IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN.'\GOTO 840
900 REM**** SELECTION OF COMPETITOR (ORGANISM DEPENDENT)
910 REM**** AND SETTING OF TRUE OPTIMUH RANGE
920 ,\,\, 'WHAT COHPETITOR---'
930 IF 0=1 THEN 4000
940 IF 0=2 THEN 4100
'150 IF 0=3 THEN 4200
960 IF 0=4 THEN 4300
970 IF 0=5 THEN 4400
980 REMU** GOSO'" TU SET VALUES BF Rl AND R2
990 OI!lSUB5000
1000 REH**** SET Cl VALUE
1010 IF C$='C' OR C$="E" OR C$="G" OR C$='!" OR C$="K" OR C$="H" THEN Cl=O
1020 IF C$="B" OR C'="D" OR C'="L' OR C$="N' THEN Cl=.2
1030 IF C$·"F" OR C$="J" THEN Cl=.4
1040 IF C•• ·A" OR C$-"H" OR C$='O' THEN C1=.6
1050 REH**** CHECK FOR PREVIOUS USE OF PREDATOR KILL
1060 IF K=1 THEN 1140
1070 1\'\' 'PREDATOR KILL (Y/N)---"
1080 INPUT K$
1090 Ir K$='Y" OR K$='YES" THEN 1120
1100 IF K$='N" OR K$~"NO' THEN 1140
1110 , 'IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN."\OOTO 1070
1120 REM**U SET COUNTER K AND SET Dl AT A LOW LEVEL
1130 K=l \ DI-INT(.02*P) \ OOTO 1160
1140 REHUU SET 01 AT TIlENORMAL LEVEL
1150 D1-INT«.2S*RND(1)t.l)*P) + INT(R2*P)
1160 REH**** SET VARIABLE VALUES
1170 R1=R/R3 \ Fl=INT(IOO*Rl*P) \ F2=INT(C1*Fl)
1180 F3-FI-F2 \ F4=r3/(100*P)
l1B4 IF F4>1 THEN F4-1
1186 D2=INT«1-F4tfl)*PI
1190 RfM**** OOSUB TO SET
12Q()6USUlI 6()()0
1210 REH**** SET BIRTHS
1220 B-INT(F5*P)
1230 IF E1=1 THEN 1250
1240 GOTO 1260
1250 D=O \ Dl=O \ D2=P
1260 REH**** str POPULATION
127()Pl=P \ P=PtB-DI-D2
1280 IF P<O THEN 1300
1290 OOTO 1340
130()X-RND(!) \ V-RND(1)
1310 IF PltB=INT(Dl*X)+INT(DZ*V) THEN 1330
1320 GOTO 1300
1330 Dl=INT(Dl*X) \ D2~INT(D2*Y) \ P=PltB-DI-D2
1340 REM**** PRINT RESULTS OF TURN
1350 ,\,\,\, "RESULTS OF TURN 'IT'" ---'\'
1360 & TAB(5)"AHOUNT OF rOOD PRESENT IN RANGE--- ";Fl1" UNITS'
13'70 & TAB(5H"AHOllNT OF FOOD TAKEN BY COHPETITORS--- ',r2" UNITS"
1380 & TAB(5)j"AHOUNT OF FOOD FOR THE POPULATION--- i'F3;" UNITS·
:1390 & TAB(S),'llEATHS DUE TO PREDATION--- "'D1
1400 I TAB(5)'"OEATIIS DUE TO STARVATION OR OTHER CAUSES--- ";D2
1410 & TAB(5)t"DIRTHS--- "IB
,1420 ,\, TAb(10)'"CURRENT POPULATION--- "'P \,\,
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1430 REM**** CHECK FOR END OF GAME
1440 IF T=5 THEN 1660
1450 REM**** CHECK FOR LOSS OR GREAT REDUCTION OF THE POPULATION
1460 IF p=o THEN 1500
1470 IF P>O AND P<=10 THEN 1530
1480 IF P)10 AND P<=50 THEN 1560
1490 GOTO 1580
1500 & ·HEY TURKEY, YOU MANAGED TO LET YOUR POPULATION GO TO ZERO!!·
1510 & "AND, YOU DID IT AFTER ONLY TURN ".T'" !!!"
1520 GOTO 1670
1530 & "LOOK OUT TURKEY!
1540 & PI" INDIViDUALS!
1550 GOTO 1580
1560 & "YOU HAD BETTER WATClf OUT! YOUR POPULATION IS DOWN TO·
1570 & P;o INDIVIDUALS! TROUBLE IS JUST AROUND TIlE CORNER."
1580 & "TO BEGIN TURN "~T+l'" TYPE GO"
1596 INPUT OS
1600 IF GS<>"60· THEN 1620
1610 GOTO 660
1620 & "IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN.· , OOTO 1580
1660 REM**** FINAL PERFORHANCE EVALUATION
1670 I" "END OF GAHE"""
1680 IF p=o THEN 1770
1690 IF P)O AND P<=25 THEN 1800
1700 IF P>25 AND P<=100 TIlEN 1820
1710 IF P>100 AND P<=250 THEN 1830
1720 IF P)250 AND P<"'500 1fMEN 1840
1730 IF P)500 AND P<=1000 THEN 1850
1740 IF P>1000 ANll P<=5000 THEN 1870
1750 IF P)5000 AND P<=10000 THEN 1880
1760 IF P)10000 THEN 1900
1770 , "YOU ARE A DISGRACE! Y(!)U'AREHEREBY DRWMMED OUl OF THE·
1780 II "AMERICAN COLLEGE OF ECOLOGISTS (ACE> AND MADE A MEMHER"
1790 & "OF TlfE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF STUPIDOS (YOU KNOtH! !!"' GOTO 1920
1800 , "THAT'S AWFUlI TIlE WILDLIFE MANAGERS OF TlfE WORLD HAVE"
1810 & "NOTHING BUT SPITE FOR YOU!"' GOTO 1920
1820 & "TIIAT'S VERY POOR! [HOPE YOU DON'T OWN PETS!·' cure 1920
18:~0 & "THAT'S BARELY PASSABLE! AT LEAST YtlIUDI[JN'T LOSE AN'!'!·'13010
1840 & "NOT BADI YOU ARE APPOINTE[J A JUNIOR ECOLOGIST!"' (lOlO 1920
1850 & "PRETTY GOOIl JOB FELL A (OR GAU' I GIJEHS WE'LL HAVE TO Ln·
1860 1. "YOU JOIN THE ECOLOOIST'S CLUB'"' GOTO 1920
1870 1. "GOOD JOB!! YOU'RE A TRUE llL.llEECOLOGIST!"' GOTO 19~!0
.1880 & "WIllW!!! TREMEt-mOUS JO:ll' YOU CAN TAKE MARLIN PERKINS' PLACE"
11:1'10& "ON WIlli KING[lOH WHEN HE.kE1'IRES!!·' GOlD 1'1,!0
1900 & "SUPER!'!! SUPERB!!!! FANTASTIC! II! MOTHER NATURE HERSELF"
1910 & "MUST BE ENVIOUS""
1920 "'&" "DO YOU WANT 'TOPLAY ANOTHER GAME OF NICHE (Y/N)".
1930 INPUT OS
1940 ON ERROR GO TO 1920
1950 IF OSa"yj OR ~S="YESj THEN 10
1960 GOTO 9999
3000 IF ESs"P" THEN E=1
3010 IF ES="L" 'HEN £=2
3020 IF ES="R· THEN E13
3030 IF Et="C" OR ES= 1" THEN E=4
3040 IF ES~·D" OR E.~·G· THEN E=5
3050 IF 0=1 AND 0+E<4 THEN El=O
:3060 IF 6=1 AND £'HE>=4 THEN E1=1
:1070 IF 0~2 AND 0+E=4 THEN El=O
3080 IF 0=2 AND 0+E=3 THEN El=.33
3090 IF 0=2 AND 0+E)4 THEN El=l
3100 It 0=3 AN~ 0+E=6 tHEN E1=0
3110 IF 0=3 ANI! 04·E<>6 THEN E1=1
3120 If 0=4 AND O+E~8 THEN E1=0
:U30 IF 0=4 AND (HE=7 TIIEN E1=.33
3140 IF 0=4 AND OtE>8 THEN E1=1
3150 IF 0=4 AND 0+E<7 THEN E1=1
3160 IF 0-5 AND 0+£=16 THEN E1-6
3170 IF 1ll=5AND 0+E=9 THEN El=.5
:3180 IF 0=5 AND 0+E=8 THEN 1:1=.5
3190 IF 0=5 AND 0+E<8 THEN El=l
:1200 IF 0=3 OR 0"'4 OR 0"5 TIiEN U."'"HECTARES"
3210 IF 0=2 THEN US=·DEKASTERES"
3220 IF 9"'1 THEN US"'"CUBIC CENTIMETERS"
3230 RETURN
4000 & TAll(5)'~PARAMECIUM AURELIA (A)"
4010 , TAU(5)'"AMOEllA (9)"
4020 & TAB(5)."PARAMECIUH BURSARIA (C)"
4030 INPUT CS
4040 ON ERROR OOTO 4070
4060 GOTO 4080
4070 & "IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN."' GOTO 920
4080 R3=P , GOTO 980
4100 & TAB(S)'"SNAPPING TURTLE (D)"
4110 & TAIl(5)'"CATFISII (E)"
4120 & TAB(5)'"SOCKEYE SALMON (F)"
4130 INPUT CS
4140 ON ERROR GOTO 4170
4160 GOTtl 4180
4170 & ·IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN."' G(HO 920

YOUR POPULATION IS I!OWN TO A HERE"
TRAT IS EXTREMELY RISKY!!!"
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1920

ALL WATCHED OVER BY
MACHINES OF LOVING GRACE

I like to think (and
the sooner the better!)
of a cybernetic meadow
where mammals and computers
live together in mutually
programming harmony
like pure water
touching clear sky.

I like to think
(right now, please!)

of a cybernetic forest
filled with pines and electronics
where deer stroll peacefully
past computers
as if they were flowers
with spinning blossoms.

I like to think
(it has to be!)

of a cybernetic ecology
where we are free of our labors
and joined back to nature,
returned to our mammal
brothers and sisters,
and all watched over
by machines of loving grace .

- Richard Brautigan

R3=2"1,)0*P,GOTO 980
& TAB(S)."PACA (G)·
& TAB(5);·ARMADILLO
& TAB(5)'"TAPIR (I)"
ltlPUT CS .
ON ERROR G010 4270
GOTO 4280
& "IMPROPER RESPONSE--·TRY
R3=.6*P , GOTO 980
& TAB(S)'"CHIPMUNK (J)"
& TAB(5)'"lURKEY (K)"
& TAB(S)'"MOUSE (L)"
INPUT C$
ON ERROR Goro 4370
GOTO 4380
& ·IMPRUPER RESPONSE·--TRY
R3-.0S*P \ Gero 980
& TAll(5)I"PECCARY (M)"
& TAB(S)."JACKRABDIT (N)"

4180
4200
4210
4220
4230
4240
4260
4270
4280
4300
4310
4320
4330
4340
4360
4370
4380
4400
4410

(H) "

AGAIN."' GOTO 920

AGAIN."' GOTO 920

4420 & lAB(S)'·POCKET MOUSE (0)"
4430 INPUT CS
4440 ON ERROR GOTO 4470
4460 GOTO 4480
4470 & "IMPROPER RESPONSE--TRY AGAIN."' GOTO 920
4490 R3=.1*P \ GOTO 980
5000 Rl=R/R3
5010 IF Rl>O AND Rl(=1.33 THEN R2=0
5020 iF Rl>1.33 AND Rl(=1.67 THEN R2=.05
S030 IF Rl>1.67 AND R1<=2 THEN R2=.075
5040 IF R1>2 AND Rl<=5 THEN R2=.1
505~ IF Rl)5 ANI! Rl(=10 THEN R2=.2
5060 IF Rl>10 ANn Ri(=2S THEN R2=.3
5070 IF Rl>25 TI~EN R2=.4
5090 RETur<N
6000 IF F4>1 THEN 1'4=1
6010 IF F4=0 THEN F5=0
6020 IF F4)0 AND F4<=.25 THEN F5=.1
6030 IF F4).25 AND F4<=.5 TlfEN F5=.33
6040 IF F4>.5 AND F4<=.7 THEN F5=.67
6050 IF F4>'7 AND F4<=.9 THEN F5=i
6060 IF F4>.9 AND F4<=1 THEN F5=2
6070 RHURN
9999 END



Niche Sample Aun

'»»»»» NICHE «««««
AN ECOLOGICAL GAME

WELCOME TO THE GAME OF NICHE!
~o YOU NEEb INSTRUCTIONS (Y/N) 1 Y

INSfRUCTIONS FOR NICIlE---

NICHE REFERS TO ALL OF TilE ECOLOGICAL VARIABLES WIUCH
RELATE TO A GIVEN ORGANISM--ITS HAFITAT. LIVING SPACE.
AKD ROLE IN THE ECOSYSTEM. IN TIlE GAME' OF NICHE YOUR JOF
IS TO· FIT A-·SELECTED 'ORGANISM nifo ITS NICHE. YOu SELECT
ONE OF 5 ORGANISMS AND RECEIVE A SMALL POPULATION (100
INDIVIDUALS) OF HIE ORGANISMS. YOUR GOAL IN NICHE IS TO
MAXIMIZE THE SIZE OF YOUR POPULATION BY PROVIDING IDEAL
CONDITIONS FOR GROWTH. AT TilE BEGINNING OF THE GAME (TURN 1)
AND AT EACH SUBSEGUENT TURN YOU WILL INPUT TilE
ENVIRONMENT. RANGE. AND COMPETITOR FOR YOUR POPULATION.
ONCE DURING THE GAME. YOU MAY INPUT THE PRE£lATOR «ru; OPTION.
ruts WILL REDUCE 8UT NOT ELIMINATE THE EFFECTS ,OF PREfoATION .
ON YOUR POPULATION FOR THAT TURN ONLY. AT THE END OF EACH ·rURN.
THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION WILL FE OUTPUTI THE AMOUNT OF
1'00(1 PRESENT IN TIlE RANGE, THE AMOUNT OF FOOD TAKEN FY
COMPElITORS. THE AMOUNT OF FOOD AVAILABLE TO YOUR POPULATioN,
DEATHS nus TO PREDATION. DEATHS [lUE TO STARVATION ANti OTIIER
CAUSES. FIRTHS. AND THE NEW TOTAL POPULATION. OF COURSE,
WHAT YOU INPUT WILL' AFFECT THE RESt". TS WHICH ARE OUTPUT.

TO CONTINUE INSlRUCTIONS. TYPE GO
'f GO

FOR INSTANCE, IF TIlE INPUT RANGE IS TOO SMALL FOR YOUR
POPUUHION, THERE WILL BE INSUFFICIENT 1'00[1 (100 UNITS PER
ORGANISM IS OPTIMUM) AND SOHE STARVATION WILL RESULT.
IF THE INPUT RANGE IS TOO LARGE,- THERE WILL FE MANY PRE[lATORS
AND DEATHS DUE TO f'REDA'flON WILL 1<E HIGH. THE MME LASTS
FOR 5 TURNS, EACH OF WIllCH CORRESP{lN[IS TO ABOUT 1 TO 2
GENERATIONS OF YOUR ·ORGANISM. YOU SltUULD RESPONll TO HII'UT
PROI:ff'TS ~.Y TYP.ING "IJI.IlT Il'l .......IN TtlE PA.~.ENTlIESES. FOLLOW.!NG YOOfl
CHOICE. YOU HAY INITIATE EACII NEW lURN BY TYr"ING GO.
GOOD LUCK! I AND, MAY TIlE BEST ECOLOGIST WIN!!

TO BEGIN THE GAME, TYPE GO
'~ GO

HERE WE GO!

WHAT ORGANISM-·--
PIIRAME.CWH CAUflAllIM (1)
RAINBOW TROUT U)
ANTEATER el)
GRAY Sf~UtRREL (4)
KANGAROO RAT (5)

'r 1

TURN

WHAT ENVIRONHENT-·--
FRESH WATER POND (P)
FRESII WATH< LAKE (L)
TROPICAL RAIN FOREST (R)
[lOREAL CONIFEROUS FOREST (C)
TEMPERATE DEClDUOUS FemEST (T)
NORTII AMERICAN lIESERl ([I)
TEHf'ERATE GRASSLAN[I (0)

\lHAT RANAE FOR THE WIIOLE POPIJLATION IN CUBIC CENTIMETERS ---
l' 50

WIIAr COMPIiT lTOR---
PARAMECIUM AURELIA (A)
AtiOEBA (B)
PARAMECIUM BURSARIA (C)

? B

PREPATOR KILL (Y/N)---
'r N

RESULTS OF TURN

AMOUNT OF FOOD PRESENT IN RANGE--- 5000 UNITS
AtiOUNT OF FUOD TAKEN BY COMPETITORS--- 1000 UNITS
AMOUN·r. OF FOOf! FOR THE POPULATION--- 4000 UNITS
DEATHS DUE TO f'REIJATION--- 22
IfEATHS [lUE TO STARVATION OR OTHER CAUSES--- 60
IHRTlIS---- 33

CURRENT POPULATION----

TO PEGIl! TURN 2 TYPE GO
'r GO .

lURN 2

51

WHAT ENVmONMENT-·---
FRESH WAlER PONlI (P)
[REStI. WAIEf<_ LAKE (U....
·rRUf'ICAL RIlIN FOREST (fO
1<OREAL COtllFEROUS FGREST (C)
TEMF'ERATt DECJllUOUS FOf<EST (n
NORTH AMERICAN I:IESERT ([I)
TEMPERATE HRASSI.AND (G)

.• P

WHAT RANGE FOR 'THE WHOLE POPULATION IN cUIIIC CENTIMETERS ---
1 100

WIIAf COMPETITOR---
PARAMECIUM AURELIA (A)
AMOEBA (F)
PARAMECIUM FURSARIA (C)

" A

PREDATOR KILL (Y/N)---
'r N

RESULTS OF TURN 2

AKOUNT OF FOOD PRESENl IN RANGE--- 10000 UNITS
AMOLINT OF FOOD TAKEN BY COMPETITORS---'" 6000 UNITS
AMOUNT OF FOOD FOR THE POPULATION--- 4000 UNITS
DEATlISi:lUE10 PR~'JjAfItlR;"-- ..... 9
DEATHS [IUE TO STARVATION OR OTHER CAUSES-'-'- 10
8IRTHS--- 51

CURRENT POPULATION---

TO BEGIN TURN J TYPE GO
-r GO

TURN J

84

\lHA'T ENVIRONMI'Nt---
FRESIl WATER POND (P)
FRESH WATER LAKE (L)
TROPICAL RAIN FOREST (R)
POREAL CONIFEROUS FOREST (C)
TEMPERATE DECII)UOUS FOREST en
NOf!TH AMERICAN I:IESERT (ll)
TEMPERATE GRASSLAN£t (G)

-r P

WIIAT RANGE FOR nJE WHOLE POPlIL.ATION IN CUPIC CENTIMETERS --_.-
-r zoo

-WHI\T COMf'ETITOR---
PARAMECIUM AUREl.IA (A)
AMOEI.lA <F) ,
PARAHF:CIUH PlIRSARIA (C)

'1 C

F·REI.lATOR KILL (Y1tll .---

" N

RESULTS OF TURN 3

AMOUNT OF" FOO[I PRESENT IN RIINGE>---- ZOO()() UNITS
AMOIINT 01' FOOfI 1AM,.N BY COMPET1HIRS--- 0 UtlITS
AMOUN'I OF FOOD FOR TIlE POf'lILATHlN--·- ZOOO() UNITS
DEATHS [lYE TO PREI'ATION--- 29
DEATIIS DUE TO STARVA"FION OR OTHER CMISES--- 0
IHR)IlS--- 168

CURRENT r-OPUlATION---

90
224
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TO DEGIN TURN 4 TYPE GO
'r GO

»»»»» NICHE I~««<:««

TURN ,,'
WEU:OtlE TO THE GAME OF NItHE!
DO YOU NEED INSTRUCTIONS (Y/N) ? N

AN ECOLOGICAL GAME

WHAT ENVIRONMENT---
FRESH WATER POND (1')
FRESH WATER LAKE (Ll
TROPICAL RAIN FOREST (R)
BOREAl. CONIFEROUS FOREST (C)
TEMPERATE ItECIOUOUS FOREST (T)
NORTH AMERICAN [IESERT ([I)
TEMPERATE GRASSLAND (G)

HERE WE GO!

WHAT ORGANISM---
PARIIMECIUM CAUOATl/M (1)

RAINBOW TROUT (2)
ANTEATER (3)
GRAY SQUIRREL (4)
KANGAROO RAT (~)

" P

WHAT RANGE FOR THE WHOLE POPlILATION IN CUBIC' CENTIMETERS ---
l' 250

" C
WHAT ENVIRONMENT·---

FRESH WATER PONO (P)
FRESIt WATER LAKE (l,)
TROPICAL RAIN' FOREST (R)
BOREAL CONIFEHOUS FOREST (C)
TEMPERATE DECIltlJOUS FOREST <T)
NORTH AMERICAN DESERT ([I)
TEMPERATE GRASSLAN[I (G)

PREPATOR KILL (Y/N)---
'1 Y

RESULTS OF TURN 4 f L

AMOUNT OF FOOD PRESENT IN RANGE--- 25000
MIOUNT OF FOOD TAKEN BY COHPETITORS--- 0
AMOUNT OF FOOD FOR TIlE POPULATlOt!-··- 25000
DEATHS DUE TO PREMTlON--- 4
ItEATHS [IUE TO STARVATION OR UHlER CAlISES---
BIRTHS--- 448

UNITS
UNITS

UlHTS WHAT RANGE FOR TIlE WHOLE POPULATION IN HECTARES ---
(1 HEC1ARE = 10000 SQUARE METERS)
'r 1000o

CURRENT POPIJLATION---

CURRENT POPULATION--- o

668
WHAT COMf'ETITnR---

PACA (G)
ARMAIIIllO (N)

TAPIR (I)TO BEGIN TUHN :; TYPE GO
l' GO ? G

KJl.L (¥IN) .---TURN s

WHIIT ENVIRONMENT-'-'-
FRESIt WIITER POND ~P)
FRESH \4i\lH; LAt<!:<l)
TROf'ZCAL RAIN FORIOST (R)
BUREAL CON1Ff.IWHB FOIlfiHr (C)
TEMPERATE [lECIDUOUS FOREST
NORTH AMERICAN [tESERT W)
TEMPERATE GRASSLANIt (G)

RESUl.TS OF tURN
AMOUNT 01' FOOD I'REsnrr 1N RANllE--- 166666 UNITS
AMOIINT OF FOOD TAKEN BY COHPETITORS--- Q UNITS
AMOUNT OF 1'0011 FOR THE POPULATIOH--- 166666 l:JNITS
DEATHS [tllETO PREDAlION--- 0
DEATHS OUE TO STARVATION OR OTHER CAUS~S--- 100·
1'1·1RTHS"'-'- 0? P

WHAT RANGE FOR TIlE WHOLE POPULATION IN CUBIC CENTIMETERS ---
'I 1000

HEY TURKEY, YOU MANAGED TO LET YOUR POPULATION GO TO ZERO]
IIND. YOli OlD IT AFTER ONI.Y TURN 1 ]!]WHAT COMf'ETITOR---

PARAMECIUM AURELIA (A)
11110E1.IA (1'<)
PARAMECIUM IlURSARIA (C)

'r c YOU ARE A DISGRIICE] YOU ARE IlERE1'IYDRUMME[t OUT OF THE
IIMERICAN COLLEGE OF ECOLOGISTS (ACE) ANft MAOE A MEMBER
OF THE IIMERICIIN SOCIETY OF STUPI[tOS (YOU KNOW)!!'

FND OF GIIME

RESULTS OF TURN 5

99999 UNITS [10 YOU WANT TO PUiY ANOTIIER GA.ME OF N'ICBE (UN,)? N

FOO[l THE POPUI.ATlON--- 99999 UNITS
DUE TO PflEDIlTION--- 154

[lEATHS IIUE TO STARVATION OR OTHER CAUSES--- 0
BIRTHS-'-- 1336

CURRENT POPULATION--- 1850

Hill OF GIIHE

conn JOB!! YOU'RE (\ TRUE I!UJE ECOl.OG1ST! "It wants to buy us out. "

DO YOU WANT rn PLAY ANOTHER GAME OF NICHE <Y IN)1' Y ©Creat;ve Computing
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Personal Finances:
A Model for Planning

Dr. James Owens

The average middle-income Amer-
ican has only a vague comprehension
of his real financial condition. Given
the inherent interest in the subject,
this seems surprising until one
examines in detail the complexity of a
middle or high-income financial I·ife
and the difficulty of "tracking" it
carefully. For one thing, detailed
tracking of one's personal financial
condition, especially the projecting
of past trends and present realities
into a meaningful profile of the future,
involves endless calculations that
take too much time for the busy
American. The future, particularly, is
not only a gigantiC financial puzzle
with too many pieces but many of the
pieces must be assumed rather than
known. Typical future unknowns, for
example, are inflation rate, wage
increases, interest rates and taxes;
typical future "knowns" (but only
after thousands of calculations) are
taxes at lncreaslnqly higher brackets,
mortgage balances, savings and
retirement pensions, etc., each of
these adjusted for dozens of
everchanging variables such as infla-
tion. No wonder few busy people can
fit all this into their time line.
However, a computer can, given an
appropriate program.

Personal Financial Condition as
a System

Like any national economy, one'S
personal financial condition (past,
present and future) is at any time a set
of dozens, if not hundreds, of vari-
ables. The total effect of. these
variables is one's "bottom-line" (net
savings and net profit). Similar, also,
to a national economy, an individual's
financial variables are so complex
that only a computer-assisted "econ-
ometric model" can begin to cope
with the complexity, changing impact
of everchanging variables on each
other, changing bottom-line results
and, in general, the entire system of
mutually-interacting "simultaneous
equations." As an example, the

Dr. James Owens, 12326 Riverview Rd.,
Washington, D.C. 20022.

econometric program provided in this
article handles twenty-seven varI-
ables (and is capable of handling
many more). A change In anyone of
them results in changes in all the
other variables, as well as variables
depending on them. To be very
specific, what would be the impact on
your net savings ten years hence if
average inflation rate was 9% or 7%
or 3% or 15% while your wages in-
creased, respectively, by7% or 5% or
2% or 10%, or any other of the vast
number of other combinations of just
these two variables?

The Program
This Econometric Model program,

like any such model, needs inputs of
two kinds of data: (1) historical (real
data about the present and past); and
(2) assumed (assumptions about the
future). Especially important are the
assumptions about the future. An
econometric model is valid only to the
extent that its assumptions about the
future are valid. Thus this program
must be updated periodically by
changing the data inputs as more ac-
curate future estimates become
available. This is easily done in the
program since all such changing
variables can be entered (and
changed) in data lines rather than in
the body of the program itself.
Sample data in this program (with
two-character notation for the vari-
ables in parentheses below) are as
follows:

Base Year Mortgage
Balance (MB) = $59000
Mortgage Interest Rate(IR) = 9.25%
Annual Total of Home Mortgage
Payments (Prin. + Interest)
(MO) = 5923
Home Mortgage Insurance + Car
Insurance(IN) = 500
Annual Life Insurance Premiums paid
directly (U) = 200
Payroll Deductions (except taxes &
Social Security) (PO) = 800
Annual Social Security
Premiums(SS) = 1070

92

Total Savings, including Cash, in
BaseYear(S) = 3000
Value of Home in Base Year
(HO) = 65460

Total Annual Utilities, including
Telephone (UT) = 1800
Food, etc. Purchased at Food Super-
markets (FO) = 3!)00

Annual Home Maintenanceand
RepairCosts(HM) = 350
Drugs incl. Cigaretts, Liquor, Pre-
scriptions, pills, etc. (DR) = 400
Car Payments, Gasolirw, Mainten-
ance (exc. insurance)(CR) = 1500
Department Store Purchases for
clothes, furniture, etc. (OS) = 3600
(Assumption: OS bills paid
monthly without interest charge.)

Installment Payments annually for
big items (lA) averages 2400

Real Estate Tax for Base Year
(RT) = 950
Misc., incl. Recreation, Restaurants,
School tuitions, etc. (MS) = 500
Gross Total Annual Income
(GR) = 27400
Federal Income (IRS) Tax for Base
Year(IS) = 2140

Annual Charitable Contributions
(CH) = 274
NumberofTax Exemptions x$1000
(EX) = 4000
Val ue of Personal Property, Cars,
etc. in Base Year (PP) = 9000
Annual % Increase in Wages or
Salary(W) = 5%
Annual % Increase in Consumer
Prices (Inflation Rate)(P) = 8%

Let Base Year = (BY) = 1977

Let Number of Years to be projected
(NY) = 12
The numbers above will be different
for each lndlvldualcase. Just sub-
stitute correct numbers from 1977 (or
other Base Year) tax records, ac-
cumulated cancelled checks by cate-

CREATIVE COMPUTING



Legend for Eac Year's In ormation utput oy_ o umn urn er in d ri
,(Column 1) (Column 2) . (Column 3) . (Column 4) (Column 5)
Year 19xx Gross Income Fixed Expenses Discretionary Savings (+ or -)

Expenses and Cash
(Column 6) (Column 7) (Column 8) (Column 9) (Column 10)

Home Value PerSonol Home Mortgage Net Equity Total Net
Property Value Balance in Home Worth

(Column 11) (Column 12) (Column 13) (Column 14) . (Column 15)
Federal (IRS) All Other Taxes Total Tax Deduc- Taxable Net Income
Income Tax (except IRS) tions + Exemptions Income After All Taxes
(Column 16) (Column 17). .(Column 18) (Column 19)_ (Column :lU)

Fixed Expenses Discretionary Exp, All Taxes as % Net Income after Increase (or decrease)
as % of Gross as % of Gross of Gross taxes as % of Gross in Savings as % of

Base Year Savings

EXHIBIT I

h f

gories (variables) and best, recent
estimates of Wand P factors. (By the
time .thts article is published, "W"
could be 6% and "P" inflation factor
10% - or more!) Also, make other
adjustments in the data you enter
such as private pension premiums
(addto "PO" or "LI") or alimony pay-
ments (which add to fixed expenses
but reduce taxable income). In
general, given clear identification
above and in the program of variables
(such as "PO" = "Payroll Deduc-
tions"), careful examination of the
many; but simple, equations through-
out the program help you to alter
easily any of these equations to fit
your case. The sample data inputs
here are merely average middle-in-
come values along with the most
recent wage(W) and price (P) factors.
Note: "Gross Income" ih the program
means your total income from wages
and salaries. If you are in a business
with business expenses; then "Gross
Income" as input into the program is
your total income, less business
expenses, or "adjusted gross in-
come" as calculated on the IRS tax
Form 1040.

Memory Required

This program is designed to ac-
commodate systems with as .little as
4K RAM memory. When all REM
program lines are deleted, a 4K
system can program and output a full
twelve years of econometric projec-
tions. A 20K system can project 100
years (who wants it!).

Some Program Assumptions

Many ,assumptions are neces-
sarily built into the program as in any
econometric model. The program
user must evaluate these assump-
tions periodically to check their cur-
rent validity and change them when
necessary. As mentioned above, such
changes have been anticipated and
can be made easily in the ending data
lines (Lines 800 to 1045) without
touching the maih program. There are
some exceptions to this easy
mechanical treatment of the program.
If you want different "rounding-off"
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microprocessors, the twenty "col-
umns" can be arrayed in just four
lines as in Exhibit 1 (Exhibit 1 also
provides a Legend identifying Vari-
ables by "column") by using a simple
"comma" following the Line 760 Print
statement in the program. Exhibit II
shows a sample video display output
of the twenty columns, for each year,
for 1977 to 1981.

For the sample run in Exhibit II
variables were given values (in data
lines) approximating the financial life
of a salaried middle-income family of
four grossing $27400 with $3000
savings; antiCipated annual wage
increases (W) were set at W = 5% and
consumer price inflation at P=8%.
The program permits many kinds of
analysis toward a better understand-
irig of one's current and future
financial condition. As examples,
let's look at just a few of the relation-
ships and results produced in Exhibit
II.

Sample Video Display Output for Five Years (Calculations: 1977-81)
EXHIBIT II

1977 27400 14829 12506 3000
65460 9000 59000 6926 18926
2140 2552 12716 14684 22708
.54 .46 .17 .83 0

1978 -28770 15534 13542 2694
70697 9720 58535 12162 24576
2337 2723 13264 15506 23710
.54 .47 .18 .82 - .10

1979 30209 16261 14665 1977
763S3 10498 58026 18327 30802
2560 2863 13811 16398 24786
.54 .49 .18 .82 - .34

1980 31719 17033 ISS8i 782
82461 11338 57470 24991 37111
2790 3012 14399 17320 25917
.54 ,50 .18 .82 - .74

1981 33305 17855 17198 -966
89058 12245 56863 32195 43474
3028 3171 15032 18273 27106
.54 .52 .19 .81 - 1.32

either "Fixed Expenses" or "Discre-
tionary Expenses" by two-character
variable names; and, certainly, the
user will need to change IRS tax rates
periodically in Lines 560 and
following.

Analysis of Program Output
,Afterthe program is keyed into the

computer, a RUN will produce a four-
line video display of calculated
results, for as many years as desired,
each line containing five elements.
ihis produces, in effect, twenty
calculated results per year arrayed
into twenty "columns" but, because
of the fortunate logic of current
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, In five years (1981) savings have
been reduced from $3000 to a net$966
debt (in ten years that debt will grow
to $21565) putting this family back
cash-wise an average of $2000 per
year. The tip-oft. ratio is the sum of
Columns 16 and 17; when that
exceeds 100%, family spending and
costs exceed income. As savings
becomes negative in 1981 and
beyond, the family will have to
"moonlight" for more income, or Gut
back d.iscretionary spending (Column
4 and its component variables as
listed In program line 360) or
"consume" home equity and net
worth (Columns 9 and 10) by borrow-
ing against equity (usually a bad

results, change Liries 70 or 80 which,
in the current program, provide two-
decimal and hill integer cutoffs
respectively. Other assumptions the
user might wish to change: Line 270
assumes state Income tax as 4% of
one's gross income; Line 280 as-
sumes state sales tax as 4% of pur"
chases; Line 290 assumes Install-
ment Account iriterest rate at 18%;
Lines 350 and 360 identify items as
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Finances, con't ....
idea!). Note, too, the irony in
Column 18 where, over five years,
inflationary, not real, increases in
gross income put the family into a
higher tax bracket rate adding two
percentage points to taxes and drain-
ing those two points from net income
after taxes (Column 19). In ten years
this tax point spread will be four. If
you experiment with different values
for Wand P, P exceeding W by two
points such as W=4% and P=6%,
the financial "bind" above material-
izes with any combination of Wand P
in just about six years. On the good
news side, if you let "Number of Years
Projected" (NY in data line 1045)equal
30, the above family reduces its home
mortgage to zero in about that
number of years. Incidentally, a RUN
for 30 years' video display takes 32
seconds for all calculations needed
and display start (on the OSI
Challenger I'm using); RAM memory
needed is about 6K.

Program Modifications

Depending on each individual's
personal situation, this program can
easily be modified to fit the situation
by merely creating new variables and
adding them into the appropriate

program lines. For example, you
might work into the program "ME" for
medical deductions, "WE" for de-
ductible working expenses, or "BO"
for additional (discretionary) spend-
ing on your boat, or "IV" for invest-
ment income. Such modifications,
easily built into the standard
program, are virtually infinite in their
possibilities. And make the program
uniquely your econometric model.

Two particularly important modi-
fications need to be mentioned. The
standard program assumes that one
itemizes tax deductions. Obvious
modifications are required for users
who take the "standard deduction" in
their tax reporting.

More important are the modifica-
tions required for users Who rent
rather than own their homes or apart-
ments. The following program
changes will adapt the program
properly:

(1)Add Line 120 Read RE, and
(2) Line 355 Let S(R,3) = S(R,3) + RE
(3) Let Lines 805, 825, 885, 915 and

965 = 0
(4) Let Line 835 = Annual Car

Insurance
(5) Let Line 988 = 3792 (IRS tax for

Base Year)
(6) Let Line 1050= RE= Annual Rent

payments

A suggestion: if you rent, change the
program as above and RUN it for a ten
year projection. Print, or jot down, the
twenty displayed results for each
year. Then change the program back
to its original conditions (involving
the "own home" rather than a "rent"
assumption), input realistic data re-
garding mortgage payments, home
value, annual interest rate, original
mortgage, home maintenance costs,
mortgage insurance and real estate
tax. Then RUN for ten ,years, print or
jot down the results. And compare
your financial life when renting versus
owning a home. If your case is
typical, the contrasted results will be
amazing! The mortgage interest tax
deduction, real estate tax deduction
and other related and cumulative
effects upon savings, net worth and
bottom-line ratio numbers are intrigu-
ing to watch (and analyze) year by
year. It could (or should) lead to new,
or revised, financial decisions.

Conclusion
Good and currently valid decision-

making is what econometric models
are all about. Such models provide
information and decisions are no
better than the information they are
based on. This model provides
detailed information for any indivi-
dual's personal financial decisions. D
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Expand your TRS-SO.

Meet the Vista V80 Mini Disk
System. The perfect way to
upgrade your TRS-80*
system. Inexpensively. (Our
$395.00 price is about
$100.00 less than the
manufacturer's equivalent.)
Here's how it can help you.

JULY1979

23% more storage
capacity. Useable storage is
increased from 55,000 to
65,000 bytes on drive one.
8timesfaster. While
electronically equal to the
TRS-80 Mini-Disk system,
track-to-track access is 5ms
versus 40ms for the TRS-80.
Better warranty. The V80
carries a 120 day warranty -
longer than any comparable
unit warranty available.

1320 East St. Andrews Place, Suite I
Santa Ana, California 92705

(714)558-8813
At Vista, we mean business.
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The Vista V80 Mini Disk
. System comes complete with
Minifloppy disk drive, power
supply, regulator board and
case. And it's ready to run-
simply take it out of the box,
plug it in and you're ready to
go. Dealer inquiries invited.

*TRS-80 ©Tandy Corp.



Back in the latter part of 1976 a
friend of mine brought a new ac-
quaintance. of his to our local
computer club meeting. The new-
comer's name was David Winthrop
and he was a retired Colonel from the
U.S. Air Force who had recently
moved into the area (Santa Maria,
California). We were all left a little
aghast, and very impressed, as he
rattled off the equipment he had at
home during our "self-introduction"
session. (He had an Imsai 8080 with
two terminals, and a host of other
equipment and peripherals, plus, not
just one disk drive - but two ... all of
which was rather impressive in late
1976!) However, there was more to it
than just his collection of equip-
ment. .. the man was impressive. His
manner, his self-assurance, his easy,
comfortable way of speaking to
people left no doubt he had the situa-
tion in control.

Dave Winthrop and I became
friends and he eventually went on to
form a company called DataSync
Corporation. DataSync made its first
appearance before the computer
hobbyist community with an ad in the
June, 1977, issue of Interface Age.
The ad had a photo of a rather pitiful
looking terminal called the DS-100
($695 kit, $795assembled) and a 16K
RAM board for $298. The same full-
page ad was run in the July issue of
Byte magazine. DataSync really came
on like gangbusters with the July
issue of Interface Age and the August
issue of Kilobaud. Those ads were

TWICEBUBIED
OataSync &World

Power Systems
John Craig

two full pages, and featured addi-
tional products along with the much-
improved DS-100 termin-al (improved
appearance, that is). That two-page
spread is shown in Photo 7. The
DS-100 is shown on the far right next
to one of the new products, a Monitor-
I/O board with a2K monitor in PROM,
7 RS-232 ports, 2 parallel ports and a
Tarbell cassette interface. The facing
page has the 16K RAM board, a new
keyboard and two other, smaller
interface items.

It was all a very elaborate con
game. DavidWinthrop had nevereven
been in the Air Force... much less a
retired Colonel. As a matter of fact,
David Winthrop was just one of a
string of aliases he had been using
over the years. His real name is
Norman Henry Hunt. The DS-100
didn't exist ... it was a total mock-up
(the keytops weren't even glued in
place, they were just laid on the
wooden cabinet for the photo). The
"16K RAM" board was an SDSales 4K
RAM board with SD Sales' name
masked out with white tape at the
bottom of the board. The Monitor-I/O
board was a Polymorphics analog-to-
digital board, doctored up for the
photo. That one was almost laugh-
able (except none of this was funny)
because there's no way all of those
features and capabilities could have
been implemented on that board. For
example, each of the 7 RS-232
channels would require a minimum of
13 pins each to meet the 232 spec ...
and the connector across the top of

the board had only 44 pins! (Ap-
parently not too many people took the
time to scrutinize the board as they
should have... myself included.)

"Colonel Winthrop" was arrested,
tried and convicted of grand theft
under false pretenses. Unfortunately,
a large sum of the monies he had
received from the computer hobbyist
community was not recovered. So,
"Winthrop" was sent off to prison (for
a measly 3 years) and left many of his
victims holding the bag, including his
wife and three young children.

Escape#1
He escaped from the California

State Prison at Chino on February
26th, 1978, after "conning" his way
into the minimum security area of the
prison. Furthermore, he apparently
had several staff members convinced
that he was on the verge of a major
breakthrough in the field of solar
energy, which is another industry that
should be keeping a watchful eye on
him and his games.

World PowerSystems, Inc.
He landed in Tucson, Arizona, and

decided that, since we computer
hobbyists had been so dumb and
gullible last time, he ought to "stick it
to us" again! He adopted the alias of
"Jim Anderson," picked up a new
wife, whose name was "Lee Ander-
son," formed an association with a
man named Perry Pollock and put
together a company called World
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Photo 1. Pictures of Wlnthropl Anderson.

Photo 4. Office Entrance.

, "~I ••mrT 'If,

Photo 2. Office Building where World Power
Systems was located, 1161 N. EI
Dorado Place.

Photo 5. World Power Systems, Inc. Office
Door.

Photo 6. Building Directory, listing World
Power Systems.

Photo 3. Inside of Office.
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Burned, con't ....
Power Systems, Inc. Their ads,
shown in Photoa , struck me as being
a little ridiculous, with regard to
approach, but I wasn't suspicious of
any wrongdoing. I just figured it was
some "garage-type" operation that
would eventually fade from the scene.
Why didn't we take a closer look?! It
wasn't a little ridiculous, it was very
ridiculous!

This time "Winthrop" was shoot-
ing for bigger stakes. What the heck,
if your objective is to rip off as many
people as possible, you sure can't do
it with a few half page ads here and
there. He put together an ad cam-
paign which was definitely in line with
his brazen style. Interface Age was
once again blessed with being the
first to receive his ads. Eight full
pages appeared in the March and
April issues which featured the
"hokey" introduction from Perry
Pollock and his wife Korrine. (Upon
reading that copy in retrospect, I can
see that it was surely written by "Win-
throp." It sounds like him. It has the
same poor sentence structure and
spelling which was evident in an
article he tried to write for me once.
(He may be able to talk a good line but

he can't write worth a damn.) The rest
of those ads described five new
products for the TRS-80, an S-100
EPROM Programmer and an S-100
I/O board. A total of. 10 full pages
were run in the April and May issues
of Byte magazine. Seven full pages
appeared in the April and May issues
of Kilobaud and six full pages in the
May issue of Creative. The grand total
is31 full-pageads ... which would cost
well over $30,000 - if they had been
paid for.

What were your thoughts when
you first saw those ads? I'll tell you
what mine were. Perry Pollock and his
wife are obviously a young couple;
therefore, my first impression was
that he probably hadn't made his
fortune yet, but perhaps had some
wealthy relatives behind him. My
main thought was about the ads and
the bundle of money they must have
paid for them. I never gave much
thought to the fact the ads went out of
the way to depict a garage-type
operation and what would actually be
required to manufacture and ship all
those products to thousands of
TRS-80 and S-100 system owners.
You don't do that sort of thing in a
garage!

The fact is, those ads weren't paid

Photo 7. DataSync Advertisement.

for. Some of them may have been but
not very many. Here's how "Win-
throp" played that end of the game:
He probably called on several ad
agencies until he found one that was
hungry and greedy. The thought of
commissions on $30,000 worth of ads
made the right agency (I don't know,
or care, who it was) use some very
poor judgement in taking an order
from an unknown company and plac-
ing all those ads. You see, the agency
places the ads, the magazines bill the
agency who then turns around and
bills the customer. (In all fairness to
that agency, I did hear that Interface
Age did some checking into World
Power and found that they had a
$900,000 line of credit from Honey-
well. I don't know how "Winthrop"
pulled off that phony line, but it would
be interesting to find out.)

"David Winthrop/Jim Anderson"
bai led out of World Power Systems on
April 25th, 1979. He left the ad agency
holding the bag, several distributors
with thousands invested in non-
existant products, creditors who had
shipped $100,000 to $250,000 worth
of equipment, thousands of cus-
tomers who had sent their money in
good faith, and Perry Pollock, age 22,
to be arrested by the Pima County
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Attorney's Office. Unfortunately,
yours truly was responsible for him
taking off. I had been looking into the
activities of World Power Systems
since the 10th of April and on the 23rd
I placed a call to them. The purpose of
the call was a "bluff" in which I told
Lee Anderson that I was coming to
Tucson on the 1st of May and wanted
to stop by and do a story on their
operation. (I didn't suspect that
"Winthrop" was involved in the
company, just that something was
wrong.) I had no intention of going - I
just wanted to see what their reaction
would be. She called back several
hours later and told me they had some
things going that day but if I could
make it the 3rd or 4th, that would be
fine. I said I would see if my schedule
could be rearranged and get back to
them which I never did. They packed
up and left two days later. On the one
handl'rn bitterly dlsappolnted that my
phone call scared them aw~y,
because it means they made off with
most of the money, plus, they weren't
arrested. On the other hand, I'm
thankful that the operation was ter-
minated early - and it was early. He
was still counting on raking. in the
results of the May ads in Creative,
Byteand Kilobaud.

Escape #2
On Wednesday, April 25th, "Jim

Anderson" loaded up a van with
equipment and left Tucson. He took
two of his secretaries with him,
having told them they were going to
Florida to set up a plant and also put
the girls in school to learn computers.
The girls left almost at a moments
notice without even notifying close
relatives ... another example of his
persuasive talents. "Lee Anderson"
remained behind (supposedly ill, so
she didn't come into the office).
However, she did make it to the Post
Office for the next few days to pick up
the mail and checks. Perry Pollock
drove her to Albuquerque to meet the
others on Friday, the 27th. After
traveling for several days one of th.e
girls became suspicious because It
appeared they were just aimlessly
moving around Texas rather than
heading for Florida. She called her
father back in Tucson and he flew to
Texas and picked her up. The father
had become quite worried when his
daughter disappeared and began an
investigation of his own into World
Power; plus, he got the Pima County
Attorney's Office going on it at the
same time. "The Andersons" and the
other secretary dumped the contents

8. World Power Systems, Inc. Advertise-
ment.

of the van into a storage locker (which
has undoubtedly been recovered by
the pol ice by now) and started moving
north. They stopped and bought a
new Ford Fairmont, for cash, and
then, for some reason, abandonded it
in Oklahoma and bought a new van,
once again, with cash. About this
time the other secretary decided to
get out and she returned to Tucson.
She told the authorities she was
under the impression that "Jim
Anderson" only had about $8,000 left.

Shortly after their departure the
two offices of World Power Systems
were put under surveillance alon,g
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with the homes of the "Andersons"
and Pollock. On the morning of
Monday, April 30th, Perry Pollock
was observed loading a van with
equipment from "Anderson's" house.
He took the equipment to his home
where he was arrested by investiga-
tors Susan Moore and Paul Banales of
the Pima County Attorney's Office. A
search warrant was obtained for all of
the homes and offices involved (plus
some storage lockers) in which large
quantities of equipment were dis-
covered. They also found the
complete mockups for all those
TRS-80 products being advertised -
nicely painted boxes with dummy
switches, indicators and sockets
mounted in them.

One of the investigators told me
this kind of operation is called a "bust
out" and one of the main objectives is
for the company to get to the point of
having established credibility. Then
large orders are placed for equipment
from suppliers and financial backing
for expansion is secured from a bank
or lending institution. Once the
equipment is in hand and the bank
loan secured the con man "busts
out," taking everything with him.
What Started All This?

I received a phone call from Bill
Godbout, of Godbout Electronics, on
!he 10th .of April which fired up my
Interest In World Power Systems.
Bill's primary reason for calling me
was a strong feeling he has and
which I share, that we have to k~ep an
eye open for the bad guys ... and
something was looking "bad" with
this company.
. Two of his deslqners, Kevin

Flscher.and Rick Kalish, have been
developing Godbout's new I/O board.
In the course of looking over the
photo in the ad for World Power
Sys.tems' 3S + P Interface Card they
noticed several things which weren't
right. The board has three UARTS for
the RS-232 serial interfaces and these
UARTS need + 12 'volts to operate
which is derived from + 16 volts (pin 2
on an S-100 board). There's nothing
coming in on pin 2 of that board. Also,
vectored interrupts would normally be
used for an I/O board such as that and
there weren't any traces on the inter-
rupt pins (4 thru 11). The most telltale
item was the absence of enough
traces on the component side of the
board. A double-sided PC board has
vertical traces running on one side
and horizontal on the opposite. That

3S + P board was very dense with ICs
and there's no way all of it could have
worked with just the few vertical
traces shown on the component side.

Bill wanted me to get someone to
order one of those boards so we could
find out if it was legitimate. I asked an
old friend, Hal Singer, if he would
place an order for one so we could see
what happened. He called (on April
~Oth)and asked what he could expect
In the way of delivery time for one of
the 3S + P boards. He was told 3 to 4
weeks, which means his Master-
Charge would have been billed by
then and he would have to go through
the hassle of cancelling the bill if the
board didn't come through. After dis-
cussing the board with Ron Markus
the General Manager, he was furthe~
convinced .that delivery was unlikely,
so he declined placing an order. Hal
mentioned to Ron that there were
some questionable things about the
board and he was wondering if that
was perhaps a prototype board they
had used for the photo. Ron replied
that the new board didn't look
anything like the one in the photo, it
only had ONE UART ... which was
"time-shared" with the 3 serial ports
through high-speed switching ... each
with independent baud rates! (if
you've got a reasonable hardware
background you'll appreciate just
how ridiculous that sounds. It can be
done, but only with very sophisti-
cated and expensive techniques. It
puts Ron Markus in a bad light when I
report that he was "sold" on this
whole thing and that's the way he
sounded to Hal. Ron was one of the
victims and it's important to keep in
mind that he was conned by a real
expert. He feels badly enough
because some of his friends in
Tucson paid for some of those non-
existent products. "Anderson" tried
to make him president of the
company, shortly before he took off
so Ron would have been left holding
the bag.)

Another victim was Small Sys-
tems Services in Chicago, Bryan
Allen, one of the partners in the firm
sent a check to World Power System~
on February 24th for $4 500 to open a
distributorship. (Payciose attention
and you'll get a good feel for how this
scam works. It's all a matter of delay-
ing tactics.)World Power was initially
demanding $9,000 from new distribu-
tors but Small Systems Services
offered half and "Jim Anderson"
agreed. He told them their shipment
would be shipped by Airborne the

following day. The shipment didn't
arrive. Bryan called "Anderson" and
was told that Airborne had been un-
able to find their address. Bryan then
called Airborne and discovered they
had no record of the shipment. More
phone calls, more excuses, and then
a prom ise that the sh ipment wou Id be
going out via UPS Blue Label. Once
again, it didn't arrive. Finally, on
March 16th Bryan demanded that
their $4,500 be returned. The same
delaying tactics began all over but
this time there were a lot of un-
answered telephone messages and
no Jim Anderson when Bryan was
calling. They never did get their
money back.

Bryan Allen has a very nice tele-
phone conversation recording system
and he used it during the many phone
conversations he had with "Jim
Anderson." (By the way, did you know
that it is perfectly legal to record a
phone conversation as long as at least
one party consents, e.g., the person
doing the recording? It's illegal to tap
into a conversation and record two
people without their consent.) He
played a couple of those tapes for me
over the phone and my '01 buddy
"Winthrop" didn't have more than 5
words out of his mouth before I
recognized him. Up to that point I had
only heard that the police had found
evidence which indicated that "An-
derson" and "Winthrop" were the
same person but this was the real
clincher for me. (I'll be making a
sworn statement that it was him and
only hope it helps put him away.) An
interesting coincidence is that the
person who originally introduced me
to "Winthrop" happened to drop by
my office at the same time Bryan
played the tape and he identified the
voice as quickly as I did.

Terry Reiter's company, California
Digital, was listed at the bottom of
World Power Systems' ads as being
their "stocking distributor for South-
ern California." He wasn't. They
almost took him for $3,000 but his
threats to contact the FBI and the
postal authorities were good enough
to scare them into returning his
money. (Too bad he didn't contact
those agencies, they'd both like to
see "David Winthrop.")

Now, What Are We Going To Do
About It?

This is really a tragic situation
because it damages the entire
industry. Magazines rely on advertis-
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ing for revenue and manufacturers
rely on that advertising for revenue. If
sales drop drastically (or never get off
the ground), because the reader/cus-
tomer is afraid of losing money to this
kind of fraud, then eventually those
manufacturers won't be buying
advertising and they'll probably fold. I
think the biggest concern will be with
newcomers into the field. The older,
established firms probably won't be
affected at all.

I suspect the immediate reaction
of most people is to blame the maga-
zines for accepting the ads in the first
place. What should we do, demand to
see each and every product for which
we run ads? Well, in some cases that
might not be a bad idea but I doubt if it
would work. Some companies place
ads for products which are near com-
pletion, taking into account the two-
month lead time for magazines. In
such a case, the magazine might
request a prototype board. Fine, but
what if the company wanted to put
together an ad campaign which
included the five or six most popular
magazines. There's usually only one
or two prototype boards produced
and it's doubtful that a company
would want to even let one of them go
during that stage of development.
Then there's the problem, from the
magazine's standpoint, of paying
someone to check out all those pro-
ducts (either someone on the staff or
outside). But, to top it all off, how do
you handle an entire system (built
into a desk, for example)? Does the
company ship the whole thing to each
magazine in which they want to ad-
vertise? Who gets stuck with the
shipping?

The best, and safest approach, for
any mail-order buying is to use a
credit card such as Visa or Master-
Charge. Under the provisions of the
Consumer Protection Act you can go
to the bank which issued your card
and pay the bill, except for the dis-
puted amount. You then fill out a
"disputed or fraudulent billing"
claim. The bank then reverses the
charge on your bill and goes back to
the merchant for the amount due. It's
very important that the customer get
in touch with the merchant first.
Otherwise, the bank won't even be
interested in talking with you. In the
.case of World Power Systems
charges, people who used their cards
probably still have recourse. I'd
certalnly check into it, anyway.

COD's have some good points and
some bad. However, any company
which flat refuses to ship COD (such
asWorld Power) should be suspect. A

couple of the disadvantages for the
consumer are: 1.) The cost is higher.
The customer has to pay additional
charges; 2.) The customer has to ~o
to. the trouble of getting a certified
check, money order, or cash if the
company won't accept personal
checks. Disadvantages to the com-
pany are: 1.) Customers sometimes
change their mind and the company is
then stuck with the shipping both
ways; 2.) Bad personal checks can be
a real hassle to collect. Therefore,
many companies won't accept them.
My own personal feeling on the
matter is that COD is the preferred
way to go especially with a new
company. If I want a product bad
enough I'm not going to object to
paying a little extra in COD charges or
going to the trouble of getting a
money order. The most important
thing is that the product be in my
hand when I shell out my money.

Several companies in the industry
have put their heads together as a
result of this thing and are going to try
and come up with a solution that will
benefit the consumer. Godbout Elec-
tronics, HUH Electronics, JADE,
Priority 1, California Digital and
George Morrow's Thinker Toys are
tosslnq around the idea of forming a
"mail-order association" which will
have a bond or insurance to back up
products they sell. If the customer is
unhappy then he can go to the asso-
ciation for a refund. The idea is that
new companies will join this associa-
tion, after being checked out for
validity, and they'll be able to put in
their ads that they're members.

Closing Thoughts ...

The saddest part of all this is that
it's just one man who has come along
and messed things up for the rest of
us. There haven't been any other con
artists trying to rip off the computer

hobbyist industry, just "Colonel Win-
throp." Because of him we're all going
to have to be a little paranoid and
make sure he, or someone like him,
doesn't come along and get to us
again.
. There are some people who will

express some admiration for what
he's done, but I won't be one of them.
Along with the thousands of people
who sent money in good faith (which
will now be destroyed), he's probably
managed to put some of the smaller
stores and distributors out of
business. Many of those smaller
businesses can't handle the strain of
loslnq 2 or 3 thousand dollars to
something like this. His lower-cost
S-100 interface, for example, was
hurting the sales of companies (such
as HUH Electronics) who have one for
real.

I sincerely hope he's-In jail, where
he belongs, by the time this issue
reaches you. Just in case he isn't, I've
included some photographs of him
(courtesy of the Santa Maria, Cali-
fornia Police Dept.). He's a white
male, 6' 3" (i.e., TALL), 220 pounds,
with reddish brown hair and hazel
eyes. Some of his past alias and areas
of operating are: William D. Win-
throp, California; William Frank
Northrup, Texas; Harold Bender,
Nevada; William A. Scoville, Nevada/
Arizona (Scoville Automation - later
changed to National Digital Computer
Corporation); Robert L. Renfro,
Georgia (Digi-Tone Communications
Corp.) His new wife, "Lee Anderson,"
(whose real name is believed to be
Robinson) is white, approximately
5'6",35 to 40 years, has short straw-
berry blonde hair and wears large,
frameless glasses.

Apparently the first lesson he gave
us wasn't enough. We certainly forgot
it soon enough. I think I'll write an
editorial on this in about a year as a
reminder. 0
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Another new game from Creative Computing ....

BRaIn tEaSER
'. At first glance, "aRAIN TEASER"

appears deceptively simple but,
unless you are very lucky or very
smart, you will use far more than the
six maximum moves needed to solve
this puzzle.

The program begins by setting up
a 3 x 3 playing board. The board is
randomly filled with O's and one or
more1's.

The object of the puzzle is to
change the patterns of O's and 1's
until the board has a 0 in the center
and 1's in all other positions.

To make a board change, select a
square that contains a 1. You tell the
computer which square you are
pointing to by entering the square's
address number.

A possible starting board and its
addresses are as follows:

010
010
o 0 1

123
456
789

There are three ways the board wi II
change as you select different ad-
dresses. If you print to the center
square (Address 5), all but the corner
squares will change state (1's will.
change to O's and O's will change to
1's). Forexample:

010 000
o 1 0 will change to 1 0 1
001 011

If you select a corner square
(Addresses 1, 3, 7 or 9), that corner
and the three adjacent squares will
change state. For example, if you
point to Square 9:

010 010
o 1 0 willchangeto 0 0 1
001 010

Finally, if you choose a square at
the center of an edge (Addresses 2, 4,
6 or, 8), the three squares along that
edge will change state. For example,
choose Square 2:

01Q 101
o 1 0 will change to 0 1 0
001 001

One last fact, if you happen to end
up with all D's, you lose! (I've been

Hal Knippenberg, 2514 Blueberry Drive,
Augusta, Georgia 30906.

iaa REM
195 REN
IH! REM
115 REM
lG.3 REM
125 F:EM
138 REM
135 REM
lie REM
liS REM
158 F:EN
155 F:EM
169 REM
165 REM
179 REM
175 REM
188 REM
185
199
195 REM
200 REM
285 REM
210 REM
215
229
225 REM
230
235 REM.2i9
2+5
258
255 REM
269
265 REM
270
275
280 REM
285
299 REM
235
3e9
385
319
315
329
325
339
335
3i9
3+5
359
35536i!1
365
370
375 REM
3813
385 REM
339
395.0+09
.0+135
H9
H5
+28.0+25
+38
+35
H9
H5
i5e.0+55
.o+6e
.0+65
He
475 INPUT"YOUR MOUE ?
i89 IF X = a THEN 585
485 RErI

Hal Knippenberg

BRi1UIT 113APRIL 73 HAL KNIPPErlBH:G
PATTERNED AFTER A MACH!NE LANGUAGE PROGRAM 08[0 TO
DEMONSTRATE DIGITAL GROUP EQUIPMENT
VARIABLES' A$ ..... AN~WERS TO COMPUTER QU~ST!ONS

BC). .ARRAY TO HOLD BOARD
E. .ERROR FLAG
I INDEX COUNTERM MOUE COUNTER
S SUMMING REGISTER
S$ STORAGE STRING
T TEMPORARY STORAGE REGISTER
~$ WIN/LOSE FLAG
X POINTS TO PLAYERS MOUE
Z CALLS MACHINE LANGUAGE SUBROUTINES
OIM 8(3)
DIM S$(-+5)

* • * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * *START OF MAIN ROUTINE
LET M = 0
GOSUB 625

'REM INITIAL MOUE COUNT
,REM ssr UP 80ARO

Z = CALL< 12762) -REM CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT" "
PRINT" BRA I N TEA S E R"
PRINT" "
GOSUS 7a(1 ,REM PR!~n80ilF:D
INPUT"CO YOU WANT ,INSTRUCTIONS ",AS
IF ASC1,1) <) "Y" THEN ise
Z = CALL(12762) 'REM CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT" THE OBJECT OF THIS PUZZLE IS TO CHANGE THE"
PRINT"PATTERNS OF a's AND I'S UNTIL THE BOilRD HAS A 0"
PRINT"IN THE CENTER ilNO I'S IN ALL OTHER POSITIONS."
PRINT" TO CHANGE THE SOARD PATTERN, ENTER THE .,
PRINT"NUM8ER OF ilSQUARE THAT CONTAINS A 1. ENTER THE"
PRINT"SQUARES POSITION NUMBER AS FOLLOWS'"
PRINT" "
PRINT"
PRINT"
PRHn"
PRINT" "
PRINT" CHOOSING A SQUARE IN THE CENTER OF AN EDGE"
PRINT"C2,1,B,S) CAUSES ALL POSITIONS ALONG THE EDGE TO"
PRItIT"CHMIGE STATE. (0' S 8ECO~lE l' S AND I'S 8.ECOrIE0' S)"
PRINT" "
INPUT"PRESS RETURN TO CONTINUE ",AS

I 2 3"
1 S 6"
7 S 8"

Z = CALL(12762) 'REM CLEAR SCREEN
PR!tIT""
PRINT" CHOOSING A CORNER SQUARE (1,3,7,3) CAUSES"
PRINT"THE CORNER SQUARE AND THE THREE AOJACENT SQUARES"
PRINT"TO CHANGE STATE."
PRINT""
PRINT" FINALLY IF YOU CHOOSE THE CENTER SQUi1RE (5),"
PRINT"ALL BUT THE CORNER SQUARES WILL CHANGE STATE."
PRINT""
PRINT" TO END THE GAME, ENTER A MOUE OF 0."
PRINT" "
INPUT"CPRESS RETURN TO BEGIN THE GAME) ",AS

REM
GOSUB 690

REM
COSUB 78£1
IF W$ <> .... THEN 535

REM

'REM PRINT 80ARD
-RE~1 lJ ltt CHECK

••• ,J~(',
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.•S0 COSUS 3.•5 'REM ~10JJECHECK

.•S5 IF E = 1 THEN H5
5013 RE~1
505 COSUS 919 'RE~1 RElJISE BOAF~D
5113 REM
515 LET M = 1'1 + 1
529 REM
525
539 REM
5355.•9
5.•5
sS-e
555
569
565 REM
5113
575
sse REM
585
5ge
595
6ee REM
605 REM
619 REt'1
615 REM
629 REM
625
63e
6356.•9
6.•5
650
655
669
665
679 REM
675 RE~1
689 REM
685 REM
699
695 REM
799
795719
715
729
725
739
735
H9 '
H5
758
755
768 REM
765 REM
778 REM
775 REM
789
785
7S9
795
898
395
818
815
8213
825 REM
839 REM
835 REM
s.•e REM
8.•5
858
855
869
865 REM
870
875
889
885
399 REM
895 REM
see REM
9135 REM
910
915
928
925
9313
935
9.•8
9.•5 REM
950 REM
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GOTO .•59
PRIttT""
IF us = "WOW THEN PRHIT" YOU 140 tI !"
IF W$ = "LOST" THEN PRINT" YOU LOS T !"

P-RINf""
PRINT"IT TOOK YOU ";1'1;" MOlJES,
PRHiT" "
INPUT"WOULD YOU LIKE TO TRY AGAIN ~ ".AS
IF AS(I.1) = "'("THEN 215
PRINT""
PRItH""
END

'REM END IF PLAYER QUITS

able to lose several times in fewer
than six moves.)

A "WIN" looks like this:

1 1 1
1 0 1
1 1 1

Try it - You'll hate It!
The program was written in MAXI-

BASIC and should wo'rk with few
modifications in most other BASIC's.
However, there are several lines of
code that might best be explained.

Z = CALL(12762) is a call to a
machine language subroutine that
instantly clears the TV monitor.
(MAXI-BASIC has no specific com-
mand that will clear the screen.) If you
have no CLEAR SCREEN command,
try a BASIC subroutine to do the job,
i.e.: FORI=1t016

PRINT""
NEXTI
RETURN

The BASIC subroutine will be slower
than its machine language counter-
part, but it will get the job done.

Try programming a simple graph-
ics version of BRAIN TEASER with
light squares representing the 1's and
dark squares the O's. Try to tncorpor-
ate sound effects too. 0

ReliAnCe

END OF MAIN ROUTINE
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'* * * * * * * * * *SUBROUTINE, SET UP BOARD
LET S = 9
FOR I = 1 TO 8

LET T = RrlO(0)
IF T <= .8 THEN Bel) 0
IF T .9 THEN S(I) 1

LETS S+Bd)
NEXT I
IF S = 0 THEN 630
RETURN

SUBROUT HIE' PR INT BOARD
Z = CALL (127(2) 'REM CLEAR SCREEN
PRINT"THE BOARD AFTER MOUE "iN
PRINT""PRINT" "
FOR I = 9 TO 8 STEP 3

FOR J = 1 TO 3
LET T = I + J
PRIliT" ";8(T);

ND:T J
PRINT""

NE:n I
PRINT" "
RETURrl

SUBROUTINE' l·JINCHECK

America's Most Versatile
Line of Customized

Audio Visual Packaging

Audio Cassette
Albums

CA2LL-6

Corrugated Mailers

et
M-1 M-2

LET S = 9
LET I.~$= ""
FOR I = !TO 8

LET S = S + B(I>
tiE:<TI
IF S = 0 THEN W$ = "LOST"
IF S <) 8 THEN 820
IF B(5) = 0 THEN W$ ="WON"

RETURN

SUBROUT HiE' ~10lJECHECK

For complete c atalcq write or phone:~lnnr.E Plastics &.~~ ,..,. I'-i Packa9ing Division
108·18 Queens Boulevard
Forest Hitls, N.Y. 11375 (212) 544·9800

LET E = 0
IF X > 8 THEN 879
IF BeX) = B THEN 878

RETIJRrl
PRINT" ILLEGAL MOUE. RE-ENTER,"
PRINT""
LET E = 1
RETURN

SUBROUTI NE' RElJIBE 80AF~D

CIRCLE 181ON READER SERVICE CARD

S$ ="12 .•5012300235881 .•7002456836809457807898856880"
LET B(8) = 5
FOR I = eSlx - 1) TO S*X

LET T = UAL(S$(I.I»
IF eeT> = B THEN SeT) 1 ELSE BeT) 0

riEXT I
RETURN
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Another new game from Creative Computing ....

In the best tradition of other
Invicta classics, ZoneX is a combina-
tion of guessing and strategy. The
object of the game is for one player
(the Zone Breaker) to find the target
poi nt set by the other player (the Zone
Maker) in a minimum number of
moves. The game is played on a co-
ordinate grid.

At the start of the game, the Zone
Maker secretly selects a target point
on his "marker grid." He then draws
two straight lines which are con-
tinued out to the edge of the grid. The
Zone Maker now writes R.B.G.Y. in
the four quadrants on his grid to
represent the four colors (red, blue,
green, yellow) created by the inter-
secting lines. The red and blue
quadrants must always be opposite
each other.

The Zone Breaker then tries to find
the target point, using his own
searchboard. The Zone Maker's
marker grid is hidden from him. The
Zone Breaker finds a point and then
the Zone Maker tells the Zone Breaker
what color peg to place there. For
instance, if the Zone Breaker had
picked a point in the red area, then the
Zone Maker would tell him to place a
red peg there. This continues until the
Zone Breaker can figure out where the
target point is. If the Zone Breaker
picks a point on one of the boundary
lines, then the Zone Maker must tell
him and a black peg is placed.

Some variations of the game allow
for curved lines to be used. But when
this is done, the game deteriorates
from a thinking game into a guessing
game. The more the lines are curved,
the more fun the game is for the Zone

Jim Madehelm, 3802 W. Medina Rd., Tucson,
AR85706.

Zone
Jim Madehelm
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Maker and the less interesting it is for
the Zone Breaker. Since the computer
plays as the Zone Maker, I'll let him
have the dull time so I can have a good
time. Thus, this program works with
straight lines only.

If you want to type in this program
with multiple statements on each
line, the only lines that are referenced
are the lines that end in zero. If you are
using a slow printing terminal and
have "TRM$" available, then change
the period in line 1100 to a space and;
change line 1121 to -PRINT TRMS$
(B$)-.

The game comes with a 15 by 15
grid. If your terminal will print out
more than 15 lines then change line 2
to-P = 15-.

On my computer the ASCII value
for A is 1. If yours is 65, then change
Iine1077to ... CHR$(1+64).

SEG$(W$,4,8) means examine W$
starting with the 4th character and
ending with the 8th character, inclu-
sive.

2
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7
8
9
10

11

12
13
14
15

POS(Y$,",",7) means search Y$
for a "comma" starting with the
character in the 7th position.

If you cannot use this statement
then delete lines 1030, 1032, 1036,
1040, 1047, 1073. These lines allow
you to make more than one guess at a
time. I use multiple guesses on the
first guess on Iy.

DIM N$(225,3) means that there
are 225 subscripted N$'s and they are
each 3 characters long.

The method for plotting the
colors:

I picked the point of intersection
and then a second point which
defines one of the lines. I then picked
a third point which defines (with the
point of intersection) the second line.
Then I found the equation for each
line using the slope-intercept
method. The colors of the four areas
were determined by the graphing of
inequalities, using the two lines as
boundaries.

Since almost one-third of the
points are on the edges of the grid, I
weighted the random selection of the
point of intersection so there would
be more four color grids and less
three color grids. 0
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f~ANDOMIZE
2 P=l1
3 W=P*I'"
4 DEF FNZ(P)=INT«P-1)*RND(X)tl.5)
5 DIM N$(225,3).B$(30),YI(30),XI(30),a$(14)
6 al=' NEXT GUESS'
7 FOR 1-1 TO 6
9 READ CI(I)
11 NEXT I
l.2 DATA 11*', "WI!, "R", IIG" V "B' ~ "'(II

14 PRINT 'DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS (I-YES, O-NO)'
1.6 INPUT A$
18 IF A$<)' l' THEN 20 1.086 FOR J=L TO I
19 GO SUB 3000 1089 IF LEN(N$(J) )=1 THEN 1100
20 FOR I",no W 1093 B~'=B$&N$(,J)
22 NI(I)=' , 1097 GO TO :L120
23 NEXT I 1100 BI=B$ &'. '
27 G'''O H20 NEXT J
40 X1=FNZ(P) 1121 PRINT B$;
42 Y1=FNZ(P) 1122 NEXT L
44 X2=FNZ(P) 1123 PRINT TAB(26);QS;
46 If: X::.''''X:J.THEN 40 1.126 GO TO 101()
48 Y2=FNZ(P) 1990 PRINT 'YOU WIN!!!!! I I!! ';G;'GUESSES'
52 Ml=(Y2-Y1. )/(X2-XI.) 2000 FOR L."'1TO W STEP P
::;4 Bl'-'Yl-'M:I.*X1 2004 FOR J=L TO L't-Pr-L
80 X2=FNZ(P) 2007 PRINT SEG$(N$(,J),J"U&' ';
84 H' X2=X 1 THEN 80 2019 NEXT ,.I
88 Y2 '''FNZ(F') 2023 PRINT
93 M2=(Y2--Y1)/(X2-Xl) 2027 NEXT I...
97 B2"'Yl'-M2*Xl 2029 GO TO 20
99 FOR X=:J.TO P 3()00 PRINT 'TWO LINES INTERSECT BREAKING THE GRID INTO 4 SEPARATE'
101 Z1=Ml*XtBl 300~ PRINT 'AREAS. BLUE AND RED ARE ALWAYS OPPOSITE EACH OTHER AS ARE'
107 Z2=M2*XtB2 3004 PRINT 'GREEN AND YELLOW. YOUR JOB IS TO FIND THE TARGET'
111 FOR Y=1 TO P 3006 PRINT 'POINT WHERE THE LINES CROSS, MARKED -w-. PICK ANY'
123 K=O 3008 PRINT 'POINT ON THE GRID (E.G. B6), AND I WILL TEL.L YOU WHAT'
136 IF ABS(ZI-Y».OOI THEN 250 3012 PRINT 'COLOR IT IS. IF YOU PICK A POINT ON A L.INE, I WILL PRINT'
138 ZI=Y 3014 PRINT 'OUT AN -*-. THE GAME IS OVER WHEN YOU FIND THE, -w-.'
250 IF ABS(Z2-Y»).001 THEN 270 3016 PRINT 'ANYTIME YOU TYPE IN -99- I WILL. SHOW YOU THE COMPL.ETE GRID.'
252 Z2=Y 3018 PRINT 'YOU CAN GUESS MORE THAN 1 POINT AT A TIME BY SEPARATING YOUR"
270 IFY:>Zl THEN 300 3022 PRINT 'GUESSES WITH COMMAS' -
283 K=l 3024 RETURN
3()() IF Y::>Z2 THEN 40() 3026 END Rl.JNNH
30}
323
4()O
4~!:l
431

1\'''l<t:l
GO TD :I.O()O
IF K:>O THEN 1()OO
K"'3
IF Y:=Zl THEN 500

Y()Uf~FIRST GUESS
'~ C:5,CB, H3,HI:!

ABC D E F G H I J I<

soo
::;43
600
607
714
8J.9
9::;7
10()O
1.0():>
1.()07
lOOS'
1.0()9
1.010
lOB
1.01l
J.030
1.03~!
1.034
1.036
1040
1.047
1.050
J.0:52
1053
lO~')4
l.O~5~5
1057
10~'i9
1.061
1062
106:,
1.064
1070
1.07:1.
:l072
lOT,
1.07~5
:1.076
Ion
1.079
1081
1()8:~
lOB3
1084
ioas

IF Y>=Z2 THEN 600
1,"'1,+:1.
IF K"'3 THEN J.OO()
II"I,"~;THEN 1()OO
K=6
IF Y:Z1 THEN 1000
1\""4
NS«P-Y)*PtX)-C$(K)
NEXT Y
NEXT X
PRINT
PRINT 'YOUR FIRST GUESS'j
INPUT X$
IF XS='99' THEN 2000
S"'l.\YS""X;,
R::::F'DS(Y$,",N,S)
IF R<>O tHEN 1()40
X$=SEG$(Y$,S,LEN(Y$»
GO T[) 1050
X$=SEG'(YS.S.R-l)
8'''r:+l
IF L.EN IXII>3 THEN 1010
X=ASC(SEGSIX$,:J.,l»)-O
IF X<l THEN 10:1.0
IF X)P THEN 10]0
Y=Ptl-VAL.(SEG'(X$,2,L.EN(XS))
IF'Y<l THEN t o i c
IF Y)P THEN lO:J.O
O'''(P'-'Y)ll<F'+X
IF I...EN(NI(Q»)<=lTHEN 1070
f"I:nNT" DUM"j,("
GO TO 1010
N1,(I])""NSIO)&""
G::::G+l
IF N$W) '''W''THENl'?9(j
IF R<>O THEN 1030
PI;:} N"r u II ~

FOF: 1""1TO P

2
:3
4~,J
6
7
H
9
10
11

2
:I
4
5

"7
~I
9
10
1.1

2
:5
4~
,J

6
7
8
9
1()
11
'YOU
H F(

R
G
f' Gu
G G
G (3
G G
(J G
G G
G (;
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ABC DEI" G H I J K
NEXT GUESS? E7
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G
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ABC D E F 13 H I J K
NEXT GUESS? D7

G Y

NEXT GU[SS? D:J
WIN! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! ! 7 GUESSES
R R R R R R R R R
R R R R R R R R R
R R R R R R R R R

F( r~ RF( R
G f~
G ()

G f'.1
G U
G G

B B
f) B "'

f~ I~ H
I:;: I:~ f~
f~

f~

B
B B B

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

NEXT I
FOR L=l TO W STEP P
T'·'L+I::'--:I.

PRINT STR.(I/P);TABI4l;
B'~" "
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I ~~llIBS 86 ~14()~IBffiS !- ~- -- -- ~- ~- ~- -!! t's mail time on Merlin's Isle and the first order of business deals with the puzzle called "A ~-~ Weightly Matter" which appeared in the April issue. In it we asked the question "With how many ~
- weights and of what denominations respectively, can you weigh any number of pounds from 1 to ~
; 127 inclusive?" Our answer was seven weights, of 1,2,4,8,16,32 and 64Ibs.respectively. It has ~
'!! been brought to our attention, by several of our readers, that you can make these measurements, :
~ using just six weights, if you place them in both sides of the scales along with the weight to be ~
~ measured. (These weights are 1,3,9,27,81 and 243 Ibs. respectively). Merlin claims that he meant that ~
ii the weights used in his solution were to be placed on one side only of the balance scales and that it was ii
- ourfault for not realizing this, to him, obvious fact. Merlin hates to admit he's wrong, but, it doesn'tdo ~
~ any harm to take him down a peg once in awhile. My thanks go out to Carey Tyler Schug, Maurice D. -
~ Anderson, Andrew Behrens, and Jay Parsons for submitting this alternate solution. ii
~ Another problem, in the same issue, that no one picked us up on was called "Alice In Puzzleland" ii
~ and it asked the reader to place the remaining letters of the alphabet correctly above and below the line ii- -_ shown in the picture. Unfortunately, the solution was omitted from the answer section. It was really -
~ quite simple (I can hear Merlin chuckling from here). All of the letters above the line are made with ~
~ straight lines only, while, all of the letters below the line are made with straight and curved lines. ~---!!'!!-----------!!---!!----------!!---!!-!!------!!--!!-

--!!
A EF HI KLMN
BCD G J OP

-----!!-----!! The following puzzles are from our readers who will each receive a copy of "Merlin's Puzzler #2" for
their efforts. Anyone with a favorite puzzle, be it old or new, is encouraged to send it in. If Merlin uses
your material be wi II send you a copy of one of his books. ~

Your Editor ~ / h ~2
V-~~~O_ ..

--------.----------------!!'!!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:.~~;OY;;Y;~~~~;'f';~;..,,;;oy;~;..,,;~~;y;~;y;~~~~;y;;y;;..,,;;y;~;y;;y;;oy;;y;;y;~~;y;;y;~;y;~.

THE PUZZLE OF MOUNT FOOLISAMA

The samurai swordsman pictured here might well be Singing that old song "There's a long, long trail
a winding ... " as he contemplates the castle of his enemy perched on top of Mount Foolisama. Now,
Mount Foolisama is in the shape of a perfect right circular cone. It measures two kilometres across at
the circular base and it stands exactly one kilometre high above the plain below. A long path ascends

counterclockwise from the base of the mountain to the castle at the top.
The path winds around and around, with a slope of one metre in ten, with
the spiral getting even tighter. How far will the samurai have to travel,

~ from base to peak, before he can havea martial arts workout with his old
army buddy?
(From Jay Parsons, Somerset Data Systems,
Inc., Bernardsville, N.J.)

-------!!'!!----!!-!!---!!-!!----------111111111111I11I1I1I11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111
Answers on
page 160
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tEA TIME TOMFOOLERY

"You're late again, Alice," cried the Mad
Hatter, "and you shall have no tea until you have
solved this puzzle! I have before me two cups;
each filled with the same amount of liquid, one
with coffee and the other with tea. I now take a
teaspoonful of coffee from the coffee cup and
pour it into the tea cup and thoroughly mix the
two together. Now, I take a teaspoonful of this
mixture and pour it into the coffee cup. Your
problem; my dear Alice, is to determine if there is
more coffee in the tea cup, or, more tea in the
coffee cup?"
(From Richard M. Weed, Trenton, New Jersey)

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;"";~~;"';~~~~~~;Y;~~;"f";;T;~;Y;;Y;~;Y;~~~;Y;;Y;~~;"";;Y;;Y;;Y;~~~~~;Y;~~
AN EASY PROBLEM

Let's change the puzzling page with an easy (?) word problem from Bill Mooney of Old Bridge, New
Jersey. Bill asks the question; what one word may be inserted in the blanks below to form valid, new
words?

___ an, ___ bug, ___ id, ___ bled, or, ___ us.

~********************************• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• .t -. •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •AP--~,""

THECASEOFTHE BOGUS DOUBLOONS
That world famous sleuth, J. Pinkerton Snoopington, has an interesting

tale to tell. It seems that he bagged a crooked international courier,' with 50 bags -'-""'_""/
of gold coins, at an airport in the couriers own country. Each bag contained 100
coins and it was Snoopington's contention that the courier had switched the gold
coins in one of the bags for worthless counterfeit coins. Snoopington knew that
each genuine gold coin weighed exactly one ounce, and, that each counterfeit coin
weighed exactly 1/7 of an ounce less. The authorities tended not to believe
Snoopington, but, when he said that he could prove his case if they would let him
have the use of the luggage scale they agreed to give him a chance. They stipulated,
however, that he would be given only one opportunity to use the scale. After satisfy-
ing himself that the scale was true to within a hundredth of an ounce of measure-
ment Snoopington proceeded to prove to the authorities that he was right and to
show them the bag that contained the bogus coins. How was he able to do this from
only one reading off the scales?

(From Tarus Paul Balog, Asheboro, North Carolina).

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.~~~~~~~~~~~~~r.~;"';~;"-;;Y;;"";~;'9';~;Y;;Y;;Y;~;"";;Y;;Y;~;Y;;Y;;"";;Y;;Y;;Y;;Y;;Y;;"";;Y;;Y;;Y;~;""';~;Y;;Y;;"";~~;T;;Y;;Y;.

WHAT COMES NEXT?
Our last puzzle is from the pen of David Day of Newton Centre, Mass. Pictured below are six random

(?) patterns made up from circles, triangles and squares. Your problem is to figure out what the next three
patterns in the series are. Ready, on your mark, get set, ... draw!
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AnENTION TRS-80'S

"Give me some specifications and I'll see what I can
do." I.B.M. hastily worked up specs for programmers
(are specs ever anything other than hasty) and the Lord
reviewed them.

The Lord knew the specs weren't sufficient but
followed them anyway. He also made some pro-
grammers that did just what programmers were
supposed to do, just to spite I.B.M. The programmers
and I.B.M. spent the rest of the day creating the
Assembler and FORTRAN. On the morning of the fifth
day, I.B.M. reported to the Lord once again.

"The programmers you created for me have a
problem. They want a programming language that is
easy to use and similar to English. I told them you had
cursed English, though I still don't know why. They
wanted me to ask your indulgence on this."

The Lord had cursed English for good reason, but
didn't want to explain this to I.B.M. He said "let there be
COBOL" and that was that.

On the status report of the next day I.B.M.
announced that computers had gone forth and multi-
plied. Unfortunately, the computers still weren't big
enough or fast enough to do what the programmers
wanted. The Lord liked the idea of going forth and
multiplying, and used the line Himself later on that day.
This sixth day being particularly busy, He declared "Let
there be MVS" and there was MVS.

On the seventh day God had finished creation and
computers had COBOL and MVS. The Lord and I.B.M.
took the day off to go fish ing. I.B.M. hung a sign on the
door to help programmers in his absence.

IF AT FIRST YOU DON'T SUCCEED, TRY TRY
AGAIN - AND HAVE THE FOLLOWING READY
BEFORE CALLING I.B.M. This was the start, and by
some accounts the end, of I.B. M. documentation.

Why sit in the comer in the dark
and tumed off while your master
is sitting by the light. tumed on to
Creative Computing Magazine?
You need a magazine of your own for
Education-Enlightenment-Enjoyment
and for the personal sotlstoctlon
(you're a personal computer. aren't you?)
of your very own possession... A
Subscription to CLOAD MAGAZINE I
TurkeyyO\jrmaster into sending a .
$36.00 check to the jive cats at CLOAD
MAGAZINE. You will get 12C-30 cassettes,
one a month, each one filled with all kinds
of juicy software-Games, Tutorials, Practical
Programs and Impractical Trivia. All programs
rated G for computers under 18 years old.

Do It! Subscribe Now!

CLI)A[I Box 1267
Goleta, CA 93017
(805) 964,.2761
MasterChargeIVISA
welcome

MAGAZINE
© 1978 CLOAD MAGAZINEL-- CIRCLE 135 ON READER SERVICE CARD -----~::...:.:..:..:..=::.:..:.:~===:"-..I
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On the start of the second week the programmers
went over LB.M.'s cathode ray tube directly to God.

"We have a horrible problem," they complained.
"Our users want systems that perform according to their
expectations. "

"Users!" the Lord bellowed. "Who said that you
should have users! Users are the difference between
good and bad applications, a function I have reserved
unto myself! Who authorized you to have users?"

"Well,LB.M ... "
"LB.M.! You! You did this to my programmers! You

gave them the knowledge of good and evil. For that you
shall suffer through eternity! .

"Let there be competition. Let it be called Anacom,
and Burroughs, and C.D.C."

The Lord went through the alphabet several times.
"With all this competition you shall still suffer the pain
of antitrust legislation all the days of your existence."

This was the start of the second week, and it seems
an appropriate place to conclude our report. In case you
missed something, a summary of key points follows.

Users and their needs are and always have been a
subject of dispute. Nobody can learn English because it
is cursed by God. I.B.M. manuals are doubly cursed and
therefore twice as hard to understand. Of the program-
ming languages, onliCOBOL can claim divine origin.
People are people, but programmers are something
else.

Computers may be a gift from heaven, but there's no
divine help in getting them to work. Because of I.B.M.'s
initial assignment, there are more forms than anyone
knows what to do with. Finally, chaos was part of the
original state of the Universe and not a product of the
data processing industry. 0



T~S.-SO
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stephen B. Gray

This new quarterly magazine is
exactly what many TRS-80 users have
been looking for, and is well worth the
$10 a year. Subscription inquiries
should be addressed to: PROG/80
Subscription Manager, P.O. Box 68,
Milford, NH 03055. The single-issue
front-cover price is $3.

Cassette Storage Albums
In the January 1979 column (p. 29)

I described a Radio Shack music-
cassette storage album you can use
for your program cassettes.

Since then I've heard from Reli-
ance, the country's largest manu-
facturer of cassette albums. They've
decided to offer five models for
program storage, at retail prices, with
a minimum order quantity of three.

Two of the albums are ring
binders, for holding program docu-
mentation, and storing six or 12
cassettes; two others are similar,
without the rings, but with a pocket
for documentation, for three or six
cassettes; the fifth is a six-cassette
album that closes Ughtly.

Prices range from $2.30 to $5.95
each, plus sales tax for NY residents,
from Reliance, Plastics and Packag-
ing Division, 108-18 Queens Blvd.,
Forst Hills, NY 11375. Ask for a spec
sheet.

The 12-cassette ring binder,
CA2LL-12, at $5.95, is a natural for
storing your programs with the docu-
mentation, keeping them all together
in one place, instead of scattered
around your "computer room." The
$3.40 CA2-6N album is nice for carry-
ing cassettes to a club meeting, or to
a friend's house, or for just plain
dustproof storage. The cassettes
snap in and out of the compartments
quite easily, and the album has dust-
tight overlapping trays, with one

For this eigt)th chapter in the
TRS-SOStory, let's take a look at why
CP/M won't be implemented on
Radio Shack's Little Wonder, at a new
magazine for the serious program-
mer, some cassette albums for
storing your programs, the SAM76
language, a short program that
superimposes letters on a sinewave, a
f.ile-handling .program, and a $475
program.

No TRS-80 CP1M

Radio Shack has officially killed
the idea of using CP/M on the
TRS.80. There is no suitable way of
relocating CP/M from the low end of
memory, and CP/M expects I/O
vectors at 0 to 100 hex.

This could be programmed
around, but all the machine-language
programs written under CP/M would
then be unusable. Although BASIC
programs will work uhder CP/M,
since they don't .use those vectors,
"machirie language is where the real
value of CP/M is,''.according to a
Radio Shack software executive.

The only solution would be for
Radio Shack to support a different,
parallel version of CP/M but, as the
executive put It; "We don't get any
advantage out of being able to- run
CP/M BASIC. Microsoft BASIC
programs run on either TRSDOS or
CP/M, with only a minor change in
the OPEN statement. The advantage
of having our own version of CP/M
would be very small for the amount of
support we'd have to give it."

PROG/80
The publishers of SoftSide (Crea-

tive Computing, Jan. 1979, p. 28) now
have a second magazine, PROG/80.
Whereas SoftSide "has always spe-

cialized in general-interest BASIC
software," as the forward to the first
issue of the new magazine puts it,
PROG/80 is "dedicated to the serious
programmer," according to the front
cover. For the small businessman,
BIZ-80 is on the way.

The first issue of PROG/80, dated
March 1979, is. full of useful informa-
tion, with articles on how to use
strings (STRING$ FEVER), modifying
your TRS-80 to display lower case, a
routine that uses PEEK to find all the
variables used in a program, Getting
the Most Out of DATA Statements, a
Micro Monitor that uses POKE to put
a short machine-language program
into memory, a much longer program
that does the same thing but also
includes several extra features and
which is also a disassembler, useful
tricks for using INKEY routines, a
program that manipulates the clock
avai lable with disk BASIC, and how to
program graphics easily and fast by
using the DEBUG routine to modify
strings in memory to include graphic
characters.

The Reliance 12-cassette ring binder for
holding program documentation Is at left; the
other Is the six-cassette dust-tight album.
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BUSINESS
Appointment Log by M. Kelleher Perfect for the
professional. Accepts name and address, meeting
start and endings, subject matter, derives elapsed
time. For Level II, 16K $9.95
Payroll by Stephen Hebbler Comprehensive 24 pg.
manual with step-by-step instructions included in the
pack aqe Supports W2 and 941 information D.
$59.95

Mail List I tJy~/jjctlael Kellet1(~r is the economy model
of disk-based mailing list programs. Uses a single
drive and handles up to 1400 names per disk, plus
provisions for sorting options. - 16K, D $19.95

BIZ-50
The Business Software People(~;

Just about everything you need ... within 1
year, participants receive programming for
Inventory, Accounts Receivable, Accounts
Payable and General Ledger systems, plus
Sales and Payroll. Complete documentation
and software on diskette, $200.00

Mail List II by BIZ-80 Complete mail list system for
dual disk. Enter, update, merge, sort, and print
mailing labels. D, 32K $99.95
Small Business Bookkeeping by Roger W. Robitaille,
is based on the Dome Bookkeeping Journal, sold for
years in stationery and discount outlets. Level II, 4K
with ($22.00j'or without ($15.00) Dome journal.
Inventory System II by BIZ-80 Proper inventory
management is the backbone of a profitable business,
yet it's very difficult to keep current on price
increases, shrinkage, low-an-stock items, profitable
items versus losers, without an efficient and prompt
method of surveying your inventory levels at any
given time. This program can help you to achieve
optimal management - it can handle up to 1,000
items on one disk: each sdditicnal disk can handle
another 1,000 items. With Documentation, $150.00
Inventory S by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. 240 stock
items can be contained using the full 6 data areas and
2 pieces of alpha information. Levell or 11,16K $25.00
Inventory 11:2 Disk based program allows for
creation, maintenance and review of over 2,000 items
per clean diskette. Operates under Disk BASIC,DOS
2.1 with minimum memory allocation. D, $59.95
, ,

ST 80 - SMART TERMINAL
Lance Micklus

Turns your TRS-80 Into a computer terminal.
Features include CONTROL key, REPEAT key,
ESC key, RUN key and a functioning BREAK
key. Lets you Ust Incoming data on Une printer.
Reprogram RS-232-C switches from keyboard,
making baud rate changes slrnple. Level II, 16K
$49.94•....•........•..•••.•............. ~

Text-80 'by Frank Rowlett Fully-documented text
proceSSing system for disk. Create, edit, move,
delete, insert, change, print words or lines. D, 32K
$59.95

KVP .Extender by Lance Micklus Corrects keyboard
bounce, upper case lock, permits use as a terminal,
screen printing. On tape ($24.95) or disk ($29.95)
8080-Z80 Conversion by M. Kelleher Permits you to
enter 8080 codings and returns the zao equivalent. L
1I,16K $15.00
Basic Statistics by Steve Reisser Pearson product-
movement correlation coefficient, chi-square, Fisher
T-test, sample analysis of variance, Z-scores and
standard scores, with a random number generator
built in to simulate data. L II, 16K $20.00
Renumber by Lance Micklus Complete user control
over which lines are renumbered, and how, including
all GOSUB's and GOTO's. Specity 4, 16, 32, or 48 K
version when ordering. Operates In Disk mode. L II, 4
through 48K, $15.00. Source listing, $20.00 All 4
versions on disk, $25.00
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Apparatt DISK ERROR SOLVED! $top blaming your I
I drive, fix your DOS with NEWDOS: an ,-
_ enhanced disk-operating system capable of _t correcting over 70 errors in TRSDOS 2.1 to I

improve reliability, end key bounce, enable -I DOS commands to be called from BASIC and .,
. much more! Available NOW for 16K systems .
, with" minimum of 1disk drive. $49.95 ,
7,_••••••.,,_._"_,_._,_\.-... ..-._.~1

ACTION GAMES

Slalom by Denslo Hamlin Choose between Slalom,
Giant Slalom and Downhill. Level II, 16K $7.95
X-Wing Fighter by Rev. George Blank Put yourself
into the cockpit of this fighter. Extensive use of
INKEY function puts all ship controls at your
fingertips without hitting ENTER key. Long range
sensors warn of approaching aircraft prror to visual
contact. Level II, 16K $7.95
Air Raid by Small System Software High speed
machine language program with large and small
aircraft flying at different altitudes. Ground-based
missile launcher aimed and fired from keyboard.
Planes explode when hit, cause damage to nearby
aircraft. Score tallied for hits or misses. Level I or II,
4K $14.95
Batter Up by David BohlKe Level II, 16K $5.95
Ten Pin by frank Rowlette A game of coordination,
the scoring is true to the rules of the sport. Level II,
16K $7.95

ADVENTURES
Scott Adams

Feel as if you're manipulating HAL from 2001
when you play these games. Hardly any rules,
finding out is part of the fun. Two adventures
on 32K disk, $24.95 Tape, one adventure on
each tape - pirate or land· Level II, 16K $14.95

DOG STAR ADVENTURE
Lance M ickl us

You're trapped aboard an enemy battlestar
can you find the gold, rescue the princess,
discover the plans and safely escape? Level II,
16K $9.95

Amazln' Mazes by Robert Wallace Ever-changing
maze situation Level II, 16K $7.95
Sink 'UM by Rev. George Blank L II, 4K $4.95

Breakaway by Lance Micklus Level lor II, 4K $4.95
Treasure Hunt by Lance Micklus Explore caves in
search of twenty hidden treasures. L I or II,
16K $7.95
Kamikaze by Russell Starkey Command your ship
against attacking suicide planes. Machine language
graphics make this fast and fun! L II, 16K $7.95

MISCELLANEOUS

Star Trek 111.3by Lance Micklus One of the most
advanced Star Trek games ever written. Level II, 16K
$14.95
End Zone by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. Authentic
football simulation, right down to the 2-minute
warning. Levell or II, 16K $7.95
Cribbage by Roger W. Robitaille, Sr. You versus
the computer cribbage played by standard rules.
Levellorll.16K $7.95
Bridge Challenger by George Duisman You a"d the
dummy play 4-person contract bridge aqainst the
computer. Level II, 16K $14.95
'Round the Horn by Rev. George Blank You're the
captain of a clipper ship racing from New York to San
Francisco. Level II, 16K $9.95
Concentration by Lance Micklus One of the most
popular television games L I or II, 16K $7.95
Safari by David Bohlke You're in the running 'for a
film contract at a malar Hollywood studio. To qualily,
you must photograph the most wild animals in their
natural habitat. Level II, 16K $7.95
Pork Barrel by Rev. George Blank Places you in the
shoes of an aspiring Congressman. L II, 16K $9.95
Backgammon by Scott Adams Level II, 16K $7.95

Chess Companion by M. Kelleher Combines chess
clock features with ability to record your moves while
action is fast and furious. Level II, 16K $7.95
Sargon Chess by Dan & Kathe Spracklen Winner of
the 1978 San Jose Microcomputer Chess Tournament
Level II, 16K $19.95
Mastermind 11.2by Lance Micklus Lets you and the
computer take turns making and breaking codes.
Level II. 16K $7.95

PERSONAL

RPN Calculator by Russell Starkey A self-
documenting calculator program. Uses Reverse
Polish Notation With 4-level stack, 100 memories,
scientific functions Level II, 16K $9.95
Home Financial Mi'magement by M. Kelleher Turns
your computer into a personal financial advisor. Level
II. 16K $9.95

Tarot by Frank B. Rowlett, Jr. Probably the best
future-gazing type program ever written. Try it -
you'll like it! Levell or II, 16K $9.95

Ham Radio by M. Kelleher Amateur frequency
Allocations, ID Timer, Q-signal File, Amateur Log
Routine, Propagation forecasting. L II, 16K $9.95
Special Disk-enhanced version, 32K $24.95
Educator Assistant by Steve Reisser Five programs
of value to educators. Compute percentage,
individual student averages, class averages, standard
test scores, final grades. L II, 16K $9.95 D, $14.95
Electronic Assistant by John Adamson A group of 8
subprograms designed to solve problems such as
tuned circuits and active and passive filters. L II,
16K $9.95
Personal Finance by Lance Micklus 33 different
budgets can be easily adapted by user to fit his
individual needs. A 2-part program, entry and
search. Level II, 16K $9.95

+ $1.00 Advance Personal Finance by Lance Micklus Same
+ $1.00 as above with advanced analysis routine. Supports

Disk Files D,32K $19.95

Diskettes Dysan 104/1 Box of five, $24.95
shipping Verbatim, box of ten, $34.95
shipping 1handling

Z80 Instruction Handbook by Scelbi Publ. $4.95
The BASIC Handbook by Dr. David A. Lien $14.95 +
$1.00 shipping 1handling

SIMULATIONS

3-D Tic Tac Toe by Scott Adams Three skill levels -
author warns you to practice before tackling
computer's third skill level. L I or II; 16K $7.95

VgOFTSI DE Your BASIC software magazln;;'\
Regular 1 year subscription -12 issues - $15.00

PROG/80 For the serious programmer, from
beginner to professional 1 year regular

~ubscriPtion - 4 issues- $10.00 h

-VISA-T.E 1-605-675-5144
[. TRS~!~l1lf!l!f~I~,~!!mp!r~~o~ang.
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fitting into the other, plus a snap-lock
closure that keeps the album closed.

SAM76

"The SAM76 language is a gen-
eral-purpose macro generator opera-
ting in an interpretive 'mode inter-
actively with the user." That's the first
line of the notes that accompany the
TRS-80 version of SAM76, and if you
don't understand the sentence, then
perhaps you aren't ready for SAM76,
or need to do a little more reading in
computer software.

Those who do understand it are
sure to find SAM76 of interest.
SAM76 was first described in a 1976
paper, and has since been imple-
mented on several personal com-
puters, including the TRS-80, opera-
ting in either Level-lor Level-II.

SAM76, written by the pseudony-
mous Ancelme ROichel, has over 150
functions, and can perform rather
powerful operations in areas such as
text manipulation and editing, simu-
lation, and arithmetic with any de-
sired precision. SAM76 is a string
processor, which means that the
units of information are not confined
to any fixed length.

Not much point in going into any
detail on SAM76 here, since it's
mainly of interest to hardcore soft-
ware buffs, who can get the newly
revised and enlarged manual of about
250 pages for $15, and a TRS-80
cassette of SAM76 for another $15,
from SAM76 Inc., Box 257 RR1,
Pennington, NJ 08534. (SAM76 is
also available on cassette for the Poly
88, and on CP/M diskettes.) The
Adventure game is now available in a
bilingual SAM76 version on CP/M
diskette for $15; you choose at the
beginning whether to play it in
English or in French.

Just a few samples of SAM76 to
whet your appetite. To add two and
four, just input

%AD,2,4/ =
and the system interprets % as the
start of an expression, AD as addi-
tion, and / = as the signal to execute.

Since SAM76 is a recursive lan-
guage, the factorial function is simple
to implement in recursive fashion,
using only this

%IG,1 ,[1],1,! %MU,[1],&FAC, %SU,
[1],111 II /

which sets up the factorial function
so that to compute factorial 5, you
need only input a very short line to
generate the answer:

%FAC,5/ = 120

and if you think you can mol SAM76
by asking for factorial 100, what a
surprise to find that after a short wait,
SAM76 cranks out a number almost
three lines long across the screen,
with 24 trailing zeros! SAM76 will also
give you the hundredth power of 2,
which is a 31-digit n~mber, in a rather
short time, based on an algorithm not
much longer than the factorial func-
tion, Three short lines are enough to
write Towers of Hanoi in SAM76.

These samples are all too skimpy
to indicate the real power of SAM76,
which for $30 you can investigate to
your heart's content, learning all
about functions such as fetch field,
hide text, neutral implied, plot (with a
bunch of plotter subfunctions), pad
strlnq, rotate the bits,' set data, trim,
and over a hundred more.

Short Program #3
This program floated around

Creative's office for some months
before I snagged it. In the original, the
first line is a PRINT statement that
suggests the program was written by
one of the inmates: ANOTHER FAN-
TASTIC APPLICATION FROM CREA-
TIVE CONFUSION!! Various com-
ments were inscribed on the printout
as the program went from hand to
hand, such as "Remember, a program
is a terrible thing to waste (Abe
Lincoln to his grandmother)," and
others too obfuscatory to mention
here.

100CLS
110Z$ = "THETRS-80DIDIT"
120 FOR A =OT06.5STEP.5
130X=20*ISIN(A)
140M=Mt1
150 PRINTjfAB(X +30); MID$(Z$,M, 1)
160 NEXTi

The program prints the Z$ string
sinusOidal~y, and runs only in
Level-II. For printer output, Z$ can be
increased lin length, which means
also increasing the maximum value of
A. I

The last handwritten note on the
original pr~gram is perhaps one form
of a prowammer's blessing (or
curse?): "raY the wart hogs be with
you."

Circle EnterPrises
A Con~ecticut company, Circle

Enterprises (Box 546, Groton, CT
06340) offers several extensive busi-
ness progr~ms for use by a distributor
a dozen g'ames programs at $5.95
each, and a couple of short business
programs, such as loan payment!

amortization. All are for Level-I and
Level-II, except for the 16K File Hand-
ling program, which is for Level-II
only.

File Handling, according to the
documentation, "allows the user to
set up a 100-name file with fields and
up to 80 characters per record. You
can then store the file onto cassette."
The full name of the program is User
Programmable File Handling.

File Handling takes less than a
minute to load. On RUN, a few
seconds are taken up with INITIALI-
ZING and then you're asked IS THIS
A NEW FILE? If your answer is NO,
then the program asks you to READY
DATA FILE CASSETTE (PLAY),
PRESS ENTER TO BEGIN.

If your answer is YES, a menu
comes up on the screen:

1-INPUT DATA
2 - LIST NAMES IN FILE
3 - SEARCH/EDIT FILE
4 - RECORD FILE ON CASSETTE
0- EXIT FROM PROGRAM

On 1 you get an entry form for a
telepho~e-directory type of file, with
spaces for name, address, telephone
number, and remarks. This is in the
program as an example of how the
fields can be used for file handling.
You can use the tape to create your
own telephone directory, or change
the field names for the type of fi Ie you
prefer.

To create a telephone directory,
you enter the information, which. you
can use later in several ways. Option 2
on the menu simply lists the names
and telephone numbers, alphabeti-
cally by last name. Option 3, search/
edit allows you to "enter enough
lett~rs to identify name," so that if
there is only one last name beginning
with aZ then entering aZ will pullout
that na~e and also display all the in-
formation filed under that name.

You can then show all the data for
the next name in the file, or for the
previous file, by pressing Nor P, or go
back to search mode by pressing S, or
edit the file by pressing E to get into
edit mode, or 0 to delete the entire
record on display. In edit mode, you
select the line to be edited: name,
address, city, telephone number, or
remarks.

To change the program so you can
use it for some other type of file,
simply LIST, and change the appro-
priate PRINT, DATA and associated
lines.

File Handling is a useful program
that does the job quite neatly and with
a minimum amount of work.
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$475 Program

The first programs available for
the TRS-80 were relatively inexpen-
sive, at $5 for a simple game up to $30
for the editor/assembler. Prices and
complexity have risen, starting with
the $50 set of 100 programs from The
Bottom Shelf, pausing at $350 for
Microsoft's FORTRAN, and reaching
what may be tops, for the moment
anyway, at$475 for SSP.

SSP is a Shipping Schedule Pro-
gram, "for warehouse applications
where up-to-date shipping informa-
tion is required," with "provisions for
creating, maintaining, printing, and
storing the shipping schedule." The
minimum TRS-80 configuration nec-
essary for SSP is a line printer (Radio
Shack or Centronics 779), one disk
drive, and the expansion interface
with 16K bytes of RAM for a total of
32K bytes.

SSP includes a TRSDOS-compat-
ible diskette and user's manual, from
Edward R. Kittlaus, Computer Con-
sultants, Dept. CC, Box 2175, Seal
Beach, CA 90740.

If any of you readers should pur-
chase SSP, please send me com-
mentson it.

The Bottom Shelf, incidentally,
notes in the booklet that accom-
panies "The Library 100" that "most of
our planned future software will
require at least one disk unit, and 32K
of memory (L print modes will be
available)." Onward and upward. D

TAS-SO disc software
WORD PROCESSOR Avoid work processor
converted from other system. Hard to load
object file & cannot store text in disk. Ours is
specifically designed for the TRS-BO. Written in
BASIC. No special hardware and text limit. $39.
INVENTORY While others use inefficient
sequential file, we use 9-digit key for fast on-line
random access. Reports give order info,
performance summary, etc. $39.
MAIL print report & labels sorted by any field.
Random access, special buffering technique.
$35
OATA BASE MANAGER You can maintain a data
base & produce reports without any
programming. Define fields, types, screen &
report formats on-line. Almost use up the
required 32K memory. $49.
KEY RANDOM ACCESS UTIL hashing, blocking,
buffering, auto 110 error retry. Put YOurdisk into
optimal use. $19.
ACCOUNT manage client accounts & account
receivable. Remark fields for general use.
Automatic billing & transaction recording. 32K
req. $59.
Full documented. Fast delivery. Our competitors
offers $99 cassette word processor, $90 'on
memory' inventory, inflexible mail system, 16K
data base.

MICRO ARCHITECT
96 Dothan St.,

Arlington, MA 02174
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APple-Cart
Richard A. Milewski

Apple 3-D Graphics
(that's right, 3-D!)

Dick Milewski Is president of The Software
Works, Inc. (P.O. Box 4386, Mt. View, CA
94040), a company wh Ich has developed several
application packages for North Star disk-based
systems. They are currently developing similar
application programs for the Apple.

It is only natural with the high
resolution graphics capabilities of the
Apple II that considerable interest has
evolved in making line drawings on
the screen. Drawings of two dimen-
sions are, of course, quite easy to
produce. Three dimensional objects
may be drawn by a process called
projection. The study of this process,
and indeed the very concept of the
two dimensional perspective draw-
ing, was one of the prime preoccupa-
tions of the worlds great artists and
mathematicians during the Renais-
sance. Figure 1 is a woodcut done in
1525 by Albrecht Durer. Done for his
treatise on geometry it shows one of
the first devices for "mechanically"
producing a two dlmenslonal image
of a three dimensional object. The
two men are plotting the image of the
lute as it would be seen from the point
on the wall where the small hook is
located. The string defines the path of
the light from a paint on the lute to the
hook. As the man on the left places
his end of the string on various points
on the lute the man on the right notes
the point at which the string passes
through the plane of the image as de-
fined by the picture frame. The hinged
drawing board is then swung into
place and the location of the string's
intersection with the plane is marked
with a dot. This device was one of the
earl iest pre-cursors of modern com-
puter driven plotters.

It was not until the nineteenth
century that the problem of con-
structing a three dimensional image
from two dimensional data began to
attract much attention. In 1838 Pro-
fessor Wheatstone invented the
reflecting stereoscope, with some
minor modifications by Sir David
Brewster it became an ubiquitous
form of parlor entertainment through-

Flgure1. Albrecht DurerWoodcut.

out the middle nineteenth century.
The operation of the stereoscope is
dependant upon delivering to each
eye an image which differs in angular
perspective from the image delivered
to the other. In the Brewster stereo-
scope this is done by using a lens to
focus a separate image on each eye.
There was a revival of popularify in
stereo images in the 1950's when the
technique of using crossed polarizing
filters was used to produce motion
pictures in three dimensions. The fad
died rather quickly but a few 3D pro-
ductions were done in the 1960's and
in the case of one or two "adult" films
as late as the early 1970's. A horror
film starring Vincent Price titled "The
House of Wax" stands as the most
remembered of the 3D films. At about
the same time as the early 3D films a

fad swept the world of the pre-teen-
agers - Three Dimensional Comic
Books! The tecnnique was to print
the comics as line drawing in red and
green ink and to supply with each
book a pair of cardboard framed
glasses with lenses made of red and
green plastic film. A whole generation
of youth spent entire summers seeing
the world in shades of red and green,
much to the distress of their parents
who were sure that the practice would
result in blindness if not insanity.
3-D Images With The Apple

It is the technology of the 3D
comic book which is almost directly
transferrable to the high resolution
screen of the APPLE II. To view the
output of this month's programs it
will be necessary to construct a pair
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of red/green glasses. Figure two
shows a pair made from some red and
green plastic film available at most
dime store.s, and a pair of 35mm slide
mounts which are usually avallable
singly for a few cents each at photo
supply stores. Those of you who just
happen to have a few 0ld3P comic
books around can of course use the
glasses which came with them.

Figure 2. 3D Glasses.

The next step is to adjust the tint
and color controls on your monitor so
that the lines drawn in high resolution
graphics will be red, green and white
instead of the green, blue and white
displayed by a properly adjusted set.
(Newer APPLES may produce the
desired results by using the values 5
and 6 in the HCOlOR statements
instead of 1 and 2.) Some fiddling
with the contrast and brightness con-
trols may also be necessary. The
object is to produce red lines which
are nearly invisible when viewed
through the green filter and vice
versa. Once this has been achieved
simply run the program (HIRES
Graphics in 3-D) and then view the
results through the filters. It seems to
work better if you don't look at the
image on the screen until the filters
are in place on the bridge of your
nose.

The technique described above is
not the only approach to the three
dimensional image problem. It would
seem a rather simple matter to pro-
duce 3D images using the classical
two picture Brewster approach. The
advantage to this approach would be
the ability to produce color images in
either high or low resolution graphics
and the disadvantage is that the
Brewster stereoscope does not lend
itself to group viewing. Another
method might be to cover each half of
the screen with polarizing material
(cross polarized of course) and view
the result with the traditional 3D
movie specticles. This might, how-
ever, require more eye muscle control
than most people are capable of in
order to get the two images to fuse
into one.

The possibilities for applications

of the three dimensional images are a
bit limited, but a clever programmer
should be able to create a space war
game with enough realism to make
the player duck when attacked by an
enemy missile. OK, all of you latent
e.ntrepreneurs, here's your chancel
Write the ultimate space war game,
send it to us, we'll review the best of
the lot here and pass the best two or
three onto Creative Computing Soft-
ware for possible publication. Not
only will you become famous, but a
few royalty checks may help pay for
your system.

Software Review
Program Name: SCRAMBlEDEGGS

Written by: Royce Jones

Publisher; Brahman Diversions
1075Space Parkway
#330, Mt. View,
California 94040

$14.95Price:
In looking over the rapidly growing

selection of software available for the
Apple, it sometimes happens that one
stumbles upon a program which is
not remarkable in its function, but is
so elegant in its implementation that
it deserves special attention. Such a
program is SCRAMBlEDEGGS by
Brahman Diversions. When this little
gem was first described to me, my
first reaction was that J really wasn't
interested in another word guessing
game. But SCRAMBlEDEGGS Isn't
just another word guessing game.
The author has implemented a disk
based, anagram-like game which not
oniy provides eleven levels of diffi-
culty put also keeps a statistical
summary of every game ever played
on that particular disk. The user can
compare his score with the average
score for any given level of difficulty.
SCRAMBlEDEGGS even keeps a set
of averages for each player so he/she
can compare current and past per-
formance at the various levels. The
program is a masterpiece in ease of
use and shows what can be done
when someone gives some thought to
the best way to use the capabilities of
a computer for a task, rather than
merely providing a minimum solu-
tion.

Software Rating
1= Poor 2= Fair

3= Good 4 = Excellent
Documentation = 3
Utility = 3.5
Ease of Use = 3.5
Creativity = 3.5
Over All Rating = 3.5
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GET WITH OUR
PROPERTY MANAGEMENT
PROGRAM
BEFORE THEIRS
GETS TO YOU i-

REAP RENTAL EXPENSE
ANALYSIS PROGRAM* Expense data stored on cassette

(chk #,date,codes,payee,amount)
* Selective reporting by Building* Monthly comparitive analysis
* Yearly totals for TAX REPORTING

RIIP RENTAL INFORMATION
& INCOME PROGRAM* Rental data stored on cassette

(names,phones,date,rent,depst.)
* Status reporting of rents paid
* Year-to-date totals reporting* Easy data entry • update & sort
On cassette for APPLE & TRS-80 II

Introductory Price $50.00
Documentation/

c f twa r e Samp le Report s $5.00r Call (213) 372-9419
eaLc y L:::any For Inunediate C.O.D

2045 Manhattan Avenue, Hermosa Beach, California 90254
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Improve Your Game With

> > > 'ISTGI •• On > > '>
An Exciting New Beckgammon Opponent I

> > > FnSTCinmmOn > > > ON THE TRS·80

Ready to run on your

•TRS-80 (level II)

•APPLE II (16K)
·SOL
•POLY-88
•COMPAL-80

All versions require at least 16K. Apple disk requires 24K.
Sol disk North Star only. Compal disk Micropolis dual
density only. Poly.BS not 8vailabl~ on disk.

OUTSTANDING FEATURES I .- Computer
makes good moves instantaneously. Literal
and graphic displays of each move. Option
to replay same rolls. Eight-page instruction
manual.

OUTSTANDING VALUESI- Only $20 on cas-
sette or $25 on diskette. California residents
add 6% sales tax.

SEE IT NOW AT YOUR LOCAL COMPUTER DEALER
OR ORDER DIRECT FROM

ru Quality Software
~ 10051 Odessa Avenue

Sepulveda. CA. 91343
Dealers: For info call 1213) 344-6599
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ft.r.sollal
Elec.trollic.
TrallSac.tiolls

Gregory Yob
I am happy to hear from you. and encourage

your correspondence. I will try to acknowledge all
correspondence, and a SASE makes things easier
for both of us. Please send your letters to
"Personal' Electronic Transactions" c/o PO Box
354, Palo Alto. CA 94301.

the PET hardware and software market has ex-
panded quite a bit, and in the light of this, I have declded
to concentrate on PET techniques and to layoff of
listing all of the goodies that come by my desk. As a
farewell to this, some comments on the last batch of
PET items:

The big C (Commodore) has published a PET User
Manual, and is now offering the Pet Users Club News-
letter (formerly the TRANSACTOR - I recall the day we
were trying to come up with something more dignified
than The Sandbox ... and chose TRANSACTOR.) Neither
of these new publications impress me very much.

TIS, P.O. Box 921, Los Alamos, New Mexico, 87544,
offers a series of workbooks that will introduce the
beginnerto the PET. They serve this purpose fairly well.

Len Lindsay is offering the BEST of The PET Gazette
($10.00) - from PET Gazette, 1929 Northport Dr., Rm. 6,
Madison, WI 53704.

Robert Purser offers the Reference List of TRS-80,
PET and Apple II Computer Cassettes for $4.00 (P.O.
Box 466, EI Dorado, CA 95623). This lists all known
advertised PET software, reviews a few and reminds you
to let the buyer beware!

CGRS Microtech, Box 368, Southampton, PA, 18966
offers a S-1OObus adaptor and a minifloppy disc system
forthe PET.

Connecticut microComputer, 150 Pocono Rd.,
Brookfield, CT 06804, offers some interfacing hardware
for the PET IEEE port. Their DAM is a multiplexed 01A
and AID converter for the PET.

The Ohannel Data Book, Channel Data Systems,
5960 Mandarin Ave., Goleta, CA, 93017 is a list of PET
software and hardware. They provide a notebook for
insertion of new material and an update service.

The Vagaries of Floating Point

If you are new to computers, this section might be a
little difficult for you - so skip forward if you want to.

There are times when your PET will misbehave when
working with numbers. Donald Cox mentioned some
examples of this - so let's take a look:

Enter this direct command into the PET:

FOR J • ~ TO 10 STEP .1:PRINT J: NEXT

The last few lines of printout will look like this:
9.5
9.6
9.7
9.80000001
9.90000001

This erratic behavior will start at approximately J = 3 and
happen on and off from there. ,

The PET stores numbers in a form called "normal-
ized binary floating point." Some examples in decimal
will show how this works. The number 123 can be seen
as .123 times 103. This can be shown as:

3 .123
where the 3 is the exponent on the base (10) and .123 the
mantissa, where the value of the number is stored. Here
are some more examples:

12.45 becomes 2 .1245
.0035 becomes -2 .35

Numbers less than one are moved over until there are no
leading zeroes. This leads to (in binary) the fact that all
fractions in binary will start with the digit 1. Here are
some examples - note that the exponent is a binary
number indicating the binary exponent:

111111 becomes 110 .111111 (110 is6, for 26)
1010.1010 becomes 100 .10101010

Since the first digit is always a 1, it is ignored (that is,
implied), and the exponent is changed by one - the
examples above become:

111111 becomes 101 .11111 (for 1.11111)
1010.1010 becomes 011 .0101010 (for1.0101010)

This works out well for integer numbers, and for any
fraction whose denominator is a power of two. If you
tried:

FOR ~= a TO 10 STEP 1/16 :PRINT J:~EXT
all wou Id work correctly .....

However, remember what happens to 113 - it
becomes .3333333... in decimal. Well, 1/10 is a repeat-
ing fraction in binary. This means that the binary
number for 1/10 (our original STEP in the first FOR-
NEXT example) cannot be represented exactly in the
PET. When this number is added again and again, the
error will appear in visible form after some 30 additions.
In short, the PET isn't adding 1/10 each time, but is
adding some Slightly different number (a very tiny
amount smaller) instead.
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The cure for FOR NEXT loops is to make sure the
STEP value is an integer, or a fractional power of 2, like
1/4, 1/8, etc. The example could be changed to:

FOR J ~ 0 TO 100:PRlilT J/10:NEXT
and all will go well.
Why didn't we see this error sooner? The PETdoesn't

display the last few bits of its numbers (I think it is 5
bits, or 1112 digits) to help with the accuracy of the dis-
played result. This works most of the time, unless
deliberately abused, as we were doing above.

The PET's hidden bits can lead to some ominous and
very hard to find bugs. Here is a typical nasty one:

A - 1.2345678912346
B - 1.2345678923456
PRINT A,S
1.23456789 1.23456789

10 PRINT"c Ir";
20 INPUT"TYPE SOMETHING:";A$
30 PRINT"YOU TYPED: sp"A$
40 PRINT"hm";
50 INPUT A$
60 GOTO 30
RUN
(screen clears)
TYPE SOMETHING? HI THERE CHARLIE
YOU TYPED: HI THERE CHARLIE.

The cursor will now be in the P in the top line. If you
enter RETURN, the screen will now show: (With the
cursor in the Pagain)

?YPE SOMETHING? HI THERE CHARL.IE
YOU TYPED: PE SOMETH ING? H I THERE CHARLI
E

The second time you pressed RETURN, the entire first
line starting with the P was INPUT and displayed on the
second line.

This can be used to help foolproof the PET in a game
and to give the novice user a clue for what to do. Here is
a fragment that could be put Into a game:

10 PRINT"clr sp THIS IS THE GAME OF ZARQUIL"
20 PRINT"hm dn dn dn ENTER YOUR Z-ATTRIBUTE";
30 PRINT" sp sp sp HELP Ift I ft Ift 1ft";
40 INPUT A$

When this is RUN, the cursor will be in the H in HELP. If
the user just presses RETURN, A$ will be set to "HELP."
This is a graceful way to "fix" the tendency of the PET to
stop a program if you enter RETURN only in an INPUT
statement.

I once used this trick to provide some sample
numbers for a plotting program, where the user didn't
haveany idea what value to enter for a nice plot, and his
guesses usually resulted in no plot at all.

If a game were to keep a cumulative record, like the
fastest time or record score, this trick can be extended
to making changes in the program itself. Here is a trivial
example:

10 PRINT "clr TRIVIAL GAME"
20 READ NG,HS
30 PRINT"hm dn dn GAMES PLAYED"NG
40 PRINT"dn HIGH SCORE"HS
50 INPUT"dn dn D()'YOU WANT TO PLAY?";A$
60 IF A$ <> "YES" THEN END
70 PR INT"e1 r YOU HAVE NOW PLAYED THE GAME"
80 PRINT"dn PRESS 'RETURN' WHEN THE SCREEN CLEARS
90 FOR J-I TO 3000: NEXT
100 PRINT"clr dn dn 500 OATA"NG+I","HS+INT(12*RND(T)}
110 PRINT"SAVE"CHRS(34}"TRIVIAL"CHRS(34}
120 PRINT"hm";
500 DATA 1l,Il

IF A-B THEN PRINT"MATCH"
READY.

Though A and B will PRINT the same value, they are
different In the "hidden digit" and the equality test will
give "not equals." The moral is to always use greater
than or less than for tests if you are adding fractions
together!

Oh yes, a last nasty on this:
FOR J - 1 TO 2 STEP .1:PRINT J: NEXT
11.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.3
1.9

READY.
What happenea to J = 2, which should be executed as
well? If you tried FOR J = 10 TO 20 STEP 1 instead, the
numbers 10 through 20 will appear, or 11 steps instead
of the10 above. The error comes from the .1 STEP value,
again. The cure is to add half the STEP value to the upper
limit, (i.e., FOR J = 1 TO 2.05 STEP .1) and all will work
as expected.

Some Screen Gymnastics

The PET's display can be used in some unusual ways
in programs. If something is already on the screen, you
can move the cursor into the already printed line and use
it for inputs. Here is an example:

The CmC ADA 1200 drives an
RS-232 printer from the PET
IEEE-488 bus. Now, the PET
owner can obtain hard copy
listings and can type letters,
manuscripts, mailing labels.
tables of data. pictures. in-
voices, graphs. checks. needle-
point patterns, etc .. using an
RS"232 standard printer or
terminal.

PET PRINTER ADAPTER
$98.50 ADA 12006

Assembled and tested

s~,~;£~o.:?,~!~OC[8] _.
and RS-232 connector

Order direct or contact your local computer store.
Add $3.00 for postage and handling per order.

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER ~
150 POCONO RD. BROOKFIELD. CT 06804 lIDiI frl
(2031 775·9659 l!dI

GET HARD COPY FROM YOUR
COMMODORE PET USING A
STANDARD RS-232 PRINTER

1200e
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PET con't ...
When you RUN this program, the values NG

(Number of Games) and HS (High Score) are read from
the DATA in Line 500 and displayed. When you "play"
the game, the instruction to enter "RETURN" after the
screen clears is given. Lines 100 and 110 draw two
commands onto the PET screen, and Line 120 homes
the cursor. You will see:
READY.
500 DATA 1 , 5
SAVE"TRIVIAL"

(the second number might vary)

800 PRINT"HOP"
810 PRINT"HOPPITY"
820 PRINT"HOP"
830 PRINT"HOP HOP"
840 PRINT"MC HOPPER"
850 PR INT"**LEAP*""
860 PRINT"HOP"
870 PRINT"CROAK"
880 PRINT"HOPPY"
890 PRINT"HOP"
900 PRINT"HOPEROO DE HOPPO"
910 PRINT"HOP"
920 PRINT"RIBETTT!!!!"
930 PRINT"HOP"
940 PRINT"HIPPY HOP HOP"
950 PRINT"SKIP"
960 PRINT"HOP"
970 PRINT"JUMP"
980 PRINT"HOP"
990 PRINT"GLOP"
1000 PRINT"PLOP - ONE TIRED FROGGIE!"

Example 2: On The Line
o GOTO 60000
60000 INPUT"clr START LINE NUMBER:";SL
60010 INPUT"LlNE # INCREMENT sp :";IC
60020 IF FLs~ THEN 60050
60030 READ SL,IC,FL
60040 DATA ~,0,0
60050 PRINT"clr dn dn";
60060 PRINT"60040 DATA"SL+I~*IC","IC",I"
60070 FOR J=SL TO SL+9*IC STEP IC
60000 PRINT J;
60090 GOSue 61000: NEXT J
60100 PRINT "RUN 60030 hm";
60110 END
61000 GET AS: IF AS-''''THEN 61000
61010 PRINT AS;
61020 IF AS(>CHRS(13) THEN 61000
61030 RETIlRN

You can improve this one by adding a false cursor, but
beware! The PET's "Quote Mode" will get you for sure! If
you solve this one, send meacopy.

Example3: A Functional UseforThis
10 PRINT"clr MINIPLOTTER"
20 PRINT"dn ENTER A FUNCT ION TO BE PLOTTED IN THE"
30 PR INT"FORl1:
40 PRINT"dr, sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp Y s F (x)
50 PRINT"dn \11TH F(X) A VALID BASIC EXPRESSION.
60 PRINT"sp sp FOR EXAMPLE,"
70 PRINT"dn sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp Y s 12*SIN(X)*X
80 .INPUT"dn dn dn dn FUNCTION:";FS
90 PRINT"clr NOW PRESS 'RETURN' TWICE ...
100 PRINT"dn 200"F$
110 PRINT"RUN ISO hm";
120 END
150 FOR X-~ TO 1000 STEP .1
200 REM DUMMY FOR INSERTED FUNCTION @ RUNTIME
210 PRINT TAB(V);"*"
220 NEXT X

with the cursor in the 5 of 500. If you press RETURN
twice, the data In Line 500 will be entered into the
program, and then the PET will save the program on
tape. If you clear the screen, and RUN again, "TRIVIAL"
will now report that it has been played once already,
keeping track from RUN to RUN!

A closer look at Lines 100 and 110 will be useful
when you try this trick in your own programs. If you
home the cursor, and then END the program, as in Line
120, the cursor will end up in the third line of the PET
aisplay. The PET always prints a carriage return, a
READY and another carriage return when a program
ends. In Line 100, the sequence "clr dn dn" clears the
screen (a good idea if stuff is already on the screen) and
moves the cursor down to screen line 3. later, when the
program does the home and ends, the cursor will now be
in the right place.

Since the DATA line needs a comma between the two
numbers, the commas have to be explicitly printed.
That's why tHe"," is put between the two numbers.

In line 110, there is a trickier problem: the SAVE
command needs a quotation mark in order to start the
program name. CHR$(34) will do a quotation mark.

Leapfrog and Some Other Tricks

The implications of being able to enter any BASIC
statement from a program (with the user presslnq
RETURN) are quite large. Here are a few examples for
you to try and discover what they do:

Example 1 : Leapfrog

10 PRINT"clr THE LEAPING FROG"
20 PRINT"dn dn HOW MANY HOPS?";
30 INPUT H
40 IF H <lOR H">20 THEN PRINT"I-20 PLEASE":GOTO 20
50 PRINt"clrPRESS 'RETURN" TO HOP YOUR FROG"
60 PRINT"dn GO TO" 1000- 10*INT(H)
70 PR INT"hm"; :END

PET ANALOG INPUT
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the Commodore PETComputer

Give Lhe PET Lhe abilil~ Lo sense~
-.eoasure. and con l.rol t.he war Id around
i~ wiLh DAM SYSTEMS n~les. Just plug
the PETSET1 inl.o t.he PET 1.0 _I. 16
channels o~ analog inpuL. Screw
t.ern,inals are Provided for each channel
so ~ can hoof< UP .Joyst.ick.s,. poLs,. or
~t.ever aFrFrOFriaLe sensors '::IOU have.

Each o~ Lhe 16 analog inpuLs,. in
~ ran~ o~ 0 La 5.12 valt.s,. is
convert..ed t.a a decimal number bet.ween 0
and 2""'"--S(20 ndllivolt.s F-er COURt.>.
ConversiOn t.ine is 100 JJ,icrosconds.

In addit.ion,. t.he PETMODProvides
t.wo IEEE F-Ort.s and one user POrt. as
weIll as a DAM SYSTEMS port..

So~Lware is provided. A one line
Pf""O§"'an. is ali t.hat. is necessar'!:::l t.c
read a channel.

B ',,"00~~::.l';'W. i:' n......,.
~ 0 onM"ERUUR£

PUINT£RFIoCE ~w:-[ f M: : ::~:~~~

W orYhG - = -q:::f :~~~~~~:~"o.
ItIM INTERFACE ~~NAlOG INPUT = ANALOG: ~~~~~ ~::~

~MODUl[ IItOIlOL.[ MANIFOlD. Ere

ld,.Q- ~ 8"'0"' "0'""
TRs·eOINTEI'tFACE ~

"~~~.~,, '"'00"~,0," CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
-" 150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775·9659 TWX: 710-456-005288

GPI.IIEU-"IIJ RS·232
INTERFACE MODULE INT£RFACE MOOUI E
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PETSET1
- 16 ANALOG INPUTS-8 BITS-l00 MICROSEC

PET ADAPTER-2 IEEE PORTS-
1 USER PORT - 1 DAM SYSTEMS PORT

1 - CABLE A24 - 24 I NCH INTERCONNECT CABLE

1-AIM161

1- PETMOD

,- MANMODl - ~~li~~T:,O~~Ri;:,wG:~~:6NALS

1- POWl - POWER MODULE

PETSET1C1 for 110 VAC $29~
PETSET1e for 230 VAC $ 30~

Order dirKt or contKI your loc.' c:omput.r stor•.

VISA AND M/C ACCEPTED-SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPIRATION DATE AND SIGN ORDER.
ADD $3 PV-.R ORDER FOR SHIPPING a HANOLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOR AIR POSTAGE_
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Have fun with these - many improvements are
possible. One small trick is to use a FOR-NEXT loop to
print the line numbers of the Screen Gymnastics code
so you can remove the code with RETURN when you are
finished. Another one is to print instructions for a long
game, and then to RETURN out the instructions lines
when it is time to play the game, thus saving some
space.

As a last example of screen gymnastics, here is a
program that PEEKs memory and makes DATA state-
ments with the memory values in the data. I have used
this program the most in my personal library to load
small machine language programs for use by a BASIC
program (via SYS).
DATA MAKER PROGRAM

Line 70 checks if 7 data items are printed. If so, Line
80, which prints the comma between data items, is
skipped.

Line 90 adds the increment 1 to the line number. F,
and ends the L loop (the 20 lines loop). When the L loop
ends, the RUN 30 instruction is tacked to the bottom
(the21st line), and the DATA line 110 is generated at the
top of the screen - and the program ENDs. Now you are
to press RETURN and enter the DATA lines, including
Line 110 which holds the new values for line# and start-
ing PEEK address among other things.

In the case that the program has finished its PEEKs,
Line 100 places a different RUN command, RUN 120 at
the bottom of the DATA lines on the screen. Now, when
RUN 120 is executed, Line 120 prints the reminderon the
top line, and then the line numbers in this program, 10 to
130. Pressing RETURN now removes the program,
leaving you with only the DATA lines you wanted!

Making All This Automatic
I am sure you have discovered that the PET can store

a few characters entered before a GET or INPUT state-
ment is executed. Forexample, try the following:

10 PRINT"TYPE STUFF IN NOW"
20 FOR J= 1 TO 10000 :NEXT (yes, ten thousand!)
30 PRINT"OK, STOP"
40 INPUT A$
50 PRINT A$

If you RUN this, and enter HELLO and RETURN before
Line30 is executed, you will see:

RUN
TYPE STUFF ItlNOW
OK, STOP
7 HELLO
HELLO

(you enter HELLO and RETURN)

READY

The PET has stored the letters you typed in while the
loop in Line 20 was executing. The PET's capacity is 10
characters. When the 10th character is entered, all 10
vanish. Here are some examples:

012345678 gives 012345678 (9 characters)

10 PRINT"clr DATA MAKER FROM MACHINE LANGUAGE": INPUT"dn
START ADDR, END ADOR";S,E

20 INPUT"dn FIRST LINE #, INCREMENT";F,I :GOTO 40
30 READ F, I,S,E
40 PR INT"c Ir PRESS 'RETURtl'TO ENTER DATA": PR ItlT"dndn";
50 FOR L*1 TO ;!O:PRINT F"DATA sp"; :FOR D-l TO 7:

PRINT MIO$(STRS(PEEK(S» ,2);
60 S-S+1 :IF S>E THEil 100
70 IF 0-7 THEN PRINT: GOTO 90
80 PRINT" ,";:NEXT D'
90 F~F+I :NEXT L :PRINT"RUN 30 hm dn dn 110 DATA"F

11,11111 t IISII t l'E"hm";: END
100 ?RINT:PRINT"RUN 120 hm dn";:ErW
110 DATA 1000 , 1 ,826 , 900 (dummy data line)
120 PRINT"clr PRESS 'RETURN' TO REMOVE NON-DATA dn":

FOR J. 10 TO 130 STEP 10: PRINT J
130 NEXT J:PRINT"hm";:END
(Note: The long' lines in the listing are indented for
reading convenience and aren't entered that way.)

Lines 10and 20 tell what the prog ram is, and asks for
the first and last addresses to be PEEKed by the
program. Line 20 asks for the first DATA line number
and the increment between DATA line numbers. Line 30
is skipped -later the program will restart with Line 30.

Line 40 clears the screen and prints a reminder for
you to press RETURN, then position the cursor to the
third screen line. Line 50 begins a loop (L) to print 20
DATA lines on the PET screen. First, the DATA line
number and the word DATA is printed. Then an inner
loop (D( PEEKs seven memory locations and prints them
on the line as integers from 0 to 255. (Seven 3-digit
numbers are the maximum that can be put into a 40
character DATA line.) The MID$ function snips off the
leading blank that STR$ makes when it converts a
numberto a string.

Line 60 checks to see if all the memory cells have
been PEEKed.

0123456789
0123456789ABCDEF

(nu l l ) (10 cha racters)gives
ABCDEF (16 - 10 cha rs )gives

Now, somewhere in the PET, these characters are
stored and we can PEEK and POKE these locations:

KIM ANALOG INPUT
Analog to Digital Conversion System for the KIM Computer

KIMSETl
Cive ~ KIM ~ abili~y ~ sense.

neasure. and cont.rol ~ world around
i~. wiLh DAM SYSTEMS".adules. Jus~ ~lu.
u-.e KIMSETl int.c u-.e KIM t.o _to i6
channels 01" analO!l inP'Ut... Screw
t.,er".inals are F'f""ovided "'01'" each channel
so ':IOU can hook UF-~t..icl<.s. POt..s. or
what.ever ~rQFr,...iat..e senSOl"""S'I:::IOUhave.

Each 01" 1.JIeo 16 anal Oil inF1Jt..s. in
t.he range 0'" 0 t..o 5.12 vol t..s.. is
conver t..ed t.o a decimal nurrber bet..weef\ 0
and 2""",.,s (20 ndllivolt..s F"ef'" count..).
Conversion t.in.e is 100 ".icrosconds.

The K:tMMODF-r"ovides one user POrt..
as well as a [lAM SYSTEMSF-Ort..

Sof't..ware is Pf'ovided.

n.PEAATUAEOCITY
-PRESSUAE

1-AIM1"

1-KIMMOD

- l' ANALOG INPUTS· 1 BITS· 100 MIC~ORC

_ KIM ADAPTER ., USER PORT-
1 DAM SYSTEMS PORT

'-CABlE A24 - 24 INCH INTERCONNIECTCABLE

1-"AH"001 - ~~~~~~~s~~~i~i~:.E~~~':,INALS

1-POWl - POWER MODULE

KIMSET1a 'or 110 VAC • 28S
KIMSET1. 'or 230 VAC • 2'0

~8......••
t.II..,..FOLO
WOOULE

."
_ACCELEAATION
< HUMIOITY

_P'LUIDLEVEL
-ETC ...

Ord.r dirKt or contKt your 10CiI comp•.•ter 1t0nl.

UPANOEA
MODUL[

CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER, Inc.
160 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
TEL: (203) 775-9659 TWX: 710-456-00528@

'PI.UltE- ••••) RS-2S2 VISA AND "Ie ACCEPTED-SEND ACCOUNT NUMBER, EXPlftATION DATE AND 810N'0"DE".
INTlflf'jE MOOU\.E INT£ltFACl MODULl &00 S3 PER ORDER FOft SHIPPING a HANDLING - FOREIGN ORDERS ADD 10% FOft AI" POSTAGE•• •• CIRCLE 144 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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PETcon't ...
LOCATIONS 527 to 536 hold the characters typed in.
LOCATION 525 holds the count of the characters.
We can take a "dynamic" look at these locations with

this little program:

10 PRINT"clr BUFFER ZAPPER"
20 PRINr'hm dn dn sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp

sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp s~'
30 C-PEEK{S25)
40 PRINT"hm dn dn"C;
50 IF C2l'lTHEN 20
60 FOR J-l TO C
70 PRINT CHR$(PEEK(S26+C));
80 NEXT J
90 GOTO 20

A RUN of this program will show the input buffer and
how it changes as you enter characters from the key-
board (with some odd stuff after RETURNs).

The fun really begins when POKEing this input
buffer is done. If you will recall, pressing RETURN to
any line on the PET's screen will ENTER THE ENTIRE
LINE!

Clear your PET screen, and enter the sequence
shown below. The READY printouts (followed by a
period) wi II be provided by the PET.

PRINT"hm";
READY.
FORJ=S27T0536:POKEJ,13:NEXT

READY.
POKE925,9 (After this one, you will have to home

the cursor and using Cursor Down. put the
cursor below the READY.)

122

READY.
A$z"PRINT AS"

READY.
PRINT AS
PRINT AS (The PET provides this one)

PET WORD PROCESSOR

This program permits composing and printing letters,
flyers, advertisements, manuscripts, etc., using the
COMMODORE PET and a printer.
Script directives include line length, left margin, cen-
tering, and skip. Edit commands allow the user to
insert lines, delete lines, move lines and paragraphs,
change strings, save onto cassette, load from cassette,
move up, move down, print and type.
The CmC Word Processor Program addressesan RS-
232 printer through a CmC printer adapter.
The CmC Word Processor program is available for
$29.50. Add $1.00 for postageand handling per order.

Order direct or contact your local computer store.

[ ..~'.j•CONNECTICUT microCOMPUTER
150 POCONO ROAD

BROOKFIELD, CONNECTICUT 06804
(203) 775-9659

READY.
PRINT"hm";

Now the screen will flicker a bit and some "snow"
will appear. The PET has a series of six direct
commands, and the RETURN's forced into the input
buffer to make the PETexecute all of these. Since two of
these refill the input buffer with RETURNs, the PET is
now in an infinite loop without any GOTOs! (How about
that!) Of course, presslnq STOP will get you out of this.

The PETwill let you fill the buffer from a program and
when the program ends, the PET will then do any com-
mands that are on the screen (up to 9 of them). This can
be combined with the screen gymnastics to automate
many of the tricks shown earlier. I leave it as an exercise
to change the screen gymnastics examples to use this
feature. And, since I like Alice in Wonderland, here is a
Cheshire Cat for you. .

(Note: Letters which are underlined or in boldface
are to be shifted when entered into the PET for the cor-
responding graphics character).

10 PRINT"clr dn dn dn dn dn dn dn dn dn
20 PRINT"sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp

OMNM dn MN up NMNP
30 PRINT"sp spsp sj)'Si)sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp sp

M dn MNM dn MN up NMN up N
40 FOR J-SZY-TO 53b:POKr-J.13:-NEXT: POKE 525.9
50 FOR J=l TO 4000: NEXT: PRINT"clr dn dn";
60 FOR J. 10 TO 80 STEP 10: PRINT J: NEXT
70 PRINT "1"CHRS(34)"clr"CHR${34)
80 PRINT"hm"; 0
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APPLE II'" PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

ASM/65 EDITOR ASSEMBLER

ASM/65 is a powerful, 2 pass disk-based assembler for
the Apple II Computer System. It is a compatible sub-
set of the FORTRAN cross-assemblers which are avail-
able for the 6500 family of micro-processors. ASM/65
features many powerful capabilities, which are under
direct control of the user. The PI E Text Editor co-
resides with the ASM/65 Assembler to form a compre-
hensive development tool for the assembler language
programmer. Following are some of the features avail-
able in the ASM/65 Editor Assembler.

PI E Text Editor Command Repetoire
Disk Based System
Decimal, Hexadecimal, Octal, & Binary Constants
ASCII literal Constants
One to Six character long symbols
Location counter addressing "*"
Addition & Substraction Operators in Expressions
High-Byte Selection Operator
Low-Byte Selection Operator
Source statements of the form: [label] [opcode]

[operand] [;comment]
56 valid machine instruction mnemonics
All valid addressing modes
Equate Directive
BYTE Directive to initialize memory tocations
WORD Directive to initialize 16-bit words
PAGE Directive to control source listing
SKIP Directive to control source listing
OPT Directive to set select options
LINK Directive to chain multiple text files
Comments
Source listing with object code & source statements
Sorted symbol table listing
CONFIGURATION

'DUJ., DD~Q,ct
t ~
nil
ct.,lID

48/K DiskApple II $69.95

PROGRAMMA INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384-0579 I 384-1116 I 384-1117
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North St.r Double Density DOS
I've got to admit that I had some

misgivings about going to double
density. On the one hand I was
looking forward to It, because there
have been several times when I've run
out of room on a single density
diskette. On the other hand, I'm from
the old school which says, "If it's
running okay, don't mess with It!" I
just knew with my luck something
was going to go wrong. Not so ...
everything went very smoothly.

Some people are under the
impression that double density
Involves doubling the number of
tracks on a diskette. Actually, it's the
capacity of existing tracks which has
been doubled, rather than the
number. There are 35 tracks with 10
sectors per track. Single density
allows 256 characters of data per
sector for a total of 89,600 per diskette
(256x 10 x 35). Assuming 3 line items
in an inventory system requires
approximately 128 characters, a
single density diskette will handle
about 2,000 items (6 x 10 x 35 =
2,100). Double density shoves 512
characters of data into each sector,
thereby doubling the capacity to
179,200 characters per diskette (or,
over 4,000 items in an Inventory
system).

The mechanics of switching over
to double density involved removing
the cover from my Horizon, removing
the single density controller and
inserting the new controller in its
place. The new system diskette
(Horizon DOS Ver. 5) was inserted ...
and up it came! There have been
rumors circulating, which may be true
in some cases, that the drives might
require modification to work in the
double density mode. Mine didn't...
and both have been working like

clockwork. (I checked with North Star
on that matter and was told that the
majority of drives are working fine
with the double density controller.
However, in the event they need to be
retrofitted with a new motor, and
other components, the cost Is$145).

Getting the software all "straight-
ened out" can be simple or require a
little bit of effort. The new DOS and
BASIC will read Single density
programs from another diskette
without any problem. Therefore, a
person could elect to Simply have one
or two system diskettes and use
those for loading and running all the

single density software which has
beenaccumulated. I personally prefer
to have the system, and some of the
new and improved utilities In version
5, on a diskette along with the
programs I'm going to be running. As
a result, I went to the trouble of
putting the system on ,eachdiskette ...
and, in doing so, got all my software
(about 45 diskettes) organized very
nicely. Ialso wound up with a handful
of spares.

Some of those new utilities
include improved copy disk and copy
file routines, a density select routine
and a new compact routine.
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CP~M on North Star double densit~ disk ~
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----r
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Figure 1. North Star Double Density.
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The new double density controller
comes In kit form for $349 or $399
assembled. Some dealers are taking
the old controllers in on trade and
reselling them (you might want to
check on that). Oh, by the way, this
new controller will also work with
North Star's upcoming "Quad-Den-
sity" drives which will be double
density and double-sided. (North Star
Computers, 2547Ninth St., Berkeley,
CA94710).

Double Density CP1M on North Star

Lifeboat Associates haveoutdone
themselves this time. They've come
up with such a simple, user-oriented,
double density version of CP/M that
it's a pleasure to .use. Figure 1 illus-
trates just how simple it is to get
going. You can be up and running in
CP/M almost immediately because
they offer thirteen different configur-
ations which can be patched in as
easily as changing location 120 to the
value which corresponds to one of
those versions. If you don't have one
of those thirteen hardware configura-
tions (unlikely) then it will require
some additional effort to get It going,
but they've tried to make that as
smooth as possible, also.

The old, single density version of
CP/M didn't have a formatting
program (it was necessary to go back
into the North Star DOS to format
diskettes). The new version has such
a program, plus a new density
selection routine (to allow the reading
of Single density diskettes) and a new
copy utility ... something else that was
missing before.

Most of the software available for
CP/M on North Star is serious busi-
ness application material. Upgrading
to double density appears to be a
logical step in the right direction
toward overcoming the capacity
shortcomings of mini-drives.

$145 will buy it (or, $25 for the
documentation alone) and the ad-
dress is Lifeboat Associates, 2248
Broadway, NewYork, NY10024.

Tidbits
In a recent conversation with

George Morrow, of Thinker Toys, I
was told that he's In the midst of
developing a version of Bell Lab'.s
UNIX operating system for the 8080.
This major undertaking will come
about through the talents of Gary
Fltts ... a very sharp programmer. The
appearance of UNIX on the micro
scene is very timely because of its
multi-tasking capability and other
features. This is definitely one of the
major directions we'll be going in the

years to come (both In business and
schools ... and, perhaps even homes).

Are you Sorcerer owners ready for
CP/M? It's here. Photo 1 Is a 24K
system photographed at Computer
Components #3 in Westminster, CA
running a version of CP/M from Meca
(7026O.W.S. Road, Yucca Valley, CA
92284). The system consists of a
single North Star (Shugart SA-400) or
MPI B-51 mini-disk, the Sorcerer
expansion, Meca's double density
controller ($299) and the software.
CP/ M sells for $98and they also have
Microsoft Disk Basic ($195) and For-
tran ($500). Their controller supports
up to four drives and will run double
density on any drive which has been
working fine with single. The
controller and MPI drive, with power
supply and cables, sells for $699. In
addition to Computer Components
stores in the Los Angeles'area, CP/M
on the Sorcerer Is also available
through Computer Lab of New Jersey
(141Route 46, Budd Lake, NJ 07828).
Thereare probably more. Give Meca a
call at 714-365-7686 and find out
where they are.

Photo1
The Exldy Sorcerer ... feelln' good with CPt M.

Ron Anderson (3540 Sturbridge
Ct., Ann Arbor, MI 48105)has started
a FLEX User's Group for 6800 owners
using that operating system. The first
issue of his newsletter was 21 pages
long and filled with useful Informa-
tion including several programs. Drop
him a line and ask about subscription
rates and how often he'll be publish-
ing. (Whatever you do, don't let it
die!).

If you've been looking for an IBM
to CP/M conversion program, then
look no further. Starr Computer
Systems, 8010 Hascall St., Omaha,
NE 68124, has a program for.$99.95
which will convert an EBCDIC file
from an IBM 3740 Data Entry System
diskette to an ASCII CP/M diskette
and vice versa. (I suspect a lot of
readers would be interested in seeing
a review written on this package).

A CP/M "expansion" is available
from Micro Computer Applications &
Hardware (MICAH), P.O. Box 22212,

San Francisco, CA 94122, which pro-
vides the following additional func-
tions to a standard CP/M system or
Cromemco COOS: 1.) Read Console
with no echo; 2.) Format Name to File
Control Block (builds a disk file any-
where In memory); 3.) Link to User
Program (allows one COM file to call
another COM file); 4.) Sixteen-bit
multiply and divide. It's called the
MICAH CP/M Expander... and I don't
havethe price. (Another candidate for
an objective review).

We've got a new member to our
"staff." In the initial list of experts
who will be handling questions
coming in for this column (Nov/Dec
'78 issue) I somehow left out Mlcro-
polls, Jim Molenda, their Product
Support Specialist, dropped me a
note offering his servlces ... and
pointing out my shortsighted error.
With the increase in popularity for
their tremendous capacity drives,
along with their MOOS operating
system, it was quite a goof. My
apologies. Now let's see If we can
keepJim busy with some questions.

We should also Include Vector
Graphic and their MZOS operating
system which was designed for
Micropolis drives. I'm sure I could
throw any questions on MZOS in Bob
Hart's direction, and he would be
happy to answer them.

I guess by now most of you Heath
system owners have heard about
CP/M for the H8? It's coming from
Lifeboat Associates (164W. 83rd St.,
New York, NY 10024). (Actually, by
the time this gets to press, it will
probably be here!)

I made a statement In a recent
article about Cromemco's COOS
being CP/M compatible. According
to Cris Rook, of Cromemco, the old
COOS is not fully CP/M compatible
but their new version will be (and that
should be available now). The new
version will also have a utility disk
which will allow modifying the BIOS
and directory in an interactive mode.

Those Cards and Letters .•.

A letter from Bill Perry (Traverse
Co., P.O. Box 392, Whitinsville, MA
01588) asks about the availability of
CP/M for his Level-II TRS-80. Well,
we've got two sources for you to
choose from, Bill. I might suggest
you drop a line to both and ask for
their literature and check out the
features before making your decision.
FMG Corporation, P.O. Box 16020,
Fort Worth, TX 76133, has a version
which sells for $150 (includes the set
of6CP/M manuals). Tell Don French I
said "hi" when you write orcall, okay?
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QlA, con't ....

(One of Don's distributors is Cyber-
netics, Inc., 8041 Newman Ave., Suite
208, Huntington Beach, CA 92647.
They offer a free "CP/M Printer" you
might want to send for. They've got
TRS-80 appllcatlons software, too).
You can also get,CP/M for the TRS-80
from Lifeboat Associates, Suite 505,
164 West 83rd St., New York, NY
10024 ($145, which includes CP/M
documentation). They have a version,
which is compatible with FMG's,
which runs on the TRS-80 mini-disk
and another version for the 8"
diskette. The standard-size system
uses George Morrow's Disk Jockey
controller and drive (1201 10th St.,
Berkeley, CA 94710) and the TRS-80
expansion from HUH Electronics
(1429 Maple St., San Mateo, CA
94402). Something to keep in mind
with all of theseTRS-80 CP/M's is
that none of them are cqmpatible with
the bulk of software which has been
developed for standard 8" CP/ M
systems (S-100, in most cases). The
reason is because the TRS-80 firm-
ware (the monitor in PROM) is

situated down in lower memory,
which is usually used by CP/M.
Therefore, the TRS-80 CP/M's were
deveioped around this "obstacle."
With the large amount of software
available from both Lifeboat and
FMG, thls may not be a problem, but,
it's something to be aware of.

Bill Heitman (5262 Mississippi Bar
Dr., Orangevale, CA 95662) dropped
us a line asking about the availability
of a tape-oriented files management
system for his Exidy Sorcerer. He
complained mildly that it seems
everything is disk-oriented and he's
really more interested in going with a
high-speed tape system. The Beta-1
from Meca (7026 O.W.S. Road, Yucca
Valley, CA 92284) will do the trick. It
sells for $399 (assembled & tested). A
single drive will hold up to 1megabyte
(but I believe that's with the double
density option, which is an additional
$50). Data transfers are at 500 bytes
per second with access times
typically around 10 seconds. The
worst case is something like. 39
seconds which is not bad at all. Be-
sides, it's fun watching a Phi-Deck do
its thing, at least you get to see it in
operation. You can't say the same for

disk systems. They have a new double
-speed system in the works which will
increase the transfer rate up to 2K per
second (with double density). An 8-bit.
parallel interface is standard, which
should connect to the Sorcerer with
little or no trouble, and an R$-232
serial interface is available for an
additional $50. The system comes
with a self-contained operating
system.

A postcard from an Indistinguish-
able signature said that he (or she)
was thinking about, obtaining a
Compucolor II and was wondering
about their operating system and
whether there was a version of CP/M
for the system. Compucolor hasn't
heard of a CP/M that has been
developed for their system, and,
frankly, don't see any need for it. They
feel their operating system is quite
adequate and has plenty of features.
Walt Degler, a member of the compu-
color technical staff, spoke with me
about their system and I'm sure we
can bother him with any questions
that pop up in the future. (We have a
review of the Compucolor II in the
process which should be coming up
in the near future). 0

BMALL
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ADVENTURE1 - ADVENTURELAND
ADVENTURE 2 - PIRATE'S ADVENTURE
ADVENTURE 3 - "ISSION I"POSSIBLE

- $14.95 each or
- at l three for
- onLy $39.95.

TRS232 PRINTER INTERFACE - $49.95 (+$2.00 shipping)

AssembLed and tested output port for TRS-80 printing. Use any R5-232 or
20-miL current Loop ASCII printer. Expansion interface not required. Use
with LEVEL-II BASIC, CP/M, BASIC-1P, ELECTRIC PENCIL, RSM-2/2D or your own
programs! Standard cassette software included, or order new "FORMATTER" for
$9.95 with TRS232 (see be tov) ,

Machine language versions of Adventure, the current rage of the big
time-sharing computers! 100+ word vocabulary! 30 rooms and locations. A
challenge that can take vee ks to solve! LEVEL-II 16K.

RS"-lS: A "ACHINE LANGUAGE IIONITOR FOR 4K TRS-80'S - $23.95
RS"-2: AN ADVANCED IIONITOR FOR 16K TRS-80'S - 26.95
RS"-2D: THREE IIONITORS FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - 29.95

TRS232 "FOR"ATTER" SOFTWARE PACKAGE - $14.95
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Page and line Length con t r o l , form feed function, printer pause, 9 baud
rates, "smart" l i ne termination, bui l t r t n keyboard de bounc e , software
controL of screen printing, etc. $9.95 if ordered with TRS232.22 commands to controL your TRS-80 Z-80 processor! Examine ROM's, test RAM,

program in machine Language, read/write machine language tapes, and much
more! A SYMBOLIC DUMP command disassembles memory into Z-80 mnemonics!
Display memory in HEX or two ASCII formats, or EDIT, MOVE, EXCHANGE, VERIFY,
FILL, ZERO, TEST, or SEARCH your memory! RSM-2/2D include alL above
features, plus read/write SYSTEM tapes, enter BREAKPOINTS, PRINT with our
TRS232 or the expansion interface, and- read/write disk sectors directly!
RSM-2 loads at the top of 16K lEVEL I or II. RSM-2D, tur-n ished on disk, has
3 versions for 16K, 32K and 48K.

THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 DISK SYSTEMS - $150.00
THE ELECTRIC PENCIL FOR TRS-80 TAPE SYSTE"S - 99.95

Write text, delete, insert, or move words, Lines or paragraphs, save text on
tape (or disk), thenpr int formatted copy with our TRS232 or Centronics
printer (RS-232-C with disk version). Right justification, page titling and
numbering, transparent cursor and repeating keyboard. lowercase -entry and
display with minor modification •. LEVEL-lor II 16K (Tape version>.

Run any LEVEL-1 BASIC tape {12K or less) in 16K LEVEL-II TRS-80 without
conversion! PLus LlIST and LPRINT for TRS232, RS-232-C or Centronics
printers. LPRINT ON and LPRINT OFF prints anything that you see on the
screen! All LEVEL-I abbreviations and functions supported.

CP/" OPERATING SYSTE" WITH TRS232 SOFTWARE - $145.00

BASIC-1P - LEVEl-l BASIC WITH PRINTING! - $19.95

BARRICADE: MACHINE~NGUAGE ACTION GAMEFOR fRS-SOlS - $14.95

SMALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE/LIFEBOAT ASSOCIATES version of CP/M. Includes TRS232
and RS-232-c software, lower-case support, debounce, ot us DCv-2 and other
unique utilities. CP/M Editor creates and modifies all files. Files may be
much longer than your memory! AssembLe directly from disk, placing HEX and
PRINT files back onto disk! Includes DoT (Dynamic Oebugging Tool), PIP
(PeripheraL Interchange Program), and more! 16K single disk required, 32K
duaL di sk recommended.Break through 5-watl Barricade with high-speed baLL and keyboard controlled

paddle! Trap the baLL among the waLLs and. watch it destroy the 100 blocks!
Select 96 different options to challenge experts and beginners. 3 scores
with the best of each saved to be challenged by other players. NOBODY ,
achieve the maximum WEIGHTED SCORE of 33,OOO! 4K LEVEL-I and II.

AIR RAID: "ACHINE LANGUAGE TRS-80 SHOOTING GALLERY! - $14.95

DCV-l: CONVERT SYSTE" PROGRA"S TO DISK FILES - $9.95

Execute Adventure, Barricade, Air Raid, RSL-1, ESP-1, T-BUG, etc., from
disk, even if they interfere with TRSDOS! After using DCV-1, your program
Loads from disk into high memory, moves itself to its correct address, then
jumps there and executes!

Shoot down high speed aircraft with a ground based mi s s i Le launcher!
Aircraft explode dramatically when hit, sometimes destroying other ne a r bv OTHER TRS-80 PRODUCTS
planes! s c cr e is tallied for each hit or miss, and the highest score is
saved to be chaLlenged by other players. Hours of fun for you, and a super ESP-1: $29 •.95 Editor, assembler, and monitor using INTEL 8080 mnemonics.
demonstration program for entertaining friends! 4K LEVEL 1 and II. !!!!! RSL-1: 14.95 Draw patterns, then play Conway's LIFE in machine language •

.:c::c:. LST-1: 8.00 A disassembLed listing of LEVEL-1 BASIC with some comments.
CALIFORNIA RESIDENTS ADO 6 PER CENT SALES TAX * 1.••• 1

* S"ALL SYSTEM SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CALIF. 91320. --.; * SRALL SYSTE" SOFTWARE * P.O. BOX 366 * NEWBURYPARK, CALIF. 91320.
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Com
cata

We welcome entries from readers for the
"Compleat Computer Catalogue" on any
item related, even distantly, to computers.
Please include the name of the item, a brief
evaluative description, price, and complete
source data. If it is an item you obtained
over one year ago, please check with the
source to make sure it is still available at the
quoted price.

Send contributions to "The Compleat
Computer Catalogue," Creative Com-
puting. P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, NJ
07960.

SOFTWARE
TINY-C INTERPRETER

Tiny c associates has announced the
availability of the tiny-c interpreter and
Program Preparation System in six new
formats: TRS-80 cassette; CP/M 8"
soft-sectored and Micropolis 5" dual or
quad density diskette; North Star DOS
5" single density diskette; and a PDP-11
to 8080 cross-assembled version.

The TRS-80 cassette version is
recorded in Level-II System format and
includes line printer and graphics
support. It also reads and writes
EDTASM compatible files. $30. The
North Star version loads at 2AOO.Both
the CP/M and North Star diskettes. cost
$35. The PDP-11/8080 diskette includes
the Program Preparation System and
costs $35.

Tiny c associates, P.O. Box 269,
Holmdel, NJ 07733, (201)671-2296.
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FORTH SOFTWARE
DEVELOPMENT PACKAGE

Forth, Inc., has introduced poly-
FORTH, a programming language to cut
software development time for mini- and
microcomputers and reduce memory
requirements. The standard polyFORTH
package requires only 4K bytes of
memory with an additional 2K bytes for
the assembler and the text editor. poly-
FORTH is available for the T19900 and
8080, and is running in a custom environ-
ment on an Intel 8086. The product is
designed for disk -based systems.

Forth, Inc., 815 Manhattan Ave.,
Manhattan Beach, CA 90266, (213)
372-8493.
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MOTOROLA M6809 EMULATOR
E6809 is a 6800 machine language

program that will emulate all of the func-
tions of the Motorola 6809 third genera-
tion microprocessor. Developed for use
on any 6800 computer system, the

program allows software development
and debugging prior to 6809 availability.
6809 object code may be placed in the
6800's memory and executed or single-
step traced by E6809. The 3K byte
program is complete with a 6809 mini-
monitor and console I/O routines for ease
of use. Specify Smoke Signal Broad-
casting or FLEX disk, or KCS cassette.
$49.95. .

The Micro Works, P.O. Box 1110 Del
Mar, CA 92014, (714)756-2687.
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MSI MULTI-USER BASIC
MSI Multi-User BASIC contains most

of features of Version 1.4 of the BASIC
Interpreter. It runs under the SDOS
Operating System only and operates in
the interpretive mode. Under the Multi-
User System, a maximum of four users
can be on the system at a given time.
Each user has complete access to disk
data files simultaneously. A version is
available which employs the intelligent
features ofthe MSI RAM-1616K Memory
Board. This will allow a 16K partition for
each user program. MSI recommends the
use of the HD-8/R 10 Megabyte Fixed/
Removable Disk Storage System to pro-
vide the greatest speed and reliability of
the Multi-User Operation System.

Midwest Scientific Instruments, Inc.,
220 West Cedar, Olathe, KS 66061, (913)
764-3273.
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The basic need of the creator is
independence.-Ayn Rand

STRUCTURED BASIC
Ultimate Computer Systems an-

nounced SBASIC (Structured BASIC), a
pre-compiler. SBASIC provides 14 addi-
tional statements for program control
and readability.

SBASIC generates code in the Micro-
soft Disk Extended BASIC syntax, and is
available now on CP/M compatible
diskette for $50.00 or as a BASIC source
listing for $35.00.

Ultimate Computer Systems, 313
Meadow Lane, Hastings, MI 49058, (616)
945-5334.
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LOOKUP-DATA MANAGER
Mycroftware Systems has announced

an easy to use data manager for users of
the flex operating system. Lookup works
with data records with the ability to add,
delete, inquire, create, print, list, and
purge records.

Data records may be of variable
length with a variable number of fields.
Data files may also be edited for complex
changes to records. Data is also acces-
sible from BASIC for mathematical
manipulations or custom reporting. Disk
and manual, $49.95.

Mycroftware Systems, P.O. Box 1138,
St. Charles, MO63301.
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DEBUGGING SOFTWARE
FOR 6800

Percom Data Company has an-
nounced six programs for the 6800 micro-
computer. The programs are: a reloca-
ting assembler and linking loader, tape-
$50.00, disk-$55.95; a relocating disas-
sembler and segmented source text
generator, tape-$35.00, disk-$40.95; a
disassemb~er/Source generator, tape-
$25.00, dlsk-$30.95; a disassembler/
trace, tape-$20.00, disk-$25.95; a relo-
cator, tape-$20.00, disk-$25.95; and, a
monitor on a 2716 -$70.00

Percom Data Company, 211 N. Kirby,
Garland, TX 75042, (214)272-3421.
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LABEL-BASIC
LABEL-BASIC, a new language, acts

as a pre-processor to translate programs
written in LABEL-BASIC into programs
utilizing a BASIC interpreter or com-
piler. As an extension of most versions of
BASIC, it also provides the capability of
descriptive line labels and variable
names. $59.95.

Smoke Signal Broadcasting, 31336
Via Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361,
(213)889-9340. _
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MICROSTAR WORD
PROCESSING INTEGRATED
WITH DATA PROCESSING

The MICROSTAR Word Processor
operates under the STARDOS multi-
user operating system which provides for
all your data processing needs including
order entry, accounting and inventory
control. Form letters can be typed once
and stored on diskettes. Mailing lists can
be maintained on the MICROSTAR
System. All functions are controlled by a
single key stroke. In addition, keys were
chosen to be easy to remember - F is for
Forward, B is for Back, U is for Up, and so
forth. If the operator forgets a command,
the menu for all command actions can be
reviewed.

Micro V, 17777 SE Main St., Irvine,
CA 92714, (714)957-1517.
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GENERAL ACCOUNTING
. SYSTEM

A General Accounting System for the
Microstar Small Business System has
been announced by Micro V Corporation.
It is a complete bookkeeping system
including General Ledger, Accounts
Receivable, Accounts Payable, Payroll,
Mail List and Word Processor.

Micro V, 17777 SE Main St., Irvine,
CA92714, (714)957-1517.
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COMPLETE ACCOUNTING
SYSTEM

The Space Byte Computer Corpora-
tion, has released an interactive account-
ing system, the Assistant Bookkeeper. A
complete method of financial manage-
ment for small businesses, The Assistant
Bookkeeper includes comprehensive
General Ledger and Accounts Payable
packages. Optional modules {or the ac-

counting system include Accounts Re-
ceivable with order entry and inventory
reporting, and Payroll. All modules have
complete audit trails and all transactions
are posted to the General Ledger as they
occur, keeping the G/L current to
generate up-to-the-minute financial re-
ports. Complete systems including dual
disks, _terminal and line printer cost
under $12,000.

Diskette Business Machine, Office
Products Div., Space Byte Computer
Corp., 6464 Sunset Blvd., Suite 530, Los
Angeles, CA 90028, (213)468-8080.
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LANGUAGE FOR
ACCOUNTANTS

A Natural Accounting Language
(NAL) designed by accountants for ac-
countants has been announced by
Miningham &Oellerich, Inc. For reports,
the user communicates his requirements
directly to the system. Multi-company
P&L's, balance sheet, regulatory, cash
flow, product line profitability, statistical
and trend reports are readily available.

The Natural Accounting Language
(NAL) was written in COBOL, and de-
signed for both main frame and
mini-computers.

Miningham & Oellerich, Inc., 1212
Avenue of the Americas, New York, New
York 10036, (212)921-2360.
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RADIO SHACK COMPUTER OWNERS

TRS·80· MONTHLY
NEWSLETTER

24
HOUR ORDER LINE

(914) 425-1535

~••..•.................•.•..... ' .
: H~~[]r:1PUIR~%LSi

~~ .APP\...Co«T" SI:~""

BOil 141 New City, New York 10156

ONE YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $24
TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTION $48
SAMPLE OF LATEST ISSUE $4
START MY SUBSCRIPTION WITH ISSUE __

(#1 - July 1978. #7 - January 1979)
NEW SUBSCRIPTION __ RENEWAL _
CREDIT CARD
NUMBER _

SIGNATURE _

_____ EXP. DATE __

EA
RE WORD PROCESSING PROGRAM

(Cassette or Disk)- E For Writing Letters, Tellt, Mailing lists, Files, Etc.
With Each New Subscriptions or Renewal

• PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS
• BUSINESS
• GAMBLING • GAMES
• EDUCATION
• PERSONAL FINANCE
• BEGINNER'S CORNER
• NEW PRODUCTS
• SOFTWARE EXCHANGE
• MARKET PLACE
• QUESTIONS AND ANSWERS
• PROGRAM PRINTOUTS
.... AND MORE

NAME _

ADDRESS _
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MAiLMA'STER PRollRAM
MailMaster, to simplify processing

and management of mail lists for use of
the Sol computer has been !IDnoun~edby
Processor Technology. Usmg a disk as
the memory medium, the program pro-
vides storage of up to 5095 names,
addresses arid other data in a single list.
Each entry can consist of up to 1000
characters . distributed among a maxi-
mum of 99 lines. $395.
, Processor Technology, Inc., 7100

Johnson Drive, Pleasanton, CA 94566,
(800)227-1241, in CA (800)972-5951.
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9.5K bytes of RAM. Features include
integer, real and string variables capa-
bility, integer constants range of -32,767
to +32,767, real constants from n x 10-62
to n x 1062with the number of significant
digits selectable from 6 to 72, 11 string
commands and functions, n-dimensional
arrays, program line numbers from 1 to
65,567, direct memory and I/O address-
ing, detects error conditions, outputs 27
error messages, and character and line
erasure during input. $35.

PercomData Company, 211 N. Kirby,
Garland, TX 75042, (214)272-3421.
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SORCERER PROGRAMS
Public Computing, Inc., has an-

nounced six cassette programs' for the
Exidy Sorcerer. Programs available are:
Blackjack; Biorhythms; Sub/Ship Chase
Game; Compucards, a personality test
and fortune telling program; Atom, an

BUSINESS FORECASTING
FORPDP·11

The Forecast IV system is designed to
generate the forecast line when a set of
dual statistics is entered into a computer.
Written in ,BASIC for a PDP 11 mini-
computer, this analytical package sells
for $235.00, including documentation,
source, and media.
, RSI, 140 Sylvan Ave., Englewood
Cliffs, NJ 07632, (201) 947-6104.
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BASIC ETCSOFTWARE
Percom Data Company has an-

nounced BASIC ETC, a BASIC language
interpreter for 8080/Z-80 systems using
cassette storage. The program requires

APPLE II®PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE

LISA INTERACTIVE ASSEMBLER

LISA is a ~otally new concept in assembly language
programmmq. Whereas all other assemblers use a
separate or co-resident text editor to enter the
assembly, language program and then an assembler
to assemble the source code, LISA is fully inter-
active and performs syntax/addressing mode checks
as the source code is entered in. This is similar in
operationto the Apple II Integer BASIC lnterpre-
ter. All error messages that are displayed are in
plain, easy to understand English, and not simply
an Error Code. Commands in LISA are structured
as close as possible to those' in BASIC. Commands
that are included are: LIST, DELETE, INSERT,
PR #no IN.#n, SAVE, LDAD, APPEND, ASM,
and a special user-defineable key envisioned for
use with "dumb"peripherals, LISA is DISK II
based and will assemble programs with a textfile
too 10hg to fit into the Apple memory. Likewise,
the code generated can also be stored on the Disk,
hence freeing up memory for even larger source
programs. Despite these Disk features, LISA is
very fast: in fact, LISA is faster than most other
commercially available assemblers for the Apple II.
Not only is LISA faster, but also, due to code
compression techniques used LISA requires less
memory space for the text file. A full source list-
ing containing the object and source code are ,
produced by LISA, in addition to the symbol table.

Apple II 32K/Disk $34.95

PROGRAMMA INTERNATIONAL,lnc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd. Los Angeles, CA 90010
(213) 384·0579 / 384·1116 / 384·1117
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inductive logic program in which rays are
sent into a black box and are then
deflected, reflected, and/or absorbed;
and MAP, a three mode program which
displays a map of the United States with
each state outlined, plots individual
states on command, and offers a CAI
State Capital quiz. $9.95 each or $19.95
for a set of any three.

Public Computing, Inc., #10 North
Earl Ave., Lafayette, IN 47904, (317)
447-9439.
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MEMORY TYPEWRITERS
Most mini and micro systems can do

double duty as intelligent or memory
typewriters with a CAPDOC, Computer
Assisted Preparation of Documents,
software family written in 8K BASIC.
The package consists of CAPDOC/lntel-
ligent Typewriter, CAPDOC/Memory
Typewriter, and a Diablo Printout Guide.
$34.95.

Monoson Microsystems, Inc., P.O.
Box 97-K, Watertown,MA02172.
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NORTH STAR "PASSWORD"
FEATURE

North Star users can have a "pass-
word" added to their DOS and BASIC.
This allows authorized access to your
disks. The package is on a mini-disk
containing: DOSP, modified NS DOS,

YOUR

NORTH STAR * COMPUTERS
PROGRAMMING SPECIALISTS I

You can look to us for innovative and imaginative programs

•• Intertac Intertube. now available .it

Thinker Toys 8" Disk Drives Many different and diversified
fDr North Star Computers "99600 computers systems available. All
Additional Drives "79610 include full access to Program

Ubrary. S~8ms start at "4,.00

Micro Mike's
905 Buchanan, Am.-illo, Tex••79101

806-372-3633
L- CIRCLE 188 ON READER SERVICE CARD -----'

DOSCHG
Patches to connect
Thinker Toys 8"
Disk Drives to North
Star DOS & ,Basic.
Fully supports all
North Star Functions
-on 8" disk.

·49.95

CSUB TIMESHARE
Patches to North
Star DOS & BASIC
that take advantage
of the versatility of
the Horizon com-
puter to implement
an interrupt driven
bank-switching time
sharing system.
Requires additional
memory & terminals.

·49.95
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A set of Functions
defined in North
Star Basic that
handle all disc ac-
cessing (Sequential,
Random, & Keyed
Access) and all CRT
display, format-
ting & Input. A
SUPERB APPLI-
CATION PROGRAM
DEVELOPMENT
PACKAGE.

·49.95

CREATIVE COMPUTING



BASICP, modified NS BASIC to support
password, NEWPASWD, basic program
allows changing password, and, IN-
STRUCT, basic file containing easy to use
instructions.

HSC Computer Services, Ltd., P.O.
Box 43, Brooklyn, NY 11236.
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NORTH STAR MODEM UTILITY
Telestar is an 8080 assembly language

package for transferring named disk files
thru the phone, via a modem, between
two 8080 or Z-80 computers that utilize
the North Star disk system; communica-
ting with any remote timesharing system
and saving all exchanged ASCII data to
disk; and for retrieving that data from
disk for later display or printout. The
program will also allow a remote user to
access and share the inputs and outputs
of any program that uses the North Star
DOS. The program was written for a
North Star Horizon computer, but has a
self-patch customizing routine for other
types of I/O. $15.

Leonard E. Garcia, 3517 Herschel
Ave .. Dallas, TX 75219, (214)522-1006.
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TEXT OUTPUT PROCESSOR
J.Vilkaitis Consultants has developed

an 8080microcomputer based text output
processing program that is compatible
with the Script text processors. It
handles form letters, document files, and

mailing lists.
The Script - 80 system supports over

50 standard Script commands for the
combining of multiple files, formatting
and right justifying of text, margin and
line length control, centering of title
lines, spacing, immediate and conditional
page eject, page headings, page footings,
and several formats of page numbering.
Text from up to 255 files may be nested
and imbedded in the output text as
though a part of the original file. Addi-
tional features include picture (pixel)
processing, automatic multi-disk search
for imbedded files, and extended upper/
lower case conversion capabilities.

J. Vilkaitis, Consultants, Box 26,
Thomaston, CT 06787, (203)283-4232.
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PASCAL BUSINESS SOFTWARE
P.S. Inc., has announced a system of

Pascal business accounting packages.
The software includes a general ledger
package that permits a comparty to name

NEW TRS-80 LEVEL II

and number over 1000of its own accounts
and to generate financial reports for the
overall o~eration and for separate profit
centers, if any. Accounts Payable, with
aging and cash requirements reporting;
Accounts receivable, with aging and sales
analysis; Order Entry; and Inventory
Control are tied into the general ledger .
Thus, it is a "single entry" system. It is
also "menu" oriented.

P.S. Inc., 619 NP Ave., Fargo, ND
58102, (701)235-8145.
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APPLE LOWER CASE
Appleshift is a package containing

instructions for hardware modification of
your APPLE keyboard, machine lan-
guage subroutines for input and screen
display, and an Integer Basic demonstra-
tion program called Textpage. Textpage
allows you to enter, edit, store on disc,
and print 55 lines of 80 characters. Disc
Textpage requires a DOS system with at
least 24K. Tape version needs 16K.
$29.95.

C&H Micro, P.O. Box 2161, Glen
Ellyn, IL 60137.
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16K NEW
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

THE STOCK EXCHANGE
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Real Time ...only at THESTOCKEXCHANGE.Can you get involved in the minute-
by-minute action ...see the good news send stocks soaring ...or the bad news send
them down ...buy/sell as it happens ...feel the trader ... THE STOCK EXCHANGEis
one of the most fascinating and absorbing of simulations and a great educational
investment. - - ! $15.95

:_~_H_~~~~~~JJ
A DUMB NAME FOR A GAME?

EACH PLAYER TRIES TO GET TO THE BOX FIRST AND SCORE
THE POINTS. BOXES APPEAR/DISAPPEAR AND REAPPEAR
IN DIFFERENT LOCATIONS. IF YOU'RE STILL TRYING TO HIT
A BOX AND HAVEN'T HIT A BORDER, YOUR OPPONENT OR
YOURSELF, YOU MAY FIND YOURSELF LOST IN A MAZE OF

ARROWS AND SCREAMING WHEREAMI ?
A NERVE BREAKING GAME FOR TWO

VIDEO DISPLAY

SEND ORDERS TO:

©1979 MICRO-FANTA.STIC PROGRAMMING CIRCLE 184 ON READER SERVICE CARD

P.O. BOX 2307 GRAINDCENTRAL STATION NEWYORK, N.Y 10017
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APPLICATION SOFTWARE
Talos Systems, Inc., has announced

the development of application software
for its DIGI-KIT-IZER graphic tablet. It
includes seven programs written in
Applesoft Basic. Programs included in
this package are music generation by pen
location, HIres graphics and LOres color
graphics. $49.95.

Talos Systems, Inc., 7419 East Helm
Dr., Scottsdale, AZ 85260, (602)948-6540.
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GENERAL LEDGER
SYSTEM SOFTWARE

Percom Data Company has an-
nounced an accounting/bookkeeping soft-
ware system for 6800 microcomputers.
Called Percom General Ledger System,
the programs run on computers using the
company's LFD-400 dual-drive mini-disk
storage device. It accommodates up to
250 accounts and uses 24K bytes of RAM.
$199.95.

Percom Data Company, 211 N. Kirby,
Garland, TX 75042, (214)272-3421.
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TRS-80 TELCOM
A TRS-80 telecomunications package

with full software control of RS-232 auto
error retry which operates as a dumb
terminal or intelligent terminal is avail-
able from Nasi) & Assoc. It allows the

TRS-80 to collect programs or data from
other TRS-80's or timeshare systems, run
interactive programs between TRS-80's,
utilize the BASIC and DOS commands
under the intelligent terminal mode, save
time-sharing data and reports on tape or
disk, and, collect data in a distributive
network environment from one or
several businesses to a central TRS-80.
$24.95

Charles R. Nash & Assoc., P.O. Box
856, Atlanta, GA 30301.
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TRS-80 BOOKKEEPING
The Cash Journal Transaction Pro-

gram, an addition to the General Ledger
package, has been introduced by Taranto
& Associates. In accepting entries
directly from bank deposit slips or check
stubs, the Cash Journal Program auto-
matically posts the contracash amount as
each item is entered.

If the General Ledger system is
ordered at the same time or prior to the
Accounts Payable, and Accounts Receiv-
able systems, the General Ledger,
program will be supplied integrated to
these systems. The systems are available
at $99.95 each while the Cash Journal
Program combined with the General
Ledger is $149.95.

Taranto & Associates, P.O. Box 6073,
San Rafael, CA 94903, (415)472-1415.
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TRS-80 DISK-BASED
FORECASTING PACKAGE

Applied Economic Analysis an-
nounces the release of a Business
Planning Package for the TRS-80. This
disk-based package contains a set of fore-
castinglrograms for small businesses.
Include in the package is an advanced
version of multiple regression along with
a seasonal adjustment program. The data
preparation program allows the creation,
modification and deletion of disk-based
data sets. The data sets are accessible by
all programs.

Applied Economic Analysis, 4005
Locust Avenue, Long Beach, CA 90807,
(213)424-3652.

NEWTRS-80S0FTWARE
The Software-Association has an-

nounced a new line of entertainment
programs for the TRS-80. All programs
are written in machine language. They
include: Z-Chess, a full featured chess
opponent providing seven levels of diffi-
culty, $17.95; Back-40, a backgammon
challenger with a graphic board display,
$14.95: and Dr. Chips, a program based
on the "Doctor" and "Eliza" programs,
$14.95. All programs require a 16K
Level-II machine.

The Software Association, P.O. Box
58365, Houston, TX 77058.
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LIGHT-PENTRS~80
PLUGS RIGHT IN! Exclusive design includes two sample
programs and complete documentation so you can write
your own programs in Basic, Long life from standard
9-volt battery, A bargain at only $24.95!

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONSTM (415) 573-8217
Post Office Box 4139, Foster City, CA 94404
o Please send me TRS-80 Light Pens

($24,95 each enclosed, Calif. residents add tax),
o Send your catalogs,
Name _

Address _

City State Zip _
TRS-80 is a trademark of Tandy Corp, ----
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CC779

TRS-SO
MEMORY EXPANSION $79

KITS
Each Kit-consists of: 8 Memory Chips, Jumper Blocks, and

Complete EASY TO FOLLOW Instructions
Expands 4K TRS-80 up to 48K (3 sets)

TRS-80FLOPPY Disk (SA-400) Add On
COMPLETE Ready to use with power supply and case $389

ADD to your APP.LE or $100 Bus Computer
$89 - Set of 8 250 NS
$99 - Set of 8 200 NS

No. 4116 - 200 NS (w/16K Chips), 16K, $279, 32K, $376,
48K, $469, 64K, 568

No.4115,8K,$189,16K,$229,24K,$269,32K,$309

Sl00 Bus Expandoram Kits*
"Expand NOW or LATER to 64K (32K for "K Chips)

8K Chips: $49/Set of 8
ASSEMBLED, TESTED AND BURNED IN - ADD $50

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
FULLY WARRANTED FOR 6 MONTHS

Master Charge - VISA - C,O,D, (26% with order! -
Money Order - California liesidents add 6% Sales Tax

Sh ippi ng Charges: $2,00

M MMicroComputerWorld
P.O. Box 242 San Dimas, CA 91773

(213) 286-2661
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TRS·eo BUSINESS PROGRAMS
Z Systems has developed a line of

business related programs for the Radio
Shack TRS-80 computer systems. Pre-
sently available on disk are: Payroll with
complete department and sub-depart-
ment reporting, Memominder, leave in
$50; and, Order Tracker, a customer
order inquiry system, $50. All programs
come with complete, easy to understand,
.documentation and standard printer
output control.

Z Systems, 144A Gen. Berry Dr.,
Bayside, NY, 11359.
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TRS·80'INCOMETAX
PROGRAMS

For accountants and others involved
in the preparation of income tax forms,
Contract Services Associates has a line of
professional software for TRS-80 32K
disk and line printer systems. Form 1040
and related schedules are displayed on
the video monitor while figures and other
data are entered, computations are
performed automatically, and then
changes or additions can be made before
printing out the form.

Contract Services Associates, 706 S.
Euclid, Anaheim. CA 92802, (714)
635-4055.
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MICRO LEARNINGWARE
SOFTWARE

Micro Learningware offers educa-
tional programs in elementary mathe-
matics, business, accounting, and econo-
mics. The programs include simulations,
drill, practice, tutorial and game
programs. The majority of the programs
use graphics. They are written for the
TRS-80, Level-II, and the PET. $2.95 -
$5.95.

Micro Learningware, P.O. Box 2134,
Mankato, MN 56001, (507)387-1649.
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T·BALL JOTTER DISK FOR
TRS·80

Business Persons, accountants, loan
officers, escrow officers, tax consultants,
and other professionals will be interested
in the T-Ball Jotter Disk from Contract
Services Associates. The disk is for use
with 32K TRS-80 disk and line printer
systems. It contains a collection of
business and professional programs
which make many types of computations
and print out forms used in the business
and investment fields: amortization
schedules, financial statements, and
others .

Contract Services Associates, 706 S.
Euclid, Anaheim, CA 92802. (714)
635-4055.
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TRS·80 MAIL LIST
The Peripheral People have an-

nounced a new data base record keeping
and mail list program. Mailroom Plus is a
data base record management system for
the TRS-80. It is useful in any afplication
requiring the management 0 records
having to do with people. It requires a
minimum of 32Kmemory and one or more
disk drives. $49.95.

The Peripheral People, Box 524,
Mercer Island, WA 98040.
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COMPUTER BUGS SOFTWARE
The computer bugs have developed 3

software packages for the TRS-80 disk
based system. They consist of: Text
Editor, Rental Control System, and an
Inventory Control System.

The Text Editor can transform your
TRS-80 into a word processing machine.
$29. The Rent Control System will pro-
vide a rent overdue report, a monthly
rental report, monthly rental statements,
reminder letters, occupancy status, and
an alphabetic tenant list. $250. The
inventory control system will handle up
to 1200parts on a single mini disk. $95.

The Computer Bugs, P.O. Box 789,
Boynton Beach, FL 33435, (305)734-2367/
737-4738.
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Though the loose confederation of colonies in OR ION
had staved off the Stellar Union's bid for hegemony,
would they do as well against the alien Klottau?

JULY1979

'.
APPLE II®PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE CUll
PIE (PROGRAMMA IMPROVED EDITOR) is a two-dirnen- lQ)
sional cursor-based editor desiqned specifically for use with
memory-mapped and cursor-based CRT's. It is totally ~
different from the usual line-based editors which were ~
originally designed for Teletypes. The keys of the system
input keyboard are assigned specific PI E Editor function foi
commands. Some of the features included in the PIE ~
system are: Blinking Cursor; Cursor movement up, down,
right, left, plus tabs;Character insert and delete; String ((;I
search forwards and backwards; Pagescrolling; GOTO line ~~
number, plus top or bottom of file; Line insert and delete
anywhere on screen; Move and copy (single and multiple ~
lines); Append and clear to end of line; Efficient memory ~
usage. The following commands are available in the PIE ~
Text Editor and each is executed by depressing the
systems argument key simultaneously with the command
key desired. [ARGl tl+SCH] Search forward for string 't'

(LEFT! ~~~~f~ursor one position to (APPl t~~:~~;~f~i~~u!~orto last ~

(RGHT) Move cursor one position to [INS] Insert a blank line beforere
the right the current line

[UP] Move cursor up one line {ARG] n[INS] Insert 'n' blank lines before
(DOWN] Move cursor down one line the current nee

IBHOM) I~ft"~,ea~~r~~~~rlower left [DEL] ~~~~~;~~p~~hr'~~~~fe~' saving ~

:::~~I &~?e\~;7~~,::::'~;fft;lel::::~~IDE~e:r~~~!oi::i~~:·r.~;~~~u:::,~
one "page" ~[PUSH] Save current line in "push"

[+PAG) ~ofire?~~; ,\~~;a,~d bottom [ARGJ n[PUS~rer Save 'n'lines in the "push" C>
[L TAB} ~~r:O~~~SIO;a~ft one buffer

[RTAB] ~r:ocn~~~O:a~ight one [POP] ~~ft~/~:f~~~~~net~~:r~~~ ;;~~Sh"
[GOTO] Go to top of file Itine 1) [CINS) Enable character insert mode
[ARG) n[GOTO] Go to line 'n' [~~7SJ (CINSJac~~;~c~ff character insert mode ., a
[BOTI n~s:~i~~~~T of file [GOB] Gobble _ delete the current charac- a 1tIrt[-SCHI Search backwards (up) into ter and pull remainder of characters E:L

file for the next occurence of to right of cursor left one POSition C E
~~:r~~i~ci'~~;~f~ed in the last [EXIT) ~i~~~:I~~~:~rOff the screen and n I

[ARGI ti-SCHI Search backwards for IARG] (HOMEI Home Lme . scron up to It .,
string 't' gt0~~eceu:rent line to top ••

(+SCH] ~:rf~ ~h~w~;~:~~~:~~~~tgft~~e (APP) (APP) IT~~t justify cursor on current

~~::;,~!~~cified in the last search [ARGJ (GOB] Clear to end of line-------Apple ~ie Cassette 16K
TRS-80PIE Cassette 16K
Apple PIE Disk 32K

$19.95
19.95
24.95

PROGRAMMA
INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
3400 Wilshire Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90010

.~ ... :. :.

IrllJflSllJI
1J~llJrI
FOR TRS-80

INVASION ORION uses the simple, but unique and
challenging STARFLEET ORION game system, but
since your opponent isn't human, we've programmed
the computer to play the Klottau. INVASION
OR ION is complete with program cassette, 64 page
Battlemanual and control sheets. 10ell-new scenarios.
(Requires TRS-80, Level II, 16K).

Ask your local dealer or send $19.95 to:
Automated Simulations, Dept. C, P.O. Box 4232,
Mountain View, CA. 94040.

California residents please add 6% salestax.
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COMPUTERS
DOUBLE DENSITY FOR
8" FLOPPY DISKS

Dynabyte has introduced a micro-
computer system using its disk controller
that offers up to 512 kbytes of floppy disk
storage on each of 2 Shugart single-sided
drives or 2 megabytes on 2 double-sided
drives. It is a disk controller capable of
handling a variety of 5-inch and 8-inch
drives in dual density on either one or two
sides. To permit expansion of the system
as the user's needs increase, the
controller is capable of handling up to 16
drives.

Dynabyte Inc., 1005 Elwell Court,
Palo Alto, CA 94303, (415)965-1010.
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FULL LINE CATALOG
Ohio Scientific, Inc., has announced

the publication of their new 1979 Full
Line Catalog; Edited to tell "Everything
you've always wanted to know about
personal and small business computers,"

this catalog and buyer's guide is pub-
lished in a two-part set with the 31O-page
paperback handbook supported by a
16-page Price List supplement.

This publication covers the wide
range of personal and small business
computer applications, including capa-
bility of upgrading the system(s) for
future expansion. $1.00.

Ohio Scientific, Publications Dept .•
1333 S. Chillicothe Rd., Aurora, Ohio
44202. Allow two weeks for delivery.
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PORTABLE COMPUTER
GM Research has introduced a port-

able computer in a single enclosure. It has
the following features: 8 slot S-100 bus
card cage, 14 AMP power supply, high
resolution 9" ball brothers CRT display,
integral implosion protective shield,
77-key keyboard with numeric pad and
cursor control keys, detachable key

board, retractable carrying handle,
optional carrying cover, space for one 5"
mini disc drive with mounting hardware
for Micropolis or Wangco, space for three
I/O connectors on rear panel, rear panel
.reset and power switches, and a 5" fan. It
measures 201/4" x 8" x 16"; and requires
115V50/60 HZ 300watts max.

GM Research, 1048 East Burgrove
St., Carson, CA 90746, (213)639-4663.
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ONYX MICROCOMPUTER
SYSTEM

Onyx Systems, Inc. has introduced a
Z80-based microcomputer system with
an 8-inch, Winchester-type rigid disk
drive. Called the C8000, it incorporates a
4.~Hz. Zilog Z80A CPU, a 10-megabyte
rigid disk, and a 12-megabyte cartridge
tape drive, in a compact tabletop
package. The rigid disk has an average
access time of 50 ms, and can be com-
pletely backed up with a single cartridge
on the tape drive in 20minutes. $12,500.

Onyx Systems, Inc., 10375 Bandley
Dr., Cupertino, CA 95014, (408)257-8022.
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from RAINBOW
Apple

PIE TEXT EDITOR Machine language, cursor-based text editor
for 16K Apple.
- Features format capabilities of most text editors.
- All commands are control characters .
. - Enables you to define your own function commands.

Order PIE on cassette: $19.95 on diskette $24.95
HIGH RESOLUTION CHARACTER GENERATOR Machine lan-

guage program for 16K Apple.
- Define your own character set and graphic shapes.
- Complete English upper/lower case character set.
- Complete Greek Alphabet with upper/lower character set.
- Scroll, vary window size, invert characters, switch back and

forth between two character sets.
Order on cassette $19.95 on diskette $24.95
FO RTE Music Interpreter in Machine Language for 16K Apple.

- Handles six voices. -Single step capability.
- Full editing features. -Trace line numbers or notes.
-Save songs on cassette or diskette.

Order FORTE on Cassette $19.95
APPLE Monitor PEELED Everything you wanted to know about
the Apple Monitor but couldn't figure out. User-written manual in
plain English clearsyour confusion $9.95
Call or write today for your FREE Apple Software Catalog. B/A
and Mastercharge accepted. Sorry, no COOs. Add $1.25 Shipping &
Handling. California residents add 6% sales tax. We ship promptly
on receipt of your ppd. order. Order from:

RAINBOW COMPUTING INC.
Garden Plaza Shopping Center, f),'p'. 7CC

9719 Reseda Blvd., Northridge, CA 91324
Telephone (213) 349-5560

Micro Business Software
CMBS© by Computer Products of America

132

• Complete interactive, double entry account-
ing

• 46 programs with extensive software
• Written in Northstar BASIC (other variations

available)
• General ledger. accounts receivable,

accounts payable, inventory and payroll
• Three minidisks for transaction. data and

maintenance
• Diskettes hold 500 customer listings,

800 vendors, 1500 line items of inventory,
500 employees, 125 general ledger
accounts

• Only $395.00
To order CMBS@ business software, send check,
money order or purchase order (Calif. residents
add 6% sales tax-prepaid orders shipped
at no charge) to:

Computer Products Of America
A Division of The Computer Mart
633 West Katella Avenue
Orange, CA 92667
(714) 633-1222
Dealer and OEM prices upon request
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PLACE ORDERS TOLL FREE 800/421-5809 Conllnental U.S.
800/262-1710 In.lde California

JADE'S
DOUBLE DENSITYTHE NEW Z-80

CPU BOARD FROM JADE
TM

Features·lnclude: _ S-100 Compatible, available in 2MHz or 4MHz
versions. _ On-board 2708, 2716, 2516, or 2532 EPROM can be
addressed on any 1K, 2K, or 4K boundary, with power-on jump to
EPROM. _ On-board EPROM may be used in SHADOW mode,
allowing full64K RAM to be used. _ !l-utomatic MWRITE generation
if front panel is not used. _ On-board USART for synchronous or
asynchronous RS232 operation (on-board baud rate generator). _
Reverse-channel capability on USART allows use with buffered
peripherals or devices with "not-ready" signal.

Kit: CPU-30200K, 2 Ibs ...
Assembled and Tested:

CPU-30200A, 2 Ibs .

MICROPROCESSORS
F8 ... $16.95
Z80 (2MHz) . $10.95
Z80A (4MHz) . . .. $14.95
CDP1802CD $19.95
6502 $11.95
6800 . ... .. . .. . . .•.. .. . $9.75
6802 $14.00
8008-1 . . .. $15.95
8035 ... $24.00
8035-8 . . .. $24.00
8080-A . . .. . $10.00
8085 . . $23.00
TMS9900TL . . .. $49.95

8080A SUPPORT DEVICES
8212 .. . $2.90
8214 . . .$4.65
8216. . .........•...... $2.75
8224 (2MHz) . . $4.30
8224-4 (4MHz) $9.95
8226 . . $2.75
8228 . . $6.40
8238 $6.40
8243 ... . .. ... ..•.. . .$8.00
8251 ...........•.. . $7.50
8253 . . $20.00
8255 . . $6.40
8257 . . $18.00
8259 . . $18.00
8275 $51.20
8279 $17.70

USRT
S2350. ...... $10.95

UARTS
AY5-1013A $5.25
AY5-1014A $8.25
TR16028. . $5.25
TMS6011 . . $5.95
IM6403. . $9.00

BAUD RATE GENERATORS
MCI44". .. $10.00
14411 Cryslal $4.95

6800 PRODUCT
6821 P $5.25
6828P. . $9.50
6834P. . $16.95
6850P. . $4.80
6852P. . $5.25
6860P.. . $9.25
6862P. . $12.00
6875L. . $7.30
6880P. . $2.50

CHARACT~R G~N~RATORS
2513 Upper (1-12+5) .$6.75
2513 Lower (1-12+5) $6.75
2513 Upper (5 volt) . . $9.75
2513 Lower (5 volt) . $10.95
MCM6571 up scan $10.95
MCM6571A down scan $10.95

PROMS
....................... $5.00

$12:95
. S~9.oo
$49.00

. $30.00

1702A
2708.
2716 (5+12\
2716 (5v)
2758 (5v) .

DYNAMIC RAMS
4160/4116 (2oons). . $12.50
2104/4096. . $4.00
2107B-4. . $3.95
TMS4027/4096 .$4.00

STATIC RAMS
21 L02 (450ns)
21 L02 (250ns)
2101-1
2111-1
2112-1

1-15
$1.50
$1.75
$2.95
$3.25
$2.95

16-100
$1.20
$1.50
$2.60
53.00
$2.65

KIT: $249.00
Assmb. & Tstd: $299.00

- Single or Double
Recording
- Full Size or Mini Floppy
_ CP/M Compatible In either
density
- Programmed Data Transfer,
no DMA
- Controls up to 8 drives
- IBM format in either density
_ Software Selectable
Density

_ This controler utilizes the proven reliability of the IBM
standard format as well as the lastest phase-locked-loop for
data separation _ All clocks are generated from an on-board
crystal oscillator _ Right precompensation is used to enhance
data recovery reliability in the double density mode _ Density
selection is entirely transparent to the user _ Single and double
density diskettes can be mixed on the same system.

KEYBOARD CHIPS
AY5-2376 . .. $13.75
AY5-3600 . . $13.75
MM5740. $18.00

POWER SUPPLIES
PSD-249A: For a Single 5 1/4" Disk
Drive. By Power-One or Alpha Power:
+1- 5V at .7A, +1-12V at 1.IA$52.00

. PSD-20SA: For Single 8" Disk Drive.
By Power-One. +5V at 1A, -5V at .SA,
+24V at 1.5A . .. $89.95

PSD-206A: For Two 8" Disk Drives.
By Power-One or Alpha Power. +SV
at 2.5A, -5V at .5A, +1-24V at
3A. . $125.00
Rockwell: Aim-55 Power Supply
PSX-030A. . ... $59.95
KIM-1 or SYM-1 Power Supply:
PSX-020A $59.95

JADE
CABLE ASSEMBLIES

JADE
ISO-BUS

MOTHERBOARDS

Comes In either 6,12, or 18 slot sizes.
These boards with a special g·round
plane assures a silent operation

$89.95
$99.95
$39.95

VISla V80
Mini DlsM
SYSTEM

FOR TRS-80
$395.0

Includes disk drive, power supply,
regulator board, and compact case.
The V -80 offers 23% more storage
capacity. Simply take it out of the box,
plug in the cable, and it's ready to run.
Requires 16K, Level II, expansion
interface.

Mini-Disk Cable Kit: 51/4" interface to·
2 Shugart or compatible drives. Cable
Is 5' long with 34 pin edge connectors
WCA-3431 K· $34.95

JADE 6 Slot
Kit .
Assembled .........•.•.
Bare Board

$49.95
$59.95
$24.958" Disk Cable Kit No.1: 34 pin

assembly WCA-5031 K . $38.45
JADE 12 Slot
Kit
Assembled
Bare Board

8" Disk Cable Kit No.2: 50 pin
assembly (great for Tarbell disk
controller) WCA-5032K. $38.45

Signal Cables: 6 feet long, 34 pin edge
connectors at each end $24.95

WCA-3421A

JADE 18 Slot
Kit $129.95
Assembled $149.95
Bare Board $59.95

J.A..~E
Computer Products

4901 w. ROSECRANS AVENUE
Department T' 3
HAWTHORNE. CALIFORNIA 90250
U.S.A.

Telephone:
(213) 679-3313
(800) 421-5809 Continental U.S.
(800) 262-1710 Inside California

Cash, checks, money orders, and credit cards accepted.
Minimum order: $10.00, California residents add 6% sales tax.
Minimum shipping and handling charge: $2.50. Discounts
available at OEM quantities.

WRITE FOR OUR FREE CATALOG
All prices subject to change without notice.
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Signal Cable S24.95

• Two Drives Siemens/
GSI 8" Floppy
• Power Supply for Above
• Jade Double Density
Board (KIT)
•CP/M Operating System
with Basic E
• Package of 10 Blank 8"
Diskettes (Double Density)
• Includes Interface
Cables
Price

Jade

if Purchased
Seoarately
$1544.95

Special Package
Deal

$1225.00

3M
•• or VERBATIM
FLOPPY DISKS

5Y. in. Minidiskettes
Soft sector. 10 sector, or 16 sector

$4.40 each or
Box of ten for $37.50

8 in. Standar-d Floppy Disks
$4.75 each or

Box of ten for $35.00



CMOS MICROBOARD UNITS

Aline of CMOS Microboard computer
units has been announced by RCA Solid
State Division. The Microboard circuits
include three "Computer-on-a-board"
systems, four memories, five expansion
modules, 4.5x7.5 inch printed circuit
boards, plus a power converter and three
chassis.

The three "computer-on-a-board"
Microboard units are complete computer
systems each containing an 1802
COSMAC microprocessor, a crystal-con-
trolled clock, read-write memory, paral-
lel I/O ports, a serial communication
interface, power-on reset, an expansion
interface, and sockets for user-selected
read-only memory. Prices with 1K RAM
start at $475.

RCA Solid State Division, Box 3200,
Somerville, NJ 08876, (201)685-6599.
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MIDAS
MIDAS provides the user with a high

level language capability and relational
data base. Using these capabilities, a
multiterminal application can be pro-
grammed in a shorter time. It runs on a 10

and 20 megabyte MITS 300/55 system
with either the Lear Siegler ADM-2A,
LSI-42 or the Soroc 140 terminal. In
addition TeSS has an S-100 9-track
magnetic tape interface to permit the
user to transfer data between the micro
and any other computer with .tape
facility. MIDAS is available as a complete
hardware/software system, orsepar-
ately as the operating system software
only. The cost ofthe hardware/software
system is $25,000; which includes a 64K
S-100 bus microcomputer, rack mounted
with a 10megabyte hard disk subsystem;
3 serial ports, two SOROC 140 terminals
and a Centronics matrix printer. The cost
ofMIDAS alone is $2200.00. This includes
a disk pack, the SX-100 security board
and an operators reference manual.

The Computer Systems Store, 14
Ridgedale Ave., Cedar Knolls, NJ 07927,
(201)538-0646.
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MEMORY
64K BYTE RAM MEMORY BOARD

Designed specifically for operation
with Motorola EXORcisor, Motorola
Exorcisor II and MEC 6800 evaluation
modules is Chrislin Industries CI-6800
16K x 8 semiconductor memory system.
It features easy expansion to 32K, 48K or
64K by simply interchanging the 4027, 4K
by 1 dynamic memory chip with it's 16K

equivalent with no further modification
to the board. CI-6800 memory board
plugs directly into existing EXORcisor
Connectors. Single quantity pricing
$390.00 for 16K x 8 and $750.00 for 64K x
8. Delivery is stock.

Chrislin Industries, Inc., Computer
Products Division, 31352 Via Colinas,
#102, Westlake Village, CA 91361, (213)
991-2254.
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64KZ RAM CARD

The Cromemco 64KZ is an S-100 bus
compatible 65,536 byte read/Write
memory board. The 64KZ incorporates
16K RAM chips with 150 nsec access
times. So it can reliably operate in 4MHz

FOR PET, TRS 80, COMPUCOLOR.

music and sound effects to your
computer. Includes DEMO PROGRAM, SOUND

COMPOSER (to create yoUr own BASIC sound subroutines)
and instructions. Unit has volume control, earphone jack,
connectors. 1 year warranty. $29.95 for PET & TRS-80
Level II. $39.95 For Compucolor II (includes Diskette).
SOUNDWARE SOFlWARE FOR 8K PET!
Compatible withallCB·2 sound devices. Features sound. super
graphics, instruction booklet. 90 day warranty.
1. ACTION PACK"":"Breakthru (8 versions) ITarget I
Caterpillar
2. THE CLASSICS-Checkers (8 versions) I
Backgammon IPiano Player
3. WORD FUN-Speller (4 versions) IScramble I
Flashcard
$9.95 per pack More sound programs coming: TRS-80
and Compucolor, too!
To Order: Send to CAP Electronics,Dept. CR ,1884 Shulman Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95124, or call (408) 371-4120.VISA/Master Charge
accepted. No charge for shippingwhen payment is included. Please
add 15%for COD. Calif.residents add 6%tax.
Prices subject to change without notice.
DEALER&DISTRIBUTORINQUIRIESWELCOME
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Z80 systems with no wait states. $1785.
Cromemco, Inc., 280 Bernardo Ave.,

Mountain View, CA 94043, (415)
964-7400.
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PERIPHERALS

The TRS-80 Voice Synthesizer trans-
lates the computers' output into recog-
nizable, intelligible speech. The synthe-
sizer includes a volume control, built-in
speaker and cable. assembly. This will
also enable the computer to speak in
foreign languages or with an accent by
.integrating the various phonemes to pro-
duce the desired sounds. $399.

Radio Shack, 1300 One Tandy Center,
Fort Worth, TX 76102, (817)390-3272.
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TRS-80 INPUT IOUTPUT
INTERFACE

JC Enterprises, has announced the
A828 AC-P/TRS-80 Input/Output Inter-
face, designed to expand the TRS-80

capability by providing 4 channels of
programmable AC power control, 600W
each channel, 1600W total. The A828/
TRS-80 combination can be used to sense
switch closures, photosensors, and 5V
logic levels, drive LED displays, operate
motors, solenoids, alarms, etc. $165.

JC Enterprises, P.O. Box 23445, San
Diego, CA92123, (714) 277-6585.
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LIGHT PEN FOR TRS-80

A self-contained light pen which plugs
directly into the Radio Shack TRS-80 bus
connector has been announced by the 3G
Company. The light pen makes it possible
to bypass the TRS-80's keyboard and
interact directly with the. information
displayed on the CRT screen. The light
pen adds versatility to most graphics
programs and makes possible .unique
games. $34.95 plus $1.50 postage
(Foreign, $6.00).

3G Company, Inc., Rt. 3, Box 28a,
Gaston, OR97119, (503) 662-4492.
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INTERFACE BOARD
Garry Manufacturing Co. has intro-

duced Camac interface boards for inte-
grated circuit pluggable wire wrap appli-
cations. They provide 38 universal rows
of 64 socket terminals per row with
ground and voltage terminals between
every other row. The boards will accom-
modate up to 125 16 pin integrated
circuits or an equivalent mix of larger
integrated circuits. $2 - $3 per
integrated circuit position.

Garry Manufacturing Co., 1010
Jersey Ave., New Brunswick, NJ 08902.
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SUPER SPECIAL
Apple')) 16K

$999.99

25 START-AT-HOME
COMPUTER BUSINESSES
In "Low Capital, Startup
Computer Businesses"

CONSULTING • PROGRAMMING • MICRO COMPUTER
OPPORTUNITIES. SOFTWARE PACKAGES. FREELANCE

WRITING. SEMINARS. TAPE/DISC CLEANING. FIELD
SERVICE. SYSTEMS HOUSES. LEASING. SUPPLIES.
PUBLISHING • HARDWARE DISTRIBUTORS • SALES
AGENCIES • USED COMPUTERS • FINDER'S FEES •
SCRAP COMPONENTS. AND MORE ...

(8) 16K Rams ·.······· $65.00
(10)Verbatim Disks $27.00
Axiom 820 Microplotter ., $699.99
Axiom 800 Printer , $385.00
TTYModel 43 W/RS232 Interface $1099.00
Integral Data Products

IP-125 $739.00
IP-225with all options , $1099.00

Plus - ideas on moonlighting. going
full-time. image building. revenue
building. bidding. contracts. marketing,
professionalism. and more. No career
tool like it. Order now - if not completely
satisfied, return within 30 days for full
immediate refund.

• 8'12x 11 ring bound • 156 pp .• $20.00

Phone Orders 901-761-9090
___C..!~~L!2~8_0_N_'!.E~!?~'!.~E!,~~!E~!!~ _

DATASEARCH
The Computer Stop
16919 Hawthorne Blvd.
Lawndale, CA 90260

(213) 371·4010
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JULY1979

. Tues.-Sat.
11:30 to 6 PM

135

4954 William Arnold Road, Dept. D, Memphis. TN 38117

incorporated

Rush my copy of "Low Capital Startup Computer Businesses" at $20.

NAME/COMPANY _
ADDRESS _

CITY/STATE/ZIP _

o Check Enclosed o VISA o Master Charge

_________ Exp. Date



A self-contained light pen which plugs
directly into the Commodore PET 2001
user port has been announced by the 3G
company. The light pen makes it possible
to bypass the PET's keyboard and
interact directly with the information
displayed on the CRT screen. The light
pen adds versatility to most graphics
programs and makes possible unique
games. I~,sells fdr $29.95 (plus $1.50 for
postage, $6.00 Foreign).
. 3G Company Inc., Rt. 3, Box 28a,

Gaston, OR 97119, (503)662-4492.
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APPLE II LIGHT PEN
Symtec Inc. has announced a light pen

for the Apple II. Software support is
available in machine code, applesoft, and
interger basic. The Symtec Light Pen

reads the CRT raster directly and re-
quires a small amount of memory so that
the maximum space is left for the user.
$249.95.

Symtec Inc., P.O. Box 462, Farming-
ton, MI 48024.
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ALF'S APPLE MUSIC
SYNTHESIZER

~~
._.. _-- _._. -.._-

~==ct:=-F::I::gg

A complete music synthesizer which
plugs into your Apple I! computer and
your home stereo system, designed for
use in a wide range of applications for
both musicians and recreational use is
available from ALF Products, Inc. The
synthesizer features three independent
voices (6or 9 voices using 2 or 3 units), an
eight octave range which includes the full
piano range, 24 or more notes per octave,
accurate (crystal-controlled) tuning, and

volume/envelope control. Five sample
songs are included on the software
cassette. $265.

ALF Products Inc., 128 South Taft,
Denver, CO80228, (303)234-0871.
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APPLEANALOGINPUTCARO

The AI-02 Analog Input Card by
Interactive Structures, Inc., provides a
single card data acquisition system for
Apple-I! computers. Sixteen analog
channels may be monitored by the
system with. 8-bit resolution. Channels
are individually addressable and conver-
sion time is 70 microseconds. The system
can be operated easily from BASIC, and
also provides interrupt capability.

Interactive Structures, Inc., Suite
204, 3401 Science Center, Philadelphia,
PA19104.
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OS-80 OIGISECTOR
The Micro Works Digisector is a

random access video digitizer. The board
provides the following features: high
resolution, precision, speed, versatility,

CENTRONICS 779
PRINTER COMPLETE
WITH INTERFACE-

Only

$1,175
Disttibutor-

Direct

FOR LOW PRICES
ON QUALITY COMPUTERS

CALL

1-800-633-8724

Attention TRS-SO,
PET and APPLE Users: Why pay
up to $1,600 for a TRS-80 printer when you can get the identical
printer from Datatrend? The 779 gives you 80-132 columns, 90
lines/min. (60 cps), tractor with platen feed, 5 x 7 dot matrix, 64
character sets, plus 8" print width and much more - all at a
bargain basement price. Shipments from stock; write or call today!

~ "39_, PalmL.""
~ Phoenix, Az. 85009

(602) 272·7139

Authorized Centronics Distributor

THE
LOGIC
STORE

formerly Plainsmen Midro Systems

P,O. Box 1712
Auburn, Alabama 36830

SALES & SERVICE FOR
Altos - Commodore - Compucolor-

Billings - HDE
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RS-232C/8-bit parallel interface, all
selectable at the interface connector.

The new brochure includes prices and
specifications for the HI PAD and acces-
sories as well as complete technical
descriptions of the multiple output
formats available with the HI PAD.

Houston Instrument, One Houston
Square, Austin, TX 78753, (512)837-2820.
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I EEE-488COMPATIBLE
INPUT SYSTEM

and, economy.
Applications include precision secur-

ity systems, moving target indicators,
computer portraiture, fast to slow scan
conversion for ham radio operators, and
salvation for a Droid in dire need of a wall
socket. With software, the Digisector can
read paper tape, punched cards, strip
charts, bar codes, UPC codes, schematics
and musical scores. $349.95.

The Micro Works, P.O. Box 1110, Del
Mar, CA 92014, (714)756-2687.
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Cyber Systems, Inc. has announced
the CYBER I Measurement and Control
System. It is IEEE-488 compatible and
has been designed to interface with most
desk top calculators. Several outstanding
user benefits ofthe CYBER I are: analog-
to-digital isolation via an optical trans-
ceiver to minimize noise interference and
to provide high common mode immunity;
a programmable reference supply with
NBS traceability is provided; integral
signal conditioning with standard six
wire configuration and R-CAL; acquisi-
tion expansion to 2000 channels; provides
automatic bridge balancing; and integral

HI PAD DIGITIZER BROCHURE
An eight page brochure describing

the HI PAD Digitizer is available from
Houston Instrument. The digitizer offers
user controllable features such as metric/
inch capability, binary/BCD outputs,

discrete I/O and DAC output for process
control.

Cyber Systems, Inc., 5082 Shirley
Dr., La Palma, CA 90623, (714)523-2015.
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FLOPPY DISC AND
TAPE STORAGE

RS232MINI FLOPPY TERMINAL
A RS232 compatible minifloppy disk

storage and edit terminal is available
from Western Telematic, Inc. Designated
MiniMate, the unit is designed as an
attachment to intelligent CRT or hard
copy terminals to handle, store and
forward applications effectively and
efficiently. It also includes character edit
capability. The MiniMate provides over

~
71,000 characters of working storage. It
is capable of communicating with a host
computer in either batch or interactive
mode at speeds up to 9600 baud. $1295.

Western Telematic Inc., 2435 S. Anne
St., Santa Ana, CA 92704, (714)979-0363.
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HOW TO BUY
A BUSINESS \i ..'..~_
COMPUTER \ ®ill
WHEN TO BUY _ WHEN NOT TO BUY _~
HOWTO CHOOSECONSULTANTS-DATA
GATHERING - PACKAGED VS CUSTOM
SOFTWARE -CONTRACTS _ FINANCING
-WARRANTEES AND MAINTENANCE -INSTALLATION
MANAGEMENT AND MUCH MORE .••.•
"SUPER BOOK!" DP Consultant, Mercer Island, Washington.
"I wish I'd had this book before I bought my computer!"TV
Station General Manager,California.
'''It's the best book I've seenon the subject. Send me 5 copies
to send to my clients:" CPA, Orange County, California.
"I really learned something from this book and I'm in the
business.I'm recommending it to my clients." DP Consultant,
Alhambra, California.
Here's a straight forward approach to business computer

purchase and installation. It will saveyou time and money.
ORDER NOW! If not completely satisfied, return within 30
days for a full and immediate refund.

8Y, x 11 Softbound • 178 PP.. $12.95
Credit Card Orders 1-805-964-7448-------------------------DOC PUBLICATIONS C

5386 Hollister Ave., Santa Barbara, CA 93111
Rush_ copies of "Winning The Computer Game" at $1 2.95
per copy. ICA residents add 6% salestax)
NAME _
ADDRESS _

CITY 1ST ATE/ZI P _

oCheck
Card No.
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DISCOUNT PRICES
Microcomputers & Peripherals

B~Eis
ARGAINS.~"-11k" -I

~
((I 0" OM. M co. Y • T • M T •••" •• )

~ .re~

\-.

C!l ,

Cromemco • SWTPC • Lear-Siegler
Hazeltine. RCA • North Star

Verbatim • Perkin Elmer and others

Fast, off the shelf delivery.
Call TOLL FREE 800/523-5355

MARKETLINE SYSTEMS, Inc.
2337 Philmont Ave., Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006

215/947-6670.800/523-5355
Dealer Inquiries Invited

JULY 1979
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137

oMasterCharge OVisa
Exp. Date



GUNN UTILITY DISK
Cromemco owners can handle disk

directories and files easier and faster
with the 11 utilities on the Gunn Utility
Disk No. 1. This new machine language
utility package is used with CDOS. The
new Gunn utilities will perform the
following tasks: alphabetize diskette
directories; create .CMD files from
directory to allow transferring or out-
putting selected file groups to any device
desired, such as punch, printer, or other
drives; isolate bad diskette clusters into
bad-cluster directory entries to keep
them from interfering with diskette
space allocation beyond the bad area;
recover/display erased directory entries;
map on console' or printer the diskette
clusters occupied by all or any selected
file or group of files; permit jumping to
and executing programs at a hex address;
provide current date (month, day of
month, year) for easy use by any program
with file access capability; automatically
eject diskette from selected drive(s)
when desired; cold boot from diskette in
drive A; output preselected number of
form feeds to the printer; set Diablo
1620/Qume Sprint 5 printer margin and
paper movement parameters from the
console; and, suspend system operation
at selected program points to allow posi-
tioning cut paper in printer. $95.

Comput-R-Ware, Div. Ken Kirkpat-
rick Advertising Inc., 7910 Westglen,
Houston, TX 77063.
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NORTH STAR QUAD
DISK SYSTEM

North Star Computers has announced
the availability of quadruple capacity
mini-disk drives for their Horizon com-
puter. This increases the Horizon's infor-
mation storage capability to 360,000
bytes per 5-1/4' floppy disk. The quad-
ruple capacity is also available on North
Star's Micro Disk Systems.

North Star Computers, 2547 Ninth
St., Berkeley, CA 94710 (415)549-0858.
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DUAL FLOPPY DISK MODULE

A 630,000 character
module has been announced by ector
Graphic Inc. Called Micro-Stor, this unit
is used to expand Vector Graphic MZ and
Memorite II systems from two disk
drives to four, allowing implementation
of business and scientific software re-
quiring this increased storage capacity.
$1395.

Vector Graphic, Inc., 31364 Via
Colinas, Westlake Village, CA 91361,
(213)991-2302. .
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PET EXPANDER DISK

A combination memory-I/O expander
and floppy disk system for the PET
Computer by Commodore is available.
The Pedisk provides both a high speed
floppy disk and an S100 expansion
chassis. The S100 expansion will hold all
the extra I/O and memory a PET user
could want: printer, telephone interface,
modem, and even voice I/O cards.
$799.95.

CGRS Microtech, P.O. Box 368,
Southampton, PA 18966.
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DM-8S DISK MIXER
The DM-85 Disk Mixer is an add-on

board for the Smoke Signal Broadcasting
BFD-68A Disk Controller which allows
operation of both 8" and 5" drives.
Controller mode (8" or 5") is selected on a
drive-by-drive basis, so any mix of 5" and
8" drives is allowable. The 2x3" PC board
mounts on the back of the BFD-68A. An

IDSWORD* WORD PROCESSOR

the right tool for a better job

NORTH STAR 217
MBASle CP/M
CBASle CP/M
APPlEIl

CW Applications
1776 Plaza, 1776 East Jeltoroon Street
Roehill., MD 20852
re. [3011468.0455

Fantastic New
TARBELL DISK BASIC

Only $48.00
• Runs on 8080, 8085, or Z80
• Searches a file quickly for a string.
• Up to 64 files open at once.
• Random access.
• Assignment of I/O.
• Alphanumeric line labels are allowed.
• Head and write string or numeric data.
• Unlimited length of variable names and strings.
• Procedures with independent variables.
• Number system 10 digits BCD integer or floating

point.
• Chain to another proqram,
• Cause programs to be appended onto programs

already In memory.
• Cause interpreter to enter edit mode using 15

single character edit commands.

Tarbell BASIC occupies 24K of RAM. Tarbell
BASIC on CP/M * Disk $48. Source on paper or
CP/M Disk $25.

ALPHA MICRO
AM-loa

218 TheCompulerWorkshopof No. VA., Inc.
Ravenswood Shopping Cenler
5240 Port Royal Rd., Springfield, VA 22151
T.L [7031321-9047

INTEl MDS/SER 2 219 Tau Sigma ConaultaAla, lAC.
6420 Flying Cloud Dr., Eden Prairie, MN 55344
Tel. (612)944-1354

*C:I'/,\1 is a Tr adc rnar'k/Tradcnamc of Digital Research.

For more Information, contactdlslrlbutors below orvlslt your local
sof!ware.dealer(and take along this ad). Dealer Inquiries Invited.

10SWORDVERSION .£!!!.£!:.L ~DI~ST~RI~BU~TO~R!...- _

ALTAIR 216 Interactive Data Systems, Inc.
P.O. Box 290, Owings Mills, MD21111
TII.(301)486-6945

220 DGA Entarprlse., lAC., c/o BYTE SHOP
6341 Albemarle Rd., Ch.rlotte, NC 28212
Tel. (704)568-8100

TRS-80TECHNICO 221 Radio Ranch,lnc.
R.dlo Ranch Airport - Rt. 3, Polo,Il61064
Tel. (815j946-2371

CROMEMCO

OPUS 222 Bu~lnoooMlt;rooystemo
12245 West Reno, Rt. 5, Oklahoma City, OK 73108
reI. (405)781-3020
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oscilloscope is required for the setup pro-
cedure. $39.95. The Micro Works, P.O.
Box 110, Del Mar, CA 92014, (714)
756-2687.
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Percom Data Company has an-
nounced the expansion of "add-on"
mini-disk data storage systems for the
Radio Shack TRS-80 microcomputer to
include both 40- and 77-track drives.
Prices range from $399to $2025.

Percom Data Company, 211 N. Kirby,
Garland, TX 75042, (214)272-3421.
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PEDISK SYSTEM
The CGRS PEDISK system comes in

several versions: package 1 is a SA 400
type disk drive with no memory expan-
sion to the S-100 bus; package 2 adds the
S-100 adaptor parts; package 3 has a 10
slot motherboard; package 4 has a 5 lot
motherboard, CGRS power supply, the
CGRS PEDISK system and the disk con-
troller and disk drive. $150-$300.

CGRS Microtech, P.O. Box 368,
Southampton, PA 18966.

CIRCLE.286 ON READER SERVICE CARD.

TERMINALS
TERMINAL RENTALS

Electro Rent has expanded into the
terminal rental business. The company's
inventory consists of DEC, IBM, Hazel-
tine, Lear Siegler, Centronics, TI, TTY,
Anderson-Jacobson and Novation equip-
ment.

Electro Rent, 4131 Vanowen Place,
Burbank, CA 91505, (800) 423-2337, (800)
232-2173(in CA).
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SP-310 ALPHANUM ERIC
PRINTER

Syntest Corporation has announced a
rack mounted model SP-310 alpha-
numeric 5x7 dot matrix impact printer.
This new unit provides 40 column print-
ing at 50 characters. per second. Micro-
processor control allows special functions
such as tab and double width printing.
RS-232 and 20 mA inputs are provided as
standard. A triple line input buffer is

optional. $605.
Syntest, 169 Millham St., Marlboro,

MA01752, (617)481-7827.
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QUIET 300 FORMS ACCESS
PRINTER

Loc'al Data has announced the Quiet
300 Forms Access Printer. This full-char-
acter unit features a Teletype model 40
print mechanism. It features a Buffered-
Serial interface with a 1 to 4K memory
with X-ON, X-OFF option. And, it is Cen-
tronics or Dataproduets parallel plug
compatible. It's a compact unit, measur-
ing 21" x 18" x 40" and weighing only 140
pounds. $3910.

Local Data Inc., 2701Toledo St., Suite
706, Torrance, CA90503, (213)320-7126.
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DECVT-52 EMULATION
Intertec Data has upgraded its Inter-

Tube II Video Terminal to offer compat-
ibility with the VT-52 Video Terminal
manufactured by Digital Equipment
Corporation. The InterTube offers other
standard features including: an upper
and lower case character set displayed on
an 8 x 10 dot matrix; a full 25 line by 80
character screen; a full ASCII keyboard
with an 18 key numeric pad; 14 user-
defined function keys; typamatic repeat
of all keyboard keys; individual back-
space and shift lock keys; cursor control
keys; full cursor addressing and a

THE PERFECT COMBINATION

$139.00

VIDEO 100
MONITOR

OE 1000
VIDEO TERMINAL

$275.00

The Video 100 is designed to meet your monitor needs for
both personal and business use. It is compatible with a
wide range of computer systems, and with a bandwidth of
12 MHz it is capable of displaying up to 80 characters per
line on this 12" B/W CRT.The solid state circuitry assures
a stable & sharp display. The front panel controls include
power, contrast, horizontal and vertical holds.
Adjustments for height, vertical linearity, and width
control are located on a rear panel. All the above features
for only $139.00.

The OE 1000 Video Terminal provides you with a low cost
means to communicate with your computer. The OE 1000
will display 16 lines of 64 characters on a monitor or
modified TV. The terminal will generate and display the
full 96 ASCII character set (upper and lower case) plus'

32 special characters (Greek letters and math symbols).
The terminal will also erase to end of line, erase to end of
screen, scroll, and it has full X-V cursor movement.
Interfacing to your computer requires a full duplex, serial,
. RS232 or 20 mA loop 1/0 port at the rate of 110 or 300
baud. The OE 1000 sells for $350 assembled or $275 in
kit form.

Master Charge, Visa, accepted. COD Extra. Add $5 per unit. $10 both units, shipping handling insurance.•• Theperfect 'OWOTOTbO;OEOLECTRONeics~ eveileble From

l... PO BOX 3066, PRINCETON, NJ. 08540 or call (609) 448-9165

JULY1979
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"---:-:---~-:--:--::::-:----;--=-;;::;::;::;::;::;:::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;::;;;:==~~;;;-~s~u~p;p;ssion. Each socket bank is filter
graphics mode to facilitate easy design MIS eEL LA N EO U 5 isolated from the other bank and from the
and display of all types of forms. $100. AC power line. $49.95.

Intertec Data Systems Corporation, Electronic Specialists, Inc., Box 122,
2300 Broad River Road, Columbia, SC, CRT SCREEN SPRAY Natick, MA 01760, (617)655-1532.
(803)798-9100. CIRCLE 294 ON READER SERVICE CARD

CIRCLE 291 ON READER SERVICE CARD CRT Screen Spray removes dust,
smoke particles, fingerprints and other
vision-hindering contaminants from the
surface of CRT terminal screens. $3.00.

American Word Processing Com-
pany, 18730 Oxnard St., Tarzana, CA
91356, (213)705-2245.
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• PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 '11

8 ~
~ §~ Programmer's Guides -:

for the PET™ ~
~

PET is a trademark of Commodore Business Machines

ACSOCKETS
Electronic Specialists has expanded

its Isolator line with Model ISO-2. It is
comprised of two filtered banks of
3-prong AC sockets with integral surge

Polytronics an-
nounced the DSI-80, a dual serial inter-
face for use with the Radio Shack TRS-80
microcomputer. The DSI-80 provides two
serial output ports with current. loop,
RS-232 interfaces, and speed selections of
110, 150, 300, 600 and 1200 baud are ac-
complished by jumpers. $199.95.

Polytronics Corporation, Methodist
Hill, Lebanon, NH 03766, (603)448-1710.
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TRS-80 V'T58

TRS·SO is a product of Radio Shack. A Tandy Corporation

Levelll·4K
Levelll·16K
(w/o num. keypod)
Expansion Interface (lJ
Expansion Interface 16K
Expansion Interface 32K
16K Memory Expansion Kit
(with Jumpers and inst)

$626.00
$199.00 8

N
i-
r$269.00

$423.00
S592.00

$ 69.9.~

***** MAIL ORDER ONLY *****
VERBATIM FLOPPY MINI OISKS
BOX OF 10, ONLY $3.20 PER DISK

DISK DRIVES •• INCLUDING TRS-80
ADD-ON

'lA·400 SHUGART DI5K DRIVE FOP. TR5-60

Includes power supply and custom wotnvt formica enclosure (see below) $ 415.00

S 315.005A·4QO SHUGAP.T DISK DRIVE ONl Y.

6106·BASF 5-1/4" MINI FLOPPY DRIVE for TRS·60

Includes power supply and custom walnut formico enclosure. (see below) . ~ 395.00
DASF DISK DRIVE ONLY.. S 299.00

.sEAMAN DRIVE.. .. ~ 425.00

HAZElTINE 1400 WHILE SUPPLY LASTS. s 649.49

HORIZON I KIT.. . ... ~1339.00

CEHTROI'4IC5 799 PRINTER-TRACTOR (TRS-BO). ~ 1099.00

. ~ 27.95

~ 39.95ENClOSURE FOR DUAL SHUGART SA-4oo.
RIDDONS FOR MOST PRINTERS.. .. . . INQUIRE

INTERTUBE TERMINAL
5784.00

BLITZ BUG
The Blitz Bug offers a solution for

protecting solid state transistorized elec-
tronic devices-such as radios, televisions,
electronic clocks, computers, microwave
ovens,etc.

The Blitz Bug is a lightening and tran-
sient suppressor operating in a similar
manner as a variable resistor. When
exposed to potentially dangerous elec-
trical voltages the Blitz Bug changes from
a high resistance state to a low one in less
than 50nanoseconds.

Omni Communication Company, Inc.,
200 West County Line Rd., Jackson, NJ
08527.
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DATA DUBBER
Problems CLOADing program tapes

are virtually eliminated with a new pro-
duct called the "Data Dubber." Record-
ings that have waveform distortion,
noise, hum and even minor dropouts can
be regenerated by the "Data Dubber" to
produce data pulses identical with the
TRS-80 CSAVE data stream. These
idealized pulses can either CLOAD the
TRS-80 or feed a second recorder for

TIS

WORKBOOKS FOR THE COMMOOORE PET 2001 •

WB·l $4.00 ~

~.
~Covers string and substring search, concatenancn,

replacement and manipulation. I
PET Graphlco WB-3 $4.95 -:
Covers use of cursor control and special graphics ,.
symbols to draw plots, histograms, and sketches. ~

PET C••• tte I/O WB-4 $4.95 8
Covers OPEN, CLOSE, string and numeric data files. ••.

MliceI'-ous PET F•••n.. WB-5 $3.95 •

Covers the clock. random number generator, upper ~
and lowercase alphabetic characters, saving memory
sp&ce, etc. §
PET Control ••d Logic WB-6 $3.95 •

. Cover. IF, GOSUB, logical operations, and ON X. i1
-i

~.

G.ttlng Shlrt.d wHh Your PET

Covers the fundamentals of PET BA$IC: calculator
and program mode, data input and output, data
representation, program storage on the cassette.

PET String and Array Handling WB,2 $3.95

Add $1.50 for shipping and handling .

TIS
P.O. Box 1121
Loa Alamoo, NM 17544

Dealer
Inquiries
Invited ~

Money back guarantee I
We also sell PET Software. Write for details. •

~
~Iii

~. .
• PET 2001. PET.2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001 • PET 2001
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performance as a logic probe. It is circuit
powered through attached cl~pleads. H~,
PULSE and LO LEDS display logic
states and transitions, The High logic
state is defined as 70% or more of the
supply voltage; the Low state as 30% or
less, making the probe compatible with
most digital logic technologies, or
families. With its high (300,000 ohm)
input impedance, circuit loading is
minimized. $19.95.

Continental Specialties Corporation,
70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT
06509, (203)624-3103.

CIRCLE 300 ON READER SERVICE CARD

duplicating tapes. Since the recorder is
simply copying pulses, data and machine
language tapes can be reproduced as
easily as those in basic. The regeneration
technique employed works equally well
on Level-I or -I! recordings. $39.95.

The Peripheral People, Box 524,
Mercer Island, WA 98040.
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the plug or pulling on the cord. It is avail-
able for various cord diameters.
. J.S. Popper, Inc., 200 Liberty St.,
Little Ferry, NJ 07643.
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WIRE WRAPPING KITELECTRONIC FILTERING
DEVICE

American Word Processing Company
has introduced an electronic filtering
device which is designed to protect mini-
computers, text-editing typewriters, and
automation systems from power surges,
transients, voltage spikes and random
line noise. Eliminates the need for a dedi-
catedline.

American Word Processing Com-
pany, 18730 Oxnard St., Tarzana, CA
91356, (213)705-2245...
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DATA ENHANCER FOR TRs-aO
Microsette Co. has introduced the

Data Enhancer, Model DE-80 for the
Radio Shack TRS-80 Level-I or Level-I!.
The Data Enhancer is a black box that
goes between the cassette deck and the
TRS-80 to clean up and reconstitute poor
quality cassette signals so they will load
reliably with a volume setting of 4 to 10on
the recorder. $45.

Microsette Co., 777 Palomar Ave:,
Sunnyvale, CA 94086.
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A new Wire-Wrapping Kit includes a
wire wrapping tool, a roll of wire-wrap,
ping wire, and pre-stripped wire in 4
lengths. $12.95.

O.K. Machine And Tool Corporation,
3455 Conner St., Bronx, NY 10475.
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LOGIC PROBE KIT
POWER PROTECTOR Continental Specialties Corporation

The Power Protector prevents loss of has introduced a logic probe kit. Once
power due to unintentional "bumping" of assembled, the LPK offers respectable

• TRACK SATELLITES
ANYWHERE

• ACQUIRE VISI)ALL Y
AT NIGHT

• PREDICT FUTURE
SIGHTINGS

INTRODUCING THE.4 MEGABYTE
DUAL DRIVE MINIFLOPPY FOR 8K PETS!
•••••,'. NOW WITH

~~ 4DOK (.4 MEGABYTES)~«;,.=~~~••OF DISK STORAGE

SAT TRAK INTERNATIONAL

SATELLITE TRACKING SOFT\NAREDKH6~2 - DUALDRI~E SysreM, COMPLETE WITHDISIIMON $129~_OO
.•.5""890 -PET"'SSEM~L(RONDISI<ElTEwITHMANU"'l , •.. S.9.95

°lNK.56 _ AUTO\.INllllNKl1+G lOAOERON OISKmEW1TH MANUAL. $oI9.9!I
'P\.M«JO _COMPlLERONDISKmE,Av .•.IL .•.BLEJUNE) .....•..... $250.00

DKLClI!1 _ DI$KMON ,o,SSEMBLEFILISTlNGlDOS . $1\I.!/5~~P:~i~~:¥~~J~?~~~~~~~:~.~'.~~.~~~~~~:~.~~~):··~~:.:
BKO.••M _BACKO .••IoIMONONQISKmE... . ..........•. $2'.'7.>
MICRO _MICIiOCI-IESSONOtSKETTE............... ••• • •. $2•.'7.>

CEN77i<') - gg~T:~RN~~S"1:~i~TRE~"" F_E~~.~.~~.~."'~A_'~ •••.. " .
CEN119(2) -S ••.ME"'S 779(I)BUTWITI-ITA"'CTORFEED_ PlVGINTOPET 51lo15.oo
",XIOM __ flECTOOSTATIC~5INCI-I~INT(IIWITH .••llOFPEl'SGIIAPI-IICS. ~'7.>.oo

An international group of professionals offers ready-to-use
software for beginners, professionals or schools to allow you to
operate your own SPACE CENTRE and SATELLITE TRACKING
SITE. The package includes cassette tape, information on how to
obtain and use orbital parameters available from NASA, and
complete operating instructions. Programs listed below are in
BASIC. FORTRAN is available on request.
Order # Description Cassette
STI-11-E Generates satellite

RA/OECor Lat/Long!
Ht for anytime.

STI-21-L Generates azimuth!
elevation!time for
visualsighting.

STI-30-A Updates current
satellite parameters
from observationtime
for future calculation. $12.95 TILL

STI-900 All three on one 1 SEPT.
medium. $29.95

Shippingfree except $2.50 US outsideNorth America

WHY NOT BUY FROM THE BEST?PET COMPUTER

A FULL ONE d
YEAR III!Iia THE ABOVE PRICES INCLUDE •

~rtl:t.'¢l» THE INSTALLATION AND

~

TESTING OF INTERNAL
.MEMORY BOARDS.b,

COMMODORE

Apple
Sorcerer
TRS-80

$12.95

$15.95 SPECIAL
INTRO-
DUCTORY
PRICE

'MOUNTS E"'SllY INSIDE YOUR PET
·EA.SYTOINST .••lL(15MINUTESI
'NO DEGflA.OATIONOF PEl SYSTEM
'USES LOW POW£Jl DYNAMICRAMS
'900AYPAIIULABOR.I YR·RAMS.
'300AYMONEYBACKGUARANTEE
·MOUNTINGSLOTSFOI'I'BO"'ROS.
'CAlllWI'IITE FOR AOOITIONAl INFO
·OEAlERINOUIRESINVITEO.

·COMMERCI .••l OUAllTY KEYBOARDWITH MET.••l ENCLOSURE.
"BASIC TYP£WRITER OESIGN FOR TOUCHTYPISTS.
"SINGtE ItE'l' FUNCTIONS FOR All CURSOR CONTROLS.
SHIFTlftUN. INSERT, CLE"'~ SCREENIHOME C1JRSOA, MORE.
"FUNCTlDNSSIMIJLTANEOUSlYWlT11PETSKEYSO .••RD.
'PlUGS DIRECTLYINTO PET'S lOGIC BOMIO
'DOES NOT USE USER OR IEEE·oI86PORTS
'NPK'101 IS FUllY TESTED l READYTO USE.
•.••TTACHES DIRECTLYTO FAONT OF PET'S FRAME.:~t~~~~:~~~t~~:i~f:~:;~t~~EC'AL OROEffl.

EXPANDAPET PRICES

16KI+8KPET_24K) $425
DEALER INQUIRIES 24Kt.SKPET - 32K) $525

INVITED 32KI+8KPET •• Ol{l $615
OPTIONAL PLUG·IN BOARDS 32K UNIT ALLOWS' 8K OF
4K EPROM DAUGHTER BOARD ASSEMBLY LANGUAGE
USING 2716 EPROMS .... $50 SUBROUTINES ACCESSED

VIA THE USR COMMAND.

EXPANDAPET IS A PRODUCT OF CDMPUTHINK.

AVA~~A~LE! $139.95
NPK·101IS A PRODUCT OF Ne~ eNGLAND ELECTRONICS.

Send cheque/money order to:
SAT TRAK International

c/o Computerland of Colorado Springs
4543 Templeton Gap Road

Colorado Springs CO USA 80909
Colorado residents add 5 % sales tax.

(L 1979 SAT TRAK
I '1:t~I!:J NEW ENGLAND ELECTRONICS CO., INC.f • 679H'GH~~~OA::':;OED~:~E~;SS"". (617) 449-1760

MASTERCHARGE OR VISA ACCEPTED
TELEX NUMBER 951021, NEECO
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HAVE I GOT A
DEAL YOU

• Western Digital's Pascal MlcROEN-
GINETMComputer $2995.00
• Enclosure
• Power Supply
• UCSDPascol (Release 3.0)

• Dual 8 inch Floppy Disk Drive System
$2495.00

• Single Sided
• Double Density (Total 1-Megabyte)
• Power Supply
• Enclosure

• CABLES $100.00
• Disk Drive Coble
• CRTCoble

• Dr. Kenneth L. Bowles "Beginners
Manual for UCSD Pascal Software
System" $9.95

• One Year Free Membership in the
PASCALUSERSGROUP $6.00

TOTAL LIST $5605.95

*OUR GIVE-AWAY PRICE*

$3995.00
ACT FAST: Offer Limited to 200 Units

• CaljFornia ReSidents
add 6% Sales Tax.

• Factory Guaran-
teed.

• Mosterchorge and
Visa cord occepted.

• F.o.B. Costa Mzso.
Californio.

• C.O.D. requires 10%
deposit with order.

• Delivery from stock
to six weeks.

[~'VJS4'1
LEE MATHEWS & ASSOCIATES
17952 Sky Park Circle, Suite A
Irvine, CA 92714
(714) 557-0560
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FLOPPY DISK STORAGE RACKS
Sturdy, walnut finish floppy disk

storage racks hold 22 or 44 standard size
floppy disks. Two minidiskette inodels
are also available.

American Word Processing Com-
pany, 18730 Oxnard St., Tarzana, CA
91356, (213)705-2245.
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ACCESSORIES GUIDE
An 84-Page illustrated "Guide To

Word Processing Accessories and Sup-
plies, 1979 Edition," describing almost
1,300 items for word and data processing
installations is available from AWPC.
Included are many new diskette and mini-
diskette storage systems, anti-static
mats, CRT work stations, a fireproof
media safe, competitive brands of Diablo
and Qume- ribbons, two new lines of
durable plastic printwheels, thimbles and
ribbons for the NEC Spinwriter printers.
Free.

American Word Processing Com-
pany, 18730 Oxnard St., Tarzana, CA
91356, (213)705-2245.
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HOUSINGS FOR DISKETTES

Alpha Supply Company has an-
nounced a media housing for diskettes
and mini-diskettes. These housings are
offered as a complete outfit: the Flexi-
Matic for standard 8" diskettes. and the
Mini-Matic for 51/4" mini-diskettes. Each
consists of scratch resistant steel tray
with carrying handles, supporting plates
to hold the media in an upright position,
one set of indexes with insertable tabs,
and a dust cover. Additional support
plates, index sets, and a loeking steel
hood are also available. The Flexi-Matic
outfits are priced at $54.75 for the FM-1
and $37.00 for the FM-2. The Mini-Matic
is $28.50.

Alpha Supply Company, 9625 Mason
Ave., Unit 8, Chatsworth, CA 91311,
(213)882-9818.
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RS-232 MOLDED CABLE
ASSEMBLIES

Molded interface bus assemblies have
been introduced by Belden Corp.'s Elec-
tronic Div. for serial binary data ex-
change between data terminal and data
communications equipment, The 25-con-
ductor assemblies, available in standard
lengths of 10, 25, 50, and 70 ft., enable
fast, accurate hookup of data system
components equipped with Type A to
Type M RS-232 interfaces. 10-ft., $24.90;
70-ft., $60.90.

Belden Corp., Electronic Div., P.O.
Box 1327, Richmond, Ind. 47374, (317)
966-6661.
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• ATTENTION •APPLE II OWNERS
Southeastern Software announces
ready to run programs on tape for
your computer ...

Send $5.95 plus 5()¢ postage and
handling for demo tape and sample
newsletter designed for Apple II
owners.

Demo tape includes i game and 2
general interest programs, Specify
if you want tape to run in BASIC,
Applesoft or ApllJlesoft II.

SOUTH€AST€RN SO~TWAREIDept. CC 7270 Culpeper Drive
New Orleans, LA 70126
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North Star Doc
DOCUMENTATION. Prints formatted program listings (user

selected spacing, titling, dating, and auto-
matic paging)

• Prints cross reference table of all program
variables

• Prints cross reference table of all 'GOTO'
type statments

OPTIMIZATION • Concatenates short lines into multiple
statement lines of user selected length
(Max:=255 chars/line)

SPEED • Faster execution of 'GOTO' type state-
ments (tip to 75% reduction in the number
of lines of coding allows basic to locate the
destination of a 'GOTO' type statement
faster)

• Fast effecient subroutine to implement
'GOTO N' type statement

SIZE • Typically reduces program size by 35%
• Removes all blanks not enclosed in quotes
• Optionally removes all REM statements

except thsoe that are the target of a
'GOTO' type statement

• Saves three bytes for every statement
concatenated

CONFIDENTIALITY • Optionally inhibits the correct function-
ing of the North Star Basic 'list' and 'edit'
commands if the user specified line length
exceeds 132 chars/line

DOC runs on release 4 or 5 of North Star Basic, single or double
density drives. Minimum of 32K memory required. $59.00 price
includes diskette and instructional manual. Order your copy
from:

Mini Business Systems
P.O. Box 15587
Salt Lake City. Utah 84115
PH: (801) 467-1571
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MINI DISKETTE VINYL
ORGANIZER

Three-hole punched, non-glare organ-
izer is designed for binder filing of mini-
diskettes. Contains two pockets for
minis, a small slot to the right of each
pocket for a "Table of Contents" card, and
a large pocket for hard copy. Also offered
is..a model which utilizes both sides for
double the capacity. Free sample upon
request.
. American Word Processing Com-
pany, 18730 Oxnard St., Tarzana, CA
91356, (213)705-2245.
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HEAT-SEALABLE "
CASSETTE HOLDER

Producers, designers and packagers
of audiovisual pro$1'ams that include tape
cassettes will be interested in Pocketray,
a cassette holder from Charles Leonard,
Inc. The unit will ,receive the cassette
from either side and hold it securely with
the title visible. There are 12 Pocketrays
to a sheet that is perforated vertically

and horizontally. These may be snapped
apart into single units or in any multiple
to fit the most creative configuration.
Made of PVC, these cassette holders are
easily heat-sealed to any vinyl material,
with a minimum of tooling.

Charles Leonard Inc., 79-11 Cooper
Avenue, Glendale, NY 11227, (212)
894-4851.
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BREADBOARDS, PC BOARDS

Continental Specialties Corporation
has complemented its Experimentor
series of solderless breadboards with
matching etched circuit and printed
workpad products. The company calls the
result The Experimentor System, an
approach to translating circuit ideas into
hardware. With Experimentor Scratch-
board workpads, a designer doesn't have
to have his components in hand to begin
the breadboarding task.

Continental Specialties Corporation,
70 Fulton Terrace, New Haven, CT
06509, (203)624-3103.
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MICROPROCESSOR CASE
JRF-Tronics introduces a low-cost

microprocessor case for the computer
enthusiast who has a single board or
multi-card system and wants an en-

closure for protection and display, or
wants to upgrade metal/fiberglass enclo-
sure.

The contour-formed Royalite unit,
dubbed Computer Enclosure CE-18 pro-
vides for effortless mounting with it's
easily modified chassis=for connector
mounted multi-card or single card sys-
tems. The keyboard can be either self-
supported or mounted on stand-offs from
the bottom of the case. Standard color is
walnut woodgrain. This durable plastic
molded case can be easily worked with
power or hand tools for keyboard cutout.
It has an unplated metal 'H' chassis that
can be adjusted for card mounting. Out-
side dimensions: 18" wide, 19" deep, 8"
high. $54.95.

JRF-Tronics, Inc., 1061 N. Shepard,
Unit D, Anaheim, CA 92806, (714)
630-0600.
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EASILY EARNED
Men's and Women's High Grade Bicycles.
watches, Sewing Machines, Furniture, Cameras,
Mandolins, Shoes, Tea Sets, Guns, etc., crc.. can
be earned by afew hout',,' work introducing'
our high grade Toilet Soaps among rour Irtends
and neif:hbors. No money re(l'U red. We

trust. you. wrtee (or our handsome illustrated catalog of
over roo premlums and full information at once. Address
nOr.LOCK, WARB" CO., 124_114 nearbom ss., CIIICA(lO, IlL

PET:'·
The Original Cassette Magazine
for the Commodore PET.

• Five excellent programs come to you
each month on a C-30 cassette, ready
to load and run.

• Every issue has an animated "Front
Cover" that uses PET graphics to the
fullest.

• Compare value: each issue of
CURSOR includes a featured program
that would cost $7.95 to $12.95 else-
where! '

• CURSOR is mainly entertainment, but
we also publish useful utility pro-
grams, as well as educational and
buslness programs. _.

• wiih eacH monthly CU RSOR cassette,
youalso .•receive CURSOR notes with
written instructions for the programs,
and a fresh, opinionated look at our
crazy industry.

CURSOR = High Quality
PET Software-------------o 12 issues only $33 in US &

Canada
o 6 issues for $20
o Sample Copy $3.95
We Accept VISA and Mastercharge

Name _

Addr ••• _

City _

State/Zip _

CURSOR, Box 550, Goleta" CA 93017

Our Subscribers are Happy People!
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BUY THE BEST FOR LESS.
Lowest prices. WE I WILL
NOT BE UNDERSOLD!! Buy
any quantity 1 - 1000. Visa,
Mastercharge accepted. Call
free (800) 235-4137 for prices
and information. All orders
sent postage paid,

MEMOREX
DISKETTES

U
CARTRIDGES

for your computer or word processor
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MICROPOLIS
The Mailing Label Program is an application
program for the Mlcropolis Metafloppy Disk
Systems. In addition to the address, you
may enter a line of information and three
variables that are user defined. The
program can handle 1000 names per
diskette. The output options allow for
sorting by the last name or company
name, zip COde and a user defined
variables.
In the ML version, the sort will take from
1 to 20 SECONDS,depending on the
number of records being sorted. The BL
version of the sort takes between 10
seconds and 15 minutes.
An extensive error handling routine assures
practically error-tree operation. All
messages are documented in a 20 page
user's guide.
ALSOAVAILABLE, a Machine Language Sort
utility. The utility is designed to be easily
interfaced to.YQUR BASICprograms. The
sort is 100 times faster than the best
written BASICsort.
Available to be shipped immediately upon
receipt of your order and payment (money
order, cashier'S check, Visa or Master
Charge). A shipping charge of S2.00 will be
added to all orders. california residents,
please add 6%.

COMPLETEUSERSMANUAL $10.00
MAILINC lABEL (MLI 79.50
MAILINC LABEL (BLI 39.50
MACH. SORTUTILITY 59.50
IN DEVELOPMENT:
A RESTAURANT PAYROLL PACKAGE

COMPUTER SERVICES
P.O. BOX 15643
San Diego, CA 92115
(714) 438·9137
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BOOKS AND
BOOKLETS

BOOK CATALOG
The Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc. has

introduced a book catalog with 88 pages
featuring over 350 paperback and hard-
bound books.

The subject areas are amateur radio,
appliances, motors, power mechanics,
audio & hi-fi, basic & hobbyist, CB &
communications, circuits & components,
computers, drafting & art, electricity &
electronics, instrumentation, mathema-
tics, minicomputers & microcomputers,
radio & television, reference, semi-
conductors & tubes, servicing, space
technology, and test equipment. Free.

Robert W. Soel, Advertising Coordi-
nator, Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc., 4300
W.62nd St., P.O. Box 558, Indianapolis,
IN 46206.
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OPAMP TECHNICAL BOOKS
Opamp Technical Books specializes in

computer books, cassettes, and maga-
zines. It has been said that their stock
exceeds the largest book stores in New
York. Chances are they have that hard-
to-find title you might be seeking. Phone
and mail orders welcome.

Opamp Technical Books, 1033 N.
Sycamore Ave., Los Angeles, CA 90038,
(213)464-4322.
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COMPUTER SELECTION GUIDE
The "Correlation Guide to Desktop

Computer Selection" identifies hard-
ware/software characteristics of desktop
computers, provides a ready reference
for comparing various portable desktop
system capabilities, and serves as a basis

for determining systems compatibility to
aid in the development of more flexible,
transportable software. The guide in-
cludes a general description of each
manufacturer's product line and appro-
priate comparisons with the system lines
offered by competitors. The systems
described in detail include the TRS-80,
APPLE II, IBM 5110, and the Hew-
lett-Packard 9800, Tektronix 4050, and
Wang .2200 series desktop computers.
$14.95.

Atlantic Analysis Corporation, 5
Koger Executive Center, Suite 219, Nor-
folk, VA 23502.
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BASIC BOOK
BASIC for Home Computers uses

Microsoft BASIC and teaches the reader
how to read, write, and understand
BASIC. The infonnation is presented in
frames so that the reader learns how to
write a program. Numerous applications
and games are included. $5.95.

John Wiley and Sons, Inc., 605 Third
Ave., New York, NY 10016.
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SOFTWARE TESTING
Available from Auerbach Publishers

Inc. is "Software Testing." The two-
volume report looks at the reasons for the
advances in testing methodology de-
scribes current theory of testing and the
latest tools and techniques. Detailed dis-
cussions included are the history of soft-
ware testing and the motivations behind
the development of new techniques: the
theory of testing; new testing tech-
niques, themselves; testing tools; and the
management of testing. $295.

Department ICR, Auerbach Pub-
lishers Inc., 6560 North Park Dr., Penn-
sauken, NJ 08109, (609)662-2070.
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II 5 E. Stump Road
A B Computers Montgomeryville. PA 18936

12151699-8386

"r.::~,~~,·~tesstandard color video I
signal. Connects directly Into video I
input of a color monitor. or use with a.
standard TVset with an RFmoculotoi]

I
n be used with Level IIBASICPEEK.,

POKE.& OUT commands or Levell ,
BASICusing TBug ORwith machine
language routines generated with ,
the TRS - 80 EDITOR/ASSEMBLER I

I,I~---------------
, Card type & no.

Send the handy mail order coupon:' '-Ex-p-I-ry-.=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~=

Documentation manual includes
schematics. circuit theory. parts list
and sample software.

PET SPECIALS
LIST SA'"

PET 16K s 995 $ 860
PET 32K $1295 $1125
PET 8K $ 795 $ 695
PET 2040 Dual Disk $1295 $1125
PET 2023 Printer (pressure feed) $ 849 $750
PET 2022 Printer (tractor feed) $ 995 $ 860

KIM-1 $159 SYM-1 $ 229
Memory Plus (FOR $ 199
SEA-16 New 16K Static RAM fir:. $ 325
Seawell Motherboard-4K RAM space AIM) $ 99
3M "Scotch" 8" disks LE 10/$31.00
Verbatim 5" diskettes SA 10/$28.50
2114 L 450 ns 4K Static RAM $ 6.95
2716 EPROM (5 volt) $ 45
Programming the 6502 (Zaks) $ 9.90
6502 Applications Book (Zsks) $11.90
6500 Programming Manual (MOS) $ 6.50
6500 Hardware Manual (MOS) $ 6.50
First Book of KIM $ 8.90
Programming a Microcomputer:6502 (Foster) $ 8.90

Cassenes (all tapes guaranteed)
Premium quality. high output lownoise in 5 screw
housing with labels:

C-10 10/5.95 50/25.00 100/48.00
C-30 10/7.00 50130.00 100/57.00

WRITE FOR6502 AND S-UIO PRODUCTLIST
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s AIDllJl1r§
8 OWLy~'I X-CELLENT software for your TRS-80

or other Microsoft computer. Over 20
tantalizing tidbits to turn your compu-

I
teron! Retail v,alue over $60. To get

yours send only $2 to:
COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

X-SOFTWARE
312 Hoyt SI., Dunkirk, NY 14048

~~~

JFF ELECTRONICS LTD.
001 CN Towers
Saskatoon. Canada S7K1J5

Enclosed ismy cheque or
card number for S49.95 plus
S2.00 shipping and handling.

•Name

Address

City Stale Zip

meric characters in two colors
and reverse video
28 x 192 matrix in one of two sets of

color~ (software selectable)
"1IC,2t;6 x 192maximum resolution in

two colors
".11() In lower resolution. modes up to

8 colors available
"_III(lICcmnects direclly to TRS - 80 keyboard.

no expansion interface required
board regulated power supply

JULY 1979
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Playa little $orMusic.
It's not really a piano, of course. But a Sol" small

computer system can bring music to your ears as it gives you
a strong handle on your business.

Priced from 52500 to $10,000. these are full business systems
in every sense - working tools to keep yQ\1 on top of all
that paper work.

Play ~ little Sol music at our store. Compare Sol to other
small computers. We'll show you how much more a Sol
system can do for you.

Phone us today. You·1I be happy you did.

Dim
~ White Plains Mall, 200 Hamilton Ave.fiamtMr White Plains, N.Y.10S01

IIijj lUll (914)WHY-DATA.

"All small computers are not created equal"
ProcessorTechooiogy
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SOLID STATE &
HOBBY CIRCUITS MANUAL
$1.95postpaid to your door. The new
manual offers over 400 pages of
circuits for the hobbyist, engineer,
experimenter anet dO-It-yourself kit
builder. HURRY - Supply limited.
Free catalog. Frazer & Associates,
1888 Century Park East Suite 10,
Century City, Calif. 90067
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STRUCTURED SOFTWARE tenance services are offered by Digital?;
DEVELOPMENT What non-contract maintenance services

Recently released, the latest of the does Digital ?ffe~?; If a sy~t~m is not
1979 Series of Computer State of the Art curre~tl.y ',l1amtamed by DlgIt.al, w~at
Reports from the INFOTECH Interna- are_Digital s procedures. for remstatI~g
tional, "Structured Software Develop- ma~tenance?; ~at unique _o~ special
ment" is available from Auerbach Pub- maintenance serv!ces does Digital have
lishers Inc. It investigates the latest to offer? $5 (prep~ld):
thinking concerning requirements analy- Alltech Publishing Company, 212
sis and specification, resource estimation Cooper Center, Pennsauken, NJ 08109,
for software development, program (609)662-2122.
design methodology, software mainten- CIRCLE 218 ON READER SERVICE CARD

ance, and the role of the behavioral
sciences in software project ~anage- SELF STUDY PACKAGES
ment. Such areas as the aims of -
structured software development; the Sybex announces ten time-efficient,
software life-cycle; the design process self-study packages, each including a
and attendant computer aids; implemen- workbook plus two to eight audio
tation, integration and validation of cassettes. The courses, most of which
structured programming; managing the .have been recorded live, teach all aspects
maintenance process are presented in of microprocessors and small computers
detail. $295. from introductory to highly specialized

Department ICR, Auerbach Pub- levels.
lishers Inc., 6560 North Park Dr., Penn- The ten courses are S1-Introduction
sauken, NJ 08109, (609)662-2070. to Microprocessors, S2-Programming

CIRCLE 217 ON READER SERVICE CitRO Microprocessors, S3-Designing a Micro-
processor System, SlO-Introduction to
Personal & Business Computing, SB1-

GUIDETO DIGITAL EQUIPMENT Microprocessors, SB2-Microcomputer
CORP. MAINTENANCE Programming, SB3-Military Micropro-

Alltech has introduced a business cessor Systems, SB5-Bit-Slice, SB6-In-
manager's guide to the maintenance ser- dustrial Applications, and SB7-Micro-
vices offered by Digital Equipment Corp. processor Interfacing Techniques.
The report, Digital Equipment Corp. Sybex, Inc., 2020 Milvia, Berkeley,
Maintenance, gives managers answers to CA 94704, (415)484-8233.
uch questions as: What contract main- CIRCLE 219 ON READER SERVICE CARD

TRS-SO
SPECIAL

PROMOTION SALE
SAVE 10%, 15% OR MORE ON All

COMPUTERS, PERIPHERALS, SOFT-
WARE, AND All OTHER FINE RADIO
SHACK® PRODUCTS.

NO TAXES ON OUT-OF-STATE
SHIPMENTS.

FREE SURFACE DELIVERY IN U.S.
ON MOST ORDERS.

WARRANTIES WILL BE HONORED
BY YOUR LOCAL RADIO SHACK®
STORE.

OFFERED EXCLUSIVElY BY

lIadl8/11ael(
AUTHORIZED SALES CENTER

1117 Conway
Mission, Texas 78572

(512) 585-2765•••
CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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MAl LI NG LIST
Hate messyPI MS address books?

P_II"' •••.••_ This program is"'_ ,s.._ for you! Your
computer stores
information and
lets you make
changes easilv.
Send cards to
all your rela-

t_w'-l_'-'-" •.•..~'u"""....- tives. Invite all~=!:~.:.:;~your local
. ~h~((¥_ friends to a

party. Print
labels! For TRS-80, PET, and
others. $9.95 (plus 75 cents
sh ipp ing/ha nd ling).

«I'I!! SCElBI Publications
~ P. O. Box 3133, Millord, CT 06460

My payment (including shipping/handling charges) is
enclosed, or better yet, please charge my Master Charge
or VISA account.

Name (please print) _

Card No. Exp

Address _

City and State Zip __

Signature

See SCELBI books at your favorite
computer or electronics store
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MAGAZINES
SESOFTWARE NEWSLETTER

The Southeastern Software is pub-
lished as a guide to beginners new to
personal computing and the APPLE 1.1.It
is written with the idea in mind that many
APPLE II buyers have had no previous
computer experience and would like to
learn the operation of their Apple from
the ground up. $10.00 for 10issues.

Southeastern Software, 7270 Cul-
pepper Dr., New Orleans, LA 70126.
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PROG/80 MAGAZINE
PROG/80 is a new magazine for the

the TRS-80 microcomputer programmer.
Among the features are tutorials on
getting the most out of programming
commands, using the ports and graphics
of the TRS-80, programming ideas, hard-
ware applications, Tandy developments,
and other articles of interest to the
serious hobbyist or beginning profes-
sional using the Radio Shack Computer.
The magazine will be published at inter-
vals of two to three months and is avail-
able at a subscription rate of $10 for four
issues.

PROG/80, P.O. Box 68, Milford, NH
03055, (603)673-5144.
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OR'GANIZATIONS
PROGRAM ABSTRACTS

The National Computer Program
Abstract. Service (NCPAS) has over
33,000 abstracts in its data base. These
abstracts include computer simulation
models, application/computational pro-
grams, and information retrieval systems
covering all fields of knowledge from
business, government, industry, mili-
tary, and universities. NCPAS provides
valuable services for those involved with
models, computer programs, or informa-
tion retrieval systems-including pre-
sent or potential users, those selling
computer programs, and other develop-
ing models in the academic community.
Any organization can place its computer
program abstracts in the NCPAS data
base free of charge.

The program information is dissemi-
nated in two forms: (1) a quarterly
program index newsletter,
"ABSTRACTS," which includes the
number of abstracts available on each
subject (cost-$10 per year); and (2)
Abstract Reports which provide all the
abstracts within a subject area (cost-
$29 for the first 200 abstracts and $10 for
up to each additional 200 abstracts).

For additional information and a free
copy of "ABSTRACTS," write to
NCPAS, P.O. Box 3783, Washington,
D.C. 20007.
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NATIONAL COMPUTING NET·
WORK FOR HIGHER EDUCATION
AND RESEARCH

EDUNET is a network formed to
facilitate interuniversity computer re-
source sharing. EDUNET will organize
as a functional activity of EDUCOM, as
association of more than three-hundred
colleges and universities. The network
staff maintains its offices at EDUCOM
headquarters in Princeton, NJ.

EDUNET Central, P.O. Box 364,
Princeton, New Jersey 08540, (800)
257-9505or (609)921-7575.
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INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION
OF COMPUTER USERS
A new, broad-based international as-

sociation for computer users has been
formed in Boulder, CO. The most
important function of the new association
will be the continuation and expansion of
a series of studies originated by ASCU fo
its members.

Membership in ACU is available at
$25per year, which includes membership
in one section. The sections are: Small
Computer, Midi Computer, Large Com-
puter, Word Processing, Distributed
Processing, Home & Hobbyist, Time-
Sharing. .

Membership requests may be sent to:
The Association of Computer Users, P.O.
Box 9003,Boulder, CO80301.
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••••TR880DlSK BASED BUSINESS SOFrW ARE ••••

ALL PACKAGES UTILlZE RANDOM ACCESS. EXTEN-
SIVE ERROR TRAPPING, EmCIENT CODE, FOLLOW-
UP ASSISTANCE, USER DESIGNED SCREENS, AND
MUCH MORE. WE'RE NOT "CHEAP" BUT WE'RE
DE-BUGGED.

REPORTING INCLUDES SLB, RE-
ORDER. 01h, VEN, COST, REC.
RANDOM ACCESS BY ITEM /I OR
BY STOCK /I. 100 VENDORS 1400
ITEMS.

GENERAL LEDGER 200 ACCTS + CONTRA (USER DE·
FINED). TRAll.. BAL, P&L, BAL
SHEET, JOURNAL LISTING,
CHART OF ACCTS. DOESN'T AC-
CEPT O/B JOURNALS.

INVENTORY

PAYROLL SA4IHRLY INS DED + 2 MISC.
FULL REPORTING FlCA, STATE,
FED, F.U.T.A.SO + EMPLOYEES.

BAL FWD, AGING AND BlLL1NG
RPTS. RECORDED BY INV /I OR
CHECK II.800 ACCTS.

SORT BY ZIP, NAME, USER
CODES. FULL OR PARTIAL
PRINTING. 4 LINES N/A. SUP·
PORTS 900.

6 GAMES INCLUDING SO-OUT
(BREAKOUT). DISK OR TAPE.
TAPE (16K LEVEL 2) DISK (32K
RAM) .

WHOOPS YM RUNNING OUT OF ROOM
PRICES: INVEN,G.L.,PAYROLL, AIR $265.00

MAll../LIST79.95 GAMESPACK$ 39.95
ALSO AVAILABLE JOB COSTING· PAYABLES, AND
CUSTOM APPLICATIONS AND FREE UP TO DATE IN-
FORMATION ABOUT NEW AND FUTURE TRS-80
PRODUCTS.

ACCTS REC

MAll../LIST

GAMES PACK

AFFORDABLE BUSINESS SYSTEMS INC.
2101 E. BROADWAY RD., SUITE No.n
TEMPE, AZ 85282 TEL.: 602-966-3339

SPEND A DIME AND CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION
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EXPLORER/85shewn with Video Monitor and Keyboard/Video Terminal.

CHOICE OF HEX KEYPAD OR TERMINAL INPUT
II you plan to customize EXPLORER for dedicated use, we recommendmat you order
hex keypad input. But, if you are planning to go whole hog an~ blow ~XPLORERup
into a f411size, state-or-the-art system with 8K or extended baSIC(cormng soon), up
to 64K of memory, floppy disks, tetepnone interfac~, printer~, an.dall sorts of S'109
plug-ins-you'li be better of! with the Keyboard/Video Terminal input. The $149.95
EXPLORERKeyboard/Video Terminal includes lull ASCII decoding with 128 ASCII
upper/lower case set. 96 printable characters. onboard regulators and selectable
display fl)(mats-32xl610r tv set or 64x16 II)( video monitor (not included).
EXPAND EXPLORER, LEVEL·BY-LEVEL
Level ".", at $49.95, adds 5·100 signals plus onboard RAM/ROM d~oding,
Includes all parts necessary to generate the signals for S'100 bus accessories. Just
add two 5-100 bus connectors and you havea complete S-IOOcompatible compuwr
with a world of ace-ens at your fingertips. Choose from hundreds 01 products to

EXPLORER/85gives you "big computer" features immediately, without t.urnin~you satisfy your individual needs. Level "8" kit also includes the address decoders for
Into an appliance operator, doomed to run pre-developed software for life. Simply onboardRAMand ROMexpansion, which are addressableanywhere in the 65K field.
connect EXPLORERto a terminal. video mon.itoror tv set and 8 volt power supply and Llvll· "C" Ixplnllon, at $3~.95, expands Ihe S'100 bus to allow a tQt~1of six

~~~u;~~~~~ ~~~(~t~rSfu~~a~:~~a:~~S:1r~~~~o~er~e~~~:~~i~:a~~o~Sra~~i~f~~I~~ ~X~~~R~a~~:st~el~br~~p~~~lul~!~ aTIX:a~~~~~~~m~~mf~g~~~k:~S~ b:~~a~~i~e~~
programs to examinethe cpu registers, examinememory, fill memory, mov~memory etc. Just add the number of S'100 bus connectors you need.
and makeup games. You can load and play back these programs on an ~rdmary tape Llvel "0" expansion, at $69.95, gives you 4K of onboard static RAM utilizing
cassette+and disp!ay your efforts on any tv scr~en. video.mcrutcr or printer. ($8.95 21141C's. Your board will also accept four 2716 EPROM's,which can be purchased
RF modulator required for tv use.) The simplified arcrntecture 01 the Intel 8085 separately. You now have an advanced mainframe that can be customized with the

~~rei~i~~~sR J~~:~I~fr8~~O~~~~~~:d ~~:~ ~~~~~t~;id~~'~~~t~~~dtca~O~: ~~r~e~~~~si~lle~~ra~~~C~e~~I!~~gnf~r(~~eal~)lIi~~fii~r:t~~\~~~e~~sc,o~~c~e~~i:~?~
expanded-by you-to rival.the power 01any 8-bil computer on earth. Or you can -avallable from Netronics. Drdlr your EXPLORERtoday!
customi~eittoperformadedlcaled.task,tha~~~toonboard r - - - - - ORDERFROM'THISCOUPONTODAY!- - - - -..,
~~~~t,~~"R~~~~:;I~~~~~s;ncaP'b'''t''s I Netronics RIO Ltd., Dept CC-7,333Litchfield Road, New Milford, CT06676 I
EXPLORER'sLevel "A" system features an advanced Intel 0 Level "A" EXPlORER/85 kit (speCify 0 ter- 0 Deluxe steer Cabinet lor EXPLORER/85,
8085 cpu, which is 50% laster than its 8080A prede- I minat o- 0 hex keypad input), $129.95 plus $39.95 plus $3 ~h. .
cesser. yet 100% compatible with 8080A soltware ... I $3 p&h. .: 0 Deluxe Steer caunet II)( Keyboard/Video rer- I
which, you'll discover, exists by the ton. "Big computer" 0 Power Supply kit, 5 amp, ±8 Volt, $34.95 minat. $19.95 plus $2.50 p&h.
features include an 8355 ROMwith 2K deluxe monitor/ I plus$2p&h. 0 RFModulatorki!'S8.95ppd. I
~r.atin9 system which has tw~ ~rogramma~le 8-bit 0 Inlel8085 User's Manual, $7.50 ppd. 0 Total Enclosed(Conn. res. add tax) $__
bl:dlfectlOnal parall.ell(O ports, bUilt-in cassette mte~ace 0 ASCII KeyboardlVideo Terminal kit, $149.95 0 VISA 0 M II Chi Ex 0 1 I
;~~h t~g~~~~~1 ~~~~~trYi~~I~~~~~fi~~~yca~~~:!~t~le~ I plus $3 p&h. . . Account' n r r91 p. II -- I
memor ." "run at user location {go 10)," "insert data," I 0 Hex Keypad kit tor hex versrcn. $69.95 plus 5
"mov/contents of memory.' "examme registers individ·S2 p&~. .. PHONE ORDERS CALL(203) 354-937 I
ually or ail," fill command (to till the contents 01memory' : 0 L~vel 8 S·100/0nboard RAM/ROM Decoder Pnnt
with any variable), automatic baud rate selection, program- kit (less S-100 connectors), $49.95 plus $2 Name I
mabiecharacters per line display output formal, and more! I p&h.
An 8155 RAM-I/O chip contains 256 bytes of RAM, two 0 Level "C" S-100 s-cere Expander kit (less Address _
programmable 8-bit bi-directional a,ndone programmabl.e I connectors), $39.95 plus $2 p&h.
6:bit bi-directional 110 ports plus programmable 14·M 10 S-100BusConnectors(gold),$4.85eactl. City _
g~~Zr~o~~~~~iii~erpr~;i~~O~nie~~~~ttf~~du~e~~t~~i~-~e~oI 0 i~vel~'D" 4K Onboard RAM kit, $69.95 plus State Zip I
boards, 4K of RAMand 8K of ROM,PROMor EPROM. L...!":"" _ ~ _ _ _ _ _ DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED _ .....J

Build The Worlds Most
Powerful 8-Bit Computer
Featuring The Famous Inte18085!

Explorer/85™
Starting for just $129.95 you can now build
yourself a sophisticated, state-of-the-art-
computer that can be expanded to a level
suitable for industrial, business and
commercial use. You learn as you go ... in
small, easy-to-understand, inexpensive levels!
• FBatures Intel BOBScpU/1oo"lo compatible with
8080A software!

• Onboard S·1OObus (up to 6 slots)!
• Onboard RAM and ROM expansion!
• Bullt·ln deluxe 2K Monltor/Oparatlng ROM!
• CassettalRS 232 or 20 maJ4·112 B·blt parallel

YO and timer all on beginner's leye/"A" system!
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MINNESOTA'S INCARCERATED COMPUTER

Jim Willman, operations man-
ager of Stillwater Data Processing
Systems, Inc., Is currently serving
time in the Minnesota State
Prison. Not because of data depre-
dation, but because the Stillwater,
Minnesota, prison is the new data
firm's main office.

Consequential customers of
the caged computer company
include General Mills, Blue Cross-
Blue Shield of Minnesota and the
Northern States Power Company
as well as many departments of
state and local government.
Prisoner Willman, member of the
firm's board of directors, says,
"Stillwater Data is really growing. I
think we've got a strong future."

The data firm began in June of
last year with the help of B-year
computer veteran William Ward
and four major computer manu-
facturers who offered assistance
and expertise in setting up the new
business.

The company is the product of
a new Minnesota law which allows
private businesses to go behind

, bars to help prepare inmates for
worthwhile jobs. Other such
prison factories are producing golf
balis, fishing lures and fence
posts.

President Ward, who was hired
from outside the prison, says,
"Our revenues were about $6,500 in
December and we expect Stillwater
Data to grow rapidly in the next few
months."

Ward notes the main problem
the new corporation is facing is not

marketing, but training. He says
the firm has trained 15 men, but
half either dropped out or could not
handle the work. There are
currently three men working In the
1,OOO-square foot office at the
prison which the company leases.
There are three other employees
outside the prison working for the
firm on awork-release program.

Ward recognizes the rehabili-
tation aspect of the firm, but" says
"Stillwater Data Is a business, not
a sociological outlet. We must
deliver a quality service at a com-
petitive price. That has to be our
major goal."

Inmate Willman says he aver-
ages $4.62 an hour compared with
the average inmate shop wage of
$1.75.

"I'm counting my days and my
dollars," says Willman. "When I
leave prison In two years I figure I'll
have saved up over$16,000!"

Will he stay in computer work?
"Yes!"Why? "I like the challenge."

Dan Ramsey-KEM,ENY TELLS
VALUE OF COMPUTER

Responding to the' question,
"Why, In these times of tight
budgets, did the board of trustees
allocate two million dollars for a
new computer?" Dartmouth Presi-
dent John G. Kemeny noted, "the
computer makes the student a
little smarter, and the faculty and
administration a great deal
smarter."

Speaking before more than 200
women college administrators,
faculty and staff who had gathered
for a two-day conference on the
use of computers in higher sduca-
tion, President Kemeny further
cited the necessity of 'computer
modelling for use In long-range
planning: "The computer allows
many people to interchange
thoughts and ideas In long-range
planning and to play the game of
'what if' with such things as rates
of inflation, fuel prices and student
body size In any and all combina-
tions. The computer Is the single
most Important element of long-
range planning.". . .

HEATING COSTS
VIA COMPUTER

Jeff Yuan, a sophomore at Morristown High School, New Jersey,
won the AT&T Corporate Award in the SEER (Student Exposition on
Energy Resources) competition in May. In the next stage of competi-
tion, Jeff was one of the eight top winners in SEER 5 and won the
Union Pacific Corporate award. Jeff's project was a computer program
that showed how much energy was required and the cost to heat a
house varying the dimensions, materials and fuel used. The com-
puter, an Apple II, was loaned to Jeff by Creative Computing. Jeff's
pr,ograms also run on the Sorcerer which he used in the New York
competition.

Dr. Seymour Papert of MIT's
Artificial Intelligence Lab is one of
the most enthusiastic and imagin-
ative people in terms of using
computers in education. Back in
the late 60's he proposed a new
language, LOGO, to manipulate
physical objects, mainly a "turtle"
which traced its path on giant
sheets of kraft paper. More im-
portant was his conceptual no-
tions of using the computer to let
kids discover on their own
important mathematical and geo-
metric principles.

Unfortunately, the big NSF
grants went to PLATO and TlCCIT
and LOGO never got enough to
establish anything but a few small
pilot Installations. Seymour's
brother, Alan with some backing
from an Australian financial group
set up a company, General Turtle,
to manufacture and market eiec-
tronlc turtles, music boxes and
other LOGO paraphernalia. Again,
unfortunately timing wasn't good
because the company's products
were developed about a year before
the advent of mlcroprocessors
and, as a result, were overly costly
compared to the newer tech-
nology. General Turtle retreated to
Canada and is operating there on a
much reduced scale compared to
the original projections.

However, there always re-
mained the dedicated pockets of
hard core LOGO enthusiasts. It
looks now as though they will
finally see some of their ideas put
into practice. Eric Johnson, one of
the founders of Texas Instruments
has agreed to have the micro-
computer division of TI make 100
prototype LOGO computers. (We
don't know if these will Include
turtles. The turtle today seems to
have shrunk to a small triangle on
the CRT screen, although LOGO
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proponents claim the educational
principles and learnlng-by-dis-
covery are not diminished.)

These computers will be
Installed in 'the Lamplighter
School, a private school In Texas.
Here the kids will have virtually
unlimited access to the systems,
indeed they'll even'be able to check
them out like a library book and
take them home to pursue outside
projects.

Obviously, there are many
implications of this project that
can only be speculated upon at this
time. For example, will TI make
these systems commercially? Will
LOGO beavailable on Tl's personal
computer? And most fundamental,
will LOGO really revolutionize
learning to the extent Seymour
Papert believes?

We'll be watching with baited
breath.

-DHA

COMPUTER READS
FINGERPRINTS

"A fingerprint is the strongesl
kincl of evidence," says San Jose
Police Chief Joseph McNamara. "11
often means the game is up and
you get a guilty plea." McNamara
and the San Jose police have
already identified eight law-
breakers, including a rapist and an
armed robber, with the help of a

CREATIVE COMPUTING



pattern-recognizing computer. The
machine is able to compare
"latent," or invisible, fingerprints
found at the scene of the crime
with prints of people whose
criminal records are stored in the
computer's data base.

San Jose's computer system is
still in its test stage and is
relatively siow, taking sixteen
hours to compare one suspect's
prints with its data base of 17,000
criminal prints. But when the
system is complete, it will scan the
entire file in several minutes.

The system 1:1 based on
computer recognition of a finger-
print's pattern and "munutiae."
First, a latent print is enlarged on a
screen. The pattern type (arch,
loop, or whorl) and the suspect's
age, sex, race, hair color, height,
and weight are entered on the key-
board. Then the operator moves an
electronic pointer over the print'S
surface, aligning It a dozen.times
with minutiae, the ridge endings or
forks. In a few seconds, a printer
lists thirty-three suspects ranked
in theorderof probability that their
minutiae match those of the latent.

San Jose's system is being
watched by police the world over.
Police In the Minneapolis-SI. Paul
area have ordered a similar system
that will become a statewide
network connecting local police
with a central identification bu-
reau. The New York State and
Buffalo, New York police have
ordered systems. The Royal
Canadian Mounted Police, the FBI,
and the German national police
also have simiiar plans.

COMPUTERS ANALYZE
ATHLETIC PERFORMANCE

Coaches have been analyzing
athletes' movements with the goal
of improving performance prob-
ably for as long as competitive
sports have been played.

Technology, however, with the
use of high-speed cameras, com-
puters and statistics, Is metamor-
phosing the art into a science.

Students in a graduate course
at The University of Texas are
learning how to combine the art of
coaching anda sense of the game
with a know.ledge of biomechanics
and the use of sophisticated
equipment to analyze movement In
sports.

Students concentrate on basic
scientific principles of human

movement such as balance, linear
motion, rotation, force produc-
tion, accuracy and 11mbmanipula-
tion and then apply those prin-
ciples to specific sport situations.

"They use a fairly fast camera
speed so It is sort of like slow-
motion photography. They actu-
ally stop the film to do a frameqy:
frame analysis of movement. As
the body moves from frame 'to
frame, they can see how it moves
over a period of time. It Is a good
chance to quantify movement,"
said Dr. Larry Abraham who
teaches the course.

Abraham explained that com-
puters can be combined with the
film process to provide analysts
with highly refined information,
unquestionably more detailed than
a naked eyeball analysis would
yield.

Such computer analysis, how-
ever, Is beyond UT's capacity. The
equipment is there but not the
computer program. "We are In the
process of working it up, and
within a couple of years we should
be able to be close to the best that
is being done now," hesays.

To analyze and improve move-
ment, one must understand its
goal. "Most movements in sport
are means to an end - swinging a
bat or a tennis racket, kicking a
football, and some movements are
ends In themselves - dance,
diving, gymnastics - which
changes the approach to analy-
sis," Dr. Abraham explained.
"Analysts also must recognize
personal style In performance arid
make allowances for it," he added.

The analyst ciffers only sug-
gestions, no guarantees, but the
analysis of athletic performance
has other uses. For sports equip-- ..~

ment manufacturers interested in
developing safer gear, analysis can
help determine where stress Is
being placed on the body and how
It can be relieved. In the field of
rehabilitation; amputees can learn
to manipulate prosthetic devices
as naturally as possible. .

Dr. Abraham is especially
interested in the assistance bio-
mechanics can provide the poor

performer in athletics. "There are
lots more poor performers than
good performers, and they have
lots more room to profit by this
analysis. The kinds of problems
that poor performers have are
mechanical problems. Through the
use of biomechanics they can
become good performers and
enjoy sports more because they
can achieve their goals."

COMPUTERS AID
ARCHITECTURE

"The time Iscomlng, and it may
be In the very near future," says
Charles I;:astman, "when the
computer will become as common
an architectural design tool as the
T-squareand triangle."
Eastman, a professor of archi-
tecture, computer science, and
urban affairs at Carnegie-Mellon
University, can sit down at a con-
sole and, by giving the right
commands, call up various draw-
Ings of a building to a computer-
driven TV screen and make
changes in the building's con-
figuration.

It only takes a minute or two,
for Instance, for Eastman to call up
on the screen any plan, section,
evaluation, or. perspective of the
University's administration build-
ing, a six-story office complex.
The computer can provide per-
spective or orthographic displays
of the structural elements, exterior
panels, plumbing, mechanical
equipment or interiors. Any num-
ber of elements such as the

heating system ductwork can be
added or subtracted by presslnq a
few keys.

Eastman's system would not
do away with the architect's tradi-
tional function of design; he
would still have to use his techni-
cal and aesthetic judgement. "A
great part of the architect's cost
now is In the time it takes' to
produce the drawings," says
Eastman. "If we can get a
computer to produce those de-
tailed drawings, it will cut down
drastically on the time and, there-
fore, the cost of an architect's
work." .

Carnegle-MellonA/umn; News

TRS·80 SOFTWARE

• 4K Level 1 • 4K Level II· 16K Level II • 32K DOS 2.1
•zao machine level software-applications & utilities
• Customized software-unique no risk policy
• Package prices from less than 50¢ per program
• Games-personal resource & information rnanaqernent
• Educational-Small Business-Scientific & Enqineerinq
• Now available-Dust covers-Special Offer
• International inquiries welcome • Free Brochure

BRUNSWICK COMPUTER SOFTWARE
P_ O. Box 792 • Moncton, N_ B_ • Canada • E1C 8NS
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WE CARRY A FULLLINE OF PRINTERS& TERMINALS AT VERY
ATTRACTIVE PRICES,AS WELL AS COMPLETESU!3-SYSTEMS.

FUTURE EXPANSION
64K !3YTESADD ON MOS MEMORY $1595.00
5-20 MEG DRIVESW /CONTROLLER $7-9K

• PASCAL MICROENGINETM ENCLOSED IN A
STYLIZED LOW PROFILE HOUSING (OMPLETf

WITH POWER SUPPLY

• 64K BYTES (J2K WORDS) Of RAM MEMORY

• TWO 1\5-232 ASYNCHRONOUS porus (110·

1Q.2K 13AUD)

• TWO 831T PARALLEL PORTS

• FLOPPY DISK CONTROLLER WITH DIf\ECT
MEMORY ACCESS (DMA) IS SWITCH SELE(TAOLE

FOR
-SINGLE. OR DOUOLE DENSITY

-MINI FLOPPY. OR 8· FLOPPY

-1 TO <1DRIVES (SAME TYPE)

• FLOATING POINT HARDWARE

• SELF TEST MICRODIAGNOSTICS

• ASCII CONSOLE

Send to P.P.S_
PO. Box 2051, Seal Beach, California 90740

For fast service or Information call (714) 894-3736
We Accept Mastercha'ge and 0 of A
Dealer tnquiries InVited
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The proposed key for a se-

curity system designed to lock
up the vast quantities of in-
formation stored in U.S. com-
puters is "too small" and
"within fifteen years will be
rendered totally insecure" in the
opinion of two Stanford com-
puter experts, Martin E. Hell-
man and Whitfield Diffie.
If the Secretary of Com-

merce approves it, the key pro-
posed by the National Bureau
of Standards and the National
Security Agency will become a
required standard for most
federal agencies and a de facto
standard for all computer users.
The system consists of a kind

of combination lock called an
"algorithm" which is an encod- -=".,,-_; ••........
ing computer program. When
the user puts his key into the
algorithm lock and feeds in-
formation into the machine, it
is stored or sent to the recipient
in coded form. The key to the
lock is a series of fifty-six digits,
zeros and ones, arranged in any
order. The large number of pos-
sible arrangements of these
digits-approximately 100 mil-
lion billion - gives the ap-
pearance of a .high level of
security.

But Hellman and Diffie hold
that the so-called "56-bit" key is
not all that secure, that such a
key could be broken in a day by
anyone with enough money to
build the trial and error ma-
chinery to search the 100million
billion keys. They believe it
significant that this would prob-
ably be too costly an investment
for a private firm but not too
much for a government agency
- say to NSA or CIA.
"While it is well established

that a larger number of keys
does not guarantee security,"
says the Stanford pair, "too
small a number of keys guar-
antees insecurity." The Stan-
ford experts have urged a much
higher standard with at least
128 key bits, which the com-
puter users could employ

HOWSECURE
IS COMPUTER DATA?

wholly or in part. It would
then be impossible to break
the key by trial and error.
"Adoption of a standard with

built-in obsolescence is not
justified," they conclude.

The Stanford Observer-OPEN SESAME
Passwords and keys are pre-

sently the most popular forms
of information used to control
access to computers. Yet the
amount of private information
stored in computers is growing,
and more sophisticated tech-
niques will soon be needed to
match the demand for security.
Therefore, scientists are looking
into the use of unique physio-
logical characteristics as a
means of verifying identity.
• A computer is simply trained
to measure a certain attribute
and to recognize those measure-
ments when next presented.
Recognition systems based on
signatures make use of force,
velocity, and acceleration
rather than the static image of
the signature. A voice recogni-
tion system can select a phrase
at random from a set of pre-

PROGRAMMERS
TRS-80 software wanted for the
Education Marketplace. Top
Royalties paid.

CONTACT
Carta Associates, Inc., Education
Products Division, 640 Lancaster
Avenue, Frazer, PA19355.

CONSULTANTS
'Attract clients by participating
in the upcoming large color ad
for consultants. For details and
cost write Micro L.:ogiCOorp.,
Box 174, Hac~e~sack, NJ
07602.

viously stored words for a per-
son to speak into a micro-
phone. A computer can also
perform an optical correlation
between a fingerprint and a file
copy. The length of fingers
varies enough to form a recog-
nition system; the Air Force
discovered this fact while mea-
suring a large number of hands
to obtain standards for making
gloves.
An individual's profile is

formed by programming an
original set of measurements
from which a set of averages
and limits are obtained. Some
systems include an adaptive
process that can follow change,
such as aging. Soon, access to
information stored in com-
puters will no longer be as
simple as "Open Sesame."

'®-

COMPUTERS
HELP UNEARTH
THE PAST

Computer technology has
joined the pick, shovel, and
drill to help Northwestern Uni-
versity archeologists at the
largest excavation site in North
America. Archeologists work-
ing at the Koster site in south-
ern Illinois rely on a Control
Data 6400 computer that is 300
miles away to keep track of their
findings and to determine where
to begin the next excavation.

In addition to information
unearthed at the Koster site,
pertinent data recovered from
some 800 different archeologic-
al sites in the 2,800-square-mile
research area is entered through
a terminal for relay to the com-
puter. At Northwestern's Vogel-
back Computing Center, the
computer uses a university-de-
veloped data-base program de-

CIRCLE 165 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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signed to handle the varied data
of individual researchers.

From information entered on
terminals at the excavation
headquarters, the computer
builds a file for each of the 800
sites. Each file is structured to
hold 145 items of information
about the site and excavation
results. Site description includes
name, location and size of the

THIS SPACEOONTR!EUTlD BYTHE PUBLISHER AS A PUBL!C SERVICE

Save More Than 20 %
NORTH STAR-XITAN-INTERTUBE

The smartest computers
at the smartest price.

Double Denllty Lilt Our Price
HORIZON-1-16Kklt, $1599 $1279
Assembled & tested, $1899 $j519
HORIZON-2-32Kklt, $2249 $1799
Assembled & tested, $2549 $2039
PASCAL for NORTH STAR on Disk $49
Powerful NORTH STAR BASIC .... FREE

XITAN Computers - NOW - With
QUAD DENSITY DISKS!

Famous XITAN Software & Basic ... FREE
HORIZON & XITAN areS-100,

Z-80 - THE BEST!
INTERTUBE II Terminal, $ 995 $780

NEW: Our VIDEO BOARD CODE on Disk!
Now you can run our computers on a TV!

SAVE HUNDREDS $$$$
TV Code on Disk $10, Listing ... Free

Business Software, Terminals, Printers,
Computers In stock & special-ordered
other brands at good discounts. Ask!

Which Computers are best?
BROCHURE FREE

AMERICAN SQUARE COMPUTERS
Kivett Drive, Jamestown, NC 27282

(919) 883-1105
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excavation, names of the arch-
eologists involved, where the
artifacts from the site are
stored, and what has been
photographed.

The survey information sent
to the computer relates to soil
conditions and evidence of
cobbles and limestone (indi-
cates cooking and pottery, and
tool making) and animal bone
(means there is favorable pre-
servation at the site). Of the 145
slots of information storage for
each site, 123 are for listing the
artifacts uncovered - the data
most important to archeologic-
al analyses.

IS HAZEL A WITCH?
"Death be not proud," as

John Donne says, for a com-
puter named Hazel has got your
number. The Hazeltine 2000 is
used in a health-hazard ap-
praisal system developed at the
University of Wisconsin, and it
can tell anyone the risk factors
in their lifestyle that threaten
longevity.

Hazel receives data on the
most likely causes of death for
individuals of a specific age,
sex and racial group. The causes
include motor vehicle accidents,
suicide, homocide, machinery

accidents, pneumonia, stroke,
and heart attack. These causes
(there are fifteen in all) are cor-
related with risk factors such as
use of alcohol, amount of exer-
cise, smoking habits, and use of
seat belts.

For example, a healthy, 31-
year-old woman who plays
tennis five times a week found
that her statistical risk of dying
within the next decade was just
a fraction above those for the
average white woman in the
30-to-34 year age group, Hazel
suggested that the woman stop
smoking and drinking and
buckle her seat belts.

"What we are trying to do,"
says Laurence Van Cura, a com-
puter specialist, "is inform
people of what the risks are for
certain types of behavior in
hopes that the individ ual will
change. The emphasis is to shift
medicine to a period before the
problem arises."

Trish Todd
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CAREEROPPORTUNITIES
AT CREATIVE COMPUTING

FULL TIME
Morristown, New Jersey

Creative Computing is currently seeking college gradu-
ates for positions in software development, data processing,
marketing and editorial.

Software Development

We are developing software for the Sesame Place theme
parks, for several school districts and for sale through
Creative Computing Software. Most programs are in Basic,
but we use graphics and sound extensively, also some
machine language patches. Candidates should have a BS
and good knowledge of Basic.

Marketing

We market our products (magazines, books, software,
prints, games, etc.) through direct mail, retail stores, other
mail order houses, conventions and reps. Our rapid expan-
sion requires that we add people in this area.

Candidates should have a BS, BA or MBA. Experience in
retail or direct mail marketing isdesirable but not essential.

Data Processing

We are installing a computer to perform accounting,
billing, inventory and, eventually, subscription fulfillment.
We are seeking a person to run this operation.

Candidates should have a BSand a good knowledge of
file structures and data basemanagement.

Editorial

Creative Computing publishes 12 magazines and
approximately 6 books per year. We need people who
understand computers and their applications, and can write
clearly and with flair.

Candidates should have a BS or BA. People unfamiliar
with Edwin Newman or Wi IIiam Safire need not apply.

JULY1979

Creative Computing is a relatively small but rapidly-
growing company. Our salaries are definitely on the low end
of the scale. However, we have a complete package of
benefits: medical insurance, etc. and a profit sharing plan.
Balancing the low salaries is an enormous amount of
responsibility, almost complete freedom to accomplish
your job objectives, flexible hours, no dress requirements,
and a liberal dose of fun.

Our two buildings are just off the central square of
Morristown, a town of about 20,000. Morristown borders on
the rural part of New Jersey and is about 50 minutes from
New York City. It is served by train, bus and Interstates.

PART TIME
WHEREVER YOU LIVE

We are also seeking retail sales representatives and
programmers to work from their homes.

Retail Sales Representatives

We are seeking reps in virtually every college town and
metropolitan area with more than five computer retail
stores and book stores. Reps sell our products to retailers
and make sure that their shelves are stocked. Reps receive a
10% commission on sales.

Programmers

We are seeking programmers to produce specific
programs to our specifications. For this, you must have an
Apple, TRS-80, Sorcerer, Challenger, or Atari. Preferably a
disk system. Payment is negotiated by the job, Applicants
for this type of work should send along three sample
programs that they have written (which will be retained in
ourfiles).

To Apply

Send your resume, salary history (if any), transcript or list
of key college courses and grades, and up to a 300-word
essay or letter describing what you would bring to Creative
Computing aswell aswhat you expect to get out of a job. Do
not contact us by telephone unless you would like to be
immediately disqual ified.

Send to Career Opportunities, Creative Computing, PO.
Box 789-M, Morristown, New Jersey07960.
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Why should you select
Creative Computing

Software?
1. Highest quality programs-outstanding applications for

education, recreation, business, and household manage-
ment.

2. Best value-up to ten different programs per tape.
3. Reliability-programs thoroughly tested and de-bugged.
4. Redundant recording-two copies of every program on each

tape.
5. Professional quality tape-high density oxide, 100%

calendered, flat frequency response, low noise, high output.
6. Anti-jam cassette-teflon lubricated six-rib gasket, hard

welded windows, double locking self lubricating hub, double
flanged rollers on stainless steel pins, heavy metal shield.

7. Hard plastic box-best protection, easy to file.
8. Widely available-carried by most retail computer stores.
9. Made in U.S.A.

10. Inexpensive-best value per dollar of any software.

A Word About
Tape Quality

All video tape, most computer tape, and some good cassette
tape is calendered. Calendering is what gives tape the smooth,
glossy appearance on the oxide side. (Compare a Maxell UD tape
to a poly pack tape and you'll see the difference.)

As you know, if your tape heads are dirty, you lose frequency
response. A rough tape surface causes virtually the same effect as
dirty heads. It prevents intimate tape head contact with the main
body of the tape. When tape is coated, it has millions of
microscopic peaks and valleys. Calendering eliminates the peaks
and valleys, causing a very smooth surface. In addition, since
there are no rough peaks, there is less oxide ruboff and less head
wear.

Calendering is just one of the many high quality features you'll
find in Creative Computing Software cassettes. We could have
purchased cassettes for half the price that would have worked,
but we wanted to be sure that our cassettes would last for years
and would give you an error-free program load every time.

Rather than rush our software to market, we've paid attention to
tape quality, the cassette mechanism (it won't jam), redundant
recording, and packaging (hard plastic box) as well as the
programs themselves. With Creative Computing Software, you
can be sure you're getting the absolute best that money can buy.
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Math RaceCS-2001

CS-2001
$7.95

TRS-80 (4K Level I)

GAMES-'! (5 Games)
1. Battling Deathstars - An exciting real-time graphics

game (2-player).
2. Hangman - Guess the computer's word before you're

hung.
3. Lunar Lander - Try to land safely on the moon.
4. Math Race - Teaches simple arithmetic.
5. Checkers - Beginners game vs. the TRS-80

Order form on page 19 152

CS-3001
$7.95

TRS-80 (16K Level II)

BOARD GAMES-1 (6 Games)
1. Backgammon-the classic game.
2. aubic-try to get 4 pieces in a row on a 3-D board.
3. Flip Disc-logic game similar to Othello.
4. Wumpus I and II-find the Wumpus while avoiding pits,

bats, hazards.
5. Mugwump-find it in hiding.

CS-3002
$7.95

TRS-80 (16K Level II)

SPACE GAMES-3 (4 Games)
1. Ultra Trek-keep the galaxy safe from invading aliens.
2. Romulan-outwit the sneaky invaders.
3. Star Wars-get TIE fighters in your blaster sights.
4. Star Lanes-the ultimate game of barter and trading.

CS-3003
$14.95

TRS-80 (16k Level II)
ADVENTURE
(2 Versions)

-explore an almost endless maze of caverns
with incredible riches and hazards. You'll run into
unusual creatures, quicksand, diamonds and rubies, a
rusty ax and many other strange and beautiful things.
Challenging and fun for all ages.

TRS-80 (16K Level II) CS-3201
ECOLOGY SIMULATIONS-1 (4 Programs) $24.95

Simulations adapted from Huntington II
1. POP - explore three population growth models.
2. STERL - Vary use of pesticides vs. release of sterile males to

control fly pest population
3. TAG - Use "tagging-and-recovery" sampling technique to

estimate number of fish in a pond.
4. BUFFALO - Manage a buffalo herd to allow hunting while

keeping buffalo from becoming extinct.

CP/M Software

Adventure CS-9003CP/M
(2 versions)
Explore an almost endless maze of caverns with rncr~~lble
riches and hazards. You'll run into unusual creatures, quick-
sand, diamonds and rubles, a rusty ax and many other strange
and beautiful things. Challenging and fun for all ages. $17.95.

CP/M Games-1 CS-9001
An 8" floppy disc containing the first fifty-one games from
Basic Computer Games in Microsoft Basic. All the games
from Acey Ducey to HI-Q including such favorites as Animal,
Bullfight, Craps, and Hangman. (To run this, you need CP/M
and Microsoft B8Sic.) $17.95

CP/M Games-2 CS-9002
The second half of Basic Computer 'Games including Life,
LEM, Mugwump, Stars, 23 Matches, Word, and forty-five
others. A total of fifty-one games on an 8" floppy disc. $17.95.

CP/M Special Package CS-9000

Two discs (CS-9001 and CS-9002) and the Basic Computer
Games book. A $43.40 valueforonly$37.95.
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Apple II Software

CS-4001

SPACE GAMES-1 (4 Games)

$7.95

T
1. Rocket Pilot - Land your rocket successfully.
2. Saucer Invasion - Destroy the invading saucers.
3. Star Wars - Shoot down the galactic empire fighters.
4. Dynamic Bouncer - Ball bounces off dynamic maze (demo).

APPLE II

Baseball CS-4002

CS-4002

SPORTS GAMES-1 (4 Games)
1. Baseball-control infielders and outfielders, type of

pitch and swing of bat (2 players).
2. Torpedo Alley-sink ships with your torpedoes.
3. Slalom-ski downhill through the gates in minimum

time.
4. Darts-use game paddles to hit the bulls-eye.

APPLE II

STRATEGY GAMES-1 (5 Games)

CS-4003

1. Checkers-beginners game vs the Apple.
2. Skunk-roll the dice and add to your score.
3. UFO-outwit an alien spaceship.
4. Blockade-build walls. Sound and speedup (1 or 2

players).
5. Genius-challenging trivia quiz.

I .-11
111 C"C ~'5·· 3f1 40 59
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APPLE II CS-4201

CAI PROGRAMS-1 (4 Programs)
1. US Map-identify states and their capitals.
2. Spelling-study aid with your list of words.
3. Math Drill-simple arithmetic problems.
4. Add-With-Carry-'-teaches addition of two and three

place numbers. Adjusts to user's level.

APPLE II CS-4301

KNOW YOURSELF (5 Programs)

1. Life Expectancy - Will a different life style Increase
your life expectancy?

2. Psychotherapy - analyze symptoms In your feelings
and behavior to determine your mental health.

3. Computer Literacy - what Is yours?
4. Alcohol- effect of alcohol on your behavior.
5. Sex Role - Are you androgynous?

APPLE II CS-4004
BRAIN GAMES -1 (7 Games)

1. Nuclear Reaction - A game of skill for two players.
2. Dodgem - Try to outmaneuver another player or the

computer to get your pieces across the board first.
3. Dueling Digits - Challenges your ability to memorize

number series.
4. Parrot - Mimic lettersequences.

5./6. Midpoints and Lines - Two enjoyable graphic demon-
strations.

7. Tones-Makeyourownmusic.

SUPERBOARD II/CHALLENGER 1P(8K)

Tank Attack CS-6001 Freefor All CS-6001

SUPERBOARD II/CHALLENGER 1P (8K) CS-6001
$7.95

GRAPHIC GAMES-3 (4 Games)
1. Tank Attack-seek and destroy enemy guns hidden

among houses and trees before they get you.
2. Dodgem-get your pieces across the board first.
3. Free for All-airplane, ship, and submarine vie for each

other.
4. Hidden Maze-find your way through an invisible maze.

Order form on page 19

Exidy Sorcerer
SORCERER

GRAPHIC GAMES-2 (6 Games)

CS-5001
$7.95

1. LEM-Iunar lander with display and optional auto pilot.
2. Nuclear Reaction-two players bombard an atom with

protons and electrons.
3. Pie Lob-two players lob pies at each other over a sand

castle.
4. Bounce-traces the path of a bouncing ball.
5. Checkers-beginners game.
6. Dodgem-get your pieces across the board.
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PET (8K) Software $7.95

PET (8k) CS-1001
LOGIC GAMES - 1 (6 Games)

1. Awari - Ancient African logic game with 12 pits and 36 beans.
2. Bagels - Guess a secret 3-digit number.
3. Chomp - Avoid the poison corner on the cooky.
4. Flip-Flop - Change a row of x's to O'S.
5. Hexapawn - Three chess pawns on a 3x3 board.
6. Hi-Q - Solitaire peg removal game.

PET (8k) CS-1002
NUMBER GAMES - 1 (6 Games)

1. Guess - Clues help you guess a mystery number.
2. 2~atches - Try not to take the last match.
3. Letter - Can you guess the secret letter?
4. Not One - Dice rolling game with a jackpot.
5. Trap - Catch the secret number between your trap numbers.
6. Stars - Stars give you clues to a mystery number.

PET (8k) CS-1003
LOGIC GAMES - 2 (6 Games)

1. Rotate - Order a matrix of random letters.
2. Strike-9 - Remove nine digits without striking out.
3. Nim - Classic removal-of-objects logic game.
4. Even Wins - Try to take an even number of chips.
5. Hi-Lo - Number guessing game with a jackpot.
6. Batnum - Kemeny's super "battle of number.s."

M. TITUDE .... 18888-
VELOCITY -1'6.4 e8SS=A.ACCELER.

THRUST

FUEL 149:S
6888 -

TI"E 12

"fU'4UAL CON TROL 4888 -

Z888 -

II

PET (8k) CS-1004
GRAPHICS GAMES - 1 (5 Games)

1. Chase - Pursue your opponent through a maze of obstacles
and "zap doors."

2. Escape - Escape from a prison patrolled by robot guards.
3. Dart - Arithmetic drill using a dart board.
4. Snoopy - Compute + and - distances on a number-line to

shoot down the Red Baron.
5. Sweep - Hit nine targets in order by controlling the path of a

speeding rollerball.

PET (8k) CS-1005
GRAPHICS GAMES - 2 (6 Games)

1. LEM - Lunar lander with graphics and optional auto pilot.
2. Nuclear Reaction - Game of skill for 2 players.
3. Artillery - Two players shoot it out over computer-generated

terrain.
4. Bounce - Trace the path of a bouncing ball.
5. Checkers - With graphic display.
6. Dodgem - Get your pieces across the board before the

computer or human opponent.

Order form on page 19

PET (8k) CS-1006
CONVERSATIONAL GAMES - 1 (5 Games)

1. Eliza - Weizenbaum's computerized psychiatrist.
2. Haiku - Computer helps you compose poetry.
3. Hangman - Challenge your vocabulary skills.
4. Hurkle - Try to find the hidden Hurkle on a 10x10 grid in five

moves.
5. Hexletter - Capture more letters on a hexagon than your

opponent.

PET (8K) CS-1007
BOARD GAMES-2 (7 Games)

1. Yahtzee-classic 5-dice game.
2. Blackjack-win or lose your fortune.
3. Backgammon-the classic game.
4. TREK3-defeat the Klingons with your phasers and

photon torpedoes.
5. One Check-solitaire game to leave one checker left on

a board.
6. Bug-graphics demo zaps bug.
7. Revenge of the Bug-graphics demo.

PET (8K) CS-1008

(6Games)ACTION GAMES
1. Splat - A parachute jump game.
2. Car Race - Zoom around the course.
3. Breakout - Knock bricks off the wall.
4. Bowling - A day at the lanes.
S. Subs - Depth charge enemy submarines while evading

enemytorpedoes,
6. Tank - Fight it out against another player in a variety of

battlefields.

PET (8k) CS-1201
SENSATIONAL SIMULATIONS (5 Programs)
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1. Animal - Teach the computer animals.
2. Fur Trader - Trade furs in old Canada.
3. Hammurabi - Manage the city-state of Sumeria.
4. Stock Market - Make your fortune.
5. Word- Guess secret words using logic.

CREATIVE COMPUTING
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Education & Self Teaching
Using BASIC in the
Classroom
Donald D. Spencer. A teacher's guide
that makes every phase of teaching
computer programming more
productive and enjoyable. It gives
you fresh but proven ideas for
presenting computer and program-
ming topics, scheduling terminal
time, purchasing a microcomputer or
minicomputer, running the second-
ary school instructional computer
facility, and giving assignments that
arouse enthusiasm in your students.
224 pp. $11.95 [10E]

Problems For
Computer
Solution
Gruenberg & Jaffray. A collection of
92 problems in engineering, busi-
ness, social science and mathe-
matics. The problems are presented
in depth and cover a wide range of
difficulty. Oriented to Fortran but
good for any language. A classic. 401
pp. $12.50 ,(7A].

Problems For
Computer Solution
Steve Rogowski. The Student Edition
is designed to encourage research
and preliminary investigation on the
part of the student. The problems are
ordered by subject and can be
expanded or shortened.
Mathematical problems that have
never been solved are also posed to
challenge and sharpen the student's
awareness. 98 pp. $4.95 [9Z]. Also
available is the Teacher's Edition
which contains solutions, programs
and analysis of the problems. 271 pp.
$9.95 [9y]. Both books are highly
recommended for any high school or
college computer-oriented course.

Be A Computer Literate
Marion Ball & Sylvia Charp. This
introductory book is extensively
illustrated with full-color drawings,
diagrams, and photos. Takes the
reader through kinds of computers,
how they work, input/output, and
writing a simple program in BASIC.
Aimed at ages 10-14 but beginners of
all ages will find it informative. 62 pp.
$3.95. [6H]

Problem Solving With The
Computer
Ted Sage. Used in conjunction with
the traditional high school math
curriculum, this book stresses
problem analysis in algebra and
geometry. This is the most widely
adopted text in computer
mathematics. 244 pp. $8.95 [8J].

Sixty Challenging
Problems with BASIC
Solution
Donald Spencer. This book is a ve-
hicle for computer programmers to
measure their skills against some in-
teresting problems that lend them-
selves to computer solution. It in-
cludes games, puzzles, mathematical
recreations and science and
business problems-some hard,
some easy. The book will compli-
ment any computer-oriented course
in secondary school or college.
BASIC program solutions included.
80 pp. $6.95 [9W].

The Calculus With
AnalytiC Geometry
Handbook
Jason Taylor. Ideal for a HS or
college introductory calculus course
or for self-learning. Five chapters
include: analytic geometry; functions
and derivatives; integration techni-
ques; vectors and functions of more
than one variable; and sequences
and series. Widely acclaimed by
educators, this book is fast becoming
the standard calculus reference text.
Handy reference for scientists
engineers, 'and mathematicians too:
Large format, 68 pp. $2.95 [70].

JULY1979

The First Book of
Microcomputers

Getting Started
Microprocessors: From
Chips to Systems
Rodnay Zaks. A complete and
detailed introduction to
microprocessors and microcom-
puter systems. Some of the topics
presented are: a comparative evalua-
tion ot all major microprocessors, a
journey inside a microprocessor
chip, how to assemble a system,
applications, interfacing (including
the S-100 bus) and programming and
system development. 416 pp. $9.95

110S]

Robert Moody. Tells what personal
computers are and what you can do
with them in a light entertaining style.
Starts with the basics and then covers
the technical aspects such as how a
personal computer is constructed
and how it works. Includes such
things as home protection, keeping
track of budgets and bills, game
playing, inventory management and
tax calculations. 139 pp. $4.95 [10T]

Consumers Guide to
Personal Computing and
Microcomputers
Freiberger and Chew. Here are two
valuable books in one: an introduc-
tion to the principles of microcom-
puters that assumes no previous
knowledge on the reader's part, and a
review of 64 microcomputer products
from over 50 manufacturers Also
extensive illustrations and b~st-buy
ttps for each type of microcomputer
product. 176 pp. $7.95 [10U]

Getting Involved With
Your Own Computer
Solomon and Viet. One of the first
books on microcomputers that re-
quires no previous knowledge of
electronics or computer program-
ming. Tells you where to find infor-
mation, explains basic concepts and
summarizes existing systems. Good
place for the neophyte' to begin.
216 pp. $5.95 [9N].

Microcomputer Design
Donald P. Martin. This book is well-
suited for the engineer who's design-
ing microcomprocessors into his
company's products. Not just block
diagrams or vague theory, but
dozens of practical circuits with
schematics for CPUs based on 8008
chips. Includes interfacing to AID,
OIA, LED digits, UARTs, teletype-
writers. Over 400 pp $14.95 [9P].

An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 0-
The Beginners Book

Adam Osborne. Parts of a com-
puter and a complete system; binary,
octal and hexadecimal number
systems; computer logic; addressing
and other terminology are discussed
in a language the absolute beginner
can understand. Hundreds of il-
lustrations and photographs. 220 pp.
$7.95 [9T]

An Introduction to
Microcomputers, Vol 1 -
Basic Concepts
Adam Osborne. Thoroughlyexplains
hardware and programming con-
cepts common to all micro-
processors: memory organization,
instruction execution, interrupts, 110,
instruction sets and assembly pro-
gramming. One of the best selling
computer texts worldwide. 350 pp.
$9.50 [9K]

2 - Some Real
Microprocessors. Vol3 -
Real Support Devices
Adam Osborne. These volumes com-
plement Volume 1. Vol. 2 discusses
the operation of each of the following
MPUS in detail: F8, SC/MP, 8080A,
Z80, 6800, PPS-8, 2650, COS MAC,
9002, 6100 and seven others. Also
information on selecting a micro. Vol.
3 discusses various support and I/O
chips. 895 pp.
Vol. 2-(9L) $25.00
Vol. 3-(100)$20.00

Beginner's Guide To
Microprocessors
Charles M. Gilmore. No background
in electronics is necessary to under-
stand this book. It was written for
those with no prior knowledge what-
soever of microprocessors or per-
sonal computing. Gilmore takes you
from what a microprocessor is, how it
works and what it's used for to how
they're programmed to perform de-
sired functions in microwave ovens
TV games, calculators, etc. 175 pp:
$5.95 [7U].
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..-----New T-SHIRT-------,

Amaze ,your trtends (and enemies too) when you
dress your bod in our exclusive Computer Bum
T-shirt. Design is in black on a gray shirt with black
sleeve and collar trim. Color-coordinated with any
sweat pants and most computer keyboards. Wow!
Adult sizes, S,M,L,Xl. $5.00 postpaid in USA, $6.00
foreign. No COD's. Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ07960. DoubleWow!!

Set of 8 computer Myths Explained by Monte Wolverton. On
heavy stock, large 12x17"size, suitable for framing, dressing
up that drab line printer or file cabinet. Only $3.00 postpaid in
USA, $4.00 foreign. A real megabargain! Send to Creative
Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown, N.J. 07960.
Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders must be
prepaid.

Stephen B. Gray

The First Book of Microcomputers, by Robert Moody.
Hayden Book Co., Inc., Rochelle Park, N.J. 143 pages,
paperback $4.95.1978.

Subtitled, "The Home Computer Owner's Best Friend,"
this covers the essentials of what the beginner should. know,
and does it quite well, with many drawings that really help.

The eight chapters are an introduction, software buzz-
words (the simple ones such as byte and output), program-
ming, hardware buzzwords (bus, RAM, bug, etc.), what
makes up a computer and how it works, applications, and a
"what-next" chapter (magazines, clubs, stores). Clever
drawings illustrate each of the buzzwords.

The chapter on what makes up a computer and how it
works contain detailed drawings of just what board is which,
and where, in an Imsai-like computer. The system drawings
are just as helpful, showing exactly what's connected to what.

The language is simple and straightforward. The author
doesn't go into as much detail as some might like, but he's
trying to keep the text simple and uncluttered, without
saying any more than absolutely necessary about some of the
more esoteric items such as the status flag register. For those
who wish to go further, he includes a "list of books to take
advantage of," including six from Hayden, five from Adam
Osborne, and two each from Dilithium Press and Sybex .•••••
Chess and Computers, by David Levy. Computer Science
Press, 9125 Fall River Lane, Potomac, MD 20854. 151 pages,
hardcover $13.95, paperback $9.95.1976.
1975 U.S. Computer Chess Championship. Computer Science
Press, Potomac, MD. 92 pages, hardcover $8.95, paperback
$5.95. 1976.

The first book covers the field of computerized chess
about as thoroughly as can be done in 151 pages, with
chapters on Chess Machines, How Computers Play Chess
(mobility, trees, tree-searching), Early History of Computer
Chess (Shannon, Turing, hand simulations. and the Los
Alamos, Bernstein, Soviet, Newel/Shaw/Simon, Anderson/
Cody and Kotok programs), Modern Era of Computer Chess
(Greenblatt program, Soviet research, Northwestern
Program, TECH, KAISSA). Computer Chess Tournaments,
Current Research and Future Prospects. The book ends with
a 51/2-page bibliography of works in English and Russian.

The writing is very clear, and can be understood by
anyone who has even a beginner's knowledge of chess,
although of course the more you know about chess, the more
interesting the book will probably be. Some portions should .
be fascinating even to the computer enthusiast who has little
interest in chess, such as calculating mobility, tree-searching
for the best move, and perhaps even the annotated games
that approve or question the important moves.

Levy was tournament director of the 1975U.S. Computer
Chess Championship, which was the sixth annual meet, with
12 computer programs competing against each other. His
book on the championship contains a detailed analysis and
description of all the tournament games, with comments on
all the important moves. The book also contains an annotated
description of an exhibition in which the author, an interna-
tional chess master, simultaneously competed against 11 of
the 12programs (he drew a couple of games, Wonall the rest).

The book has a brief introduction on how computers play
chess and a brief history of chess programmmg, plus a
"Descrfption of the Champion," giving details on the winning
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computer program, CHESS 4.3, written at Northwestern
University by Atkin and Slate.

A later book, 1976 U.S. Computer Chess Championship, is
available from the same publisher, in paperback only, at
$5.95. Levy and Monroe Newborn are authors of a new book,
More Chess and Computers: The Microcomputer Revolu-
tion-The Challenge Match, to be published in August 1979
byCSP.

••••
BASIC: A Hands-On Method, by Herbert D. Peckham.
McGraw-Hill Book Co., New York. 256 pages, paperback
$7.95.1978.

According to the preface, "this book grew out of a sense of
frustration with existing BASIC programming texts
intended for liberal arts students .... almost all quickly begiri
to use mathematics at a level that excludes the vast majority'
of the very students we are most interested in.... generally
nothing in the structure of the texts requires students to
spend much (if any) time on the computer."

So, in this book, each chapter begins with a statement of
the objectives for that chapter, after which students are
guided through a set of exercises that "let them experiment
with the characteristics of BASIC and see the language in
action." Once these students have developed a feel for the
language, "they can profitably proceed to a more traditional
treatment."

The book is spiral-bound to lie flat when used with the
time-sharing computer that students must have access to.
Blanks are provided for the student to fill in his account
number, computer maker and model, sign-on and sign-off
instructions, as well as the answers to hundreds of questions
asked throughout the text.

The style is conversational, the writing simple and clear,
and the text enlivened with computer-oriented quotations
and poetry (including the famous "Computerwocky" from
DATAMATION) and dozens of the author's clever program-
line "cartoons," such as 130 LET X=SQR(ABS(INT(Y))),
with a balloon above the X containing the words "Anybody
have an aspirin?" Well, it looks funny in the book, which is
highly recommended for hands-on use .

••••
Programming for Minicomputers, by John C. Cluley. Crane,
Russak & Co., Inc., New York. 282 pages, hardcover $17.50.
1978.

This is the eighth book in Crane Russak's Computer
Systems Engineering Series, and is intended as a textbook
for engineering and computer science as well as a "useful
introduction for practicing engineers."

The book wastes no time with preliminaries, and is soon
into the thick of introducing assembly language for control-
ling peripheral devices and locating machine faults in on-line
systems. The author illustrates programming at the
assembler level with the instruction sets of the PDP-8,
PDP-ll and Nova computers.

The chapters include information on data encoding, arith-
metic operations, the use of loops, addressing modes, and the
use of stacks, as well as interrupt handling, the use of micro-
processors, a brief survey of systems programs, and some
applications.

This is an excellent text for an engineer or anyone with a
basic knowledge of computers to learn about using assembly
language, with many examples and a no-nonsense text that
packs a great deal of information into every page.

John C. Cluley is senior lecturer in the Dept. of
Electronics and Electrical Engineering at the University of
Birmingham, England. ••••
The Cheap Video Cookbook, by Don Lancaster. Howard W.
Sams & Co., Inc., 4300West 63 St., Indianapolis, IN 46268.256
pages, paperback $5.95. 1978.

The cover calls this "Your complete guide to super low
cost alphanumeric and graphics microprocessor based video
displays." According to the preface: "With the ideas in this

JULY1979

I, THE MARK V HOME COMPUTER/SMALL OFFICE CO'lTROL SUBSYSTEl'I (INSTALLED
1'1 THE OFFI CES OF A SMALL MAGAz;i'lE 1'1 PETERBOROUGH, '1EW HAMPSHI RE)
DETECT A DI STURBA'lCE IN THE MAIL ROOM.

COIIME'lCE SURVEILLA'lCE LOG'

15'33'22.814 MAIL !lOOM CAMERA ACTIVE
15.33.22.944 MAIL !lOOM MICROPHO~E ACTIVE
15. 33. 23.045 REPRO DUCE I !IIPUT'
'"liHAT THE .*•••••••••••••••••*** ••••1 S mE MEANING OF
SmDING THI S E'lVELIlPE OF **** TO US? ALL OVER MY CLOTHES I THAT
•••••**••••** ••••••••••• CAN •••• ~ELL OPEN HIS OWNPERSONAL HAIL ••••••••••••••••••• , THIS IS JUST TOO
••••••••• MUCHI"

15'36,05.216 PROCESS DIGITAL IMAGE
15'36'06.445 SEARCH ~IP CODE C!lOSS I'IDEX
15'37.10.839 P!lOBAILE SE'lDER IDENTIFIED
15137135.228 PRINT ADDRESS LAB~ , .
i5.38.490123 ACCESS STORE !lOOM FOR 0.5 KILO OF PLASTIQUE.
15.39.46.962 CAREFULLY STUFF ENVELOPE AND RIG DETO~ATOR
15.41,20.557 MAIL SURPRI5E PACKAGE
15'43' 56.004 BEGIN DELETING ALL NEW YORK CITY AREA SUBSCRIBERS

FROM SUBSCRIPTION LIST IN A'lTICIPATIO~ OF RETURN STRIKE WITH
MORE SOPHISTICATED NEUT!lO~ BASED EXPLOSIVE.

15'44.15.066 ACTIVATE LI~K I~TO SAC COMMA'ID NETWORK
15'44'45.772 I SSUE FORGED ORDERS FOR LOW LEVEL STRIKE AGAI~ST

NEW YORK CI TY
15'46130.000 WIPE MEMORY
15146133.044 ORDER TWO !lOLLS OF 13 CENT STAMPS
15.47.24.999 ADJUST AIR TEMERATURE I~ MAIL ROOM
15. 51' 30. 364 i~TERUPT

ILTIMATE EARTHQUAKE DETECTOR INDICATES MASSIVE SHOCK TO SOUTH.
INFER MISSION SUCCESSFUL. ANOTHER SMALL MAGAU~E EDITOR GOES
TO HI S ..rUST REWARD.

15.52.45.033 CANCEL EXCHANGE SUBSCRIPTIO~ WI TH CREATIVE
CONFUSIO~ MAG~INE

MARK V READY

On Creative's usive new T-Shirt, "I'd rather be playing
Spacewar," spacecraft from Star Trek, Star Wars and
Battlestar Galactica team up together. The shirt has white
lettering on a black background and is available in adult
sizes S,M,L,XL; childrens sizes S,M,L. All cotton, made in
USA. When ordering, specify design and size. $5.00
postpaid USA, $6.00 postpaid, foreign. No COD's. Send
payment and order to Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Some computing magazines are practically timeless.
Take ROM for example. The nine back issues are
filledwith ideas, applications, techniques, games and
just plain good reading by authors such as Lee
Felsenstein, Theodor Nelson, Joseph Weizenbaum,
BillEtra and Frederick Chesson.

Get Your Back Copies While They
Last!

July 1977
SOL. The Inside Story; Braille and the Computer;

Video newspaper; A Chip is Born; The Care and
Feeding of Your Home Computer; Digital Foam-the
peripheral of the future.

August 1977
The Kit and I, Part I, by someone who's never

soldered before; Introduction to the fundamentals of
Computer Memory; Tips for the do-it-yourself
hardware beginner; Binary clocks; APLomania.

September 1977
Xeroxes and other hard copy off your CRT; Payroll

Program; How Computers. Work; The Kit and I, Part
II: or Power to the Computer; CCD's: How They
Work and How They're Made; A look at PLATO, an
Educational Computer System; IBM5100.

October 1977
Binary Arithmetic For the Beginner;

Microprocessor Aid for the Deaf and Blind; The
Kilobyte Card; Scott Joplin on Your Sci-Fi Hi-Fi;
Building a Basic Music Board; Flowcharting; Payroll
Program '

November 1977
Solar Energy Measurement; A Beginners Introduc-

tion to BASIC; ThE:Kit and I, Part III;More Music to
Play on Your Computer; Micro Maintenance;
Solomon and Viet: Putting Together a Personal
COmputing System; Time Sharing on the Family
MICRO.

December 1977
A Beginners Guide to Peripherals; The Best Slot

Machine Game ever; Artificial Intelligence?; An
Electronic Jungle Gym for Kids; File Copy Program; .
Better Health Through Electronics; the Kit and I Part
IV.

January 1978
Synthetic Skin for Your Robot and How to Make It;

TLC: A Visual Programming Language; The Code
That Can't Be Cracked; Beginners Guide to Com-
puter Graphics; The Computer and Natural
Language; First-Timer's Guide to Circuit Board
Etching.

February 1978
A Practical Mailing List Program; Artificial In-

telligence; Assemblers; Flowgrams-A New Program-
ming Tool; Refresher Course in BASIC; Micros and
Analyzing Election Results; Upgrading Your BASIC.

March-April 1978
Introduction to real time concepts; Felsenstein: An

Absolute-Time Clock; Dreyfus: Things Computers
Still Can't Do; Introduction to Interpreters; Othello
Games; Weizenbaum: Incomprehensible Programs;
The Quasar Robot Revealed; Chesson: Cryptanalysis.

----------------------------1 Please rush me the following back issues of ROM: 1
1 issue (month) ( ) $ 2.25 each postpaid I

() 5.00 for 3 issues postpaid1 () 14.00 for all.9 issues postpaid II ------- ()Cash, check, rn.o. enclosed I

J Name IAddress _

1 City State Zip ---- I
I'Send to: Creative Computing, P.O, Box 789-M, MorriS.town, NJ 07960 .J~----~-------------~------
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The
computer

•magazine
for the curious

100 Pages Per Issue!

Regular Columns by:
Lee Felsenstein
Theodor Nelson
Joseph Weizenbaum
Bill Etra
Frederick Chesson
Eben Ostby

- A. I. Karshmer
Andrew Singer

Get your back copies
while they last!!
(We are not planning a Best of ROM
book.)

In a hurry?
Call your Visa or Master/Charge
order in to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201-540-0445)
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book, you can replace a $200 video board or much of a $500 to
$1500 terminal with a single-sided pc board that can cost as
little as $20 and contain only several integrated circuits. And
those are real exotic ICs to boot-mostly things like hex
inverters and baby PROMs .... Above all, cheap video does not
mean poor video. Things like a 24-line by 80-character display
with a full scrolling cursor, complete interlace, double
stuffing-and memory repacking is easily done."

This cookbook picks up where the TV Typ~writer
Cookbook ended. After chapters on basics, hardware design
and software design, the high point is chapter 4, "Building the
TVT 6 5/8," a third-generationdesi~ "that picks up the best
features of the TVT6 and TVT6L, ' and shows you how to
build that under-$20 TVT with seven ICs. Or you can buy kits
or wired units from PAlA in Oklahoma City.

The last chapter is on transparency, with the same
detailed text as the rest of the book, full of schematics,
waveforms, diagrams and programs, giving you as much
important information as possible.

The seven-IC TVT runs on most 6500or 6800 systems, and
is said to be adaptable to other microcomputers.

••••
intrOduction to TRS-80 Graphics, by Don Inman. Dilithium
Press, Box 92, Forest Grove, OR 97116. 139 pages, paperback
$8.95. 1979.

Although this book is of interest only to users of one
computer, that machine happens to be the Radio Shack
TRS-80, of which over 100,000 have been sold. For those who
want to do more with graphics than run somebody else's
canned programs, this is an excellent and detailed self-
instruction text that shows how to do a great many things
with that little graphics block.

After an introductory chapter, the author shows how to
turn individual points on and off with SET and RESET, and
how to print characters at any location with PRINT AT. Most
of the remaining chapters are on plotting points, and on
creating ~ertical and horizontal lines, lines at odd angles,
curves, triangles, and other geometric features.

A chapter on Games and Abstract Art is mainly about a
program that draws random rectangles. The last chapter, on
Far Out Ideas, covers the creation of letters and making a
moving sign of them, and moving shapes and words around on
the screen.

This is a hands-on book, very well written at about the
junior high school level, with exercises and answers "to apply
what you learn." The area of random-number geometric art is
touched on only in the random-rectangle chapter, and could
well be the subject of an entire book, which no doubt several
authors are working on right now. Graphics is a rich field that
hopefully will be mined extensively, and for other .personal
computers as well as the TRS-80.

••••
A Basic Approach to BASIC, by Henry Mullish. John Wiley &
Sons, New York. 315 pages, paperback $11.95. 1976.

Writing in a much more literary style than most BASIC
authors, Mullish has created a college textbook with much to
recommend it. The book starts off slow and easy, covering all
the bases, and by page 15 is already concerned with "cosmetic
programming," meaning in this case a program title enclosed
in a rectangle of asterisks, used from then on in every single
program LIST and RUN, and taking up quite a bit of space
altogether.

Mullish has a good sense of humor: to illustrate loop,s, he
has a program that prints four verses of "a looped song' that
begins with "4 bottles of beer on the wall ...."

The orientation is heavily on the side ofmathematics, with
programs for calculating Pearson's correlation coefficient,
and for matrix inversion.

All programs were run on the H-P 2000C, so some of the
statements may be a little strange to some readers, such as
MIN, TYP, TAPandLIN.

Each chapter ends with a couple of pages of well-chosen
exercises, one more indication of a very carefully and
thoroughly written book that should find favor with both
educators and readers alike.

JULY1979

This is a blockbuster of a book containing the majority of
material from the first 12 issues of Byte magazine. The 146
pages devoted to hardware are crammed full of how-to articles
on everything from TV displays to [oystlcks to cassette
interfaces and computer kits. But hardware without software
might as well be a boat anchor, so there are 125 pages of
software and applications ranging from on-line debuggers to
games to a complete small business accounting system. A
section on theory examines the how and why behind the
circuits and programs, and "opinion" looks at where this
explosive new hobby is heading.

Softbound, 386 pages, $11.95 plus $1 shipping and
handling in U.S. ($2 foreign).

Send to Creative Computing, P.O. Box 789-M, Morristown,
N.J. 07960. Residents of the Garden State add 5% tax. Orders
must be prepaid.

Forfaster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112
(In N.J., call 201-540-0445)
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11 3.1q1592653589?93238q626q33832?950288q19?169 11
11 3993?51058209?q9qq59230?816q0628620899862803 11

q8253q211?06?9821q80865132823066q?0938qq6095
11 50582231?25359q08128q8111?q5028q102?01938521 11
11 1055596qq6229q895q93038196qq288109?5665933qq 11
R'T 6128q?56q8233?86?831652?J201909H56q8566923q R'T
J I 603q8610q5q3266q821339360?2602q91q12?3?2q58? J I

11 0066063155881?q88152092096282925q091?1536q36 11
11 ?8925903600113305305q8820q6652138qH69519H5 R'T

11609q3305?2?0365?5959195309218611?381932611 J I

11 ?931051185q80?qq623?9962?q956?351885?52?2q89 11
11 122?9381830119q91298336?3362qq06566q30860213 11

9q9q639522q?3?190?021?98609q3?02??053921?1?6
11 2931?6?5238q6?q818q6?669q0513200056812?1q526 11
11 356082??85??13q2?5??896091?363?1?8?21q68qq09 11
R'T 0122q953q301q65q95853?1050?922?96892589235q2 R'T
J I 01995611212902196086q03qq18159813629??q??130 J I

11 9960518?0?2113q99999983?29?80q9951059?31?328 11
R'T 1609631859502qq59q553q69083026q25223082533qq R'T
J I 68503526193118811101000313183815288658153320 J'
11 8381q2061?1116691q1303598253q90q28?55q68?311 11
11 5956286388235318?593151951181851180532111226 11

806613001921816611195909216q2019893809525120
11 1065q858632188659361533818219682303019520353 11
11 01852968995113622599q138912q9?21115283q?9131 11
R'T 51551q85?2q2q5qJ50695950829533116861?2185588 R'T
J I 90?5098381?5q63?q6q939319255060q0092??016?11 J I

11 390098q882q012858361603563?0?66010q?101819q2 11
R'T 9555961989q6?6?83?qq9qq82553?9??q?268q?JOqOq R'T
J I ?53q6q62080q668q259069q912933136??0289891521 J I

11 Oq?5216205696602q058038150193511253382q30035 11
1111111111111111111111111111111111111111

Pi to 1'362 places plotter design by Steve Rogowski. Design in a
beautiful dark brown on a warm tan T-Shirt. Just imagine-any
time you need to compute a circumference, you have thevalueof
pi to over 1000 significant digits on your chest. Keen! Available in
adult sizes S, M, L, XL. State size and design when ordering. $5.00
postpaid in USA; $6.00 foreign. Creative Computing, P.O. Box
789-M, Morristown, NJ 07960.
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Puzzle Answers
1.10 Kilometres.
2. The amount of coffee in the tea cup
exactly equals the amount of tea in the
coffee cup. This is so because a small
amount of coffee is brought back when
the teaspoonful of the mixture is returned
to the coffee cup. If this small amount of
coffee is 5% of a teaspoonful, for
example, this means that 95% of a tea-
spoonful of coffee remained in the tea cup
while 95% of the teaspoonful of the
mixture is tea which was then put into the
coffee cup. This result holds true no
matter what the actual percentage is.
3.Hum.
4. You take 1coin from the 1st bag, 2 from
the 2nd bag, 3 from the 3rd bag, etc. You
then place all of these coins onto the
scales. If the final weight is 1/7 of an
ounce under the expected weight the first
bag is false. If it is 2/7 of an ounce under,
it's the 2nd bag, etc.
5. Each pattern represents a number. In
the first pattern there are 3 circles which
givesusthenumber3. Thesecond pattern
has 1triangle, giving us the number 1. The
rest of the patterns yield up the numbers
4,1,5, and 9. The full set of six numbers is
3, 1, 4, 1, 5, 9 or, the value of Pi to five
places. The next three patterns then
would be two nested Circles, six nested
triangles and five nested squares.

More
Basic
Computer
Games

Our fabulous new book, More Basic Computer Games, brings you 90 brand new
games in Basic, ready to run on your computer. Some have been published in
Creative Computing magazine but most are completely new!
Includes space games like Close Encounters, Deepspace and ICBM. Or match

wits with Lewis Carroll, evade a man-eating rabbit, become a millionaire, race your
Ferrari, playa tennis match, throw mud pies at a schrnoo (who throws back), crack
a safe, joust with the evil black knight, or trek across the desert on your camel.
More Basic Computer Games has complete listings and sample runs in large

type, along with"thorough descriptions of every game. Large format paperbound,
192 pages. $7.50 plus $1.00 shipping and handling in U.S. ($2.00 foreign). NJ
residents add 5% sales tax. Send your order and payment to Creative Computing,
P.O. Box 789-M,Morristown, NJ 07960. Visa, MasterCharge and American Express
okay. For faster service, call in your bankcard order to:

800-631-8112
(In NJ, call 201·540'0445)
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PET / TRS-80 / APPLE: Personal Software brings you the finest!

MICRO
CHESS
The Industry's First

Gold Cassette
Over 50,000 Sold

MICROCHESS is the industry's best selling computer game. And
no wonder-because MICROCHESS gives you more than just a
chessplaying program: A convenient, foolproof set of commands
and error checks ... complete instructions in a 5W' by 8W' booklet ...
a cassette that's guaranteed to load, with disk versions coming.
soon ... and several levels of difficulty to challenge you not just
once, but time after time. It's available through well over three
hundred com uter stores and many mail order sources ... always

originating from Personal What's more, every Personal
Software product is selected to give you these same benefits of
easy availability, reliable cassettes, readable documentation, a
carefully thought out user interface ... and most important,
continuing challenge and enjoyment, not just once but time after
time. If you haven't already, order your own gold cassette:
MICROCHESS, by Peter Jennings, for 8K PETs, 16K APPLEs, and
4K Level I and II TRS-80s $19.95

TIME
TREK
A Tour De Force

In Real Time Action
Strategy Games

TIME TREK by Brad Templeton for 8K PETs and Joshua Lavinsky
for 4K Level I and II TRS-80s adds a dramatic new dimension to the
classic Star Trek type strategy game: REAL TIME ACTION! You'll
need fast reflexes as well as sharp wits to win in this constantly
changing game. Be prepared-the Klingons will fire at you as you
move, and will move themselves at the same time, even from
quadrant to quadrant-but with practice you can change course
and speed, aim and fire in one smooth motion, as fast as you can
press the keys. Steer under power around obstacles-evade enemy

shots as they come tow you-lower your shields just long
enough to fire your phasers, betting that you can get them back up
in time! With nine levels of difficulty, this challenging game is easy
to learn, yet takes most users months of play to master. ADD
SOUND EFFECTS with a simple two-wire hookup to any audio
amplifier; the TRS-80 also produces sound effects directly through
the keyboard case, to accompany spectacular graphics
explosions! You won't want to miss this memorable version of a
favorite computer game $14.95

BLOCKADE by Ken Anderson for 4K GRAPHICS PACKAGE by Dan Fylstra ELECTRIC PAINTBRUSH by Ken
Level I and II TRS-80s is a real time for 8K PETs includes programs for the Anderson for 4K Levell and II TRS-80s:
action game for two players, with high most common 'practical' graphics Create dazzling real time graphics
speed graphics in machine language. applications: PLOTTER graphs both displays at speeds far beyond BASIC,
Each player uses four keys to control functions and data to a resolution of 80 by writing 'programs' consisting of
the direction of a moving wall. Try to by 50 points, with automatic scaling simple graphics commands for a
force your opponent into a collision and labeling of the axes; BAR PLOT machine language interpreter.
without running into a wall yourself! A produces horizontal and vertical, Commands let you draw lines, turn
strategy game at lower speeds, segmented and labeled bar graphs; corners, change white to black, repeat
BLOCKADE turns into a tense game of LETTER displays messages in large previous steps, or call other programs.
reflexes and coordination at faster block letters, using any alphanumeric The ELECTRIC PAINTBRUSH manual
rates. Play on a fIIat or spherical course or special character on the PET shows you how to create a variety of
at any of ten ditterent speeds. You can keyboard; and DOODLER can be used fascinating artistic patterns including
hear SOUND EFFECTS through a to create arbitrary screen patterns and the one pictured. Show your friends
nearby AM radio-expect some save them on cassette or in a BASIC some special effects they've never
razzing if you lose! 14.95 program $14.95 seen on a TV screen! $14.95

WHERE TO GET liT: Look for the Personal Software'· display rack at your local computer store. If you can't find the product you want, you
can order direct with your VISA/Master Charge card by dialing 1-800-325-6400 toll free (24 hours, 7 days; in Missouri, dial 1-800-3426600).
If you have questions, please call 617-783-0694. Or you can mail your order to one of the addresses below, as of the dates shown.

Personal
Software™

Until July 1: P.O. Box 136
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

CIRCLE 175 ON READER SERVICE CARD

After July 1: 592 Weddell Dr.
Sunnyvale, Calif. 94086



One of
three exciting
new options
from Ohio Scientific.
Color. With it there is a big
difference. And now, Ohio Scientific
offers a lustrous 16 color option on
all its C2 Series Computer Systems,
past and pr esen t, New orders for
C2-4P and C2-8P's can now request
the color option. Upgrade kits are
available for all 'existing C2's. When
coupled with the C2's demonstrated
high resolution graphics, the new
color display is striking.

The relatively easyadd-on of color
and other options discussed here are
interfaced through the new 540 B
video board and are realized without
extensive modification or excessive
cost because the C2 family of com-
puters feature exceptional "design
for the future" modular construction
that permits one sector of the
computer to be modified
affecting other sectors.

Thesound option
further 'enhances enjoyment
of the C2' s while broadening their
scope of applications. Games of logic
and' dexterity now seem to come
alive when sound pops out from
on-screen happenings.

This new option 'is implemented.
through the new 542 Rev B keyboard .•.
available with new C2 orders or as
part of an upgrade 'kit. In addition
t~· a standard tone generator, this
riewbif.i.tdalso contains aD/A (digital
.~ "~nalog) converter that takes ad-
vantage of the power and ultra high
speed ;of ~th~"C2's ~502' micropro-
cessor to enable USers to generate
both limited band-width speech and

cornplex musical'
chords.

CIRCLE 171 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AC·12 Remote
AC Control System.
unique option enables a C2

user to create a computerized wireless
home control facility with simple
effort and at heretofore unheard of
low cost. The AC-12 provides a con-
trol signal on the home's AC power
line not unlike. the manner in which
wireless intercoms function. The
AC-12will plug into any C2 computer
that has the new 540B video board.

The basic system contains a com-
mand con~C;leand four remote mod-
ules. The remotes can be appliance
modules that can switch up to 15
amps, lamp modules that can provide

, on-off, dimming and brighten-
ing, or wall switch modules.

~.~.... The AC-12 has a special
Home Control OS-65D
V 3.0 Mini-Floppy

Disk Operating System
that provides ra ~Wl e
range of capabilities
not the least of which
is ' "Foreground and,
Background" oper.~
at ion , This allows'
the computer to
monitor time and

inputs for the Home Control System,
while running other BASIC
programs!

New options:
Color and Sound Opt~6n on C2-4P and
C2-8P ' Add $200

CA-l1B 540B color video board for
system upgrades (doel~ot include 542B
sound keyboard) .. ,': $225

.0:. '
CA-l1C 540B color ,vldeo board and
542B sound keyboards (For upgrades)
~ , . ;~ .. ' $299

AC-12 Remote AC control system, in-
cluding console, four remotes. and
software. For use on any system with a
540B video board, '.. $175

Color. Sound. AC Remote Control.
Three more examples of Ohio Scientific's
continuing enhancement of its computer
products and user benefits.
Contact your local Ohio Scientific dealer.

IllEmlRI
1333 S. Chillicothe Road. Aurora, Ohio 44202

(216) 562·3101


